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Support our buoys 
An international effort is needed to restore an early-warning system for the vast warming of the 
Pacific Ocean that leads to extreme weather worldwide. 

The numbers don’t add up. When, in 2012, the US National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) retired the 
Ka’imimoana, a former US Navy ship dedicated to maintaining 

an array of moored buoys that monitors the equatorial Pacific Ocean, 
administrators were able to chop roughly US$6 million from the annual 
NOAA budget. In 2013, the agency says, it spent up to $3 million char-
tering boats for the same purpose. Those charters have failed to keep 
pace with the rigorous maintenance requirements, however, and the 
Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array has partially collapsed as 
a result (see Nature http://doi.org/q72; 2014). The upshot is that, to 
save a few million dollars, NOAA has left the world partially blind to 
a phenomenon that can cause tens of billions of dollars in damage.

The TAO array exists as a direct result of that phenomenon: an 
intense warming of surface waters in the eastern equatorial Pacific, 
known as El Niño. In 1982–83, scientists did not see it coming, and 
could only watch as its effects rippled through the global weather sys-
tem to wreak havoc around the world. NOAA researchers responded 
with a moored array that could be used to monitor both the upper 
layer of the ocean and the atmosphere above. The agency partnered 
with the international community to test and deploy the instruments 
in the 1980s, and by 1994 nearly 70 moorings were in place. That 
helped scientists to give advance warning several months before the 
epic El Niño of 1997–98, which nonetheless contributed to extreme 
weather that killed thousands of people and caused massive amounts 
of damage.

Working in concert with computer models and satellite observa-
tions, the TAO array remains an integral component of a system to 
give early warning of events in the tropical Pacific. It has also helped 
researchers to advance the science surrounding El Niño and its sister 
effect La Niña, which is defined by a cooling in the same region. Pro-
gress in this field has laid the foundation for long-range forecasts, and 
the array provides crucial data for seasonal weather models released 
by the United States and other governments.

Those are reasons enough to maintain a viable monitoring system 
in the equatorial Pacific, but the array’s value extends well beyond 
weather forecasting and into basic climate research. It also provides 
baseline data for researchers studying the effects of global warming 
on El Niño cycles. For instance, an analysis published this month sug-
gests that the frequency of major El Niño events — such as those in 
1982–83 and 1997–98 — are likely to double this century (W. Cai et al. 
Nature Clim. Change http://doi.org/q4c; 2014). And as discussed two 
weeks ago in these pages, the equatorial Pacific is also a focal point 
of research into the current global-warming hiatus (see Nature 505, 
261–262; 2014).

Budget pressures are understandable, and difficult funding deci-
sions are made every day at agencies such as NOAA. But there can be 
no doubt that the decision to cut the costs of array maintenance was a 
mistake. The question now is what to do about it.

To discuss potential solutions, a group of researchers from around 
the world is meeting this week at the Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-
phy in La Jolla, California. Although few seem to expect an immediate 
fix for the array, NOAA promised extra resources for it last week, and 
all involved must hope that the agency delivers. Further afield, and 

keeping fiscal constraints in mind, research-
ers must look at all the available technolo-
gies and identify what they need to maintain 
a viable monitoring system in the Pacific. 
The burden of implementation need not fall 

solely on NOAA, and could be shared among government agencies 
in other countries that benefit from these data, from South Korea to 
the United Kingdom.

Also on the agenda in La Jolla are the bureaucratic barriers hinder-
ing the international cooperation that would ensure scientists have the 
funds and ships they need to maintain the array. These obstacles must 
be overcome, and a look at the array’s own past provides reason for 
hope. Six countries took part in its initial testing and deployment, and 
since 2000, Japan has maintained a dozen of the original moorings 
in the western Pacific, called the TRITON array. The benefits of this 
system are truly global. It makes sense for the international community 
to come together on a long-term solution. ■

“The benefits of 
this system are 
truly global.”

Open invitation
Europe’s proposed climate targets fire the 
starting gun on the long build-up to Paris 2015.

When European leaders agreed on three climate and energy 
targets in 2008, and established a set of policies by which 
to achieve them, the European Union (EU) was widely 

acknowledged as the world’s first major economic power to tackle the 
climate-change problem in earnest.

Those landmark ‘20-20-20 targets’ for 2020 aimed for a 20% reduc-
tion in greenhouse-gas emissions below 1990 levels while setting a 
mandatory 20% target for the share of electricity consumption coming 
from renewable energy sources and a 20% improvement in energy 
efficiency by that time.

With EU emissions now down by some 18% relative to levels in 
1990, Europe is well on its way to exceeding the first and crucial goal. 
Against that background, the new mid-term emissions target — a 40% 
reduction on 1990 levels by 2030 — proposed by the European Com-
mission last week has received a lukewarm response from environ-
mental groups, scientists and green-minded politicians (see page 597).
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The commission wants to scrap binding national renewable-energy 
targets and introduce a mere aspirational goal for the EU as a whole. 
This has led some critics to infer a Brussels-conspired counter-revo-
lution in climate policies, which they say will deal a blow to Europe’s 
emerging renewable industry and open the door to a renaissance of 
nuclear power on the continent. But the commission’s proposal has 
more teeth than its critics would like to admit.

According to state-of-the-art energy-economy models, 40% emis-
sions cuts by 2030 are achievable at reasonable cost and, provided 
sound investment is made in energy research, do keep Europe on track 
to cut emissions by at least 80% by mid-century.

Announced just as Europe is surfacing from the most severe  
economic downturn since the Great Depression, the cost efficiency 
of the plan is essential to its chances of success. To burden member 
countries with excessive environmental measures at this time could 
do more long-term harm than good. An economically weak, socially 
struggling region is unlikely to produce the wealth and creative power 
that will be needed to achieve the great transformation to a low-carbon 
civilization.

That transformation is a global task. With the EU accounting for 
little more than 10% of global greenhouse-gas emissions, the bulk of 
the effort will need to be accomplished elsewhere. But although the 
focus of global climate policies is increasingly shifting to the world’s 
rising economies — and to China in particular — both the timing 
and the content of Europe’s latest promise on global warming could 
be essential to building political momentum.

With a view to the United Nations climate talks next year in Paris, 
where nations hope to replace the underachieving 1997 Kyoto Protocol 
with a more stringent global climate agreement, the EU’s bid is a clear 

and unambiguous signal. What Brussels has dished up well in advance 
of the Paris climate gala is a polite but firm invitation to the rest of the 
world, and one that governments from Beijing to Washington cannot 
lightly afford to ignore. By the end of the year, at the latest, the EU’s 
main economic competitors will be expected to lay on the table solid 
offers for that crucial round of negotiations.

In terms of the magnitude of emissions cuts, the EU’s unilateral 
proposal is an indication of the minimum 
level of commitment other developed nations 
can be expected to make if they take their  
climate-change responsibilities remotely seri-
ously. But governments — including those of 
EU member states — must be reminded that 
gentle pathways to decarbonization such as 
the EU hopes to follow are by no means a 
guarantee of a benign future climate. In fact, 

even the more optimistic scenarios currently under debate would 
give the world at best a 50% chance of staying below 2 °C of warming, 
the often-cited threshold to dangerous climate change. The science 
strongly suggests that reducing this probability to a tolerably small 
value would require global emissions cuts at least twice as high as those 
proposed in Brussels last week.

The question of how the substantial global cuts that might be 
required to safely stay below 2 °C of warming should be apportioned 
between rich and poor countries is one that science alone cannot 
answer. This issue requires input from ethics and the theory of justice 
as much as it does from science and empirical economics. The EU’s lat-
est climate aspirations, whether or not one considers them sufficient, 
are a timely reminder of the intricacies of the issues at stake. ■

“Europe’s 
latest promise 
on global 
warming could 
be essential to 
building political 
momentum.”

Crystal clear
Celebrating the many achievements of 
crystallography.

In one of the more bizarre examples of science outreach, the website 
starnostar.com gives readers the chance to vote on who should 
win a popularity fight between the physicists Max von Laue and 

Paul Dirac (see go.nature.com/fw1omn). To the non-expert, there is 
not much to go on; the website biographies offer brief details on the 
physicists’ birth places and their sign of the zodiac, but nothing on 
their achievements, popular or other wise. (Dirac currently leads, with 
69% of the vote, but don’t despair, von Laue fans; the contest remains 
open, and a surge in support could yet tip the balance.)

Itching to pitch in to help choose between two of the greatest minds of 
the twentieth century, but unsure about their true credentials? Read on.

“In the right corner, Max.” A friend of Albert Einstein and a student 
of Max Planck, von Laue (a Libra) is the rugged outdoors type. He 
discussed his Nobel-prizewinning idea that X-rays passing through a 
crystal would bounce around to form an identifiable signature while 
skiing. Skiing! He was brave as well — he stood up to the Nazis in his 
native Germany and helped Jewish colleagues to escape the country. 
He won a Nobel prize, and earns bonus points for the rip-roaring 
boys’-own tale of how the gold award was dissolved to hide it during 
the war, and then later recast.

“In the left corner, Paul.” An awkward man and a sensitive soul, 
Dirac lived for his work and had little time for small talk, or for much 
else. But what work it was. His mathematical wizardry unlocked the 
secrets of quantum mechanics and quantum electrodynamics. He won 
a Nobel prize too, aged just 31! And for all you anti-establishment 
British types, he refused a knighthood. (He did not want to be known 
by his first name.)

Still undecided? Then take a look at a special collection of articles 
that begins on page 601, and a research paper on page 657. More than 
a century since von Laue’s moment of inspiration on the slopes, and 
exactly a century since his Nobel prize, 2014 is the International Year 
of Crystallography. There are a lot of such celebratory years these 
days. But indulge us, and the organizers, who want to shout about the 
achievements and contributions of X-ray crystallography. Crystallog-
raphers deserve the chance — too often in the background when the 
spotlight falls on scientific accomplishment, like one of their refraction 
patterns, it is worth piecing together their separate successes to build 
a coherent image of the whole.

Such anniversaries and commemorations inevitably cast the eye 
and the mind backwards in time. But as this week’s special collec-
tion makes clear, crystallography remains a cutting-edge field, and 
one that, if harnessed properly, could contribute as much in the next 
100 years as it did in the previous 100. The development of the X-ray 
free-electron laser, for example, is a monumental technical achieve-
ment, and one that seems more suited to the world of 2114 than 1914,  
or even 2014.

Dirac’s work continues as well. On page 657, physicists describe the 
first creation of something he predicted in 1931 — a magnet with a 
single pole: the Dirac monopole. A triumph of a growing research field 
called quantum simulation, which exploits real quantum systems to 
model others that are difficult to achieve, the research shows that not 
all magnets need have opposing ‘north’ and ‘south’ poles. Now that 
they know such a thing is possible (see the News & Views article on 
page 627 for more), physicists will continue to search for them with a 
spring in their step. As Dirac said: “one would be surprised if Nature 
had made no use of it.”

Back to starnostar. To choose between Dirac and von Laue, of 
course, is to be forced to select either the north 
pole or the south pole of a magnet. As Dirac and 
von Laue, and later physicists, show us, we don’t 
need to do that. Each can stand on his own. And 
much else rests on both. ■
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Quiet green revolution 
starts to make some noise
The formation of the UN Scientific Advisory Board is an important step 
towards integrating global sustainability efforts, says Owen Gaffney.

This week sees the first meeting of a board of scientific experts set 
up to advise UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon. In a modest 
way, it is a historic move — never before has the head of the 

United Nations had what amounts to a team of chief scientific advis-
ers. Furthermore, the meeting in Berlin marks one of the first outward 
signs of a quiet international revolution that is building new bridges 
between science and policy.

Each member of the board will serve for two years, and is supposed 
to act independently, rather than lobbying for his or her nation. 
Among the 26 scientists are Abdul Hamid Zakri, science adviser to 
the prime minister of Malaysia and chair of the Intergovernmental 
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services; Brazilian Earth-
system scientist Carlos Nobre; and Bulgarian global environmental 
governance expert Maria Ivanova.

The inclusion of political scientists is a bold 
move reflecting a growing awareness that the gov-
ernance arrangements of the twentieth century 
are struggling to cope with the challenges of the 
twenty-first. That failing was highlighted repeat-
edly at the annual meeting of the World Eco-
nomic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, last week.

The board has its origins in the UN report 
Resilient People, Resilient Planet, published for the 
Rio+20 conference on sustainable development 
in 2012, which recommended that “the Secretary-
General should consider naming a chief scien-
tific adviser or establishing a scientific advisory 
board with diverse knowledge”. But it can also be 
seen as a response to another 2012 UN report, 
the damning 21 Issues for the 21st Century, which 
highlighted what it called broken bridges between 
science and policy. It identified a lack of “meeting points” between 
scientists and politicians that is causing knowledge to remain locked in 
silos. As a result, the link between science and society becomes strained 
and public confidence — in climate science for example — is weakened.

Partly because of the size of the UN and partly because of how it has 
evolved, myriad commissions, programmes and organizations work on 
what can be grouped under the heading of sustainable development. 
This makes it difficult to coordinate policies. Worse, some are in direct 
conflict. The World Bank, for example, has invested in energy projects 
that fly in the face of efforts to reduce carbon emissions.

Reform will take time, and the problems run deeper than the 
links between science and policy. Greater change is under way: Ban 
announced the scientific advisory board last September at the first meet-
ing of the UN High-Level Political Forum on Sus-
tainable Development, the flagship that he hopes 
will bring about much-needed coordination.

Political fragmentation has a knock-on effect 
on international science programmes: when 

researchers work with the UN, we are forced to deal with issues in 
the same silos it does. But when it comes to global sustainability, the 
environment can no longer be separated from economic growth, nor 
can action on food security be separated from action on biodiversity.

A significant strength of the new advisory board is that it will form 
a bridge between the UN and international research. The timing is 
good. The landscape of international Earth-system and sustainable-
development research is itself undergoing major reform, spearheaded 
by the ten-year research programme Future Earth, which is bringing 
together all the major players. As Future Earth develops its science 
plan, the advisory board has within its remit to identify “knowledge 
gaps” that could be addressed by “international research programs, 
e.g., the emerging ‘Future Earth’”. The scene is set for these two initia-

tives to lock together like a jigsaw puzzle.
Future Earth integrates networks including the 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme 
(IGBP), the DIVERSITAS biodiversity pro-
gramme and the International Human Dimen-
sions Programme. The latter two will close this 
year and, after 28 years, the IGBP is scheduled to 
close its doors in 2015.

It is early days for Future Earth, but the ambi-
tion is clear: its architects argue that there needs 
to be an urgent shift in international science, from 
a focus on understanding the Earth system and 
how humans interact with it to meeting the needs 
of 10 billion people as Earth’s life-support system 
is transformed. This is not so much bridge repair 
as construction of an entirely new bridge.

As such, planning is detailed, negotiations pro-
tracted, the lag between idea and implementation 

drawn out. Traditionally, international science programmes have had 
few links with engineering, technology and business, but this is where 
the solutions to modern problems will be found. Whole new networks 
need to emerge.

This, too, is happening. Immediately following Rio+20, Ban set up 
the Sustainable Development Solutions Network, led by US economist 
Jeffrey Sachs. This is a global network of research centres, universities 
and businesses tasked with innovative problem-solving. With a direct 
line to the secretary-general’s office and Future Earth, it has already 
built much momentum. 

Taken together, these initiatives and the appointment of the UN scien-
tific advisory board will inject energy into a tired system. This is worth 
celebrating — not least because it creates a mechanism for ongoing 
reform, rather than having to wait 20 years for the next Earth summit. ■

Owen Gaffney is director of communications at the International 
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme in Stockholm.
e-mail: owen.gaffney@igbp.kva.se
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Teeth from a 1.8-million-year-old human fossil 
show signs of disease and are extremely worn — 
possibly from eating hard and fibrous foods.

In 2000, researchers uncovered a jaw bone 
(pictured) at a site in Dmanisi, Georgia, which 
has produced the oldest human fossils outside 
Africa. Laura Martín-Francés at the National 
Research Centre on Human Evolution in Burgos, 
Spain, and her team examined the fossil, dubbed 

D2600, including its teeth. Most of the teeth 
had no protective enamel left, and the roots and 
interior showed signs of infection.

The wear patterns — which are unlike those of 
other human specimens of a similar age — could 
have been caused by a diet of abrasive and fibrous 
plants and fruits, similar to that of apes, the 
researchers say.
Comptes Rendus Palevol http://doi.org/q5t (2014)

PA L A E O A N T H R O P O L O G Y

Broken teeth point to rough diet

G E O L O G Y

Water dives deep 
inside Earth
Slabs of Earth’s crust that are 
plunging deep into the planet 
could be carrying much larger 
amounts of water into the 
planet’s mantle than previously 
thought.

In the northwest Pacific 
Ocean, where the Pacific plate 
sinks beneath Japan, Tom 
Garth and Andreas Rietbrock 
of the University of Liverpool, 
UK, studied earthquakes 
originating from within 
the diving slab. Modelling 
indicated that the quakes occur 
along water-rich faults that 
form as the plate bends before 
diving below.

Over Earth’s lifetime, the 

M E TA B O L I S M

Mother’s fatty diet 
hurts offspring
Female mice that eat a high-fat 
diet while nursing their pups 
predispose them to obesity and 
diabetes by altering the pups’ 
brain wiring.

Tamas Horvath at Yale 
University in New Haven, 
Connecticut; Jens Brüning 
at the Max Planck Institute 
for Neurological Research in 
Cologne, Germany; and their 
team discovered that mice that 

AT M O S P H E R I C  S C I E N C E

Shifting winds 
freeze China 
Not only has climate change 
been responsible for frequent 
bouts of record-breaking 
summer heat in China since 
2000, but it could also be the 
cause of the unprecedented 
winter cold that has plagued 
northern parts of the country 

M I C R O B I O L O G Y

Immobile bacteria 
hitchhike on rafts
Bacteria that are unable to 
move on their own can hitch a 
lift on their mobile neighbours.

Yael Helman of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem and her 
team found that, on agar plates, 
the bacterium Xanthomonas 
perforans — which does not 
move on solid surfaces — 
triggered Paenibacillus vortex 
to move closer to it, and then 
used this travelling species as 
transport. This interaction 
occurred even when the two 
species were separated by a 
plastic barrier, suggesting 
that X. perforans releases an 
airborne substance to signal 
for a lift. Electron-microscope 
images revealed single 
X. perforans cells on ‘rafts’ of 
P. vortex. 

This hitchhiking also 
occurred on leaves, and 
between other xanthomonads 
and motile bacteria, suggesting 
that the behaviour could be 
widespread.
ISME J. http://doi.org/q67 (2013)

Pacific plate could have taken 
the equivalent of 3.5 oceans 
into the mantle. Some of that 
water is released and rises 
upward, fuelling volcanoes; 
the rest plunges deeper into 
the planet.
Geology http://doi.org/q7p 
(2014)

in several recent years. 
Xueyuan Kuang and her 

team at Nanjing University in 
China analysed the distribution 
of record-breaking high and 
low temperatures observed 
between 1951 and 2010 at 
nearly 1,900 weather stations 
across China. Records for 
summer highs were set more 
frequently between 2000 and 
2010 than in the previous two 
decades. Record winter lows 
seemed to cluster in northern 
China in the 2000s, whereas 
in the 1990s they were spread 
across most of the country. 

This clustering seems to 
be a result of air-pressure 
anomalies and shifting jet 
streams over Eurasia in 
autumn and winter since the 
late 1990s. These changes can 
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cause cold Siberian air to flow 
into and persist over northern 
China, the team found. 
J. Geophys. Res. http://doi.org/
q5k (2014)
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G E N O M I C S

Dogs domesticated before farming
Dogs became companions for humans 
long before the advent of agriculture, 
according to a genome-sequencing study.

A team led by Robert Wayne at the 
University of California, Los Angeles, and John Novembre now 
at the University of Chicago, Illinois, analysed the genomes 
of three wolves (Canis lupus) from regions where dogs are 
thought to have first been domesticated. The authors also 
studied the genomes of two dog breeds, including Australian 
dingoes (pictured), and of a golden jackal. The researchers 

determined that dogs were 
probably domesticated from 

now-extinct wolves between 
11,000 and 16,000 years ago — 
before humans began farming 

around 10,000 years ago. 
The findings contradict a 

previous genome study, which 
argued that dog domestication 

was associated with farming. 
PLOS Genetics 10, 
e1004016 (2014)

I M M U N O L O G Y

Poor diet boosts 
innate immunity
Vitamin A deficiency 
enhances the immune system’s 
response to parasitic worm 
infections in mice.

Malnutrition typically 
impairs the body’s ability to 
fight infection. But Yasmine 
Belkaid at the US National 
Institutes of Health in 
Bethesda, Maryland, 
and her team found that 
depriving mice of vitamin 
A boosts an arm of the 
immune system that 
protects the body’s barriers, 
such as the gut. Animals 
lacking this vitamin had 
a much higher level of 
ILC2 cells — immune cells that 
are active in barrier defence 
— in the gut than mice on a 
normal diet, and were better 
able to fend off infection by a 
nematode worm. 

Vitamin A deficiency is 
common in areas where worm 
infection is also prevalent. The 
findings suggest a way that the 
immune system has adapted to 
promote survival even in the 
face of malnutrition.
Science 343, 432–437 (2014)

P H O T O V O LTA I C S

Hot solar cells 
make more power
A photovoltaic device that 
converts sunlight into heat to 
generate power has achieved 
greater efficiency than previ-
ous such devices, thanks to the 
design of nanomaterials in the 

E N G I N E E R I N G

Phone device 
detects mercury 
A smartphone attachment can 
detect low levels of mercury 
in water samples, opening 
the door to on-site, low-cost 
environmental monitoring.

Inorganic mercury is 
harmful to the kidneys, and 
can be converted by bacteria 
into its neurotoxic, organic 
forms. The device (pictured), 
developed by Aydogan 
Ozcan and his colleagues at 
the University of California, 
Los Angeles, can measure 
inorganic mercury at levels 
of 3.5 parts per billion (p.p.b.) 
— good enough to detect the 
maximum acceptable level of 
6 p.p.b. advised by the World 
Health Organization. The 
attachment shines green and 
red light through tiny test 
tubes, which contain the water 
sample and a few reagents. 
The mobile phone’s camera 
detects the light, which shifts 
towards green wavelengths 
if mercury is present. A 

P U B L I C  H E A LT H

Mutations toughen 
up tuberculosis  
A genomic analysis of the 
tuberculosis bacterium in a 
Russian population reveals 
that the microbe is not only 
evolving resistance to multiple 
drugs, but also retaining its 
ability to survive and spread.

Francis Drobniewski at 
Queen Mary University of 
London and his colleagues 
sequenced the genomes 
of 1,000 Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis isolates from 
people in western Russia. 

light-absorbing layer.
Thermophotovoltaics 

contain a layer that absorbs a 
wider spectrum of wavelengths 
than conventional solar cells. 
This layer radiates heat that 
is used to generate electricity. 
Evelyn Wang and her team at 
the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology in Cambridge 
designed their absorber–
emitter material by growing 
an array of carbon nanotubes, 
which turn light into heat, onto 
a layer of photonic crystals, 
which they engineered to emit 
energy of the optimum levels 
for power generation. 

The researchers’ device 
reached an energy conversion 
efficiency of 3.2%, three 
times greater than in 
previous experiments. The 
authors say that with further 
improvements, efficiency 
could exceed 20%.
Nature Nanotech. http://doi.org/
q6j (2014) 

custom-made app provides the 
measurement. 

The researchers tested their 
device by creating a mercury-
contamination map of 
50 locations in California.
ACS Nano http://doi.org/q6n 
(2014)
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Two-thirds of the isolates 
belonged to a lineage that first 
emerged in Asia and is prone 
to developing drug resistance. 
More than 60% of the isolates 
had drug-resistance mutations. 
Such mutations typically 
hinder bacteria’s ability to 
spread, but the team found new 
‘compensatory’ mutations that 
might maintain transmissibility 
in more than 400 isolates with 
resistance to the antibiotic 
rifampicin. 

The findings suggest that 
biological factors, and not just 
weak public-health measures, 
are behind the high incidence 
of tuberculosis in Russia. 
Nature Genetics http://dx.doi.
org/10.1038/ng.2878 (2014)

ate a fatty diet during lactation 
had pups that were fatter, 
had higher insulin levels and 
were less sensitive to insulin 
than the offspring of mothers 
that ate a normal diet. In the 
fat pups, fewer fibres from 
specific neurons branched 
into regions of the brain’s 
hypothalamus that regulate 
energy metabolism.  

This circuitry is established 
in mice shortly after birth, but 
in humans it develops during 
the last trimester of pregnancy. 
The authors suggest that a 
mother’s diet during this period 
could have long-term health 
effects for the child.  
Cell http://doi.org/q7k (2014) 
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B U S I N E S S

Biotech blues
Biotechnology company 
Advanced Cell Technology 
(ACT) has lost its chief 
executive, Gary Rabin, who 
resigned on 22 January. The 
firm, based in Marlborough, 
Massachusetts, faces the 
possibility of bankruptcy after 
a series of financial missteps. 
ACT is running the only trials 

EU climate package
The European Commission 
unveiled a package of climate 
and energy proposals on 
22 January, with targets 
for 2030. European Union 
member states are to reduce 
their collective greenhouse-
gas emissions by 40% 
relative to 1990 levels (see 
page 597). The package also 
includes recommendations 
for managing shale-gas 
extraction by fracking, but not 
the binding environmental 
regulation that had been under 
consideration. Instead, the 
commission will weigh up over 
the next 18 months whether 
further legislation is needed.

Pharma patent flap
Advocates of affordable 
medicines expressed 
outrage last week after 
leaked documents revealed 
a proposed public-relations 
campaign by a lobbying firm 
in Arlington, Virginia, to 
stymie drug-patent reform in 
South Africa. The country is 
considering loosening patent 
protections to improve access 
to cheaper, generic drugs, in 
line with moves in India and 
Brazil in recent years (see 

P O L I C Y

Drilling setback
The US government failed to 
assess potential environmental 
impacts adequately when it 
opened the Chukchi Sea off 
Alaska to oil drilling in 2008, a 
federal appeals court ruled on 
22 January. In its analysis, the 
US Department of the Interior 
used a production estimate of 
1 billion barrels of oil, but the 
court sided with the argument 
of environmentalists and 
Native American groups that 
actual production could be 
much higher. The ruling could 
further delay exploration in 
the region by companies such 
as Royal Dutch Shell (see 
Nature 495, 11; 2013).

Help for headaches
Britain’s National Institute for 
Health and Care Excellence 
has approved the treatment 
of migraine headaches 
with a magnetism-based 
procedure applied through 
the scalp. Guidelines issued 
on 22 January said that 
transcranial magnetic 
stimulation (TMS) could 
be used to reduce headache 
severity or frequency. 

Google thinks deep
Google has purchased the 
London-based artificial-
intelligence company 
DeepMind, which uses human 
neuroscience to inspire 
computer algorithms. Google, 
of Mountain View, California, 
confirmed the deal this week; 
in the past few years it has 
hired several big names in 
artificial intelligence, including 
futurist Ray Kurzweil and 
computer scientist Geoffrey 
Hinton (see Nature 505, 
146–148; 2014). The company 
may use artificial intelligence 

Astronomers have spotted one of the closest 
supernovae in years — in the galaxy M82, about 
3.5 megaparsecs (11.4 million light years) away. 
Students and staff at the University of London 
Observatory discovered the exploding star in 
the Ursa Major constellation during a telescope 
lesson on 21 January. Other astronomers quickly 
combed through archive data, unearthing earlier, 
fainter images of the event. Designated SN 2014J, 

the supernova (pictured) is expected to reach 
peak brightness in early February. It belongs to 
the type Ia class of supernovae, formed when one 
star loses enough mass to a companion white-
dwarf star to cause the white dwarf to explode. 
Owing to their predictable brightness, type Ia 
supernovae played a key part in the discovery 
of the Universe’s accelerating expansion. See 
go.nature.com/wmeet2 for more.

Supernova seen in nearby galaxy
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Nature 500, 266; 2013). The 
Innovative Pharmaceutical 
Association South Africa, 
a trade group based in 
Randburg, acknowledged 
receipt of the campaign 
proposal, but said that the 
plans had been reviewed  
and rejected.

However, the agency warned 
that TMS is not a cure, and 
that evidence for its efficacy 
and long-term safety is 
limited. Last December, 
regulators in the United States 
approved the country’s first 
commercial TMS device to 
relieve migraine pain.

approved by the US Food and 
Drug Administration to test 
therapies involving embryonic 
stem cells. See Nature http://
doi.org/q8f (2014) for more.
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 NATURE.COM
For daily news updates see:
www.nature.com/news

River dolphin found
A new species of river dolphin, 
found in Brazil’s Araguaia 
River basin, is the first such 
discovery in almost 100 years, 
researchers reported on 
22 January (T. Hrbek et al. 
PLoS ONE 9, e83623; 2014). 
The species, Inia araguaiaensis 
(pictured), was identified 
through genetic testing and 

R E S E A R C H

Antihydrogen made
Physicists have produced a 
stream of antihydrogen atoms 
for the first time. Members 
of the Atomic Spectroscopy 
And Collisions Using Slow 
Antiprotons experiment 
at CERN, Europe’s high-
energy physics laboratory 
near Geneva in Switzerland, 
reported on 21 January 
detecting 80 of the antiatoms 
2.7 metres from their source 
(N. Kuroda et al. Nature 
Commun. 5, 3089; 2014). 
The researchers hope that 
by isolating the antiatoms 
from the strong magnetic 
fields used to create and 
trap the particles, they can 
characterize small differences 
between antihydrogen and 
hydrogen. These differences 
could help to explain why 
the Universe contains more 
matter than antimatter.

E V E N T S

Massive ivory burn
Hong Kong is set to incinerate 
a huge stockpile of about 
30 tonnes of seized ivory, 

Who’s who
More than half a million 
researchers have now registered 
for a scheme to provide authors 
of scientific publications with 
a unique identifier. The Open 
Research and Contributor ID 
(ORCID) group, a non-profit 
organization based in Bethesda, 
Maryland, announced on 
Twitter on 21 January that 
it had hit the membership 
milestone. Organizers of the 
ORCID database hope to 
link researchers’ identities 
across publications, grant 
applications, patents and  
other activities (see Nature  
485, 564; 2012).

P E O P L E

Fraudster punished
Biotech investor David Blech 
is heading for prison after 
unsuccessfully appealing 
against a four-year sentence 
for fraud. Blech, who helped to 
set up the biopharmaceutical 
firm Celgene in Summit, 
New Jersey, pleaded guilty in 
May 2012 to manipulating the 
stock of two other companies. 
On 21 January, a US appeals 
court upheld the prison term, 
as well as an order for Blech to 
forfeit US$1.3 million.

Pig virus spreads
Canada confirmed its first 
case of porcine epidemic 
diarrhoea virus on 23 January. 
The virus, which causes 
diarrhoea and vomiting 
in pigs, was detected on a 
farm in Middlesex County, 
Ontario. First identified in 

Rabbit rescue
China’s moon rover has run 
into major trouble, according 
to a report on 25 January from 
state-run news agency Xinhua. 
The Yutu (‘Jade Rabbit’) rover 
experienced a “mechanical 
control abnormality” as it 
prepared to hibernate over its 
second lunar night (roughly 
equivalent to 14 days on Earth) 
since landing on the Moon  
last month (see Nature 
504, 336; 2013). Scientists 
are working to resolve the 
problem, but have released  
few other details.
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TREND WATCH
The average global temperature 
in 2013 was 0.62 °C above the 
twentieth-century average, 
according to an analysis released 
on 21 January by the US National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (see chart). 
Overall precipitation was 
near average, but the year was 
characterized by extreme drought 
and flooding events. Brazil, 
Angola and Namibia experienced 
their worst droughts in decades, 
and other African nations and 
Europe’s Alpine region saw 
intense rains and floods.
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COMING UP
30–31 JANUARY
In Berlin, the United 
Nations convenes the 
first meeting of its 
newly formed Scientific 
Advisory Board, 
which consists of 26 
international scientists 
(see page 587 and 
go.nature.com/4ts2qb). 
The group will advise the 
agency on sustainable 
development, including 
issues of food and water 
security, and climate 
change.

3 FEBRUARY
The World Health 
Organization releases 
its third World Cancer 
Report, six years after 
its previous publication. 
The latest report will 
include updated trends 
in cancer incidence, 
prevalence and 
mortality.
go.nature.com/x39hvk
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TAKING THE GLOBE’S TEMPERATURE
Average annual temperatures over land and ocean have exceeded 
the twentieth-century average each year since 1977.

1913 1933 1953 1973 1993 2013

following a unanimous 
decision by the Endangered 
Species Advisory Committee 
on 23 January. The government 
is still working on details 
of the plan, but destruction 
of the ivory is expected to 
begin by mid-2014, and to be 
complete within two years. 
Hong Kong’s announcement 
follows recent, high-profile 
examples of ivory destruction 
in the United States and China. 
See go.nature.com/ib2fpa 
and Nature http://doi.org/q8g 
(2014) for more.

the United Kingdom in 1971, 
the virus can kill 80–100% of 
infected piglets. It caused mass 
epidemics in Europe in the 
1970s and 1980s. Last spring, 
the United States reported its 
first case (see Nature 499, 388; 
2013), and the virus has since 
spread to 23 states.

probably diverged from similar 
South American river species 
more than 2 million years 
ago. About 1,000 individuals 
may live in the Araguaia River 
basin, the scientists estimate.

to improve picture tagging, 
voice recognition and search 
engines.
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SPECIAL ISSUE One 
hundred years of 

crystallography p.601

POLITICS Ukraine’s scientists 
square up to the government 
over European links p.599

BUSINESS Synthetic biologists 
seek the sweet smell of 
success p.598

MEDICINE Stress proves to be 
a simple recipe for turning 
body cells into stem cells p.596

B Y  D A V I D  C Y R A N O S K I

The whistle-blower who played a key part 
in exposing the fraud of South Korean 
cloning specialist Woo Suk Hwang has 

spoken for the first time about his role in the 
scandal — and the suffering he endured as a 
result.

Young-Joon Ryu, who was a key figure in 
Hwang’s laboratory for several years, kept his 

silence for eight years. But in a blog post in 
December 2013 and a subsequent interview 
with Nature, he revealed that he was responsi-
ble for initiating the investigation that uncov-
ered one of the biggest frauds in science. He 
has since received both support and abuse, 
highlighting just how divided South Korean 
society still is over the legacy of its fallen hero. 

“The nature of the Hwang scandal is the 
abuse of other people’s sacrifice and other 

people’s lives for personal success,” Ryu, now 
in the pathology department at Kangwon 
National University in Chuncheon, told Nature.

Hwang claimed in 2004 to have cloned a 
human embryo and produced stem cells from 
it, potentially opening the way for new disease 
treatments. In 2006, he admitted fabricating 
his findings, but despite being convicted of 
fraud, has since made a controversial come-
back (see Nature 505, 468–471; 2014).

Ryu joined Hwang’s laboratory at Seoul 
National University in 2002, and that year 
led the team that attempted to create cloned 
human embryos and stem-cell lines from 
them. He wrote the first manuscript of an 
article on the work, which was published with 
great fanfare in February 2004 (W. S. Hwang  
et al. Science 303, 1669–1674; 2004). 

While Hwang basked in its glory, Ryu 
started to have misgivings about Hwang’s  
tendency to seek publicity. He also felt that 
human cloning had little potential for clinical 
applications. In April 2004, he left the labora-
tory and soon began work at the Korea Cancer 
Centre Hospital.

When Hwang’s group published a dazzling 
follow-up the next year that suggested that the 
previous proof-of-principle was almost ready 
for the clinic (W. S. Hwang et al. Science 308, 
1777–1783; 2005), Ryu was suspicious. He 
knew that important lab members had left, yet 
the team had pumped out 11 embryonic stem-
cell lines in a short time. “I knew how difficult 
it was,” he says. “It wasn’t logical.”

He then heard that Hwang was preparing 
a clinical trial for a 10-year-old with a spinal-
cord injury, whom Hwang had promised to 
make walk again. Ryu had known the boy and 
worried that a trial could hurt him. “I was furi-
ous,” he says. “I wanted to stop all of that.” 

Lacking evidence and worried that his 
identity might be revealed, Ryu baulked at 
approaching the university or police. Instead, 
on 1 June 2005, he e-mailed television network 
Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation (MBC) to 
recommend an investigation. 

MBC producers were initially intimidated by 
Hwang’s star status, but decided to work with 
Ryu to develop their case. A first programme 
on the subject, about ethical violations in the 
way that Hwang recruited egg donors, aired on  
22 November 2005, and forced a confession 
from him. A storm of support for Hwang 
ensued. A second programme, concerning 
the fraudulent research, was postponed 

M I S C O N D U C T

Whistle-blower 
breaks his silence
South Korean researcher reveals the fallout he faced from his 
tip-offs about former cloning fraudster Woo Suk Hwang.

Woo Suk Hwang’s human-cloning research was deemed fraudulent by Seoul National University in 2006.
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B Y  A L E X A N D R A  W I T Z E

Astronomer D. J. Pisano got to spread 
some good news last month. He 
and his colleagues at West Virginia 

University in Morgantown announced a 
US$500,000 grant from the National Science 
Foundation (NSF). The money will allow 
his team to build an antenna-like detector 
to speed up sky surveys at the Green Bank 
Telescope (GBT), the nearby 110-metre-wide 
radio dish that is the largest steerable radio 
telescope in the world.

There is just one problem. Even as the 
NSF funding goes towards improving the 
telescope, the agency is trying to get rid of it.

Following an independent ‘portfolio 
review’ in 2012 (see Nature 488, 440; 2012), 
the NSF is exploring closing the GBT and 
nine other telescopes it operates (see ‘Clos-
ing time’). The alternative is to find partners 
to share the cost. West Virginia University 
has already shelled out $1 million to buy time 
on the GBT to bolster its growing astronomy 
faculty — a first hint of what a future for these 
jettisoned telescopes might look like.

Still, such partnerships are frustratingly  
hard to achieve. Last month, the NSF 
reported that, thanks to the slow pace of 
discussions and the complex environmen-
tal reviews required to shut national facili-
ties, it is not close to making any permanent 
decisions. That leaves the future of the tel-
escopes in limbo — and puts the careers of 
astronomers such as Pisano on edge. “We 
were obviously upset by it, we were somewhat 
confused,” he says.

For the NSF, there is some urgency to 
replace the old with the new. By offloading 
the old telescopes, the agency could free up 
about 10% of its $233-million astronomy 
budget. That would allow more money for 
research grants. More importantly, it would 
regain money for future telescopes, such as 
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, which 
astronomers are slated to begin building in 
Chile this year (see Nature 505, 461–462; 
2014). “Our job is to foster frontier science,” 
says James Ulvestad, who heads the NSF’s 
astronomy division. “Within a constrained 
budget there is nothing you can do that isn’t 
going to hurt somebody.”

A S T R O N O M Y

US struggles to 
offload telescopes 
West Virginia radio observatory seeks money from partners 
to fend off closure by the National Science Foundation.

after sponsors withdrew support for the 
TV network and producers faced legal and 
physical threats. But suspicion was mounting. 
Posts on the website of the Biological Research 
Information Center (BRIC), in which volun-
teers noted errors in the papers, helped to force 
Seoul National University to open an investiga-
tion. By the time the second show aired, on 15 
December, Hwang’s fate was sealed. 

Ryu’s identity was leaked after MBC’s first 
programme, and his worst fears about the 
militancy of Hwang’s supporters were borne 
out. Ryu says that they hacked his blog and sent 
threatening e-mails to him, his employer and 
his wife, another former researcher in Hwang’s 
laboratory. On 6 December 2005, Ryu resigned 
from his hospital job under pressure.

Ryu, his wife and their 8-month-old daugh-
ter went into hiding for the next six months. 
“We cried a lot,” says Ryu. It was 2007 before 
the ostracized Ryu could find paid employ-
ment, as a pathology resident at Korea Uni-
versity in Seoul. 

On 23 December 2013, Ryu posted a note on 
the BRIC site to thank those who supported him 

and signed off with 
his real name. Some 
8,000 people viewed 
the post, which gar-
nered a few dozen 
sympathetic com-
ments. But then the 
story was picked up by 
a local newspaper and 
the tone changed. Of 
more than 1,000 com-
ments on the popular 
Daum news-aggrega-
tor website, 90% have 
been negative. Online 
commenters have 
said that by “reveal-
ing a petty truth”, Ryu 
caused South Korea to 

“fall behind in the stem-cell business”. Another 
accuses him of “satisfying his arrogance” while 
“seriously injuring the nation” as the “entire pro-
ject was stolen by other nations”. 

Ryu says that he has no regrets about what 
he did. The scandal did not ruin his faith in sci-
ence either. He completed a PhD in bioethics 
and safe research in 2011 and is now pursuing a 
doctoral degree in animal reproductive biology 
at Seoul National University.

The episode shows how whistle-blowing still 
carries risks, especially for junior researchers, 
says Bernd Pulverer, head of scientific pub-
lications at the European Molecular Biology 
Organization in Heidelberg, Germany. “The 
Hwang case was a wake-up call for many jour-
nals to police [fraud] more seriously,” he says. 
But he adds that “little has formally changed 
regarding the protection and encouragement 
of constructive whistle-blowing”. ■

Additional reporting by Soo Bin Park.

West Virginia’s Green Bank Telescope needs partners to pay half of its US$8-million operating costs.

“The nature 
of the Hwang 
scandal is 
the abuse of 
other people’s 
sacrifice.”
Young-Joon Ryu
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Among the possible closures, the GBT 
stands out: it first saw light only in 2000 and 
still produces high-quality science. “It’s too 
early to be considering shutting this instru-
ment down,” says Anthony Beasley, director of 
the National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(NRAO) in Charlottesville, Virginia, which 
operates the facility. “The GBT hasn’t hit strong 
middle age yet.”

SOUND OF SILENCE
The GBT is in the mountains of West Vir-
ginia, near the heart of a federally designated 
‘radio quiet zone’, where radio broadcasts and 
similar transmissions are banned. Visitors 
must use old-fashioned pay phones to make 
calls out of the rural valley. The area, known 
as Green Bank Observatory, is ideal for radio 
astronomy: in 1960, astronomer Frank Drake 
conducted the first search for extraterrestrial 
intelligence using the observatory’s Howard 
Tatel telescope. 

When the GBT was completed 14 years 
ago, it became the premier telescope at the 
observatory. But it took some time to hit 
its stride. The circular track on which the 
7,300-tonne dish sits deteriorated faster 
than expected, and had to be replaced in 
2007. Soon afterwards, scientists extended 
the high-frequency end of the telescope’s 

observing range to 100 gigahertz, at which 
it can probe dense gas in galaxies and inter-
stellar molecules.

Today, the GBT is known for its wide range 
of wavelengths, its high angular resolution 
and its ability to point to 85% of the sky. 
Pisano uses it to map hydrogen gas within 
and between galaxies (see S. A. Wolfe et al. 
Nature 497, 224–226; 2013), and pulsar 
astronomers use it to clock the millisecond 
flashes coming from spinning neutron stars. 
This month, a team led by the NRAO’s Scott 
Ransom reported discovering such a milli-
second pulsar. It is accompanied by two white 
dwarf companion stars, a rare triple system 
that could allow scientists to test a particular 
aspect of general relativity (see S. M. Ransom 
et al. Nature 505, 520–524; 2014). 

Ransom is part of a worldwide consortium 
of astronomers who hope that, by looking for 
tiny variations in the rotation rate of pulsars, 
they can be the first to detect long-sought grav-
itational waves rippling through the fabric of 
space and time. The North American part of 
that hunt relies on the GBT and the 305-metre-
wide Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto Rico. 
Arecibo has a larger dish than the GBT but it 
is fixed, so it sees a smaller fraction of the sky, 
and follows fewer pulsars. “In my opinion, the 
GBT is the best pulsar telescope in the world,” 
Ransom says.

Still, the NSF says that it cannot afford the 
roughly $8 million required to operate the GBT 

annually. It needs partners to contribute at least 
half of that cost, says Ulvestad — otherwise,  
observing time on the telescope could be cut 
back, or the facility could be mothballed or 
even dismantled.

In theory, West Virginia University could 
become a senior partner in managing the 
Green Bank site, or even take over opera-
tions itself. The state has powerful political 
advocates in its two Democratic senators  
Jay Rockefeller and Joe Manchin, who helped 

to steer the uni-
versity’s $1 million 
towards the GBT. 
More money may 
eventually be forth-
coming, but discus-
sions with the NSF 
are essentially on 

hold, says physicist Earl Scime, the interim 
associate vice-president for research at West 
Virginia University. The university is waiting 
to see which organization bids to manage the 
NRAO after the current agreement expires in 
2015; an announcement for that competition 
is expected in the coming months. 

For Pisano, there is little to do but wait and 
see. Since joining West Virginia University 
five years ago from the NRAO, he has spent 
an average of 350 hours a year observing with 
the GBT. He says: “Having done some great 
science with that telescope, I would hate to 
see it go.” ■

CLOSING TIME
The US National Science Foundation is seeking partners to take over its share of operations for ten sets of 
telescopes. (The first four are closest to divestment.)

Telescope Location

Arecibo Observatory (radio) Puerto Rico

Green Bank Telescope (radio) West Virginia

Very Long Baseline Array (radio) 10 locations across the United States

NOAO 2.1-metre telescope (optical) Arizona

Mayall 4-metre telescope (optical) Arizona

WIYN 3.5-metre telescope (optical) Arizona

McMath–Pierce Solar Telescope (solar) Arizona

SOAR 4.1-metre telescope (optical and near-infrared) Chile

Dunn Solar Telescope (solar) New Mexico

NSO Integrated Synoptic Program (solar) Multiple locations worldwide

NOAO, National Optical Astronomy Observatory; NSO, National Solar Observatory; SOAR, Southern Astrophysical Research; 
WIYN, Wisconsin–Indiana–Yale–NOAO.

MORE 
ONLINE

T O P  S T O R Y

Stephen 
Hawking 
questions 
nature of 
black holes 
go.nature.com/
iqdgti

M O R E  N E W S 

● Contagious dog tumour traced back 
to its roots go.nature.com/2raakm
● Mantis shrimp’s unusually complex 
eyes are mediocre at discerning 
colours go.nature.com/xxqtdw
● Drug-resistant tuberculosis evolves 
to divide quickly go.nature.com/i28ux5

N AT U R E  P O D C A S T

Genome of a 
hunter-gatherer, 
reprogramming 
cells, and magnetic 
monopoles in cold 
atoms nature.com/
nature/podcast

“It’s too early to 
be considering 
shutting this 
instrument 
down.”
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B Y  D A V I D  C Y R A N O S K I

In 2006, Japanese researchers reported1 a 
technique for creating cells that have the 
embryonic ability to turn into almost any 

cell type in the mammalian body — the now-
famous induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. In 
papers published this week in Nature2,3, another 
Japanese team says that it has come up with a 
surprisingly simple method — exposure to 
stress, including a low pH — that can make cells 
that are even more malleable than iPS cells, and 
do it faster and more efficiently. 

“It’s amazing. I would have never thought 
external stress could have this effect,” says 
Yoshiki Sasai, a stem-cell researcher at the 
RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology in 
Kobe, Japan, and a co-author of the latest stud-
ies. It took Haruko Obokata, a young stem-cell 
biologist at the same centre, five years to develop 
the method and persuade Sasai and others that 
it works. “Everyone said it was an artefact — 
there were some really hard days,” says Obokata.

Obokata says that the idea that stressing 
cells might make them pluripotent came to her 
when she was culturing cells and noticed that 
some, after being squeezed through a capillary 
tube, would shrink to a size similar to that of 

stem cells. She decided to try applying different 
kinds of stress, including heat, starvation and 
a high-calcium environment. Three stressors 
— a bacterial toxin that perforates the cell 
membrane, exposure to low pH and physical 
squeezing — were each able to coax the cells to 
show markers of pluripotency. 

But to earn the name pluripotent, the cells 
had to show that they could turn into all cell 
types — demonstrated by injecting fluorescently 
tagged cells into a mouse embryo. If the intro-
duced cells are pluripotent, the glowing cells 
show up in every tissue of the resultant mouse. 
This test proved tricky and required a change in 
strategy. Hundreds of mice made with help from 
mouse-cloning pioneer Teruhiko Wakayama at 
the University of Yamanashi, Japan, were only 
faintly fluorescent. Wakayama, who had initially 
thought that the project would probably be a 
“huge effort in vain”, suggested stressing fully 
differentiated cells from newborn mice instead 
of those from adult mice. This worked to pro-
duce a fully green mouse embryo. 

Still, the whole idea was radical, and Obokata’s 
hope that glowing mice would be enough to win 
acceptance was optimistic. Her manuscript was 
rejected multiple times, she says. 

To convince sceptics, Obokata had to prove 

that the pluripotent cells were converted mature 
cells and not pre-existing pluripotent cells. So 
she made pluripotent cells by stressing T cells, a 
type of white blood cell whose maturity is clear 
from a rearrangement that its genes undergo 
during development. She also caught the con-
version of T cells to pluripotent cells on video. 
Obokata called the phenomenon stimulus-
triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP).

The results could fuel a long-running debate. 
For years, various groups of scientists have 
reported finding pluripotent cells in the mam-
malian body, such as the multipotent adult pro-
genitor cells described4 by Catherine Verfaillie, 
a molecular biologist then at the University of 
Minnesota in Minneapolis. But others have had 
difficulty reproducing such findings. Obokata 
started the current project in the laboratory of 
tissue engineer Charles Vacanti at Harvard Uni-
versity in Cambridge, Massachusetts, by looking 
at cells that Vacanti’s group thought to be pluri-
potent cells isolated from the body5. But her 
results suggested a different explanation: that 
pluripotent cells are created when the body’s 
cells endure physical stress. “The generation of 
these cells is essentially Mother Nature’s way of 
responding to injury,” says Vacanti, a co-author 
of the latest papers2,3.

One of the most surprising findings is that 
the STAP cells can also form placental tissue, 
something that neither iPS cells nor embryonic 
stem cells can do. That could make cloning 
dramatically easier, says Wakayama. Cur-
rently, cloning requires extraction of unfer-
tilized eggs, transfer of a donor nucleus into 
the egg, in vitro cultivation of an embryo and 
then transfer of the embryo to a surrogate. If 
STAP cells can create their own placenta, they 
could be transferred directly to the surrogate. 
Wakayama is cautious, however, saying that 
the idea is currently at “dream stage”.

Obokata has already reprogrammed a dozen 
cell types, including those from the brain, skin, 
lung and liver, hinting that the method will work 
with most, if not all, cell types. On average, she 
says, 25% of the cells survive the stress and 30% 
of those convert to pluripotent cells — already a 
higher proportion than the roughly 1% conver-
sion rate of iPS cells, which take several weeks 
to become pluripotent. She now wants to use 
these results to examine how reprogramming 
in the body is related to the activity of stem cells. 
Obokata is also trying to make the method work 
with cells from adult mice and humans. 

“The findings are important to under-
stand nuclear reprogramming,” says Shinya 
Yamanaka, who pioneered iPS cell research. 
“From a practical point of view toward clinical 
applications, I see this as a new approach to gen-
erate iPS-like cells.” ■

1. Takahashi, K. & Yamanaka, S. Cell 126, 663–676 
(2006).

2. Obokata, H. et al. Nature 505, 641–647 (2014).
3. Obokata, H. et al. Nature 505, 676–680 (2014).
4. Jiang, Y. et al. Nature 418, 41–49 (2002).
5. Obokata, H. et al. Tissue Eng. Part A 17, 607–615 

(2011).

A mouse embryo injected with cells made pluripotent through stress, tagged with a fluorescent protein.

R E G E N E R AT I V E  M E D I C I N E

Acid bath offers easy 
path to stem cells
Just squeezing or bathing cells in acidic conditions can 
readily reprogram them into an embryonic state.
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B Y  Q U I R I N  S C H I E R M E I E R

José Manuel Barroso wore a winning smile 
as he took to the stage in Brussels last week 
to announce a plan intended to shape 

Europe’s low-carbon energy future and revi-
talize the stalling international climate debate. 
But scientists warn that the European Com-
mission’s proposal is at the low end of what 
is needed to curb climate change and might 
burden the next generation with soaring costs. 

Europe is to cut its greenhouse-gas emissions 
to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030, according to 
the commission’s proposed energy and climate 
framework. This would double the previous 
2020 ambitions of the European Union (EU), 
argues commission president Barroso (see ‘Slow 
decline’). But with emissions already almost 
20% down compared with 1990 levels — thanks 
largely to the collapse of former Eastern bloc 
industries and the global economic crisis — lit-
tle additional effort will be required to meet that 
goal, say critics. And because the commission 
wants to replace binding national targets for 
renewable energy with a soft EU-wide aspira-
tional goal, many feel that the package is regres-
sive rather than a leap ahead in climate policies. 

“A sole 40% reduction target is neither in 
line with what is economically feasible nor 
with what the science says is needed to avoid 
dangerous climate change,” says Rebecca 
Harms, co-chair of the Green group in the 
European Parliament. The Parliament must 
still approve the package in a plenary vote 
expected next month. If it does, the measures 
could become binding EU legislation before 
the end of the year.

Although achievable at modest economic 
cost, the proposed 40% target might not be 
enough to meet the EU’s longer-term ambi-
tions of reducing emissions by at least 80% 
by 2050, according to a multi-model study of 
energy transformation pathways published 
last month (B. Knopf et al. Clim. Change Econ. 
4 (suppl. 1), 1340001; 2013). 

“By 2030, it is possible to achieve a 40% 
emission reduction using existing technolo-
gies,” says Brigitte Knopf, an energy specialist 
at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 
Research in Germany, who led the study. “But 
our models suggest that costs might rise sharply 
after 2040 if we do not incentivize technological 
innovation by clearly pricing greenhouse-gas 
emissions. Otherwise, the last step, from 70% or 
so to almost full decarbonization of the entire 
economy, could be hard to achieve.”

The study finds that Europe can accomplish 

its climate ambitions without relying on  
controversial carbon capture and storage tech-
nology. However, substantial progress across 
a range of other energy technologies, such as 
organic solar cells or even nuclear fusion, will 
be needed to meet the EU’s long-term goal 
while keeping costs in check, Knopf says.

Obstacles on the road to a low-carbon future 
include unresolved problems with both energy 
storage and long-distance power transmis-
sion, says Claudia Kemfert, a climate and 
energy economist at the German Institute for 
Economic Research in Berlin. Future efforts, 
she says, must also include the development 
of low-carbon fuels and research into possible 
new energy sources, such as ocean energy. 

T h e  prop o s e d 
framework leaves it 
to EU member coun-
tries to decide how to 
achieve their national 
emissions-reduction 
targets in the most 
cost-efficient way. 
Some fear that this will limit the speed of tran-
sition to a renewable-energy-based economy 
and thwart the creation of hundreds of thou-
sands of ‘green’ jobs.

“The science shows that a renewable energy 
target would go a long way in creating jobs and 
economic growth in Europe without increas-
ing the costs of the energy system,” says Jacopo 
Moccia, a policy director at the European 
Wind Energy Association in Brussels.

Indeed, a leaked internal impact assess-
ment by the European Commission finds that 
a robust 2030 renewable-energy target would 
create substantially more jobs and economic 

growth than will a sole greenhouse-gas- 
emissions target as proposed last week.

Some EU governments share that view. In 
a letter sent to Brussels last month, ministers 
from eight countries — Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy 
and Portugal — urged the commission not to 
abandon the successful system of mandatory 
national renewable targets. Firm targets, which 
are crucial to ensure cost-effective investments 
in energy systems, will, they argue, “lead to 
decreased dependency on energy imports 
and … will pave the way for an efficient plan-
ning and expansion of the European grid”.

Others — including the United Kingdom, 
Poland and the Czech Republic — oppose that 
view, arguing instead that EU member states 
need flexibility as they try to move towards a 
low-carbon economy. 

Unlike Germany, which is phasing out the 
use of nuclear energy by 2022, the United 
Kingdom, France and other EU countries do 
see a viable nuclear future. Poland, which relies 
more heavily on electricity from coal-powered 
plants than any other EU country, would rather 
abstain from greenhouse-gas reduction obliga-
tions altogether. 

Even so, Barroso is confident that Europe 
can take a leading role in the negotiation pro-
cess towards a new global climate agreement at 
a United Nations conference in Paris next year. 
But critics fear that the climate discussion has 
passed its sell-by date. 

“Back in 2008, climate change was a top- 
priority issue among world leaders,” says 
Harms. “Six years on, it feels as if political 
elites are suffering the climate debate rather 
than engaging in it.” ■ SEE EDITORIAL P.585

P O L I C Y

EU climate targets under fire
Critics fear that Europe’s proposed energy goals and emissions cuts are too soft.
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SLOW DECLINE
The European Commission has proposed cutting EU greenhouse-gas 
emissions by 40% of 1990 levels by 2030.
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18.4% reduction on 1990 
levels (equivalent to 1,024 
million tonnes CO2).

“It feels as if 
political elites 
are suffering the 
climate debate 
rather than 
engaging in it.”
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B Y  E R I K A  C H E C K  H A Y D E N

Plain old vanilla doesn’t impress Neil 
Goldsmith, chief executive of Evolva, 
a synthetic-biology company based in 

Reinach, Switzerland. This year, his company 
will release a product that has been created by 
genetically modified yeast that converts sugars 
to vanillin. It will be the first major synthetic-
biology food additive to hit supermarkets.

The product marks a shift for the industry, 
which has typically focused on the synthesis of 
drugs and commodities such as biofuels and 
rubber. Now, synthetic-biology companies 
are turning to ‘fine chemicals’: food and fra-
grance ingredients that command high prices 
in small batches. “The products take less time 
to develop, they take less money to develop, 
and they’re much less risky,” says Goldsmith.

But the products may carry a different type 
of hazard: consumer rejection. By creating 
products designed to be ingested or put on 
the body, synthetic-biology companies are 
starting to attract the attention of groups that 
oppose the use of genetically modified (GM) 
organisms. But regulations governing the use 
and labelling of GM organisms do not apply to 
fermented ingredients, because the organisms 
used to make them are not present in the final 
products.

Synthetic-biology companies are already 
marketing a few fine chemicals: engineered 
yeast has been used to make valencene and 
nootkatone, which provide the aroma of 
oranges and grapefruits, respectively, in 
perfumes and cosmetics. And at least five 
high-profile fine chemicals are scheduled to 
be released this year. Biofuels and commod-
ity materials are still a mainstay, but firms 
are moving quickly to tap into an estimated 
US$20-billion mar-
ket for fine chemicals, 
says Mark Bünger, 
research director at 
Lux Research, head-
quartered in Boston, 
Massachusetts, which 
tracks the industry. “We’re barely scratching 
the surfaces of the chemicals for which we 
already know there are markets,” he says.

Synthetic-biology companies have found 
it hard to break into established commodity 
markets with new biofuels and petroleum-
based products, because businesses trade 
in high volumes and low prices. Also, the 
price of oil has not risen as high as some 
biofuels advocates had predicted. “The big 
challenge with making commodity chemi-
cals is that those things are really cheap, and 
you have to straight-up compete on price,”  

says Reshma Shetty, co-founder of Ginkgo  
BioWorks in Boston, which has signed 
deals with unnamed partners to make six 
fine-chemical ingredients. These ingredi-
ents can command prices of the order of  
$10–10,000 per kilogram, compared with 
around $1 per kilogram for biofuels. 

There are other pluses. Synthetic biologists  
can fine-tune their product profiles to be 
more palatable. That is a big draw for prod-
ucts such as stevia, a no-calorie sweetener 
extracted from a leafy green plant native to 
South America. The sweetness comes mainly 
from rebaudioside compounds such as Reb A 
and Reb D. But the most abundant of these — 
Reb A — becomes bitter in large quantities, 
whereas the sweeter ones, such as Reb D, are 
present in such small amounts that it would 
be too expensive to extract them from stevia 
plants in the mass quantities needed, for exam-
ple, to sweeten soft drinks. So Evolva is try-
ing to engineer a yeast that would ferment a 
better-tasting stevia based on the sweeter Rebs. 
“What we hope this means is that you can go to 
having a cola product based on, let’s say, Reb D, 
where you can get the taste right and the eco-
nomics in units affordable to the consumer,” 
Goldsmith says.

Another advantage of the bioengineering 
route is that these additives can be swapped 
for those extracted from nature and still legally 
be called natural because they are made by liv-
ing organisms (typically, yeast). And because 
it is added to food after the yeast has been 
removed, the ingredient itself need not be 
labelled in any particular way. As long as it is 
equivalent to one of the many used in the food 
industry that are generally recognized as safe, 
it can be added to foods without any regula-
tory review.

How consumers will respond to these  
products is unclear. Already, Friends of the 
Earth US, an environmental group based in 
Washington DC, is asking consumers to sign 
an online petition calling for food companies 
not to use synthetic-biology-derived vanillin 
in ice cream. 

Some companies are positioning them-
selves for the coming battle. Solazyme, based 
in South San Francisco, California, modifies 
algae to produce oils that are added to cos-
metics sold by the international beauty chain 
Sephora. A spokesperson says that its products 
“are made naturally by microalgae”. 

Carolyn Fritz, chief executive of Allylix in 
San Diego, California, takes a different tack in 
trying to head off concerns. Her company uses 
yeast to make terpenes — organic chemicals 
that can be extracted from plants for use in 
fragrances and foods. She points out that one 
of the main synthetic-biology processes, using 
the fermentation powers of yeast, is something 
that should be familiar to thirsty consumers. 
“We’re using a process very similar to that used 
to make beer, wine and lots of other products,” 
she says. ■

B I O E N G I N E E R I N G

Synthetic-biology 
firms shift focus
Switch to food and fragrances risks consumer rejection.

Yeast has been engineered by Ginkgo BioWorks to produce a fragrance ingredient.

“We’re using 
a process very 
similar to that 
used to make 
beer.”
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From aiding drug design to analysing soil samples on 
Mars, crystallography has helped to propel much of 

modern science over the past 100 years.

While skiing in the Alps over Easter 
in 1912, the German physicist Max 
von Laue told his colleagues about 

an innovative idea: he posited that X-rays pass-
ing through a crystal would reflect off atomic 
centres in the lattice and interfere with each 
other to create a diffraction pattern. His ski-
ing partners were sceptical, thinking that the 
thermal jiggling of atoms in a crystal would 
ruin any pattern. By June, however, von Laue’s 
idea had been proved right; and in 1914 he was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics “for his 
discovery of the diffraction of X-rays by crys-
tals”, a technique that not only elucidated the 
behaviour of X-rays but also allowed chemists 
to deduce the placement of atoms in a crystal.

Since then, X-ray crystallography has 
gone on to inform almost every branch of 
science by providing a means to understand 
the structure of complex molecules and mat-
erials. In this special issue, Nature celebrates 
the International Year of Crystallography by 
examining the impact of von Laue’s method 
and its descendants. A graphic on page 602 
summarizes the highlights and evolution of 
the field over the past century. Looking for-
wards, a News Feature on page 604 describes 
how a number of countries have invested in 

expensive X-ray free-electron lasers to crack 
some of the most difficult problems in crys-
tallography. And a News & Views Forum on 
page 620 compares these with synchrotron 
X-ray sources for applications in structural 
biology. 

Despite the enormous successes of crystal-
lographic research, there are concerns about its 
future. In a Comment on page 607, physicist 
Paulo G. Radaelli calls for a governing body to 
steer the development of large international 
X-ray and neutron facilities. And a Careers Fea-
ture on page 711 explores how jobs in the field 
are evolving in ways that demand diverse skills.

Taking a historical perspective can point 
the way to future development. In a Com-
ment on page 609, author Georgina Ferry 
reflects on how women have had leading 
roles in crystallo graphy over the past century. 
“The features of this field that have attracted, 
retained and encouraged women,” she writes, 
“have lessons to offer for the future of women’s 
progress in science more generally.” ■
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At around 1 Å resolution, 
individual atoms can be 
distinguished.
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Di�raction image allowed 
researchers to con�rm 
the tetrahedral structure 
of carbon atoms in this 
famous crystal.

DIAMOND

The �rst organic molecule 
to be imaged, chosen 
because of its simple cubic 
symmetry. It proved that 
molecules, not just atoms, 
can make up the repeating 
elements of a crystal.

HEXAMETHYLENE-
 TETRAMINE

The molecular machine 
that assembles proteins 
from instructions 
encoded in DNA.

RIBOSOME 

1914 1924 1934 1944 1954 1964 1974 1984 1994 2004 2014
THE FUTURE
The ‘most wanted’ 
list of proteins 
that remain to be 
imaged includes 
the massive 
spliceosome, which 
helps to organize 
and edit 
messenger RNA, 
and the even larger 
nuclear-pore 
complex, which 
serves as a 
nucleus’s 
gatekeeper. 

These structures 
can contain 
hundreds of 
proteins, making 
them hard to 
crystallize or keep 
still for an image.
 
One strategy is to 
crystallize bits of 
these structures 
and piece them 
together like a 
jigsaw; the use 
of X-ray 
free-electron lasers 
should also help.

A study of insect muscle 
at the German Electron 
Synchrotron (DESY) in 
Hamburg was the �rst 
to use X-rays generated 
by a synchrotron. The 
use of these machines 
caused a boom in 
crystallography studies.

The irregular folds seen in the 
structure of the �rst imaged 
protein were a huge surprise.

The determination of 
the structure of silicate 
minerals was 
fundamental to the �eld 
of mineraology.

The �rst enzyme to be 
imaged, sourced from 
hen egg whites.

1913

1923

QUARTZ

LYSOZYME

MYOGLOBIN

DNA

X-RAY FREE-ELECTRON LASER
The Linac Coherent Light Source at the SLAC 
National Accelerator Laboratory in Menlo Park, 
California, went into operation, opening up a new 
world of imaging possibilities (see page 604). 

HIV TRIMER 
An X-ray crystallographic 
image of the hook that HIV 
uses to bind to human cells 
helped to resolve a debate 
about what this important 
protein looks like.

1925

1965

The �rst crystals were identi�ed 
with atomic arrangements that 
do not repeat exactly, defying 
general wisdom about crystals. 

QUASICRYSTALS
19841958 1970

SYNCHROTRON
2013

1 Å

1978

First atomic-scale image 
of a complete virus: 
in this case, a plant virus. 
It revealed structural rules 
that were found to hold 
true in human pathogens 
a few years later.

TOMATO BUSHY
 STUNT VIRUS

The average resolution
of proteins imaged
through crystallography
has not changed much;
advances in resolution 
are balanced by attempts 
to image more complex
structures.

Resolution su�ers in 
images of some complex 
structures, often because 
of variations or motion 
within a crystal.

Average resolution

Highest resolution

Lowest resolution 

Proteins

Inorganic structures

Organic structures
(not including proteins) 
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Rosalind Franklin’s X-ray 
image of DNA, known as 
photo 51, helped James 
Watson and Francis Crick to 
create their famous model of 
the double helix. An atomic-
resolution image of the 
structure proposed in 1953 
was not taken until 1980.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AT 100
A                special issue
nature.com/crystallography

Nature

ATOMIC SECRETS
100 YEARS OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

In 1914, German scientist Max von Laue  
won the Nobel Prize in Physics for 
discovering how crystals can diffract 
X-rays: a phenomenon that led to the 
science of X-ray crystallography. Since 
then, researchers have used diffraction 
to work out the crystalline structures of 
increasingly complex molecules, from 
simple minerals to high-tech materials 
such as graphene and biological structures, 
including viruses. With improvements 
in technology, the pace of discovery has 
accelerated: tens of thousands of new 
structures are now imaged every year. 
The resolution of crystallographic images 
of proteins passed a critical threshold for 
discriminating single atoms in the 1990s, 
and newer X-ray sources promise images 
of challenging proteins that are hard or 
impossible to grow into large crystals.

BIRTH OF AN IDEA
Von Laue hit on the idea that when X-rays passed through a crystal, they would scatter off the atoms 
in the sample and then interfere with each other like waves passing through a breach in a shore wall. 
In some places, the waves would add to each other; in others, cancel each other out. The resulting 
diffraction pattern could be used to back-calculate the location of the atoms that scattered the original 
X-rays. Von Laue and his colleagues proved his theory in 1912 with a sample of copper sulphate.

GETTING CLEARER
Better techniques for both imaging and 
interpreting data have allowed researchers 
see finer details in some structures and  
tackle ever more complicated molecules.

GOING UP
The Worldwide Protein Data Bank has been collecting resolved 
structures of proteins since 1971, and now holds nearly 100,000 
entries. Other databanks, including the Crystallography Open 
Database (COD), include structures of everything from minerals 
to metals and small biological molecules. The COD is now adding 
instructions into its database for how to print three-dimensional 
models of some structures.
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B Y  M .  M I T C H E L L  W A L D R O P

I
n the foothills above Palo Alto, California, physicists have set up 
an extreme obstacle course for some of the world’s fastest elec-
trons. First the particles are accelerated through a 3-kilo metre 
vacuum pipe to almost the speed of light. Then they slam 
through a gauntlet of magnets that forces them into a violent 
zigzag. They respond with a blast of X-rays so fierce it could 
punch through steel. 

But the scientists at the SLAC National Accelerator Labora-
tory have no interest in weaponry. Their machine, one of the 
world’s most powerful X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs), is a 
tool for studying challenging forms of matter, whether com-
pressed to the kind of pressures and temperatures found deep 
inside a star, or folded into the complex tangle of a protein 
molecule. 

Structural biologists, in particular, stand to benefit greatly from 
XFELs. With X-ray pulses short enough to capture strobe-like images 
of molecular motions, and intense enough to image the multitude of 
biomolecules that have defied conventional methods, XFELs are giv-
ing biologists new ways to scan for potential drug targets, to probe the 
mechanics of photosynthetic molecules, and more.

“XFELs, without any doubt, are disruptive technology,” says Keith 
Moffat, a crystallographer at the University of Chicago in Illinois who 
has served on the SLAC machine’s scientific advisory board — “an 
advance that is so far beyond what has gone before that it alters the way 
you do things”. 

But XFELs have also been controversial technology — especially the 

THE BIG 
GUNS
Powerful X-ray lasers are getting to the heart of matter.
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SLAC machine, known as the Linac Coherent 
Light Source (LCLS), which was one of the first 
and biggest. It was given the go-ahead by the 
US Department of Energy (DOE) in 2002 in 
the face of frequent criticism from researchers, 

many of whom doubted whether its scientific benefits would ever be 
worth its US$414-million cost — assuming that the unproven technol-
ogy worked at all. 

Those concerns have ebbed since the LCLS began operation in 2009, 
says Moffat: “This thing worked, pretty much as advertised, pretty much 
right out of the box, on schedule, on budget.” In its wake, Japan has built 
its own XFEL; Europe is following with an even more capable version set 
to open in 2015; and others are being planned for Switzerland and South 
Korea. Global investments in XFELs over the next few years will total bil-
lions of dollars. But to reach their full potential, these machines will have 
to surmount many more technical hurdles, from boosting their power 
and brightness to handling the deluge of data they produce.

“Physicists, biologists, laser scientists, high-energy-density scientists 
— a completely new community is being formed, because you have to 
understand all the processes involved,” says Janos Hajdu, a molecular 
biophysicist at Uppsala University in Sweden. “There are lots of develop-
ments that have to come together to make this work.”

CORRALLING X-RAYS
The path towards XFELs began just over 100 years ago, when pioneer-
ing physicists including Max von Laue recognized the power of X-rays 
for studying matter (see page 602). Only photons with extremely short 
wavelengths can image molecules or materials at the atomic scale — 
roughly 0.1 nanometres, or 1 ångström. 

But getting images from X-rays is tricky. There is no X-ray equivalent 
of a visible-light microscope, mainly because there are no good lenses 
for focusing the rays. So for the past century, physicists have relied on 
X-ray crystallography, in which they fire a beam of X-rays through a 
crystal lattice of identical molecules and record the resulting ‘diffraction 
pattern’ of scattered X-rays. They then work backwards from the pattern 
to mathematically reconstruct the original structure. 

In recent decades, this has been done mostly at synchrotrons: accel-
erators that generate X-rays by whipping electrons around in a circle. 
Dozens of these light sources have grown up around the world, and they 
have been a boon to structural biology: the international Protein Data 
Bank repository currently has nearly 100,000 structures on file, most 
obtained from synchrotrons. 

Unfortunately, many of the most scientifically interesting bio-
molecules, such as some membrane-bound protein complexes that 
mediate molecular traffic in and out of the cell, are still out of the reach 
of synchrotrons because they do not grow into crystals that are large 
enough and perfect enough to produce a usable diffraction pattern. 

Yet even the most crystallization-resistant macromolecules will often 
form nanocrystals a few dozen molecules across. Because the beams 
from synchrotrons are not bright enough to get usable diffraction pat-
terns from such structures, researchers have turned to XFELs, which 
are at least a billion times brighter than synchrotrons.

The basic principles of XFELs were worked out in the 1980s, build-
ing on an earlier generation of free-electron lasers that produced pho-
tons much less energetic than X-rays. In both types of laser, a beam of 
unconfined electrons passes through magnets that force it into an undu-
lating path, and the beam emits photons along its line of flight. But at 
X-ray energies, the photons interact with the electrons in a manner that 
produces ferociously bright X-ray laser pulses lasting only a few femto-
seconds (10−15 seconds) each — short enough to essentially freeze the 
motion of molecules in the target (see ‘X-ray vision’).  

In 1992, Claudio 
Pellegrini, a physicist 
at the University of 
California, Los Ange-
les, and the idea’s 

leading champion, proposed to build one of these machines at SLAC, 
arguing that the facility’s soon-to-retire 50-GeV electron beam could be 
adapted to make an XFEL operating at wavelengths of 1–40 ångströms.

To the idea’s many sceptics, Pellegrini admits, this was a fool’s 
errand: no one had ever demonstrated a free-electron laser at these 
energies. “There was a lot of scepticism that you could really reach 

1 ångström,” he says. 
Still, says Pellegrini, there 

were also many physi-
cists around the world 
who thought that the idea 
was worth pursuing. And 
through experiments and 
simulations during the 1990s, 
advocates systematically built 
a persuasive argument that 
XFELs would work.  

By the early 2000s, that 
case was solid enough for the 
DOE to commit to building 

the SLAC machine. Germany had already started to build the Free-
Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH), a lower-energy ‘soft’ XFEL at 
the German Electron Synchrotron (DESY); and Japan and a group of 
European countries were initiating studies that would, a decade later, 
lead to their own machines. 

BEFORE THE EXPLOSION
Even as the first XFELs were taking shape, however, would-be users 
were grappling with a seemingly intractable problem — such bright 
beams would destroy any sample in their path. Only in 2000 did Hajdu 
and his team demonstrate an escape1: on a femtosecond timescale, even 
molecular explosions unfold slowly. It takes roughly 10 femtoseconds 
for photons to be absorbed, molecular bonds to break and atoms to start 
moving from their original positions. But all the while, the photons that 
are not absorbed — the ones that scatter off the individual atoms and 
produce the diffraction pattern — are racing through the crystal at the 
speed of light. 

The team’s simulations confirming this idea, called diffract-before-
destruction, were published just in time to help the DOE to make the sci-
ence case for the LCLS. But that left the question of how to implement it. 
Unlike at synchrotrons, where large crystals of a sample can be mounted 
at a precise angle and measurements taken at leisure, repeatedly, at the 
LCLS researchers would somehow have to take nano crystals too small 
to see or touch, and position them in front of X-ray pulses that would 
make them explode — with the machine firing 120 pulses per second. 

John Spence, a physicist at Arizona State University in Tempe, took 
up this challenge in collaboration with Henry Chapman, a physicist now 
at the University of Hamburg. “Because every sample is destroyed, you 
have to provide new ones,” says Spence. The team’s solution was a device 
that functioned much like an ink-jet printer: it would fire tiny droplets 
of water across the beam in a continuous stream with the nanocrystals 
in suspension. 

Furthermore, says Spence, because the beam would be zapping 
those drops and producing new diffraction patterns so often, “a few 
days would give you 100 terabytes of data”. And each pulse would catch 
its nanocrystal in some unknown, random orientation, he says, so you 
would need to process every terabyte to reconstruct the original mol-
ecule. “This was a shocking thing to the crystallography community,” 
says Spence: such researchers had never contemplated a computational 
challenge of this magnitude. Only in 2008 did Spence’s student Richard 
Kirian work out the algorithms required to do it2. 

In late 2005, Chapman had led a team that demonstrated the tech-
nique using FLASH’s longer-wavelength soft X-rays3. But that did 
not convince sceptics that it would work in a ‘hard’ XFEL, says Petra 
Fromme, a biochemist at Arizona State who was contributing her 
expertise in nanocrystals to the effort. “By this time, we had submitted 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AT 100
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Electrons are 
accelerated before 
entering an X-ray free-
electron laser.
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ten different grant proposals to investigate big membrane complexes in 
XFELs,” she says — and had received ten rejections. 

So the group, with SLAC and the DOE, had a lot of credibility at stake 
in December 2009, when XFEL technology, the injector and diffract-
before-destruction all came together: their membrane-complex experi-
ment would be one of the first at the newly operational LCLS. And when 
the computer monitors lining the walls of the tiny, underground LCLS 
control room suddenly started flashing twice per second with diffraction 
patterns, the dozens of scientists and technicians crowded inside erupted 
into cheers, applause and hugs. “There is extraordinary excitement that 
is building up around this,” Chapman wrote in an e-mail that evening. 

BIGGER AND BETTER
With this experiment4 and the many that have followed, says Moffat, 
“the gamble was absolutely validated.” Indeed, “thousands of people 
have been coming out of the woodwork, salivating to use this machine”. 
In 2013 alone, the published output of the LCLS ranged from a femto-
second-scale study of how matter is affected by an intense shock wave5 
to the previously unknown structure of cathepsin B, an enzyme (and 
potential drug target) found in the sleeping-sickness parasite Trypano-
soma brucei6. Demand for time on the machine is so high that the DOE 
is planning an upgrade dubbed LCLS-II, which would triple the number 
of simultaneously operating experimental stations by 2018.

Last November, the US National Science Foundation committed 
$25 million over the next five years to fund a centre for Biology with 
X-Ray Free Electron Lasers (BioXFEL) at the University at Buffalo in New 
York. With Spence as scientific director, the centre will push the technol-
ogy on multiple fronts, from improving the preparation of nanocrystals 
to watching proteins in action as they react with other compounds. 

Still, says John Tainer, a structural biologist at the Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory in Berkeley, California, “we haven’t yet shown 
XFEL’s full potential”. For example, biologists are interested in exploring 
structures including protein–RNA complexes, proteins that can take on 
many different shapes, and highly flexible functional regions that allow 
one molecule to interact with others. “We haven’t figured out how to use 
XFELs to solve those problems,” he says.

The good news is that the LCLS-II and a flurry of other new machines 
will give researchers plenty of opportunities. Since 2011, for example, 
Japan has been operating its SACLA XFEL in Harima. Utilizing a spe-
cially built compact accelerator, SACLA is six times brighter and slightly 
higher in energy than the SLAC machine. In 2015, a consortium of 
European research institutions expects to finish construction of the 
€1.15-billion (US$1.6-billion) European XFEL in Hamburg, which will 
be just as bright as SACLA, and a little more energetic still. 

Fromme is particularly excited about the European machine’s pulse 

rate. The LCLS’s 120 pulses per second sound like a lot, she says. But the 
machine struggles to keep up with the nanocrystal injector, which spits 
out 10,000 drops per second. The European XFEL will produce 27,000 
pulses per second. Not only will this allow researchers to avoid wasting 
more than 99% of the expensive, hard-to-make nanocrystals, but it will 
also allow the machine to accommodate many more users. “You could 
get millions of diffraction patterns in five or ten minutes, instead of five 
or ten hours,” says Fromme. 

That would allow researchers to make movies of molecular motion; 
in a day, they could capture images of 10,000 time steps. Right now, 
she says, because each frame would require looking at thousands of 
nanocrystals to get a full structural determination, “you’d have to go all 
day for each time step”. 

But the increase in pulse speed will work only if the system can cap-
ture and process the tsunami of data, says Fromme. The current top 
speed for detectors is about 3,000 diffraction patterns per second; that 
will have to be improved. And so will the computers, says Hajdu. “Cur-
rently, in a single experiment, one comes home with 100 terabytes of 
data,” he says. With the European XFEL, which will produce about 2 bil-
lion pulses per day, it will be 1,000 times that. “We’ll have to develop 
methods to reduce data on the fly to allow us to deal with it,” he says. 

Eventually, researchers hope to be able to get diffraction patterns from 
individual molecules, allowing them to watch biomolecules moving 
and interacting in a completely natural setting, surrounded by water, 
instead of trapped in the artificial environment of a crystal. “That’s my 
future vision for crystallography,” says Fromme. “Get away from being 
a coroner imaging dead molecules, and instead get molecular movies.” 

What makes this hard is that an isolated molecule does not have a 
host of identical twins to help it to scatter the incoming photons, as hap-
pens in a crystal. The only way to compensate is to hit it with a lot more 
photons to produce a stronger diffraction pattern — a flux between 
1,000 and 10,000 times brighter than the current LCLS.  

The European XFEL will be only about a factor of ten brighter, says 
Fromme. “So there are new challenges on the physics side to increase 
beam brightness.” Still, the LCLS upgrade is intended to get close, boost-
ing brightness by a factor of 1,000. Fromme sees the goal in sight: “I’m 
optimistic that we could get there in ten years.” ■

M. Mitchell Waldrop is an editor with Nature in Washington DC.
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X-RAY VISION X-ray free-electron lasers produce beams intense enough to cut through 
steel — and reveal the structure of the most complex biomolecules known. 

X-rays Electron beam

A beam of electrons 
is sent through an 
undulator — an array 
of magnets with 
alternating north and 
south poles.

The result is a string 
of X-ray pulses that 
are ultra-short and 
ultra-bright.

The electrons oscillate back and forth in 
the undulator's magnetic �elds, emitting 
X-ray photons along their line of �ight. 

Accelerator
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A �nal magnetic 
�eld de�ects the 
electrons, stripping 
them from the 
beam and dumping 
them into a trap.  
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Undulator

The electrons and photons interact as 
they �y, spontaneously forming into dense 
bunches spaced like beads on a string.
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ART MIT Glass Lab poised 
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refurbishment p.617

PHYSICS A biography 
of relativity and its 
consequences p.614

POLICY The NIH unveils plans 
to increase reproducibility of 
preclinical research p.612

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY Celebrating 
a century of leading female 
structural scientists p.609

There is much to cheer as the celebra-
tions for the International Year of 
Crystallography begin. Since mod-

ern crystallography dawned with X-ray 
diffraction experiments on crystals by 
Max von Laue in 1912 and William and 
Lawrence Bragg (a father and son team) in 
1913, and was recognized by Nobel prizes 
in physics for von Laue in 1914 and the 
Braggs in 1915, the discipline has informed 

almost every branch of the natural sciences. 
Aeroplanes fly safely because crystallog-

raphy tests computer models of materials 
under stress. Drugs are more potent because 
crystallographers can see and modify how 
molecules interact with target sites in cells. 
An X-ray diffraction instrument on NASA’s 
Curiosity rover is now even studying the 
mineralogy of Mars. 

Yet the very strengths of the field — its 

size and diversity — could prove to be its 
downfall within a decade. Crystallography 
is increasingly focusing its resources on large 
multidisciplinary facilities, such as power-
ful X-ray and neutron sources. And too few 
researchers are involved in making decisions 
about these. As a result, national and local 
interests are being put ahead of science. 

Crystallographers should take a lesson 
from particle physicists and create a body run 
by scientists for the governance of large inter-
national X-ray and neutron facilities. It should 
be guided by input from regular meetings of 
researchers from across the scientific commu-
nity. This will ensure that the next generation 
of infrastructure will have the strongest pos-
sible scientific case, articulated clearly.

Crystallographers have a raft of methods 
at their disposal. Von Laue scattered X-ray 
photons from atoms. Now experimenters can 
also bombard crystal lattices with electrons 
and neutrons, and exploit properties such as 
the polarization of photons and neutrons and 
their interactions with magnetic fields.

It is still possible to conduct world-class 
crystallographic research in the labora-
tory. Materials scientist Dan Shechtman’s 
2011 Nobel-prizewinning discovery of 
quasicrystals — metallic alloys that organ-
ize themselves in a way that was thought to 
be forbidden by crystallographic theory — 
required only an electron microscope of the 
kind found in most physics and chemistry 
departments. But increasingly, large national 
and international synchrotron and neutron 
source facilities are used to produce the pow-
erful photon or particle beams needed for 
the most demanding experiments, such as 
detailed studies of complex macromolecules.

Structural biology has seen particularly 
exciting progress in the past decade, cul-
minating in the structure of the ribosome, 
the complex molecular machine that builds 
proteins from DNA. Driven by the desire 
to establish the structures of proteins and 
other biological molecules that are diffi-
cult to crystallize, many countries are busy 
building a new generation of intense X-ray 
sources — free-electron lasers. 

The enormous investments involved 

Crystallography 
needs a 

governing body
Planning for large facilities should incorporate the 

views of all crystallographers, says Paolo G. Radaelli. 
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The European Spallation Source will be built in Lund, Sweden (artist’s impression).
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— more than €1.1 billion (US$1.5 billion) 
for the European X-ray Free Electron Laser 
(XFEL) — have been justified by the hope of 
illuminating protein nanocrystals, or even 
single molecules, with intense femtosecond 
pulses, to capture diffraction patterns before 
the radiation destroys the structures1. Such 
‘molecular movies’ will benefit other fields, 
such as the study of matter at extreme temper-
atures and pressures, and high-temperature 
superconductivity.

UGLY POLITICS
But the enormous political and financial 
stakes attached to this infrastructure are 
not matched by the scientific governance 
necessary to define clear research priorities. 
As a result, individual crystallographers are 
disenfranchised and have little control over 
their future ‘means of production’.

Particle physicists, by contrast, chart the 
future of their discipline2 through an open 
process designed to get maximum input 
from the community on a frequent basis. 
The May 2013 European Strategy for Par-
ticle Physics, for example, was drafted at an 
open symposium in Krakow, Poland, in Sep-
tember 2012 and was coordinated by CERN, 
Europe’s high-energy physics laboratory 
near Geneva, Switzerland. Such processes 
allow particle physicists to present a com-
mon road map that is scientifically robust 
enough to withstand political pressures and 
adverse funding decisions. 

Crystallography’s lack of an international 
equivalent to CERN has left national insti-
tutes and councils pushing their vested inter-
ests. The community’s priorities are unclear 
and its calls for funding are fragmented. 

The effects of politics trumping science 
are being felt everywhere. In the United 
States, rivalry between national laboratories, 
state politics and a tendency by the Depart-
ment of Energy to underfund instrumenta-
tion are widely believed to have hampered 
flagship facilities such as the Advanced Pho-
ton Source X-ray synchrotron in Argonne, 
Illinois, and the Spallation Neutron Source 
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

In the United Kingdom, the ISIS neutron 
source in Oxfordshire — one of the most 
innovative and productive neutron facili-
ties worldwide — is run as a national facility, 
albeit with 25% of the beam time allocated 
to international proposals. In recent years, 
UK research councils have left it idle for one-
third of the available operating time to save 
10% of its energy costs3. This is a disgrace. An 
international review of ISIS concluded that a 
10% increase in its budget would increase 
productivity by almost 50% (see go.nature.
com/3xmjab). Overseas colleagues rarely 
push their funding bodies for further inter-
nationalization of ISIS, instead muttering 
about the United Kingdom’s poor record as 
a European partner.

For future large-scale facilities, the spotlight 
is firmly on Europe. The European XFEL, 
under construction near Hamburg, Germany, 
will from 2015 deliver short X-ray pulses of 
around 100 femtoseconds with wavelengths 
of 0.05–6 nanometres. XFEL will be perfect 
for studying extremely small crystals of mac-
romolecules and perhaps even single biologi-
cal molecules. It will also be able to investigate 
the mechanisms underlying high-tempera-
ture superconductivity by taking snapshots 
of these materials at femtosecond timescales 
that are relevant for their electronic and mag-
netic excitations (see pages 604 and 620).

The €1.5-billion European Spallation 
Source (ESS), for which construction is about 
to begin near Lund, Sweden, is set to become 
the most powerful spallation neutron source 
in the world when it opens in 2019. Neutrons 
are insightful probes of many material prop-
erties, and are complementary to X-rays, but 
they are in short supply compared to photons, 
and neutron experiments take much longer. 
An increase in flux and brilliance over exist-
ing sources, coupled with adequate resolu-
tion, would enable neutron crystallography 
on small enzyme crystals, for example. 

These large, international facilities are 
funded by multilateral agreements between 

governments. The European XFEL will be 
run as a non-profit company, with the Ger-
man Electron Synchrotron centre (DESY) 
as the only shareholder, and 12 European 
nations currently contribute to the construc-
tion and operation costs. The ESS is a public 
company owned by the Swedish and Dan-
ish governments with, at present, 17 partner 
countries but no final commitment to the 
construction phase.

European large-infrastructure road maps 
are drawn up by organizations — such as 
the European Commission’s European 
Strategic Forum for Research Infrastruc-
tures — that are populated by political 
appointees4. Although these delegates are 
usually excellent scientists, they mainly 

represent their governments rather than  
the research community.

For example, when funding difficulties 
plagued the European XFEL, following the 
withdrawal of the United Kingdom in 2009 
and reductions in the contributions of other 
partners5, structural scientists had no way to 
rush to the project’s defence despite the fact 
that the vast increase in brilliance, by several 
orders of magnitude, guarantees that XFEL 
will facilitate discoveries. Fortunately, other 
countries, including the Russian Federation, 
have plugged XFEL’s €150-million financial 
hole, and signs are good for a renewed UK 
participation. 

By comparison, the future of European 
neutron scattering looks precarious. With 
many smaller sources scheduled to close in 
the next few years, a lot of budgetary eggs 
are being put in the ESS basket. But, unlike 
XFEL, the record power of the ESS is no 
guarantee of exceptional performance. 

The power gain of the ESS, driven mostly 
by longer pulses (of around 2 milliseconds 
instead of 10–300 microseconds), improves 
on existing sources by less than a factor of 
five in most cases. Longer pulses mean more 
complex instruments, so scientists will need 
ingenuity to translate its potential from 
paper to reality. 

Breakthroughs will follow only if the ESS 
gets the source and instrument design, sample 
environment, software, support model and 
staff profile right. Yet the site and scope of the 
ESS were finalized by a small team long after 
the last open scientific debate of the technical 
and scientific cases (ref. 6). 

Long pulses are good for many applications 
in soft matter and biology. But they would be 
hard pressed to deliver the high resolutions 
necessary to determine the structures of 
complex biological molecules, for example. 
With the running cost of the ESS estimated at 
€150 million per year, any serious blunder will 
be a disaster from which European neutron 
science may never recover.

To maximize scientific output, it is impera-
tive that the ESS and other neutron sources 
in Europe are used round the clock and fitted 
with the most potentially ground-breaking 
instruments. A string of early breakthroughs 
will persuade the paymasters that neutron 
science is worth the high investments. And 
success will encourage them to fund upgrades 
to ISIS and the Laue–Langevin Institute neu-
tron source in Grenoble, France.

A SCIENTIFIC ROAD MAP
Particle physicists know what the ‘next big 
things’ are for them — an upgrade of the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN and 
an electron–positron linear collider. Crys-
tallographers should state their priorities 
with the same confidence. 

The first step is for users of multi-
disciplinary facilities to muster existing 

A view down the beam guides at the ISIS 
neutron source, UK.
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 “It takes a very special breed of scientist 
to do this work … it is an area of 
science in which women dominate.” So 

said the professor introducing distinguished 
British crystallographer Judith Howard in 
2004 as she received an honorary degree 
from the University of Bristol, UK. 

Some 15 years previously, Howard had 
received an invitation to apply for a new 
chair in structural chemistry at Durham 
University, UK, framed in similarly irksome 
terms: “because aren’t women supposed to 
be good at that sort of thing?” Her former 
PhD supervisor, the Nobel prizewinner 
Dorothy Hodgkin, encouraged Howard not 

to let such comments get in her way. Howard 
got the job, established one of the world’s lead-
ing laboratories for low- and variable-temper-
ature structural chemistry, served as head of 
the department of chemistry, was elected a 
Fellow of the Royal Society and became the 
founding director of Durham’s interdepart-
mental Biophysical Sciences Institute.

Whatever their level of distinction, female 
crystallographers have always in fact been 
in the minority. But there is a relationship 
between the outstanding achievements of 
some of them and the reputation and cul-
ture of the field that is worth examining as 
we celebrate the International Year of Crys-
tallography. I would argue that the features 
of this field that have attracted, retained 
and encouraged women have lessons to 
offer for the future of women’s progress in  
science more generally. 

Women in 
crystallography

Georgina Ferry celebrates the egalitarian,  
collaborative culture that has so far produced two  

female Nobel prizewinners.

bodies, such as the International Union of 
Crystallography (IUCr) and the European 
Neutron Scattering Association (ENSA), 
to establish and present the community 
view. These organizations should commis-
sion independent scientific and technical 
reviews, similar to the US Astronomy and 
Astrophysics Decadal Survey, and make 
recommendations for future projects. 

Although this approach may be 
adequate to coordinate road maps for 
national facilities of the scale of ISIS, 
higher-level political power play is nec-
essary for multinational facilities such 
as the European XFEL and the ESS. An 
international organization of facility 
users, with the political muscle of CERN, 
should be set up urgently to provide gov-
ernance, mediate with national and inter-
national political bodies, and implement 
community decisions. 

In fact, it is questionable whether the 
multilateral funding model for the largest 
international facilities is still fit for pur-
pose. With its reputation for excellence, 
the European Research Council could 
become the primary funder for the next 
generation of European facilities, with a 
suitable increase in its budget (currently 
€13.1 billion for 2014–20). Extra contribu-
tions would come from the host nations, as 
for the LHC, and other international part-
ners. Such a radical change will not hap-
pen immediately, but these ideas should 
be discussed ahead of the renewal of the 
European Union Framework Programme 
for Research and Innovation in 2020. 

The 23rd IUCr Congress and Gen-
eral Assembly in Montreal, Canada, in 
August will provide plenty of opportu-
nities to celebrate the past triumphs of 
crystallography. It would also be wise 
for the community to use the occasion 
to start discussions about securing the 
field’s future. ■

Paolo G. Radaelli is professor of 
experimental philosophy and head 
of condensed-matter physics at the 
University of Oxford, UK.
e-mail: p.g.radaelli@physics.ox.ac.uk
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Pioneer: Kathleen Lonsdale was one of the first women to be elected to the Royal Society.  
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Women were among crystallogra-
phy’s earliest pioneers. William Bragg, co-
discoverer of X-ray crystal analysis with 
his son Lawrence a century ago, recruited 
Kathleen Lonsdale to his laboratory in 1922. 
Working at the Royal Institution in London, 
she confirmed the structure of the benzene 
ring, carried out studies of diamond, was 
one of the first two women to be elected 
to the Royal Society (in 1945), and was 
appointed the first female tenured professor 
at University College London.

Hodgkin was one of several women 
who joined the lab of the physicist 
John Desmond Bernal (a former Bragg stu-
dent) in Cambridge, UK, in the 1930s, and 
with him she took the first X-ray photographs 
of crystalline proteins. Her solutions of the 
structures of penicillin and vitamin B12 won 
her the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1964. Of 
the four women who have won the chemistry 
Nobel, two were crystallographers: Hodgkin 
and the Israeli scientist Ada Yonath, who was 
awarded the prize in 2009. 

Rosalind Franklin is chiefly remem-
bered for taking the X-ray photograph of 
a DNA fibre that proved instrumental to 
James Watson and Francis Crick’s Nobel-
prizewinning discovery of the double helix. 
In her short life (she died of cancer in her 
30s), she also carried out important struc-
tural studies of carbon in coal and graphite, 
and of plant and animal viruses.

Isabella Karle of the United States Naval 
Research Laboratory developed an experi-
mental approach to using ‘direct methods’ 
of structural analysis for the solution of mol-
ecules smaller than 1,000 atoms. Her applica-
tion of this statistically based technique for 
estimating the phases of the X-ray reflections 
enormously expanded the range of substances 
that could be tackled. Yet only her husband 
Jerome shared the 1985 Nobel Prize in Chem-
istry with Herbert Hauptman, for developing 
the theoretical under pinnings of the method. 
Other prize-giving bodies have showered 
Isabella with awards in her own right.

FIRST AMONG EQUALS
Women’s names adorn many of the text-
books and research resources in the field. 
Lonsdale edited the International Tables 
for Crystallography for many years. These 
volumes provide information on crystal lat-
tices, symmetry and space groups, as well as 
mathematical, physical and chemical data on 
structures. Olga Kennard of the University of 
Cambridge founded and ran the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre, an interna-
tionally recognized source of structural data 
on small molecules, from 1965 until 1997. 
Jenny Pickworth Glusker of the Fox Chase 
Cancer Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylva-
nia, co-authored Crystal Structure Analysis: 
A Primer, first published in 1971 and now 
in its third edition (2010). Eleanor Dodson 

of the University of York, UK, who began as 
Hodgkin’s technician, was the main instiga-
tor behind CCP4, the collaborative comput-
ing project that currently shares more than 
250 software tools with protein crystallogra-
phers worldwide.

But the widespread assumption that these 
illustrious figures reflect a predominance of 
women in the field is false. More than two 
decades ago, the US mathematical crystal-
lographer Maureen Julian of the Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University 

(Virginia Tech) in 
Blacksburg tallied the 
entries in the World 
Directory of Crystal-
lographers and found 
that the proportion 
of women was 14% 
internationally (and 
slightly lower in the 

United States)1. At the time, only 2% of the 
members of the American Physical Society 
were women; Julian concluded that a percent-
age in double figures gave the impression that 
the field was “saturated with women”. 

Today, the International Union of Crys-
tallography’s online list of eminent crystal-
lographers (go.nature.com/g5iarg) is more 
than 90% male. Its prestigious Ewald Prize, 
awarded triennially since 1987, has had one 
female recipient (Dodson) out of 14 (7%).

A COLLABORATIVE ETHOS
There are grounds, however, for believing 
that the field of crystallography was unu-
sually welcoming to women at its founda-
tion a century ago, at least by comparison 
with other branches of physical science. In 
her 1990 study1, Julian also traced a scien-
tific genealogy starting with the Braggs, 
through colleagues both male and female, 
to a total of 50 female crystallographers. 
Bragg protégés such as Lonsdale and Bernal 
and their students fostered diverse and  
egalitarian lab cultures.

That pedigree could now be greatly 
extended. For example, the British protein 
crystallographer David Phillips worked 
with Lawrence Bragg at the Royal Institu-
tion from 1955 to 1966. Phillips recruited 
Louise Johnson as a PhD student, and when 
he moved to the University of Oxford, UK, 
in 1966, she went with him. There, the 
Phillips group worked alongside Hodgkin 
and her international, gender-balanced 
and left-leaning team. In 1990, Johnson 
succeeded Phillips as professor of struc-
tural biology, and from 2003 to 2008 was 
also director of life sciences at the Diamond 
Light Source, the United Kingdom’s national 
synchrotron facility.

Susan Lea is professor of microbiology in 
the Sir William Dunn School of Pathology 
at Oxford. She did her PhD there in the late 
1980s with structural biologist Dave Stuart. 

It did not occur to her to look for a female 
role model, because she was surrounded 
by them. “Louise [Johnson] was the head 
of structural biology, and there were a lot 
of women in biophysics at Oxford,” says 
Lea, “so I never really thought about it.” She 
remembers “a very good atmosphere”, cit-
ing the normality of children being around 
in the lab: “It was expected that if you were 
bright you would get the job done.” In 1995, 
having completed her PhD on structural 
studies of the foot-and-mouth disease 
virus, Lea was one of the first to receive a 
Dorothy Hodgkin fellowship from the Royal 
Society, designed to allow some flexibil-
ity around family and other commitments 
for early-career scientists. Her first child  
was born a year later.

That collaborative ethos owes as much to 
the nature of the science as to the benevo-
lent legacy of the Braggs. “It’s a science that, 
when practised well, tends to involve six to 
eight disciplines,” explains Lea. “One minute 
I’m talking to a virologist, the next a crystal-
lographer, the next an immunologist.” For 
Hao Wu, who uses structural techniques to 
study innate immunity at Harvard Medi-
cal School in Boston, Massachusetts, this 
interdisciplinarity was a prime attraction. 
“I had no clue about other women crystal-
lographers when I started,” she says. “What 
attracted me was that it had mathematics, 
physics and biology in it.”

As she neared her graduation in medicine 
in Beijing, Wu was fascinated by a lecture 
from Michael Rossmann, visiting from 
Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indi-
ana. Rossmann is a mathematical crystallog-
rapher who met Lonsdale as a schoolboy, did 
a PhD with J. M. Robertson (a former Bragg 
student), and worked with molecular biolo-
gist Max Perutz (a student of Bernal’s) on 
the solution of the haemoglobin structure. 
Wu subsequently secured a PhD place in 
Rossmann’s lab. Structural analysis is “like a 
detective story”, she says. “There is no direct 
path from diffraction to structure,” so it 
appealed to her in requiring a broad range of 
skills, from growing and mounting crystals 
to computer analysis. 

EVOLVING FIELD
One downside of crystallography’s repu-
tation as a technical discipline, and one 
sometimes perceived to be ‘women’s work’, 
is that for a while, other scientists (particu-
larly chemists) saw it as a laboratory service, 
and not a science in its own right. When 
Hodgkin’s team at Oxford finally solved the 
complex structure of vitamin B12 in 1955 
(ref. 2), the result was trumpeted in The New 
York Times as the work of Alexander Todd 
at the University of Cambridge, UK, whose 
chemical analyses of B12 were published3 in 
Nature back to back with an earlier paper by 
the Oxford team4. Todd also gave the first 
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talk on the structure at the 1955 meeting of 
the Chemical Society at the University of 
Exeter, UK — Hodgkin stood up at the end 
to make clear exactly who had done what. 

Glusker, who as Hodgkin’s postdoc under-
took the analysis of a key derivative that 
broke the back of the problem, remembers 
how indignant they all were (see go.nature.

com/o74dse). “We thought he viewed us 
just as technicians and did not realize the 
amount of thought that went … into devising 
which electron-density maps to draw, which 
parameters to refine and how to do this.”

Modern crystallography is now very dif-
ferent. Much of the trial-and-error process 
has gone, because almost all the stages of 

X-ray crystal analysis have been automated, 
turning the spotlight onto the meaning and 
relationships of structural features, rather 
than the structures themselves. “Now-
adays it’s not possible to publish a structure 
on its own in a high-impact journal,” says 
Irmgard Sinning, professor of biochemis-
try and structural biology at the Heidelberg 
University Biochemistry Center in Germany.

Sinning studies protein-targeting systems, 
and has just been announced as a 2014 recip-
ient of Germany’s top research award, the 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize. “Crystal-
lography has developed tremendously in the 
past two decades,” she says, “and solving the 
structure often takes less time than working 
out the molecular mechanism.” 

She now recruits more biochemists than 
chemists to her lab, about half of them 
women. Overall, the number of women 
in crystallography is climbing. I analysed 
speaker lists from various science meetings, 
and found that at the European Crystallog-
raphy Meeting in August 2013, 27% of the 
speakers were women. This compares with 
around 21% at the 2013 European Physical 
Society Conference on High Energy Physics, 
and 43% at the 2013 International Congress of 
Immunology. The numbers of women enter-
ing research careers are increasing across the 
physical and life sciences, with most in bio-
medical fields. But recent evidence suggests 
that they still have a harder time than their 
male colleagues in making it to the top (see, 
for example, www.nature.com/women).

BROKEN SYMMETRY
“Today it’s more demanding to balance a fam-
ily and a career,” says Wu, who has recently 
been appointed to a chair. Howard, too, is 
concerned: “There’s a drop-off at postdoc 
level and beyond.” Sinning urges younger 
women to have more confidence in them-
selves when applying for promotions: “Just do 
it! A guy would never say ‘Am I good enough?’ 
— they automatically think they are.”

Crystallography has shining examples 
of successful women who inspire and sup-
port younger colleagues. But junior scien-
tists still face too many obstacles in their 
progression through the ranks. Perhaps an 
important goal for this International Year 
of Crystallography would be to ensure that 
the Braggs’ legacy of equal opportunities is 
replenished. ■

Georgina Ferry is a science writer based in 
Oxford, UK. 
e-mail: mgf@georginaferry.com
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Top: Dorothy Hodgkin. Middle, left to right: Irmgard Sinning; Eleanor Dodson; Rosalind Franklin. 
Bottom: Ada Yonath (left); Louise Johnson (right). 
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A growing chorus of concern, from 
scientists and laypeople, contends 
that the complex system for ensuring 

the reproducibility of biomedical research 
is failing and is in need of restructuring1,2. 
As leaders of the US National Institutes of 
Health (NIH), we share this concern and 
here explore some of the significant inter-
ventions that we are planning. 

Science has long been regarded as ‘self-
correcting’, given that it is founded on the 
replication of earlier work. Over the long 
term, that principle remains true. In the 

shorter term, however, the checks and 
balances that once ensured scientific fidelity 
have been hobbled. This has compromised 
the ability of today’s researchers to reproduce 
others’ findings. 

Let’s be clear: with rare exceptions, we 
have no evidence to suggest that irreproduc-
ibility is caused by scientific misconduct. In 
2011, the Office of Research Integrity of the 
US Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices pursued only 12 such cases3. Even if 
this represents only a fraction of the actual 
problem, fraudulent papers are vastly 

outnumbered by the hundreds of thousands 
published each year in good faith. 

Instead, a complex array of other factors 
seems to have contributed to the lack of 
reproducibility. Factors include poor train-
ing of researchers in experimental design; 
increased emphasis on making provocative 
statements rather than presenting technical 
details; and publications that do not report 
basic elements of experimental design4. 
Crucial experimental design elements that 
are all too frequently ignored include blind-
ing, randomization, replication, sample-size 
calculation and the effect of sex differences. 
And some scientists reputedly use a ‘secret 
sauce’ to make their experiments work — 
and withhold details from publication or 
describe them only vaguely to retain a com-
petitive edge5. What hope is there that other 
scientists will be able to build on such work 
to further biomedical progress?

Exacerbating this situation are the policies 
and attitudes of funding agencies, academic 
centres and scientific publishers. Fund-
ing agencies often uncritically encourage 
the overvaluation of research published in 
high-profile journals. Some academic cen-
tres also provide incentives for publications 
in such journals, including promotion and 
tenure, and in extreme circumstances, cash 
rewards6. 

Then there is the problem of what is 
not published. There are few venues for 
researchers to publish negative data or 
papers that point out scientific flaws in pre-
viously published work. Further compound-
ing the problem is the difficulty of accessing 
unpublished data — and the failure of fund-
ing agencies to establish or enforce policies 
that insist on data access. 

PRECLINICAL PROBLEMS
Reproducibility is potentially a problem in all 
scientific disciplines. However, human clini-
cal trials seem to be less at risk because they 
are already governed by various regulations 
that stipulate rigorous design and independ-
ent oversight — including randomization, 
blinding, power estimates, pre-registration 
of outcome measures in standardized, pub-
lic databases such as ClinicalTrials.gov and 
oversight by institutional review boards and 
data safety monitoring boards. Furthermore, 
the clinical trials community has taken 
important steps towards adopting standard 
reporting elements7.

Preclinical research, especially work that 
uses animal models1, seems to be the area 
that is currently most susceptible to repro-
ducibility issues. Many of these failures have 
simple and practical explanations: different 
animal strains, different lab environments or 
subtle changes in protocol. Some irreproduc-
ible reports are probably the result of coinci-
dental findings that happen to reach statistical 
significance, coupled with publication bias. 

NIH plans to enhance 
reproducibility 

Francis S. Collins and Lawrence A. Tabak discuss 
initiatives that the US National Institutes of Health 
is exploring to restore the self-correcting nature of 

preclinical research.
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Another pitfall is overinterpretation of 
creative ‘hypothesis-generating’ experiments, 
which are designed to uncover new avenues 
of inquiry rather than to provide definitive 
proof for any single question. Still, there 
remains a troubling frequency of published 
reports that claim a significant result, but fail  
to be reproducible.

PROPOSED NIH ACTIONS
As a funding agency, the NIH is deeply 
concerned about this problem. Because 
poor training is probably responsible for 
at least some of the challenges, the NIH is 
developing a training module on enhanc-
ing reproducibility and transparency of 
research findings, with an emphasis on 
good experimental design. This will be 
incorporated into the mandatory training 
on responsible conduct of research for NIH 
intramural postdoctoral fellows later this 
year. Informed by this pilot, final materials 
will be posted on the NIH website by the 
end of this year for broad dissemination, 
adoption or adaptation, on the basis of local 
institutional needs. 

Several of the NIH’s institutes and cen-
tres are also testing the use of a checklist 
to ensure a more systematic evaluation of 
grant applications. Reviewers are reminded 
to check, for example, that appropriate 
experimental design features have been 
addressed, such as an analytical plan, plans 
for randomization, blinding and so on. A 
pilot was launched last year that we plan to 
complete by the end of this year to assess 
the value of assigning at least one reviewer 
on each panel the specific task of evaluat-
ing the ‘scientific premise’ of the application: 
the key publications on which the applica-
tion is based (which may or may not come 
from the applicant’s own research efforts). 
This question will be particularly important 
when a potentially costly human clinical 
trial is proposed, based on animal-model 
results. If the antecedent work is question-
able and the trial is particularly important, 
key preclinical studies may first need to be 
validated independently.

Informed by feedback from these pilots, 
the NIH leadership will decide by the fourth 
quarter of this year which approaches to 
adopt agency-wide, which should remain 
specific to institutes and centres, and which 
to abandon. 

The NIH is also exploring ways to provide 
greater transparency of the data that are the 
basis of published manuscripts. As part of our 
Big Data initiative, the NIH has requested 
applications to develop a Data Discovery 
Index (DDI) to allow investigators to locate 
and access unpublished, primary data (see 
go.nature.com/rjjfoj). Should an investigator 
use these data in new work, the owner of the 
data set could be cited, thereby creating a new 
metric of scientific contribution unrelated 

to journal publication, such as downloads 
of the primary data set. If sufficiently meri-
torious applications to develop the DDI are 
received, a funding award of up to three years 
in duration will be made by September 2014. 
Finally, in mid-December, the NIH launched 
an online forum called PubMed Commons 
(see go.nature.com/8m4pfp) for open dis-
course about published articles. Authors can 
join and rate or contribute comments, and 
the system is being evaluated and refined in 
the coming months. More than 2,000 authors 
have joined to date, contributing more than 
700 comments.

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY
Clearly, reproducibility is not a problem 
that the NIH can tackle alone. Conse-
quently, we are reaching out broadly to the 
research community, scientific publishers, 
universities, industry, professional organi-
zations, patient-advocacy groups and other 
stakeholders to take the steps necessary to 
reset the self-corrective process of scientific 
inquiry. Journals should be encouraged to 
devote more space to research conducted in 
an exemplary manner that reports negative 
findings, and should make room for papers 
that correct earlier work. 

We are pleased to see that some of the 
leading journals have begun to change 
their review practices. For example, Nature 
Publishing Group, the publishers of this 
journal, announced8 in May 2013 the fol-
lowing: restrictions on the length of meth-
ods sections have been abolished to ensure 
the reporting of key methodological details; 
authors use a checklist to facilitate the veri-
fication by editors and reviewers that criti-
cal experimental design features have been 
incorporated into the report, and editors 
scrutinize the statistical treatment of the 
studies reported more thoroughly with the 
help of statisticians. Furthermore, authors 
are encouraged to provide more raw data to 
accompany their papers online . 

Similar requirements have been imple-
mented by the journals of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of 
Science — Science Translational Medicine in 
2013 and Science earlier this month9 — on 
the basis of, in part, the efforts of the NIH’s 
National Institute of Neurological Disorders 
and Stroke to increase the transparency of 
how work is conducted10.

Perhaps the most vexed issue is the aca-
demic incentive system. It currently over-
emphasizes publishing in high-profile 
journals. No doubt worsened by current 
budgetary woes, this encourages rapid 
submission of research findings to the det-
riment of careful replication. To address 
this, the NIH is contemplating modify-
ing the format of its ‘biographical sketch’ 
form, which grant applicants are required 
to complete, to emphasize the significance 

of advances resulting from work in which 
the applicant participated, and to deline-
ate the part played by the applicant. Other 
organizations such as the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute have used this format and 
found it more revealing of actual contri-
butions to science than the traditional list 
of unannotated publications. The NIH is 
also considering providing greater stability 
for investigators at certain, discrete career 
stages, utilizing grant mechanisms that 

allow more flexibility 
and a longer period 
than the current aver-
age of approximately 
four years of support 
per project. 

In addition, the 
NIH is examining 
ways to anonymize 
the peer-review pro-

cess to reduce the effect of unconscious 
bias (see go.nature.com/g5xr3c). Currently, 
the identifiers and accomplishments of 
all research participants are known to the 
reviewers. The committee will report its 
recommendations within 18 months.

Efforts by the NIH alone will not be suf-
ficient to effect real change in this unhealthy 
environment. University promotion and 
tenure committees must resist the tempta-
tion to use arbitrary surrogates, such as the 
number of publications in journals with 
high impact factors, when evaluating an 
investigator’s scientific contributions and 
future potential. 

The recent evidence showing the irre-
producibility of significant numbers of 
biomedical-research publications demands 
immediate and substantive action. The NIH 
is firmly committed to making systematic 
changes that should reduce the frequency 
and severity of this problem — but success 
will come only with the full engagement of 
the entire biomedical-research enterprise. ■

Francis S. Collins is director and 
Lawrence A. Tabak is principal deputy 
director of the US National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
e-mail: lawrence.tabak@nih.gov
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The mathematical physicist Max Born 
remarked in 1955 that although his late 
friend Albert Einstein’s general theory 

of relativity was a peerless scientific achieve-
ment, “its connections with experience [are] 
slender”. The appeal of the theory for Born 
was similar to that of “a great work of art, to be 
enjoyed and admired at a distance”.

Today, Born’s comments seem quaint. In 
an age of precision astronomy, it is now pos-
sible to study consequences of the theory; 
the existence of gravitational waves, for 
instance, can be inferred from studying 
pulsars. With the theory’s centenary only a 
year away, this is an opportune time to look 
back on its inception and its achievements, 
as astrophysicist Pedro Ferreira does in The 
Perfect Theory, a ‘biography’ of Einstein’s 
brainchild for those with a smattering of 
science and next to no mathematics. 

Einstein recalled that his crucial epiph-
any occurred in 1907. Sitting in the Swiss 
patent office in Bern, he realized that “if a 
person falls freely he will not feel his own 
weight”. Using what Born described as “the 
most amazing combination of philosophical 

penetration, physical 
intuition and mathe-
matical skill”, Einstein 
developed his general 
theory of relativity — 
a new theory of grav-
ity — and published it 
eight years later. In the 
final straight, the Ger-
man mathematician 
David Hilbert was hot 
on his heels. 

Ferreira outlines 
the theory, but I wish 
that he had tried a 
little harder to con-
vey the surpassing 
beauty of Einstein’s equations. As the great 
theoretician Steven Weinberg has stressed, 
this was the quality that persuaded his col-
leagues to take relativity seriously. I suspect 
that many readers would have tolerated a 
few moments’ perplexity for a sense of its 
mathematical glory. 

The theory was past its fiftieth birthday 
when it entered mainstream physics. As 

Ferreira describes, one of the most eminent 
of the physicists who brought the general 
theory back into the limelight was US theo-
retician John Wheeler. Wheeler was at first 
deeply uneasy about the theory’s mathemati-
cal singularities — the point at which the 
quantities used to measure the strength of 
gravitational fields become infinite — and 
even wanted to remove them. In December 
1963, he was one of the speakers at the first 
Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astrophys-
ics, where the audience excitedly discussed 
the recently identified “quasi stellar radio 
sources”, neatly dubbed quasars by one of 
the attendees. It seemed likely that general 
relativity might well be needed to under-
stand this and other astronomical discover-
ies. Sure enough, the theory became a much 
more popular subject of study soon after, and 
several extremely strong research groups — 
notably in Moscow; Princeton, New Jersey; 
and Cambridge, UK — began to catch the 
eye of the physics community.

At the symposium was the British math-
ematical physicist Roger Penrose, who went 
on to work with Stephen Hawking to make 

P H Y S I C S

Einstein’s curve ball
Graham Farmelo enjoys a ‘biography’ of the general theory of relativity.  

The Perfect 
Theory: A Century 
of Geniuses and 
the Battle over 
General Relativity
PEDRO G. FERREIRA
Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt: 2014.

US theoretical physicist John Wheeler helped to bring general relativity into the mainstream. 
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pioneering contributions to our under-
standing of the origins of the Universe, 
and of black holes, a term adopted by 
Wheeler after an audience member sug-
gested it. Later, astronomers observed 
these exotic objects — regions of space-
time where gravity is so strong that it 
appears nothing can escape. Einstein 
would surely have been delighted to see 
this and other demonstrations of the 
surprising consequences of his theory. 
His equations were smarter than he was, 
to paraphrase the physicist Paul Dirac. 

Yet general relativity is not quite per-
fect. It takes no account of quantum 
theory and is extremely difficult to 

combine with 
the well-tested 
a c c o u n t  o f 
nature’s other 
fundamental 
interactions — 
weak, electro-
magnetic and 
strong — in the 
standard model 

of particle physics. Ferreira lucidly 
sketches several attempts to generalize 
Einstein’s theory, including string theory, 
which both describes gravity and offers 
an explanation of why it exists. Although 
enormously promising and mathemati-
cally rich, string theory is unpopular 
among some physicists in part because 
of the extreme difficulty of putting it to 
test, at least in the foreseeable future. 
Meanwhile, good old general relativ-
ity — once regarded as too recondite to 
be worth studying — is now the frame-
work for planning and interpreting many 
astronomical experiments, as Ferreira 
describes in a moving coda. 

When the sculptor Henry Moore vis-
ited Chicago, Illinois, in the late 1960s, 
the brilliant theoretical astrophysicist 
Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar asked 
him how best to view a work of sculp-
ture. Moore replied that the greatest of 
these works should be viewed from all 
distances, as new aspects of their beauty 
are revealed on every scale. Likewise, 
50 years later, the mathematical aes-
thetic of relativity has been enhanced by 
the beautiful demonstrations of its verac-
ity that Ferreira describes. These would 
probably have made Born ponder why he 
and his peers did not spend more time 
developing a deeper appreciation of the 
theory soon after Einstein first presented 
it. Maybe there’s a lesson here for some of 
today’s string-theory sceptics? ■

Graham Farmelo is a by-fellow at 
Churchill College, Cambridge, and 
author of Churchill’s Bomb. 
e-mail: graham@grahamfarmelo.com

“General 
relativity is now 
the framework 
for planning 
and interpreting 
many 
astronomical 
experiments.”

In 1874, Thomas Henry Huxley gave a 
prescient lecture on mind and brain. The 
biologist argued that subjective experience 

depends on the brain’s “anterior divisions”, 
and that consciousness has as little effect on 
behaviour as a steam whistle has on a loco-
motive’s progress — rendering humans little 
more than “conscious automata”. He raised 
two questions that remain key in contem-
porary studies of the neural basis of con-
sciousness: what is special about the neural 
processes that underlie consciousness, and 
what, if anything, is consciousness for?

The 1870s seemed a likely time for a con-
certed research effort to answer those ques-
tions. Herman von Helmholtz had made the 
distinction between conscious and uncon-
scious brain processes, and Gustav Theodor 
Fechner’s ‘psychophysics’ had begun to allow 
the experimental study of the relationship 
between subjective experience and physical 
stimulation. But it was not until the 1970s 
that three-dimensional imaging of the liv-
ing human brain became possible through 
physicist Peter Mansfield’s work in magnetic 
resonance imaging. Among the first to realize 
the importance of this breakthrough for the 
study of mind and brain was cognitive neuro-
scientist Stanislas Dehaene. In his brilliant 
Consciousness and the Brain, Dehaene con-
veys the excitement of developing paradigms 

that such technologies 
have made possible.

For Dehaene, con-
sciousness is simply 
this: we are conscious 
of whatever we choose 
to focus our attention 

on. He details many experiments, and pre-
sents the best attempt yet to answer the two 
questions raised by Huxley.

Regarding the first, on neural processes, 
the brain does a lot of work before we 
become conscious of a stimulus, as Helm-
holtz pointed out. When you read these 
words, you are rarely aware of the individual 
letters — yet you must have analysed them 
to have understood the meaning. How much 
unconscious analysis happens before what 
we are looking at emerges into conscious-
ness? Dehaene relates how clever techniques 
have been developed to answer this question. 

In backward masking, for example, a word 
(such as ‘five’) is presented, followed by a mask 
(a meaningless series of letters, for example). 
It has been found that the brain begins to ana-
lyse the word as soon as it appears, but that 
this analysis ceases when the mask appears. 
If the switch from word to mask is very rapid, 
there is no consciousness that the word was 
presented. Yet, as Dehaene has shown, the 
unconscious neural processing that goes 

N E U R O S C I E N C E

Joined-up thinking
Chris Frith explores a masterful model of how 
consciousness plays out in the theatre of the brain.

Consciousness 
and the Brain: 
Deciphering How 
the Brain Codes 
Our Thoughts
STANISLAS DEHAENE 
Viking Books: 2014.
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on before the mask appears is enough 
for meaning to be extracted. 

Combined with brain imaging, such 
studies show that activity in the region 
concerned with word recognition is not 
sufficient for consciousness. Instead, 
Dehaene reveals, conscious experience 
depends on inter actions between sensory 
regions and the parietal and frontal areas 
of the brain. This is one of four neural 
signatures of consciousness that he lists.

These findings could be key in diagnos-
ing locked-in syndrome, a state resem-
bling coma in which a person is fully 
conscious, but unable to demonstrate it. 
Using brain-imaging techniques, it should 
soon be possible to detect consciousness 
in suspected cases: if a person with the 
syndrome imagines making a movement, 
for example, changes in brain activity 
linked to that could be detected. 

Dehaene’s special contribution is his 
global-workspace theory, the first step in a 
complete account of why some neural pro-
cesses lead to conscious experience. The 
brain contains a number of discrete mod-
ules specialized for specific tasks, such 
as visual perception and motor output. 
Dehaene shows that for advanced cog-
nitive processes — such as seeing things 
from the viewpoint of others — informa-
tion generated by these modules must be 
maintained, manipulated and understood 
by several or all of them. The ‘global work-
space’ is the virtual arena, created by long-
range, synchronized neural connections, 
in which this happens. Only information 
that can be shared between modules enters 
consciousness. Effectively, without such 
conscious access, higher cognitive abili-
ties would not be possible: consciousness 
is, Dehaene argues, no steam whistle.

I am not completely convinced that a 
global workspace is sufficient for con-
sciousness. I believe that the ability to tell 
people about our experiences, as when 
tasting wine for example, is a crucial fea-
ture. However, our reportage is often erro-
neous, and that does not seem compatible 
with the precision needed for the infor-
mation broadcast in Dehaene’s global 
workspace. Nevertheless, Dehaene’s 
account is the most sophisticated story 
about the neural basis of consciousness 
so far. It is essential reading for those who 
want to experience the excitement of the 
search for the mind in the brain. ■

Chris Frith is emeritus professor of 
neuropsychology at the Wellcome Trust 
Centre for Neuroimaging at University 
College London and visiting professor at 
the Interacting Minds Centre at Aarhus 
University in Denmark. His books 
include Making Up the Mind.
e-mail: c.frith@ucl.ac.uk

Johannes Magirus enjoyed special status 
in Zerbst, southwest of Berlin, in the 
mid-seventeenth century. As the town’s 

only academically trained physician, he 
treated rich and poor alike — and loved 
to impress the social elite with the 
breadth of his learning, from 
physics to astrology.

Magirus is one of eight 
physicians practising 
between the seventeenth 
and nineteenth centu-
ries whose working lives 
are featured in Praxis welten 
(‘Practice worlds’), an unu-
sual exhibition at the Berlin 
Medical History Museum. 
Anatomical knowledge increased 
dramatically over this time, and 
understanding of physiology and 
infection biology began their catch 
up in the late nineteenth century. 
As medicine became more scien-
tific, barber-surgeons gradually 
gave way to university-trained phy-
sicians. But as this exhibition shows, 
the transition to scientific medicine 
was slow, perhaps because patients clung 
to the magical beliefs of other healers.

Praxiswelten showcases ongoing research 
by a consortium of medical historians who 
scoured libraries and the countryside for 
unusual source material: the original note-
books of doctors in German-speaking 
regions of Europe. It comes as a jolt to see 
that the notebooks are written in Latin. Also 
surprising is the enormous detail with which 
physicians recorded symptoms and the cir-
cumstances of patient visits. The notebooks 
reveal the very individual personal styles of 
the doctors, who, although exposed to mod-
ern knowledge at university, rarely applied 
it in daily practice. They tended to refer 
instead to imbalances of the four ‘humours’ 
of antiquity — black bile, yellow bile, blood 
and phlegm — or more recent theories not 
based on science.

For example, Friedrich von Bönning-
hausen, who opened his practice in 1864 
in Münster, relied exclusively on home-
opathy — despite hav-
ing trained in Bonn 
and Berlin, the most 
prestigious German-
speaking centres of 

medicine at the time. His note-
book shows that he treated 

11,500 people up to 1889, 
but he lost patients 

in droves there-
after. The germ 
theory of infec-
t ious diseases 
had emerged in 

Europe by then, 
thanks to the work of 

Louis Pasteur and Robert 
Koch, and public-hygiene 

measures such as using 
clean sources of water had 

proven so effective that scientific 
medicine gained in popularity.  

In remote regions, neither phy-
sicians nor patients had it easy. 
The ill often had to send urine 
samples and descriptions of 
their symptoms using messen-
gers, who needed to be fit. Franz 
von Ottenthal opened his prac-
tice in 1847 in the Alpine Ahrn 
Valley. His notebook records that 

he prescribed extract of meadow saffron as 
a painkiller for one Josef Brugger. But the 
treatment caused burning sensations in the 
stomach, as Brugger’s messenger informed 
von Ottenthal. Von Ottenthal sent her back 
with the advice that Brugger supplement 
his treatment with sodium bicarbonate and 
powdered rhubarb. Whether that helped 
remains unrecorded, but the messenger had 
to trek a total of 26 rugged kilometres.

Back in 1653, Magirus claimed success in 
treating a toddler suffering from fever cramps 
with a range of strange medicines and oint-
ments. The child’s father was rich enough 
to pay for as much as Magirus’s renowned 
knowledge could deliver. The physician con-
sulted specialist literature, and used his math-
ematical skills to calculate the positions of 
stars and planets, applying his remedies when 
the celestial bodies were most propitiously 
aligned. The exhibition makes one wonder 
anew that ‘alternative therapies’ remain so 
popular today. ■

Alison Abbott is Nature’s senior European 
correspondent.

M E D I C I N E

Bad medicine
Alison Abbott reviews an exhibition that reveals a lag in 
applying academic knowledge to medical practice.

Praxiswelten
Berlin Medical 
Historical Museum
Until 21 September 
2014.

A nineteenth-century amulet used to guard 
against tooth ache and other ills.
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The most oversubscribed programme 
at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in Cambridge takes just 

16 students a term and offers no credit nor 
classes in physics, chemistry or engineer-
ing. Instead, it teaches the art and science 
of glass-blowing — the creation of objects 
ranging from ornamental pumpkins to func-
tional musical instruments, such as the flask-
shaped ‘vitreous membranophone’. Blowing 
through its neck creates audible oscillations 
in the thin glass base. 

The Glass Lab is now attracting big-name 
glass artists. Dale Chihuly is one — famous 
for his exuberant, brilliantly hued sculptures 
resembling fantastical marine organisms 
or jungle flowers. The Venetian artist Lino 
Tagliapietra is also on board: his visually 
stunning vessels and geometric panels have 
earned him the title of the world’s greatest 
glass-blower. Staff 
include the likes of 
mathematician–artist  
Mart in Demaine, 
known as the father 
of Canadian glass. 

The lab’s sales of artworks created in its  
basement room, such as sculpted bowls and 
ornaments, are hugely popular. 

This year, after almost three decades 
of operation, a lab refit costing around 
US$2.5 million will enable even more stu-
dents to train in this modern alchemy — 
transforming sand into a frozen spray of 
colour. The number of workstation benches 
is to double. “The main reason driving the 
expansion and renovation is demand,” says 
Peter Houk, Glass Lab director since 1997 
and an established artist in the medium, 
whose work ranges from vases etched with 
exquisitely detailed cityscapes to huge col-
oured panels. “The joke is it’s harder to 
get into the Glass Lab than MIT,” he says. 
The odds are actually about the same, he 
explains, “but one is merit and the other is 
luck”.

Engineering researcher Michael Cima, the 
lab’s faculty director, was in on the idea from 
its unplanned beginnings. A junior faculty 
member in 1986, he was offered the lab to 
pursue his work, which involves engineer-
ing technologies in health and medicine. 

M AT E R I A L S

Vitreous visions
Daniel Cressey celebrates the pending refit of the Glass 
Lab — an innovative crossroads of science and art at MIT. 

 NATURE.COM
For more lab art 
by Martin and Erik 
Demaine, see:
go.nature.com/3hprzz

Two students and the artist Page Hazlegrove 
visited him before he had even glimpsed the 
lab, reporting that it contained a glass fur-
nace “and would I mind if they used it”. Cima 
had previous experience in lampworking 
— a process often used to make laboratory 
glassware — but none in the wilder realm of 
glass-blowing.

Today, training at the lab both channels 
artistic creativity and feeds directly into 
science, while providing valuable lessons 
on improvisation and other skills to future 
engineers and researchers. “The reason 
why the engineering school supports it is 
this learning how to improvise,” says Cima. 
Glasswork is largely collaborative — the 
efforts of a team enduring scorching heat 
and the shards of failed attempts. “Glass-
blowing teams have to adapt quickly while 
they work, changing their plans or methods 
in response to changes in the material they 
are manipulating,” he adds.

The history of glass-blowing can be 
traced back to the fourth millennium bc, 
when it was realized that silicon dioxide, 
sodium oxide and calcium oxide, subjected 
to extremely high temperatures, would fuse 
into glass. Glass in the MIT lab, however, 
is ordered in as clear chunks called cullet. 
These are dropped into a furnace that can 
keep about 50 kilograms of glass molten at 
temperatures of 1,100–1,200 °C. Purified in 
one chamber of the furnace — which runs 
all day, every day — the refined glass flows 
into a second chamber, where it is retrieved 
by the glass-blowing team while it is still 
malleable.

The shape of every piece is determined 
by both the glass-blower and the person 
manipulating the glass on the bench. As its 
name implies, glass-blowing involves puff-
ing into the blowpipe to which the glass blob 
is affixed, forming a bubble. Shaping is done 
with moulds or scissor-like tools called jacks, 
or simply by squeezing the mass by hand 
while protected by a wad of wet newspa-
per. Bubbles are also rolled on a steel table 
called a marver to shape them and to remove 
heat from certain parts, changing the way 
the bubbles grow when they are blown. The 
blobs can be repeatedly reheated to restore 
malleability.

Colour can be added with coloured glass 
rods; Cima likens them to a paint palette. 
These can be ground up and used to coat the 
bubbles of glass in a colour-saturated layer, 
or heated and pulled into strings to add lines 
and patterns. 

Cima never ended up using the Glass Lab 
for his own research. But the adaptiveness 
and can-do inventiveness fostered by the lab, 
he says, is “a perfect example of why MIT is 
different”. ■

Daniel Cressey is a reporter for Nature in 
London.

An etched glasswork by 
artist Peter Houk, part 
of his Big Dig series.
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Correspondence
Gender: resolve bias, 
don’t excuse it
It is difficult to make the claim 
that the disproportionate 
number of male reviewers and 
authors is not indicative of some 
level of gender bias  
(L. Koube Nature 505, 291; 
2014). As with many other 
challenges that female scientists 
face, the answer lies not in 
explaining why discrepancies 
exist, but in taking steps to 
resolve them. 

The proportion of female 
referees (13% for Nature in 
2013; Nature 504, 188; 2013) 
remains considerably lower 
than the proportion of female 
researchers (roughly 30% in the 
United States, according to a 
2013 report by the US National 
Science Foundation on Women, 
Minorities, and Persons with 
Disabilities in Science and 
Engineering). Not challenging 
this situation is tantamount 
to declaring that the quality of 
the pool of female referees is 
lower than that of their male 
counterparts, which is both 
short-sighted and wrong.

Arguments about personal 
or family responsibilities only 
serve to cloud the bigger issue, 
which is about finding a way to 
work towards a body of scientific 
literature that represents true 
gender balance among those 
contributing to it.
Morgan V. Fedorchak 
University of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, USA. 
mod8@pitt.edu

Plume hypothesis 
challenged
The hundreds of Earth scientists 
who challenge the existence of 
plumes of hot rock rising from 

Cut costs with open-
source hardware
Sally Tinkle and others (see 
Nature 503, 463–464; 2013) 
highlight the importance of 
open-source software and data 
sharing in materials science. 
But researchers should also be 
developing free and open-source 
hardware to radically reduce the 
costs of their experimental work. 

Harnessing open-source 
methodology will ensure that 
funding used to develop scientific 
equipment is spent only once. A 
return on investment is achieved 
through digital replication of 
devices for just the cost of the 
materials required. This scaled 
replication saves 90–99% on 
conventional costs, making more 
scientific equipment available 
for research and education (see 
J. M. Pearce Open-Source Lab, 
Elsevier; 2013).

Dozens of free open-source 
designs for lab equipment 
already exist. For example, the 
University of Washington in 
Seattle has produced a magnetic 
rack for molecular and cell-
separation applications that 
can be fabricated with a three-
dimensional printer for less than 
it can be bought commercially. 
Even if the device is made only 
once, it justifies the price of the 
printer. A hand-held open-
source colorimeter built in my 
department for US$50 matches 
the performance of similar tools 
that cost more than $2,000. And 
the University of Cambridge, 
UK, has developed a microscope 
for about $800 from open-
source plans, to use instead of 
conventional equivalents costing 
up to 100 times as much.

Federal funding agencies 
could join forces to fund open-
source scientific hardware to 
accelerate its development. A 
free online database of tested 
and validated tools should be 
set up, and governments should 
give preference to funding such 
hardware purchases.
Joshua M. Pearce Michigan 
Technological University, USA.
pearce@mtu.edu

Gender: why publish 
an offensive letter?
I want an answer to this 
question. If the answer was to 
engender controversy, then it 
worked; but if it was to reinforce 
Nature’s “own positive views 
and engagement in the issues 
concerning women in science” 
(Nature 505, 483; 2014), then it 
failed. Here is the context: two 
weeks ago, Nature published a 
Correspondence from Lukas 

Koube (Nature 505, 291; 2014), 
which in my view implies that 
journals’ pursuit of scientific 
quality will logically and 
inevitably result in women’s 
invisibility. On the day that I 
read it, I was scheduled to do an 
interview about my research for 
the Careers section of Nature. I 
declined the interview.

Declining this interview was a 
strategic decision. Every young 
scientist is told that publication 
in Nature is a valuable prize, a 
harbinger of ‘glory, laud and 
honour’ and of job security. 
Thus, the assignment of a Nature 
DOI (digital object identifier) is 
a powerful force of reification, 
one that endures far beyond any 
squabbling that may precede or 
follow it. 

Nature states that the 
correspondence it publishes 
does not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of the journal or its 
editors (Nature 505, 483; 2014). 
However, people have a deep-
seated tendency to associate the 
Nature brand with a stringent 
selection process for publication. 
Out of the many letters it 
receives, why did Nature want 
its readers to read Koube’s? It is 
unclear why you should publish 
his Correspondence at all in an 
age when people’s comments 
already have multiple outlets for 
mass distribution. My interview 
cancellation was meant to 
provide concrete evidence that at 
least one reader wants an answer. 

Nature is a powerful 
institution in which its editors, 
reviewers, authors and readers 
invest a monumental amount 
of effort and care. For this very 
reason, it is also an institution 
at which each editorial choice 
merits exceptional scrutiny.
A. Hope Jahren University of 
Hawaii, USA.
jahren@hawaii.edu

Earth’s core–mantle boundary 
are not “a small but vocal subset” 
(Nature 504, 206–207; 2013). 
Rather than simply promoting 
the conventional wisdom, 
you should be encouraging 
the development of multiple 
working hypotheses.

Many scientists have valid 
concerns that the originally 
postulated behavioural, 
geometric, chemical and 
thermal characteristics of 
mantle plumes have been widely 
discredited (W. J. Morgan and 
J. P. Morgan in Plates, Plumes, 
and Planetary Processes 65–78; 
Geological Society of America, 
2007). The plume model has 
survived only by diversifying 
its supposed characteristics, 
which include a variety of 
compositions and feats such 
as tunnelling thousands of 
kilometres horizontally to 
emerge anywhere at any time, 
splitting, merging and pulsing 
(E. R. Lundin in 52 Things You 
Should Know About Geology 
66–67; Agile Libre, 2013).

There are no chemical or 
isotopic data that require deep-
plume origins or anomalously 
high temperatures, and no 
reliable seismic-tomography 
results have ever revealed a 
plume. Plumes cannot account 
for the eruption rates of the 
largest flood basalts, which can 
best be explained by rapidly 
draining reservoirs of molten 
rock that have accumulated over 
long periods.

There has been significant 
progress in developing an 
alternative model for anomalous 
volcanism (see, for example,  
G. R. Foulger Plates vs Plumes:  
A Geological Controversy,  
Wiley-Blackwell; 2010). This 
is better explained as a passive 
response to the stretching 
of lithospheric plates — for 
example, at rift valleys — which 
permits melt to rise from shallow 
depths in the mantle.
Gillian R. Foulger Durham 
University, UK.
g.r.foulger@durham.ac.uk
Warren B. Hamilton Colorado 
School of Mines, USA.
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Sophisticated 
synchrotrons
S E A N  M C S W E E N E Y

During the 20 years that biological structures  
have been solved using modern synchro-

tron sources, the hundreds of thousands of 
experiments performed have revolutionized 
the process of determining macromolecu-
lar structures. These high-intensity, well- 
collimated X-ray beams continually drive 
biologists to try new approaches, pushing our 
capabilities to reveal ever-larger molecular 
complexes at atomic resolution. The usefulness 
of these X-ray beams has also driven a steady 
rise in the number of crystallographic instru-
ments at synchrotron facilities. Structural biol-
ogy has thus increasingly been used as a major 
tool for generating fundamental biological 
knowledge — much of which has benefited 
society by aiding the discovery of new drugs.

When third-generation synchrotrons (also 
known as undulator-based storage rings) began 
operating in 1994, only two or three crystal 
structures were being deposited each week in 
the Protein Data Bank, an inter national reposi-
tory for protein structures. Since then, the 
number of beamlines — the specialist instru-
mentation that enables light from synchrotrons 
to be used in experiments — has risen consid-
erably, mostly at third-generation sources. The 
number of structural biologists has increased 
in parallel with the ease with which X-ray dif-
fraction revealed natural structures. At present, 
around 8,000 distinct structures are deposited 
each year, approximately one per hour. This 
demonstrates how continual innovation by syn-
chrotron-facility scientists and users has made 
the existing sources incredibly productive. The 
list of their achievements is encyclopaedic, and 
includes the development of: automated sample  
handling, advanced detectors, improved 

software, new crystallographic methods and 
stable X-ray optics that produce microscopic 
X-ray beams.

These micro-focused X-ray beams may 
prove to be crucial to structural biologists 
in the future1,2. Five Nobel prizes have been 
awarded for work that depended on synchro-
tron X-ray studies. The most recent of these 
— the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2012, which 
was awarded, in part, for the determination 
of the structures of G-protein-coupled recep-
tors3 — required the sort of micro-beam that 
became available only recently. Such beams  
allowed the delivery of a high flux of X-rays 
in the tiny volume that was needed to collect 
crystallographic data from the fragile protein 
crystals involved. 

Further beamline developments will con-
tinue until it is possible to truly tune experi-
ments, controlling beam size, shape, flux 
and wavelength, thereby enabling optimal 

extraction of information from crystal samples. 
Storage-ring developments will also continue: 
the fourth generation of synchrotrons is cur-
rently under construction, and will eventually 
produce flux densities a thousand to a million 
times higher than those of current state-of-the-
art instruments, allowing new experimental 
approaches and scientific discoveries.

Impressive results from free-electron lasers 
(FELs) have made some people wonder 
whether conventional storage-ring sources 
will continue to have a major role in driving 
structural biology. I contend that both tools 
are developing synergistically, and that we 
are still far from being able to realize the full 
potential of storage-ring sources in particular. 
In the next decade, scientists will benefit from 
synchrotrons even more than they do now, as 
a result of innovations that are spurred, in part, 
by FELs. For example, a recent study4 reports 
how intense, micro-focused X-ray beams 
from a synchrotron, combined with data-
analysis techniques previously developed for 
FEL experiments, have enabled structures to 
be determined from micrometre-scale crystals 
(Fig. 1). It is fair to say that the future is bright 
for synchrotrons in structural biology.

Sean McSweeney is in the Department of  
Photon Sciences, Brookhaven National 
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Leading-edge 
lasers
P E T R A  F R O M M E

Free-electron lasers5 have opened up a 
new era in structural biology6, for several  

reasons. For starters, FELs allow structures to 
be determined from nanometre-scale crystals 
that contain only a few hundred molecules. 
These nanocrystals are easier to grow and have 
fewer defects than the macroscopic crystals 
used for conventional crystallography. 

This is especially helpful for proteins that 

FORUM: Crystallography

Sources of inspiration
Synchrotrons have long been the preferred X-ray sources for crystallography, but competition has arrived with the advent 
of X-ray free-electron lasers. A synchrotron expert and an advocate of free-electron lasers discuss the prospects of the 
respective source types for applications in structural biology.

Figure 1 | Protein structures from micrometre-
sized crystals. The cathepsin B protein of the 
parasitic microbe Trypanosoma brucei is a potential 
target for drugs to combat sleeping sickness. The 
crystal structure of the protein (grey) in complex 
with an inactivating peptide (multicoloured) was 
first determined7 from micrometre-sized crystals 
grown in vivo, using X-rays from a free-electron 
laser (FEL). The structure has since been validated4 
on a synchrotron using a method inspired by 
techniques developed for FELs. 
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are difficult to crystallize, such as large com-
plexes and proteins embedded in membranes. 
Recently, a structure was determined with 
a FEL using nanocrystals prepared by over-
expressing a protein in insect cells7 (Fig.  1). 
This method of preparation seems to be appli-
cable to many proteins, and could save years 
that would otherwise be spent crystallizing 
proteins using conventional methods.

FELs also overcome one of the main obsta-
cles in crystallography: that proteins are often 
damaged by conventional X-ray sources. X-ray 
pulses from FELs are extremely intense and so 
completely destroy molecules and crystals. 
But because the pulses have only femtosecond 
duration (1 femtosecond is 10–15 seconds), 
diffraction patterns can be detected before the 
molecules are destroyed8. This overcomes the 
size limit for crystals, as noted earlier. It also 
allows damage-free structures to be deter-
mined from radiation-sensitive crystals. This is 
especially important for proteins that contain 
metal centres, which tend to undergo X-ray- 
induced chemical reduction. 

Biomolecules are dynamic, but most crys-
tal structures provide only a static picture of 
such molecules in one state. By contrast, time-
resolved femtosecond crystallography using 
FELs allows researchers to make ‘molecular 
movies’ — a series of snapshots — of biomol-
ecules in action. For proteins whose reactions 
can be triggered by light, X-ray pulses fired at 
different times after a light trigger enable the 
structures of different reaction intermediates 
to be obtained9. 

Not all protein reactions are light driven, 
however. Methods are therefore being 
developed in which rapid mixing of protein 
nanocrystals with a solution of the protein’s 
substrate triggers a reaction; X-ray pulses 
are then fired at the sample at different time 
intervals after mixing. This should enable all 
the steps of drug transport through a receptor 
to be visualized, for example.

The current main limitation of structural 
biology research with FELs is access to beam 
time at the two sources in the United States 
and Japan. But, with the opening of the Euro-
pean FEL and the Swiss FEL in 2015 or 2016, 
available beam time will increase significantly. 
Furthermore, the European FEL will allow up 
to 10,000 images to be collected per second, so 
that a full data set can be acquired in 5 minutes, 
rather than the 3 hours required at present.

It is the dream of structural biologists to 
determine atomic structures from the X-ray 
diffraction of single molecules, but this is 
not yet within our grasp. To reach this goal 
major challenges have to be met: the flux of 
X-ray photons from FELs must be increased 
by at least 1,000-fold to detect the weak  
diffraction of individual biomolecules at 
atomic resolution. In addition, the duration of 
pulses may have to be shortened to less than a  
femto second, to allow for diffraction before 
destruction of single molecules. ■
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M O L E C U L A R  B I O L O G Y 

A second layer of 
information in RNA
Three studies have characterized the full complement of RNA folding in cells. 
They find large numbers of secondary structures in RNA, some of which may 
have functional consequences for the cell. See Letters p.696, p.701 & p.706
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Figure 1 | Principles of RNA primary sequence and secondary structure. a, RNA is a single-stranded 
polymer, with nucleotide bases adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and uracil (U). b, Unlike DNA, 
RNA molecules do not pair up to form helices. The bases of an individual molecule can therefore pair 
with one another (G–C and A–U), causing the RNA to fold into secondary structures. G bases can also 
pair with U bases, forming a G–U wobble pair. Three reports2–4 find that such folding is commonplace in 
humans, plants and yeast. (Figure adapted from Fig. 3 of ref. 4.)

S I LV I A  B .  V.  R A M O S  &  A L A I N  L A E D E R A C H

The RNA molecule is generally under-
stood as a messenger of genetic infor-
mation in the cell: it is transcribed 

from DNA and then translated into proteins1. 
Stretches of RNA that are complementary 
in sequence have a propensity to pair, form-
ing elements of secondary structure, such as 
hairpin loops, within RNA molecules. But 
the prevalence of secondary structure in mes-
senger RNAs, and its role in RNA regulation, 
is not fully understood. In this issue, three 
reports2–4 describe analyses of all the mRNA 
molecules present in different populations of 
cells — transcriptome-wide analyses — using 
structure-probing techniques. These studies 
begin to reveal the extent of secondary struc-
ture in the transcriptomes of plants, humans  
and yeast. 

The chemical structure of RNA is analogous  

to that of DNA. It is comprised of a sugar–
phosphate backbone and four distinct nucleo-
tide bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine 
(G) and uracil (U). As with DNA, these bases 
interact by forming hydrogen bonds, resulting 
in aptly named Watson–Crick pairs (G–C and 
A–U). However, unlike DNA, complementary 
bases from two RNA molecules do not pair up 
to form a double helix, a formation that in 
DNA prevents secondary structures from aris-
ing. Instead, the nucleotides of RNA are free 
to interact with one another within each mol-
ecule, resulting in folding of the RNA chain 
into secondary structures (Fig. 1).  

The functional consequences of secondary 
structural elements in RNA depend on their 
molecular context. Some specific structural 
elements have well-known regulatory roles 
after gene transcription, but these are restricted 
to small subsets of mRNAs5,6. In some cases, 
such as in ribosomal RNA (part of the cellular 
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C E L L  B I O L O G Y

Potency unchained
Differentiated cells have been reprogrammed to an embryonic-like state using a  
physical stimulus. This treatment generates a new cell population that contributes 
to both the embryo and the placenta. See Article p.641 & Letter p.676

A U S T I N  S M I T H

Cell specialization in mammals is essen-
tial for diverse functions, such as mus-
cle contraction and nerve conduction. 

These specializations become fixed during 
development, and conversion between dif-
ferentiated cell types seems to be extremely 
rare. However, in this issue, two studies by 
Obokata et al.1,2 show that cells isolated from 
newborn mice lose their identity on expo-
sure to mildly acidic conditions. Remarkably, 
instead of triggering cell death or tumour 
growth, as might be expected, a new cell 
state emerges that exhibits an unprecedented 
potential for differentiation into every possible  
cell type.

Studies on tissue regeneration in amphib-
ians, reptiles and birds indicate that differenti-
ated cells have some ability to dedifferentiate or 
to switch identity. Mammalian cells are more 
resistant, but fate conversion is observed in 
certain cancers. It was only with the cloning 

of Dolly the sheep3, in which nuclear mater-
ial from the mammary cell of an adult sheep 
was transferred into an enucleated egg cell to 
produce a cloned animal, that the capacity for 
complete reprogramming of the mammalian 
genome was confirmed. However, cloning 
does not convert whole cells. 

Whole cells can be induced to switch iden-
tity by genetic manipulation. The introduc-
tion of certain transcription factors can in 
specific contexts rewire gene circuitry, lead-
ing to changes in cell specialization4. In 2006, 
the cell-identity and cloning research paths 
were unified through the discovery of a phe-
nomenon known as induced pluripotency5: 
when mouse fibroblast cells were treated with 
a quartet of embryonic regulatory factors, a 
small percentage adopted the molecular and 
functional attributes of embryonic stem cells. 
The resulting induced pluripotent stem cells 
(iPSCs) had the dual abilities to self-renew 
indefinitely and to differentiate into all somatic 
cell types (Fig. 1a). Subsequently, iPSCs have 

machinery that synthesizes proteins), second-
ary structural elements fold further into com-
pact three-dimensional conformations that 
can catalyse reactions7.

The three new studies, each analysing dif-
ferent cell populations, use a combination 
of well-established chemical and enzymatic 
structure-probing techniques for determin-
ing RNA secondary structure together with 
next-generation sequencing, a method that 
allows simultaneous sequencing of millions 
of stretches of nucleotides. Ding and col-
leagues2  (page 696) examined seedlings from 
the plant Arabidopsis thaliana, Rouskin and 
co-workers3 (page 701) investigated yeast, and 
both Rouskin et al. and Wan and colleagues4 
(page 706) report analyses of secondary 
structures in humans. All three papers report 
unprecedented coverage of the transcriptome8. 
In doing so, they demonstrate unequivocally 
that most mRNAs have a propensity to form 
secondary structures in vitro, in the absence 
of any other cellular components. 

Each group reports that some of the RNA 
structures they observed in vitro were altered 
in vivo. In fact, Rouskin and colleagues found 
evidence in yeast that RNA structures in the 
cell are actively unfolded by proteins. None-
theless, the papers show that structural pat-
terns are evolutionarily conserved at several 
functional sites within RNA molecules. These 
results provide the first in vivo data to suggest 
that, if given the opportunity, RNA will fold. 
This is consistent with many previous in vitro 
studies9 of RNA structure and folding. Because 
mRNA must be unfolded to successfully act as 
a messenger, the cell must therefore find ways 
to get around the folding problem.

In addition to their structural characteriza-
tion of the human transcriptome, Wan and 
co-workers performed comparative structure 
probing in cell lines derived from a family 
trio (mother, father and child). In so doing, 
they were able to assess the structural conse-
quences of natural human inter-generational 
genetic variation on the transcriptome, and 
discovered more than 1,900 single-nucleotide 
mutations that alter RNA structure. These 
experiments therefore yielded thousands 
of new putative ‘ribosnitches’7,10 — broadly 
defined as RNA sequences in which a specific 
single-nucleotide mutation alters structure7. 
Ribosnitches are analogous to bacterial ribo-
switches, which change structure on binding of 
a small molecule and regulate transcription or  
translation11. 

Because RNA structure has the potential to 
influence post-transcriptional processes in the 
cell, a subset of the putative ribosnitches could 
be functional. Indeed, mutations that disrupt 
certain RNA secondary structural elements 
can cause human disease10. Although the 
structural changes identified in Wan and col-
leagues’ work are not by themselves indicators 
of malfunction — the three individuals studied 
are presumably healthy — the newly identified 

putative ribosnitches have the potential to help 
to identify mechanisms by which structural 
changes can give rise to disease, an exciting 
step forward.

The application of next-generation sequenc-
ing to the transcriptome has previously 
revealed the complexity of post-transcriptional 
regulatory networks5. The structural dimen-
sion of this complexity is now accessible with 
the publication of these three papers. Although 
the three studies reveal similar general struc-
tural features of transcripts, there are key dif-
ferences in the specific features found by each 
approach. Such discrepancies may come from 
differences in experimental design, which 
can cause changes to the inherently dynamic 
structure of RNA. In this case, each study used 
different protocols for RNA extraction, library 
preparation and, in particular, determining 
levels of background noise. These experimen-
tal details must be taken into account when 
comparing structures discovered using the 
different approaches. 

The trio of reports provides our first insight 
into the secondary structure of an entire 
transcriptome in eukaryotes — the class of 
organisms comprising plants, animals and 
fungi. However, a full characterization of 
transcriptome structure will require a con-
certed community effort, with an emphasis 

on standardization to allow quantitative com-
parisons of these data sets. Only then will it 
be possible to fully integrate these findings to 
determine the structural elements that are con-
sequential in the transcriptome12. ■
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been produced from a range of adult cell types, 
fostering enthusiasm worldwide for develop-
ing customized disease-modelling and cell-
therapy applications. 

What, then, is the significance of the two 
reports by Obokata and colleagues? The 
authors were inspired by the notion that physi-
cal stimuli might be sufficient to change a cell’s 
identity. An example from nature is tempera-
ture-dependent sex determination in croco-
dile embryos6. And in the laboratory, frog cells 
fated to form skin will develop into brain tis-
sue7 if exposed to a solution of low pH. These 
changes in fate occur in embryonic progenitor 
cells. In their first report (page 641), Obokata 
and co-workers1 investigated the effect of 
physical stimuli on cells from newborn mice.

In a similar manner to that used in iPSC 
reprogramming studies5, the researchers 
monitored cells using a ‘reporter’ protein that 
fluoresces when a gene associated with pluri-
potency is turned on. They applied various 
stresses to white blood cells and found that, 
after a short exposure to a solution of low 
pH, the cells lost markers of blood identity, 
and a proportion activated the pluripotency 
reporter. The authors collected cells marked 
with the reporter and found that the cells 
had gene markers typical of early embryos. 
They describe this phenomenon as stimulus- 
triggered acquisition of pluri potency (STAP).

When injected into embryos, cells generated 
by STAP (‘STAP cells’) produced chimaeras 

— mice composed of cells originating from 
both the host embryo and the STAP cells. The 
ability to produce chimaeras is a property 
that was previously thought to be exclusive to 
embryonic stem cells and iPSCs. STAP cells 
differ from both of these cell types, however, 
in that they have little or no capacity for self-
renewal and can be maintained for only a few 
days. The authors investigated this discrepancy 
and discovered that, if STAP cells are trans-
ferred into the culture conditions used to grow 
pluri potent stem cells, they begin to prolifer-
ate, and acquire structural features and gene 
markers diagnostic of embryonic stem cells. 
The researchers termed these self-renewing 
cells STAP stem cells (Fig. 1b). 

The STAP-cell state might therefore be 
similar to the incompletely reprogrammed 
intermediate cells observed during iPSC for-
mation8. However, as documented in Obokata 
and colleagues’ second report2 (page 676), a 
further surprise was in store. Examination of 
chimaeras produced from STAP cells revealed 
that the cells colonized extraembryonic layers 
such as the trophoblast, a structure that gives 
rise to the placenta, in addition to the embryo 
body. This colonization is rarely seen in chi-
maeras produced from embryonic stem cells 
or iPSCs, and it implies that cells generated by 
STAP have an unusually broad developmental 
potency. The authors then tested culture con-
ditions normally used to obtain trophoblast 
stem cells. STAP cells again proliferated, but 

now acquired a trophoblast-like identity, con-
firming their broad potency (Fig. 1b).

The STAP state may represent a develop-
mental stage that precedes segregation of 
extraembryonic and embryonic cell lineages. 
However, it is not evident that embryos ever 
contain single cells that have the complement 
of markers and behaviours exhibited by STAP 
cells. An alternative explanation could be that 
STAP cells constitute a mixture of cells predis-
posed to extraembryonic or embryonic dif-
ferentiation. More provocatively, STAP cells 
might be an indeterminate, synthetic cell type 
— a blank slate — from which extraembryonic 
or embryonic gene circuitries emerge in appro-
priate environments.

The unexpected finding that a physical 
stimulus can trigger dedifferentiation of cells 
to a state of unrestricted potency opens up the 
possibility of obtaining patient-specific stem 
cells by a simple procedure, without genetic 
manipulation. STAP cells have yet to be pro-
duced from humans, however. Obokata and 
colleagues1 provided evidence of reproduc-
ible STAP-cell generation from different 
mouse tissues, but they did not test other 
species. Furthermore, they used immature 
cells as a starting material, and it remains 
to be seen whether adult cells will respond 
similarly. Nonetheless, they have established 
a new principle: that a physical stimulus can 
be sufficient to dismember gene-control cir-
cuitry and create a ‘plastic’ state from which 
a previously un attainable level of potency can  
rapidly develop. 

How pluripotent circuitry self-organizes, 
and how the body suppresses this, are fasci-
nating questions. Notably, provision of leukae-
mia inhibitory factor (LIF), a cell-signalling 
molecule, promotes the emergence of STAP 
cells. This is tantalizing because LIF is the self-
renewal factor for embryonic stem cells, has a 
crucial role in the formation of iPSCs9,10 and 
drives the conversion of germ cells to pluri-
potent cells11. ■
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Figure 1 | Alternative methods for dedifferentiating specialized cells.  a, Differentiated cells are 
typically reprogrammed to an embryonic-like (pluripotent) state using transcription factors and a 
cell-culture medium that promotes pluripotency5. This creates induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), 
which can self-renew and contribute to all the cell types in a developing embryo, but not the placenta. 
iPSC generation occurs through a proliferative intermediate stage. b, Obokata and colleagues report1,2 
that dedifferentiation can also be achieved by short-term exposure of differentiated cells to a solution 
of low pH, a process they call stimulus-triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP). STAP cells 
do not proliferate, but subsequent treatment with pluripotency-promoting media produces STAP 
stem cells, which have the same properties as iPSCs. When cultured in a medium that promotes the 
growth of trophoblast stem cells (a placenta-generating cell type), STAP cells acquire trophoblast-like 
characteristics. Unlike iPSCs, the cells can contribute to the placenta.
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A D A M  P.  S H O W M A N

Humanity’s study of stars and plan-
ets stretches back centuries, but our 
understanding of intermediate objects 

— brown dwarfs — is relatively primitive. 
Brown dwarfs are fluid, hydrogen-dominated 
objects that are generally presumed to form 
like stars, but that contain insufficient mass to 
fuse hydrogen into helium. As links between 
planets and stars, these dwarfs provide clues 
about the processes of star and planet forma-
tion, the physics of interior structure and the 
behaviour of atmospheres under exotic condi-
tions. But because they are so far away, brown 
dwarfs are seen as only unresolved points of 
light in telescope images. So far, observations 
of these objects have all been measurements 
of the combined light from their Earth-facing 
hemisphere that preclude any detailed view of 
what they look like. That has now changed: on 

page 654 of this issue, Crossfield et al.1 present 
the first spatially resolved maps of the visible 
surface of a nearby brown dwarf.

Crossfield and colleagues’ maps of the 
brown dwarf, dubbed Luhman 16B, show 
large-scale bright and dark regions suggestive 
of patchy clouds. As such, the maps provide 
constraints on the dominant length scales of 
the meteorological motions and the overall 
nature of the atmospheric circulation on these 
exotic worlds. Luhman 16B was discovered in 
2013 and lies a mere 2 parsecs away2, making 
it and its companion brown dwarf (Luhman 
16A) the third-closest stellar or sub-stellar sys-
tem to Earth, after α-Centauri and Barnard’s 
star. Still glowing from the heat of its forma-
tion billions of years ago, the brown dwarf ’s 
atmospheric temperatures reach a baking 
1,200 kelvin.

Given that brown dwarfs are unresolved 
points of light in the sky, how did Crossfield 

et al. construct these maps? The answer lies 
in the technique of Doppler imaging3 (Fig. 1). 
Brown dwarfs rotate rapidly — Luhman 16B 
rotates once every 4.9 hours. This fast rota-
tion leads to movement of the atmospheric gas 
towards Earth on one side of the object and 
away from Earth on the other side. These rota-
tional motions result in a change in frequency 
(Doppler shift) of emitted light, which, in turn, 
causes significant broadening of the emission 
lines observed in infrared spectra. If the visible 
surface of the brown dwarf were featureless, the 
spectral lines would be approximately symmet-
rical. But discrete, bright or dark atmospheric 
features that move across the dwarf ’s Earth-
facing hemisphere during its rotation cause 
time-dependent asymmetries in the shape of 
the spectral lines that can be inverted to create 
a map, in longitude and latitude, of this sur-
face patchiness. The technique has long been 
applied to stars3, but Crossfield and colleagues’ 
study is the first to apply it to brown dwarfs.

The observations add to a growing body of 
evidence demonstrating that brown dwarfs 
exhibit highly dynamic weather and climate. 
Atmospheric motions have long been hinted 
at from the presence of clouds and disequilib-
rium chemistry — the result of vertical mixing 
of atmospheric gas — that are inferred from 
infrared spectra of brown dwarfs. The first 
spectacular evidence for weather on brown 
dwarfs emerged4 in 2009, when it became clear 
that the infrared emission of many brown 
dwarfs shows strong variability in integrated 
brightness on timescales of hours to days. Sev-
eral lines of evidence indicate that this variabil-
ity results from relatively cloudy and cloud-free 
patches coming into or out of view as the brown 
dwarf rotates. Luhman 16B is no exception, and 
recent observations5,6 indicate that it exhibits 
peak-to-peak brightness variations of about 
5–20%, fluctuating in time as the weather 
evolves. Although tantalizing, such vari-
ability provides only loose constraints on the 
size, shape and configuration of atmospheric 
features, rendering any direct assessment of 
atmospheric circulation for these objects dif-
ficult. In this context, Crossfield and colleagues’ 
maps are potentially game changing.

Brown dwarfs generally, and Luhman 16B 
specifically, occupy a key position in our grand 
effort to understand the mechanisms and 
behaviour of atmospheric circulation over a 
wide range of conditions. As on planets such as 
Earth and Jupiter, the rapid rotation of brown 
dwarfs ensures that their atmospheric dynam-
ics are rotationally dominated at large scales7. 
Unlike most known planets, however, brown 
dwarfs receive negligible external irradiation. 
Earth’s global-scale weather is driven primarily  
by the contrast in solar heating between the 
Equator and the poles, a type of climate forcing  
that is ruled out for brown dwarfs such as 
Luhman 16B. Theories suggest that the 
vigorous convection that takes place in a 
brown dwarf ’s interior, which is necessary to 

A S T R O P H Y S I C S

Portrait of a dynamic 
neighbour
Brown dwarfs are celestial objects that lack the mass to become fully fledged 
stars. High-resolution maps of one such object add to the evidence that these 
exotic worlds have highly dynamic weather and climate. See Letter p.654

Fl
u
x

Wavelength

Figure 1 | The Doppler imaging technique. The rotation of a rapidly spinning star or brown dwarf 
causes a significant broadening of spectral lines through the Doppler shift in the frequency of emitted 
light. For a featureless brown dwarf, the broadened line is mirror symmetrical in wavelength with respect 
to the line centre (orange curves). However, the presence of discrete spots causes perturbations in the 
line shape (white curves). Such perturbations will move from the left to the right wing of the line as the 
spots move across the Earth-facing hemisphere owing to the rotation of the brown dwarf (left to right 
panels). Because the rotational velocities, and hence Doppler shifts, are greatest in low-latitude regions 
of the brown dwarf, a spot near the equator produces a perturbation that migrates from the extreme left 
wing to the extreme right wing. Spots at higher latitude exhibit smaller Doppler shifts and thus produce 
perturbations that begin and end closer to the line centre. In this way, time-resolved spectra, such as those 
obtained by Crossfield et al.1, can be used to construct a map of the spot distributions on the surface of the 
brown dwarf. (Figure adapted from ref. 3.)
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transport the enormous heat flux that they 
radiate into space, will trigger waves and 
turbulence in the atmosphere7,8 that could 
potentially organize into coherent, large-
scale weather features such as those seen in 
Crossfield and co-workers’ maps. Jupiter’s  
Great Red Spot — a vast, centuries-old  
vortex — and Saturn’s recent massive convec-
tive storm9 provide useful analogies.

That said, it is currently unclear how far the 
analogy with Jupiter extends. Although brown 
dwarfs are Jupiter-like in many ways, they radi-
ate heat fluxes that are orders of magnitude 
greater. Recent work10 suggests that, under 
these radiative conditions, the atmospheric 
circulation may comprise turbulence and vor-
tices with no preferred directionality, rather 
than a banded pattern with multiple east–west 
jet streams like that of Jupiter and Saturn. 
Unfortunately, Crossfield and colleagues’ 
analysis does not resolve this crucial issue; a 
well-known bias makes it a particular challenge 
to confidently infer banded patterns with the  
Doppler-imaging technique. Still, future 
attempts will be welcome, and, if successful, 
they could have implications for the inter-
pretation of brown-dwarf variability as well as 
theories of atmospheric dynamics generally, 
including the multi-decade effort to build a 
theory for Jupiter’s and Saturn’s jet streams.

There are other caveats. The signal-to-noise 
ratio in the authors’ maps is modest, and only 
a few of the largest atmospheric structures in 
the maps are statistically robust. The observa-
tions — which are based on carbon monoxide 
spectral lines at a wavelength near 2 micro-
metres — do not establish whether the patchi-
ness results from spatial variations of clouds, 
temperature or chemistry, although the first is 
most likely, and observations at other wave-
lengths can break this degeneracy. Moreover, 
because Luhman 16B and its companion are 
the brightest brown dwarfs in the sky, they are 
the only ones to which the Doppler-imaging 
technique can currently be applied. Despite 
the caveats, these are exciting times for brown-
dwarf science. The next few years should see 
the workings of these fascinating worlds  
gradually come into focus. ■
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E V O L U T I O N A R Y  B I O L O G Y

Brotherly love  
benefits females
Mating competition between males often has harmful consequences for females. 
But it seems that fruit flies alter their behaviour among kin, with brothers being 
less aggressive and females reproducing for longer as a result. See Letter p.672

S C O T T  P I T N I C K  &  D A V I D  W.  P F E N N I G

The romantic notion of sexual reproduc-
tion as a cooperative endeavour has 
been trampled on by a growing number  

of cases in which sexual competition between 
males results in harm to females1. Examples 
include spiny-beetle penises that punch holes 
in the female reproductive tract, female frogs 
drowning as several males struggle to mount 
them, and toxic ejaculate proteins that reduce 
a female fruit fly’s desire to re-mate and can 
cause her early death. Such costs incurred 
by females represent the collateral dam-
age of male–male competition for access to 
successful reproduction2. But the picture is 
complicated when the competing males are 
related, because of the evolutionary benefit to 
an individual if a relative reproduces. Theory 
suggests that male relatedness should reduce 
sexual harm to females. In this issue, Carazo 
et al.3 (page 672) show experimentally that this 

is indeed the case in the fruit fly Drosophila 
melanogaster.

Sexual harm to females is a ‘reproductive 
tragedy of the commons’ that may reduce a 
population’s productivity and even lead to 
local extinctions4. But conflict and coop-
eration in social interactions lie along a 
continuum, and resolving the evolutionary 
pressures that move populations along this 
continuum is a major challenge. One such 
pressure is genetic relatedness among males. 
Natural selection favours individuals that are 
most successful at propagating their distinc-
tive genes; these individuals are said to have 
the highest ‘fitness’. However, an individual’s 
overall (‘inclusive’) fitness is the sum of its 
direct fitness, which is the number of offspring 
it produces, and its indirect fitness, which 
includes the number of offspring produced by 
the individual’s genetic relatives as a result of 
its behaviour. Essentially, by helping its genetic 
relatives to reproduce, an individual indirectly 

a b

Competition

Aggressive
courtship

Figure 1 | Kindness to kin reduces harm to females. a, Unrelated male fruit flies compete with each 
other and court females aggressively. Carazo et al.3 find that this behaviour harms females by causing 
them to age rapidly (in reproductive terms) and ultimately to produce fewer offspring. b, By contrast, 
the authors observe that brothers compete and court less aggressively; consequently, the females are 
reproductively successful for longer and produce more offspring. This reduced aggression between 
brothers also benefits the males: by helping his brothers to reproduce, a male indirectly propagates copies 
of some of his own genes.
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no differences between females inseminated 
by AAA compared with ABC males. Thus, 
the beneficial consequences of kin selection 
seem to involve pre-mating sexual selection. 
Nevertheless, another experiment revealed 
dramatic post-copulatory consequences of 
male competitive behaviour. By combining 
two brothers with one unrelated male (AAB), 
the authors found that the unrelated male did 
not court or mate more frequently than either 
of the brothers, yet sired on average twice as 
many offspring! Although the mechanism 
underlying this dramatic pattern remains a 
mystery, the evolutionary implications are 
clear: the gentler behaviour among brothers 
that reduces premature ageing of females is 
evolutionarily unstable. Such kindness will 
not be rewarded whenever selfish, unrelated 
males join the group.

Drosophila melanogaster has been an impor-
tant model system for studying myriad top-
ics in evolutionary biology, including sexual 
selection and sexual conflict, but not kin 
selection. Natural fruit-fly populations are 
typically large, and individuals are thought 
to disperse widely within their environment, 
so there would presumably be little oppor-
tunity for interaction among relatives. Yet 
Carazo and colleagues’ findings suggest that 
D. melanogaster populations might occasion-
ally be (or have been) structured such that 
they could be influenced by kin selection. We 

hope that this surprising and compelling study 
will tempt more Drosophila biologists to leave 
the laboratory to explore the ecology of this  
model system. ■
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propagates copies of some of its own genes5. 
It has been proposed that kin selection  — 

natural selection that increases indirect fitness 
— can explain why males sometimes reduce the 
harm incurred by their mates4,6. Specifically,  
when kin compete, any harm imposed on a 
female should detrimentally affect the males’ 
inclusive fitness by reducing the reproductive 
output of their male relatives. So, by favouring 
reduced competition between related males, 
kin selection should limit collateral harm to 
females. Although sexual cooperation between 
related males has been extensively studied in 
vertebrates7,8, the fitness consequences for 
females have received little attention. 

In a series of experiments, Carazo et al. 
paired one female with three males that were 
unrelated to the female, but that varied in 
relatedness to one another. The authors found 
that females paired with male triplets that 
were full siblings (AAA) had greater lifetime 
reproductive success than females paired with 
three males that were unrelated to each other 
(ABC). This difference was not a result of 
AAA-treatment females having higher fecun-
dity or a longer lifespan, but rather because 
they exhibited reduced reproductive senes-
cence — that is, their rate of offspring produc-
tion declined with age more slowly than did 
that of females exposed to un related males. 
The researchers show that this pattern was 
attributable, at least in part, to a significantly 
slower decline in the survival of offspring as 
AAA- compared with ABC-treated females  
aged (Fig. 1). 

The authors next sought to uncover the 
mechanisms underlying the reduced repro-
ductive senescence of females when paired 
with brothers, by quantifying how males 
interact with the female and with one another. 
Again, females were randomly assigned to 
AAA or ABC trios of males, with the addition 
of a third, intermediary treatment of two full 
siblings and one unrelated male (AAB). As 
predicted by kin-selection theory, fighting 
between males was more common in ABC 
triplets than in either of the other conditions 
(Fig. 1). ABC males also courted females 
more intensely than AAA males. However, 
there were no treatment-related differences in 
mating rates. These observations suggest that 
harm to females is mediated by the aggres-
sive behaviour of unrelated males towards 
each other and to females, reinforcing earlier  
findings9. 

One might propose that ABC males harm 
their mates by adjusting the contents of their 
ejaculate. For example, the seminal-fluid hor-
mone Acp70A can reduce female lifespan, and 
D. melanogaster males are adept at facultatively 
adjusting both the sperm and seminal-fluid 
content of their ejaculates10,11. But Carazo 
et al. ruled out this explanation. They quan-
tified female post-mating behaviours that 
are influenced by ejaculate content (latency 
to re-mating, and egg-laying rate) and found 

AT O M I C  P H Y S I C S

Polar exploration
Magnetic monopoles — particles carrying a single magnetic charge — have never 
been seen. Analogues of these entities have now been produced in an ultracold 
cloud of rubidium atoms. See Letter p.657

L I N D S A Y  J .  L E B L A N C

If you have ever broken a magnet in two, 
you will know that each of the new pieces 
has a ‘north’ and a ‘south’ pole — just like 

the original. Despite being allowed in the-
ory, a north pole separated from its south to  
create an isolated magnetic monopole has not 
been found. On page 657 of this issue, Ray 
et al.1 report how they have created a ‘Dirac 
monopole’ by engineering an environment 
that mimics a monopole’s magnetic field in a 
cloud of rubidium atoms. Using direct imag-
ing, the authors observe a distinct signature of 
the Dirac monopole in this quantum system: 
a line of zero atomic density that pierces the 
cloud and terminates at the monopole. This 
‘Dirac string’ is a defect that allows the system’s 
quantum-mechanical phase to satisfy con-
straints imposed by the monopole’s characteris-
tic geometry and the wave-like nature of matter.

The duality of electric and magnetic fields 
in classical electromagnetism makes it espe-
cially surprising that no magnetic monopole 
has been found to complement the electric 
charge. In his 1931 paper2, Paul Dirac showed 
that the theory of quantum mechanics, like its 
classical counterpart, allows the existence of 
monopoles. Furthermore, he demonstrated 
that if even a single monopole exists, electrical 
charge must come in discrete packets, which 
provides a possible explanation for the well-
established observation that electrical charge 
is quantized. Although experiments have failed 
to find definitive evidence for the magnetic 
monopole3, researchers continue to seek this 
elusive particle with ever more powerful tools 
(see, for example, refs 4–6).

To explore the quantum properties of mat-
ter near a monopole, Ray and colleagues used 
a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) of ultra-
cold rubidium atoms. A BEC is a collection 
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of quantum particles in which the wave-like 
nature of matter dominates and the ensemble 
behaves as a single wave. Although the wave’s 
phase — the quantity that determines the local 
amplitude of the wave as it oscillates between 
its minimum and maximum values — is always 
evolving, phase relationships between different 
spatial points in a BEC are rigidly maintained 
and give the condensate well-defined long-
range quantum correlations.

Magnetic fields exert a force, called the 
Lorentz force, on charged particles in a direc-
tion that is perpendicular to both that of the 
particle’s velocity and the magnetic field. In 
quantum mechanics, the velocity at a specific 
point is proportional to the spatial variation 
in phase, and magnetic fields modify this 
variation to ensure that the Lorentz force is 
realized. Because a monopole’s magnetic-
field lines emerge radially from the source, its  
field geometry is fundamentally different 
from that of a conventional magnet, whose 
field lines have no end points (Fig. 1a, b). This 
geometric difference is reflected in distinct  
spatial phase relationships associated with 
each magnetic-field source.

The phase difference between two spatial 
points can be visualized by relating it to the 

change in velocity, owing to the Lorentz force, 
of a classical particle travelling along a trajec-
tory between the points. For conventional 
magnetic fields, the change in velocity between 
start and finish is independent of the particle’s 
path (Fig. 1c). By contrast, the monopole’s 
geo metry results in a path-dependent final  
velocity (Fig. 1d), which suggests that, because 
of the relationship between velocity and phase 
variation, the final phase of a quantum particle 
depends on its trajectory. In quantum mechan-
ics, however, all paths are sampled in a journey 
from one point to another. Because the phase 
can have only a single value at each point in 
space, the system must account for all possibili-
ties. One solution to this ambiguity is the emer-
gence of an infinitely thin filament extending 
from the monopole, along which the phase is 
singular (undefined) and there is zero prob-
ability that any atom resides there. Rapid phase 
variations wrap around this Dirac string (see 
Fig. 1 of the paper1) and result in large, swirl-
ing velocities, which are physically manifested 
in a BEC as a vortex. This motion corresponds 
to the classical particles’ acquisition of large 
velocities circling around the final point in the 
visualization described above.

In their study, Ray et al. produce a synthetic 

magnetic field in a BEC whose phase varia-
tions accompany spatial variations in intrinsic 
angular momentum (spin) of the BEC’s atoms. 
Previous methods implemented synthetic fields 
using rotating BECs7 or light-assisted atomic 
transitions8. To create a Dirac monopole, which 
is the magnetic monopole’s generalization in 
a quantum system, the authors engineered an 
environment in which the preferred spin varies 
in space, and tailored these variations using an 
impressively stable and precise apparatus. With 
these techniques, they identified a zero-density 
Dirac string that terminated within the BEC at 
the Dirac monopole. They also observed that 
the phase variation around the Dirac string 
is consistent with predictions, and showed 
that the spatial distribution of the atoms’ spin 
matches numerical calculations.

This creation of a Dirac monopole in a BEC 
is a beautiful demonstration of quantum simu-
lation9, a growing research field that uses real 
quantum systems to model others that are dif-
ficult to make, calculate or observe. Ray et al. 
have shown that experimental atomic-physics 
techniques can provide tangible systems in 
which to explore phenomena across disci-
plines. Although this technique is limited in 
its geometry, the authors’ synthetic-magnetic-
field method is free from the atomic-number 
losses caused by light-assisted heating that 
plague other techniques8. Their experiments 
will lead to further exploration of the dynam-
ics and excitations of a Dirac monopole, and 
provide the promise of producing large effec-
tive magnetic fields by means of ‘vortex pump-
ing’10, which may in turn yield analogues of 
quantum Hall states11 and other exotic quan-
tum configurations.

Although these results offer only an analogy 
to a magnetic monopole, their compatibility 
with theory reinforces the expectation that 
this particle will be detected experimentally. 
As Dirac said2 in 1931, referring to the mag-
netic monopole: “under these circumstances 
one would be surprised if Nature had made no 
use of it.” ■
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Figure 1 | Magnetic differences. Magnetic fields (black lines) produced by a conventional bar magnet 
(a) and a magnetic monopole (red sphere; b). Two semi-circular paths, I and II, connecting points A 
and B in the conventional (c) and monopole (d) magnetic fields. Magnetic-field lines in the plane of 
these paths are indicated. A charged particle with constant speed moving along either path experiences 
a Lorentz force that imparts a perpendicular velocity (orange arrows, the lengths of which are only 
approximate in this graphic). In the bar-magnet case, the final velocities at point B are identical,  
whereas in the case of the monopole they are not. The differing velocities are associated with a  
vortex that circulates an infinitely thin filament (not shown) extending from the monopole, with the 
quantum-mechanical phase along the filament being undefined. Ray et al.1 have observed this filament  
in a Bose–Einstein condensate of rubidium atoms.
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Solar System evolution from
compositional mapping of the asteroid belt
F. E. DeMeo1,2 & B. Carry3,4

Advances in the discovery and characterization of asteroids over the past decade have revealed an unanticipated under-
lying structure that points to a dramatic early history of the inner Solar System. The asteroids in the main asteroid belt have
been discovered to be more compositionally diverse with size and distance from the Sun than had previously been known.
This implies substantial mixing through processes such as planetary migration and the subsequent dynamical processes.

A lthough studies of exoplanetary systems have the advantage of
numbers1 to answer the question of how planetary systems are
built, our Solar System has the advantage of detail. For nearly

two centuries since their first discovery, asteroids have been viewed as
remnants of planetary formation. Located between Mars and Jupiter in
the main asteroid belt (Fig. 1), they were thought to have formed essen-
tially where they now are2.

Early measurements showed asteroids in the inner part of the main
asteroid belt were more reflective and appear subtly ‘redder’ than the
outer, ‘bluer’ ones3–6. In the 1980s, distinct colour groupings of major
asteroid compositional types were discovered as a function of distance
from the Sun2. In the classic theory, this was interpreted as the remnant
of a thermal gradient across the main belt at the time the Solar System
formed2,7–9. An understanding of that gradient promised to hold clues to
the initial conditions during planet formation.

Yet, over the course of the discovery of over half a million asteroids
since the 1980s, the idea of a static Solar System history has dramatically
shifted to one of great dynamic change and mixing. Driving this view
was the effect on the main asteroid belt of planetary migration models
that aimed to recreate the structure of the rest of the Solar System, such
as the orbits of the giant planets, Pluto and the transneptunian objects,
and the Jupiter Trojan asteroids (which reside in the L4 and L5 Lagrange
points of Jupiter’s orbit)10–13.

As the planetary migration models evolved, so also new compositional
characteristics of the main belt were uncovered through observation that
were increasingly inconsistent with the classic theory. At first, just a few
rogue asteroids were found to be contaminating the distinct groupings14–16.
Now, with tens of thousands of asteroids to analyse for which we have
compositional measurements17,18, we can see that this mixing of asteroid
types is more of the rule, rather than the exception, across the main belt19.

Today, all the newly revealed aspects of the main asteroid belt, includ-
ing its orbital and compositional structure and the dynamical processes
that sculpt it, contribute to a more coherent story. In modern dynamical
models, the giant planets are thought to have migrated over substantial
distances, shaking up the asteroids—which formed throughout the Solar
System—like flakes in a snow globe, and transporting some of them to
their current locations in the asteroid belt (Fig. 2). The main asteroid belt
thus samples the conditions across the entire Solar System. Yet, at the
same time, the Hilda asteroids (located 4 AU from the Sun between the
main belt and Jupiter (one astronomical unit is approximately the Earth–
Sun distance); see Fig. 1) and the Jupiter Trojans appear distinctly homo-
geneous, challenging us to untangle the various events of the Solar System’s

evolution. Our Solar System’s path to creating the arrangement of the
planets today and the conditions that made life on Earth possible will set
the context for understanding the myriad of exoplanetary systems.

Send in the rogues
Their generally redder-to-bluer colour and compositional trend implied
that asteroids tend to preserve their initial formation environment: the
temperature and compositional gradient in that part of the disk at the time
of planetesimal formation2,9. From what astronomers understood at the
time (the 1980s), guided by comparison with meteorites, the reddish (with
a positive slope from ultraviolet-to-visible wavelengths) ones filling the
inner main belt were melted igneous bodies20, and the bluish (with a neu-
tral slope from the ultraviolet-to-visible) ones in the outer main belt had
undergone little thermal alteration6. The goal of the next decade (the
1990s) was to explain how the thermal gradient could be so steep, creating
such wildly different outcomes, from melted to primitive over a distance
of just 1 AU (ref. 21).

That original interpretation of the compositions of reddish and bluish
asteroids was wrong. In fact, direct sampling (by spacecraft22) of the red-
dish asteroid (25143) Itokawa definitively showed that it did experience
some heating but was relatively primitive, compared with the previous
interpretation of a melted body23–27. Although it was still a challenge to
explain the asteroids’ compositional and thermal trend from warm to
cold, it was not as drastic a gradient as had been supposed.

Such compositional measurements for the largest asteroids seemed to
explain the gradient better, but the few measurements becoming avail-
able for smaller objects were beginning to reveal the misfits. First was
(1459) Magnya, a basaltic fragment discovered among the cold, bluish
bodies14. Then, a handful more of these rogue igneous asteroids were
found dispersed across the main asteroid belt16,28,29. Iron asteroids pre-
sent in the main belt should have formed much closer to the Sun15.
Primitive asteroids were discovered in the inner belt30, and furthermore,
the reddish objects occurred throughout the outer belt31–33. Other aster-
oids that appeared to be dry asteroids were discovered to contain vola-
tiles on or just below the surface, suggesting that they formed beyond the
snowline (the distance from the Sun at which the temperature is low
enough for water to be ice)34–38. At first, these observations seemed to
represent ‘contamination’ by individual, unusual asteroids, but gradu-
ally it has become clear that even the core groups of reddish and bluish
asteroids were more broadly distributed, further challenging the classic
theory of a static Solar System.
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The compositional medley of asteroids
Equipped with an abundance of visible-wavelength colours and surface-
brightness measurements from recent surveys17,18 we can now reveal a new
map of the distribution of asteroids down to diameters of 5 km (ref. 19)
(Fig. 3). Traditionally, the distribution has been presented as the relative

fraction of asteroid classes as a function of distance2,9,31,32. Now we compare
bodies ranging from 5 km to 1,000 km in diameter, so an equal weighting
would distort the view. By transforming the map of the asteroid belt to the
distribution of mass19,39, we are able to account for each asteroid type accu-
rately, rather than the frequency or number of types (Fig. 3). Furthermore,
we can now explore the change in distribution as a function of size (Fig. 4).

This is what we have found. The rarer asteroid types, such as the crust
and mantle remnants of fully heated and melted bodies, are seen in all
regions of the main belt14,16. We do not yet know whether this means that
the locations of their respective parent bodies were ubiquitous in the inner
Solar System or whether they were created close to the Sun and later in-
jected into the main belt15,40.

Asteroids that look compositionally Trojan-like (D-types; see Fig. 3) are
detected in the inner belt, where they are not predicted to exist by dynam-
ical models19,41,42. Their presence so close to the Sun demands an explana-
tion for how they arrived there and whether they are really linked to the
Trojan asteroids at all.

The Hungaria region is typically associated with its eponymous and
brightest member, (434) Hungaria, and similarly super-reflective asteroids2,8

(E-types; see Fig. 3). Despite this, most of the mass of this region is con-
tained within a few reddish and bluish objects, which are also common
elsewhere in the main belt43–45.

The relative mass contribution of each asteroid class changes as a func-
tion of size in each region of the main belt. Most dramatic is the increase
of bluish objects (C-types; see Fig. 3) as size decreases in the inner belt.
Although these bluish objects are notoriously rare in the inner belt at large
sizes2,32, where they comprise only 6% of the total mass, half of the mass is
bluish at the smallest sizes.

In the outer belt, reddish asteroids (S-types; see Fig. 3) make up a small
fraction of the total there, yet their actual mass is still quite significant. In
fact, we now find more than half of the mass of reddish objects outside the
inner belt19.

Just over a decade ago, astronomers still clung to the concept of an
orderly compositional gradient across the main asteroid belt46. Since then
the trickle of asteroids discovered in unexpected locations has turned into
a river. We now see that all asteroid types exist in every region of the main
belt (see Box 1 for a discussion of Hildas and Trojans). The smorgasbord
of compositional types of small bodies throughout the main belt contrasts
with the compositional groupings at large sizes. All these features demand-
ed major changes in the interpretation of the history of the current asteroid
belt and, in turn, of the Solar System.
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Cracking the ‘compositional code’ of the map
Earlier planetesimal-formation theories that explained the history of the
asteroid belt invoked turbulence in the nebula, radial decay of material due
to gas drag, sweeping resonances and scattered embryos47,48. Individually,
each mechanism was, however, insufficient, and even together, although
many of these mechanisms could deplete, excite and partially mix the
main belt, they could not adequately reproduce the current asteroid belt49.

The concept of planetary migration—whereby the planets change
orbits over time owing to gravitational effects from the surrounding
dust, gas or planetesimals—was not new, but its introduction as a major

driver of the history of the asteroid belt came only recently. Migration
models began by explaining the orbital structure and mass distribution
of the outer Solar System, including the Kuiper belt past Neptune50.
Individual models could successfully recreate specific parts, but we still
sought to define a consistent set of events that would explain all aspects
of the outer Solar System. Every action of the planets causes a reaction in
the asteroid belt, so these models also needed to be consistent with the
compositional framework within the main belt that we see today.

The Nice model was the first comprehensive solution that could simulta-
neously explain many unique structural properties of the Solar System11–13,51,52,
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such as the locations of the giant planets and their orbital eccentricities11,
capture of the irregular satellites of Saturn53, and the orbital properties of
the Trojans12 (Fig. 2). In the original model, Jupiter moves inward while
the other giant planets migrate outward. As Jupiter and Saturn cross their
1:2 mean motion resonance, the system is destabilized11. In the most
recent version of this model, the interaction between the giant planets
and a massive, distant Kuiper disk causes the system to destabilize13. At
that point, the primordial Jupiter Trojan region is emptied. Bodies that
were scattered inward from beyond Neptune then repopulate this region.
By reproducing the Trojans’ orbital distributions and mass, the Nice
model also naturally explains the why the Trojan region is composition-
ally distinct from the main belt: it would be populated solely by outer
Solar System bodies and would not contain locally formed asteroids.

Missing from the Nice model, however, was an explanation of the
large-scale mixing of reddish and bluish material in the asteroid belt that
was becoming increasingly prominent. The Grand Tack model54 showed
that during the time of terrestrial planet formation (before the events of
the Nice model would have taken place), Jupiter could have migrated
as close to the Sun as Mars is today. Jupiter would have moved right
through the primordial asteroid belt, emptying it and then repopulating
it with scrambled material from both the inner and outer Solar System as
Jupiter then reversed course and headed back towards the outer Solar
System. Once the details of the resulting distribution in the Grand Tack
model have been closely compared to the emerging observational picture,
it will become clear whether this model can crack the asteroid belt’s ‘com-
positional code’.

Planetary migration ends well within the first billion years of our Solar
System’s 4.5-billion-year history. The asteroid belt, however, is still dy-
namic today. Collisions between asteroids are continuously grinding the
bodies down to smaller and smaller sizes. The smaller ones (,40 km) are
then subject to the Yarkovsky effect, according to which uneven diurnal
heating and cooling of the body alters its orbit55–59. The Yarkovsky effect
thoroughly mixes small bodies within each section of the main belt, but
once they reach a major resonance—such as the 3:1 and 5:2 mean motion
resonances at the locations where the orbital periods of an asteroid and of
Jupiter are related by integers—they are swiftly ejected from the main
belt57–59. Current observations60,61 and models28,62–64 indicate that the strong
resonances with Jupiter inhibit the crossing of material from one region to
another. These processes continue to mould the asteroid belt, erasing some
of its past history and creating new structures in this complex system.

New observational evidence that reveals a greater mixing of bodies sup-
ports the idea of a Solar System that was and continues to be in a state of

evolution and flux. Indeed, dynamical models have been leading us step-
by-step to interpret the asteroid belt as a melting pot of bodies arriving
from diverse backgrounds. Dynamical models have come a long way, but
they have yet to explain the dichotomy between the orderly trend among
the largest asteroids and the increased mixing of asteroid types at smaller
sizes. Particularly noticeable are the scatter of igneous bodies and the
existence of asteroids that look physically similar to Trojans in the inner
belt. These details promise to teach us how our Solar System was built,
providing context for other planetary systems.

The future
The ultimate goal of asteroid studies is to complete the picture of where
these bodies formed and how they relate to the current chemistry and
volatile abundance on Earth. No longer is our Solar System just an isolated
example, and with only a minimal speculative extrapolation, asteroid-like
building blocks seem likely to have influenced countless terrestrial-like
planetary systems. The ongoing hunt for Earth-like planets has as its
corollary the hunt for possible signatures of asteroid-like zones and an
assessment of their uniqueness or commonality in all planetary systems.

Even though we now know the asteroid distributions in the Solar
System down to 5 km, we are still literally only scratching the surface
of what can be known about them. Asteroid interiors are the terra
incognita for the next generation of asteroid researchers. At present
we are frustrated by the inability of most physical measurements to pro-
vide any information on the interior of an asteroid. An asteroid’s interior
reveals its thermal history, which constrains the initial conditions of the
protoplanetary disk during planetesimal formation. NASA’s Dawn space-
craft mission recently provided a glimpse inside Vesta, determining the
core mass fraction of this large asteroid from shape and gravity measure-
ments65. When Dawn visits Ceres, we will learn to what extent this large
asteroid differentiated into an ice mantle and rocky core66–68. Increased
measurements of asteroid densities, provided mainly by the study of
binary asteroids, will help us to infer their interior structure39.

Each of our broad asteroid classes probably encompasses a wide variety
of surface compositions69,70. Our meteorite collection has provided sig-
nificant detail about the range of asteroid compositions, but to make firm
links between the asteroids and meteorites, we need to observe an asteroid
in space and then measure the same body in a laboratory. This will be
achieved by asteroid sample return missions that are already under way71–73,
as well as ‘free sample return’ by meteorite falls such as the serendipitously
discovered Almahata Sitta meteorite (formerly asteroid 2008 TC3)74,75.

Finally, the next step in distribution trends is to complement a refined
understanding of asteroid compositions with physical measurements cap-
able of detecting that detail on a large scale. The compositional trends dis-
cussed up to now cover broad taxonomic classes and combine objects into
just a few major groups that do not accurately reflect the complexity of the
asteroids’ original and current compositions. Higher-spectral-resolution
large-scale surveys at visible76,77 and near- to mid-infrared wavelengths
combined with the already available albedo information for hundreds of
thousands of asteroids would be the most realistic data set to attain over
the next decade or two.
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The evolution of lncRNA repertoires and
expression patterns in tetrapods
Anamaria Necsulea1,2{, Magali Soumillon1,2{, Maria Warnefors1,2, Angélica Liechti1,2, Tasman Daish3, Ulrich Zeller4,
Julie C. Baker5, Frank Grützner3 & Henrik Kaessmann1,2

Only a very small fraction of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are well characterized. The evolutionary history of
lncRNAs can provide insights into their functionality, but the absence of lncRNA annotations in non-model organisms
has precluded comparative analyses. Here we present a large-scale evolutionary study of lncRNA repertoires and
expression patterns, in 11 tetrapod species. We identify approximately 11,000 primate-specific lncRNAs and 2,500
highly conserved lncRNAs, including approximately 400 genes that are likely to have originated more than 300 million
years ago. We find that lncRNAs, in particular ancient ones, are in general actively regulated and may function
predominantly in embryonic development. Most lncRNAs evolve rapidly in terms of sequence and expression levels,
but tissue specificities are often conserved. We compared expression patterns of homologous lncRNA and protein-coding
families across tetrapods to reconstruct an evolutionarily conserved co-expression network. This network suggests
potential functions for lncRNAs in fundamental processes such as spermatogenesis and synaptic transmission, but also
in more specific mechanisms such as placenta development through microRNA production.

Evolutionary analyses of protein-coding gene sequences1 and expres-
sion patterns2 have provided important insights into the genetic basis
of lineage-specific phenotypes and into individual gene functions. For
lncRNAs, such analyses remain scarce, despite growing interest in these
genes. Recent studies have identified thousands of lncRNAs in human3–5,
mouse6–9, fruitfly10, nematode11 and zebrafish12. Although most lncRNAs
have unknown functions, some are involved in fundamental processes
like X-chromosome dosage compensation13, genomic imprinting14, cel-
lular pluripotency and differentiation15. As a class, lncRNAs seem to be
versatile expression regulators that recruit chromatin-modifying complexes
to specific locations16, enhance transcription in cis17 or provide decoy tar-
gets for microRNAs (miRNAs)18. Thus, lncRNA evolutionary studies can
also be informative in the wider scope of regulatory networks evolution.

Although several highly conserved lncRNAs are known19, lncRNAs
generally have modest sequence conservation6,20,21. Furthermore, in mouse
liver, lncRNA transcription undergoes rapid evolutionary turnover22.
These observations suggest that many lncRNAs may have no biological
relevance. Detailed evolutionary analyses can clarify lncRNA function-
ality, but such analyses have been hampered by lack of annotations in
non-model organisms.

The evolutionary history of lncRNAs in 11 tetrapods
We used RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) to determine lncRNA repertoires
of 11 tetrapod species. We analysed 185 samples and approximately
6 billion RNA-seq reads (Supplementary Table 1), representing the poly-
adenylated transcriptomes of 8 organs (cortex or whole brain, cerebellum,
heart, kidney, liver, placenta, ovary and testes) and 11 species (human,
chimpanzee, bonobo, gorilla, orangutan, macaque, mouse, opossum,
platypus, chicken and frog), which diverged approximately 370 million
years (Myr) ago23. We included 47 strand-specific samples (approximately
2 billion reads), which allowed us to confirm gene orientation and to
predict antisense transcripts (Methods).

Using this data set, we recovered spliced transcripts for most known
genes (Extended Data Table 1a and Supplementary Discussion). We
evaluated the protein-coding potential of transcripts using genome-
wide codon substitution frequency scores (CSF24) and the presence of
sequence similarity with known proteins and protein domains (Methods),
obtaining correct classifications for approximately 96% of protein-coding
genes and 97% of known noncoding RNAs, on average (Extended Data
Table 1b). We thus identified between approximately 3,000 and 15,000
multi-exonic lncRNAs in each species, including known lncRNAs for
human4,5 and mouse6, as well as approximately 10,000 novel human and
9,000 novel murine lncRNAs (Fig. 1a and Extended Data Table 2).
Although part of the variability in lncRNA repertoire size may be bio-
logically meaningful, much is likely to be explained by unequal sequencing
depth and by variable genome sequence and assembly quality (Sup-
plementary Discussion).

We reconstructed homologous families based on sequence simila-
rity and we inferred a stringent minimum evolutionary age of lncRNAs,
requiring transcription evidence as an additional criterion (Methods).
We also estimated a ‘maximum’ evolutionary age by explicitly account-
ing for between-species variations in RNA-seq coverage and annotation
quality (Methods and Extended Data Table 3a). We thus identified 13,533
lncRNA families transcribed in at least 3 species. Most (81%) lncRNA
families were primate-specific, but 2,508 (19%) families likely originated
more than 90 Myr ago and 425 (3%) more than 300 Myr ago (Fig. 1a).
Most homologous lncRNAs were found in conserved synteny, even for
distantly related species (Extended Data Table 3b).

The large proportion of inferred young lncRNAs may be due to fast
lncRNA evolution, which prevents detection of distant homologues.
Furthermore, the phylogenetic distribution of the species in our data
set may contribute to the skewed distribution of estimated ages. To
investigate these possibilities, we evaluated DNA sequence conserva-
tion across placental mammals25 and variation within populations26
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for human lncRNAs (Fig. 1b, c and Methods). We found that young
lncRNAs (inferred minimum ages of 25 Myr or younger) have low levels
of long-term exonic sequence conservation (median score ,0.02), sig-
nificantly lower than random intergenic regions (median score ,0.05,
Wilcoxon text, P , 10210). However, single nucleotide polymor-
phisms found in primate-specific (minimum evolutionary age 25 Myr)
lncRNA exons have significantly lower derived allele frequencies (mean
0.11) than those found in intergenic regions (mean 0.12, randomization
test, P , 0.01), consistent with recent purifying selection27. The same
conclusions were reached using maximum evolutionary age estimates
(Extended Data Fig. 1a, b), and when controlling for GC-biased gene
conversion28 (Extended Data Fig. 1c) and for linkage to protein-coding
genes (Extended Data Fig. 1d). The presence of selective constraint in
recent evolution, but not on a broader timescale, is compatible with a
recent origination or acquisition of novel functions for a fraction of
primate-specific lncRNAs.

Overall, the two measures of selective constraint correlate with evo-
lutionary age estimates (Fig. 1c, d). Remarkably, older lncRNAs (min-
imum age 90 Myr) have higher levels of long-term exonic sequence
conservation than untranslated regions (UTRs), and the oldest age
classes are comparable with coding exons (Fig. 1c, Wilcoxon test,
P . 0.05). Furthermore, lncRNA promoters are as conserved as protein-
coding gene promoters even for younger classes (Extended Data Fig. 1e, f),
suggesting stronger selective constraints at the transcriptional level, as
previously observed8.

Active regulation of ancient lncRNAs
We next asked whether lncRNA expression patterns vary with evolu-
tionary age. We found that lncRNAs are lowly transcribed, highly organ-
specific and preferentially expressed in testes (Fig. 2a–c and Extended
Data Fig. 2), consistent with previous observations4,5. However, the testes
specificity is stronger for young lncRNAs (55%) than for old lncRNAs
(46%, Fig. 2a, chi-squared test, P , 10210), in agreement with the hypoth-
esis that the permissive testes chromatin favours new gene origination29.
After testes, neural tissues generally express the largest numbers of
lncRNAs (Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 2), consistent with a prev-
iously reported enrichment of lncRNAs in mouse brain9. Surprisingly,
for platypus, ovary appears to be the second most favourable tissue for
lncRNA expression (Extended Data Fig. 2).

The low expression levels and the testes specificity raise the question
of whether lncRNAs are actively regulated, or whether they result from
non-specific transcription in open chromatin regions. To test these hypo-
theses, we analysed the occurrence of transcription-factor-binding

sites as an indicator of active regulation. Using a genome-wide set of
evolutionarily conserved binding sites predicted in silico30 and ChIP-seq
transcription-factor-binding data31 (Methods), we found that lncRNA
promoters were more frequently associated with transcription factors
than random intergenic regions (Fig. 2d and Extended Data Fig. 3a, c).
Moreover, binding site sequence conservation was stronger in lncRNA
promoters than in random intergenic regions and even protein-coding
gene promoters, in particular for ancient lncRNAs (Fig. 2e, Wilcoxon
test P , 10210). Consistently, the evolutionary turnover of CEBPA and
HNF4A binding32 between human and mouse is significantly slower
for lncRNAs than expected by chance (Extended Data Fig. 3f, g, Fisher’s
exact test P , 10210). Taken together, these results suggest that lncRNA
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transcription is overall actively regulated, in particular for ancient
lncRNAs.

Using in silico binding-site predictions, we also uncovered a remark-
able difference between two transcription-factor classes: homeobox
transcription factors, which function in embryonic development, bind
preferentially in lncRNA promoters, whereas non-homeobox tran-
scription factors bind more frequently in protein-coding promoters
(Fig. 2d and Extended Data Fig. 3b). Notably, 31% of old lncRNA
promoters have homeobox transcription-factor-binding sites, more
than twice the frequency observed for protein-coding genes (14%,
Fisher’s exact test, P , 10210). The ChIP-seq data set consisted largely
(95%) of non-homeobox transcription factors, 117 (98%) of which
were associated significantly more often with protein-coding than with
lncRNA promoters (Extended Data Fig. 3d). However, two factors
bound more frequently in old lncRNA than in protein-coding promo-
ters: SUZ12, a member of the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2)
that functions in pluripotency and differentiation33 (Fig. 2f) and OCT4
(also known as POU5F1), a homeobox transcription factor that con-
trols pluripotency34 (Extended Data Fig. 3e). The association with
homeobox transcription factors and PRC2 suggests that lncRNAs
(especially ancient ones) may be important for embryonic develop-
ment, pluripotency and differentiation15.

Rapid evolution of lncRNA expression patterns
We next assessed the evolutionary conservation of lncRNA expression
patterns. We first estimated the presence of shared transcription across
species. To reduce the impact of weak lncRNA sequence conservation,
we compared intergenic lncRNAs across closely related primate spe-
cies (Fig. 3a) and we analysed lncRNAs transcribed in antisense of

protein-coding exons (Extended Data Fig. 4a). We found that lncRNA
transcription evolves rapidly: only approximately 92% of human inter-
genic lncRNAs were also detected as expressed in chimpanzee or bonobo
and only approximately 72% were expressed in macaque, whereas
more than 98% of conservation was observed for protein-coding genes,
for all primates (Fig. 3a). Likewise, the evolutionary turnover of anti-
sense lncRNAs is rapid compared to protein-coding genes (Extended
Data Fig. 4a). The discrepancy between lncRNAs and protein-coding
genes remained considerable when controlling for low lncRNA expres-
sion with a read resampling procedure (Fig. 3a and Extended Data
Fig. 4a), indicating that rapid transcription evolution is a genuine
feature of lncRNAs22.

We also measured correlations of lncRNA expression levels between
pairs of species (Fig. 3b). The difference between lncRNAs and protein-
coding genes is marked (Fig. 3c): Spearman’s correlation coefficient for
lncRNA brain expression between human and chimpanzee (which
diverged 6 Myr ago) is approximately 0.55, lower than the correlation
(0.66) observed for protein-coding genes between human and Xenopus
(which diverged ,370 Myr ago). However, low lncRNA expression levels
explain much of this discrepancy, as differences between correlation
coefficients for the two classes of genes were much lower after resam-
pling controls (Fig. 3c). For both protein-coding genes and lncRNAs,
the testes have the fastest rates of evolution (Extended Data Fig. 4b).

We also observed that lncRNA tissue specificity is well conserved
among primates, but not beyond. Indeed, a hierarchical clustering of
samples based on pairwise correlations for eutherian lncRNA families
revealed preferential grouping among related organs for primates,
though all mouse samples clustered together (Fig. 3c and Extended
Data Fig. 4f, g). Moreover, 47% of human tissue-specific lncRNAs had
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conserved specificity in all primates, while only 28% had conservation
across all eutherians (Fig. 3d and Extended Data Fig. 4c–e). These
proportions are significantly lower than for protein-coding genes, for
which 81% are conserved across all primates and 72% across all
eutherians (Fisher’s exact test, P , 10210), but higher than randomly
expected (randomization test, P , 0.01). The extent of conservation
varies among tissues (Fig. 3d and Extended Data Fig. 4c–e), but is
always significantly higher than expected by chance (randomization
test, P , 0.01). These observations are illustrated by a lncRNA iden-
tified within a cluster of GABA (c-aminobutyric acid) receptors on
human chromosome 5, expressed in neural tissues for primates, but
detected only in liver in mouse (Fig. 3e).

Evolutionarily conserved co-expression network
Finally, we evaluated the co-expression of lncRNAs and protein-coding
genes, which can indicate functional relatedness35 or regulatory rela-
tionships36. As co-expression may also arise spuriously, we used evolu-
tionary conservation as a criterion for significance35. We analysed a set
of 16,076 protein-coding gene families and 1,770 lncRNA families
expressed in at least 3 species (Methods). We evaluated expression
correlations for all gene pairs and tested if the combination of correlation
coefficients across species was significantly higher (for positive associa-
tions) or lower (for negative associations) than expected by chance35

(Methods). The conserved co-expression relationships formed a net-
work with 9,388 nodes (8,971 protein-coding and 417 lncRNAs) and
97,556 edges (Supplementary Table 2). The same criteria applied on
randomized gene families identified only approximately 160 co-expression
relationships, proving the reconstruction specificity (Supplementary
Discussion).

The co-expression network can predict functional relatedness, as
illustrated by the high frequency of connections within gene ontology

(GO) categories: out of 115 GO categories with at least 100 members,
101 (88%) had within-category connections more often than randomly
expected (Fig. 4a). To verify if the direction of network connections
may also predict regulatory associations, we analysed 710 connections
annotated as expression activation/inhibition relationships in the String37

database. We found that approximately 70% of positive connections
are annotated as activation relationships, significantly more than nega-
tive connections (30%, Fisher’s exact test, P 5 0.01; Extended Data
Fig. 4a). Consistent with this, we found an overwhelming majority of
negative connections for the REST and HBP1 transcriptional repres-
sors (Fig. 4b). Positive co-expression also often arises for genes that
participate in complexes, such as the sodium channel subunit SCNN1B
(Fig. 4b). Most (72%) network connections are positive co-expression
cases. However, these occur more frequently between protein-coding
genes, whereas lncRNAs have more negative connections (Fig. 4b).
Interestingly, the imprinted lncRNA H19, which functions as a miRNA
precursor38, has a majority of negative connections (Fig. 4b).

The network connectivity depends on expression levels, as more
connections were detected for highly expressed genes (Extended Data
Fig. 5b, c). Expectedly, lncRNAs generally had lower connectivity (med-
ian degree 2) than protein-coding genes (median degree 5, Wilcoxon
test P , 10210; Extended Data Fig. 5d), and transcription factors were
less well connected (median degree 4) than non-transcription-factor
protein-coding genes. However, when resampling genes with similar
expression levels, lncRNAs had higher degrees (median 3) than protein-
coding genes (median 2, randomization test P , 0.01), and transcrip-
tion factors had higher connectivity than other protein-coding genes
(median 3, randomization test P 5 0.02; Extended Data Fig. 5d), con-
sistent with their central roles in regulatory networks. The highly con-
nected lncRNAs may represent interesting candidates for further studies
of gene expression regulation. Notably, lncRNAs had connections in
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cis more often than protein-coding genes (Extended Data Fig. 5e). An
excess of connections in cis was also found for protein-coding genes
acting in body plan development, in particular for HOX genes (Extended
Data Fig. 5e and Supplementary Table 3).

Finally, we used the co-expression network to infer potential func-
tions for lncRNAs. Using the Markov clustering algorithm (MCL39),
we identified 1,326 groups of highly inter-connected genes, including
21 clusters with at least 50 genes (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Table 4).
The proportion of lncRNAs in these clusters varied between 0 and
26% (Fig. 4d). The clusters were enriched for organ-specific functions,
such as spermatogenesis (testes), synaptic transmission (neural tissues),
catabolic processes (liver), muscle functions (heart) (Methods, Fig. 4c
and Supplementary Table 4). We also recovered specific processes, such
as anterior–posterior pattern formation in a cluster that includes HOX
genes (Fig. 4c). The clusters with highest lncRNA proportions were
enriched in spermatogenesis functions (Fig. 4c), in agreement with the
predominant lncRNA testes specificity. GO enrichment analyses for
individual nodes suggested potential lncRNA involvement in, for example,
nervous system development, cell adhesion, transcription (Supplemen-
tary Table 5).

miRNA precursors in the H19 co-expression network
The only MCL cluster without significant GO enrichments (Fig. 4d)
contains a high proportion (17.5%) of lncRNAs, including H19. As
H19 is a precursor for miR-675, which targets IGF1R and thus stalls
placenta growth during late gestation38, we scanned the network for
other potential miRNA precursors (Methods). Unexpectedly, genes
positively connected with H19 had the highest average density of embed-
ded miRNAs (Extended Data Fig. 6a). These include one exceptional
case: a lncRNA that could potentially promote the transcription of
between 2 and 7 miRNAs in different species (Fig. 5a, Supplementary
Table 6 and Supplementary Discussion). This lncRNA (that we name
H19X, for H19 X-linked co-expressed lncRNA) is transcribed in all
studied species and thus likely originated at least 370 Myr ago, in the
tetrapod ancestor. Notably, its expression pattern appears to have drama-
tically shifted during evolution, from an ancestral testes-predominant
pattern to preferential expression in the chorioallantoic placenta of
eutherians (Fig. 5a).

The miRNAs associated with H19X comprise two conserved tet-
rapod families, four placental-mammal-specific families and one rodent-
specific miRNA (Supplementary Discussion). Interestingly, the two
oldest families (with representative members miR-503, miR-16c, and
miR-424, miR322, mir-15c, respectively) seem to have undergone accel-
erated sequence evolution in the eutherian ancestor (Extended Data
Fig. 6b). In human and mouse, these miRNAs are in general highly
expressed in the placenta (Extended Data Fig. 6c, d).

Finally, H19X is a neighbour of Rsx, the lncRNA that drives imprinted
X-inactivation in marsupials40 (Fig. 5b), suggesting that H19X may
itself be imprinted. These results suggest that H19X may function like
H19, by promoting miRNA transcription, preferentially in the placenta
and in an imprinted manner. Although validation is needed, this illus-
trates how the reconstruction of a conserved co-expression network,
enabled by the broad evolutionary perspective of our study, can predict
lncRNA functions and stimulate further investigations.

METHODS SUMMARY
We sequenced poly-adenylated transcriptomes of 11 species and 8 tissues with
Illumina GAII and HiSeq2000 technologies. We detected multi-exonic transcripts
based on transcribed island and splice junction coordinates, using TopHat41 and
Cufflinks42. Protein-coding potential was inferred using codon substitution fre-
quency scores (CSF24) and sequence similarity with known proteins43 and protein
domains44. We included published lncRNA annotations for human and mouse45

and projected annotations across species. We reconstructed homologous families
based on DNA sequence similarity, with single-link clustering. We inferred lncRNA
evolutionary ages based on the phylogenetic distribution of species with transcrip-
tion evidence, or for which its absence was due to low coverage or incomplete
annotation. We computed RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads)
levels using non-overlapping exonic regions and unambiguously mapped reads,
and we normalized them through median-scaling2. We computed tissue-specificity
indexes as previously described46. To control for unequal coverage, we simulated
read distributions by resampling identical numbers of reads per species and tissue,
keeping proportions among genes unchanged. We reconstructed an evolutionarily
conserved co-expression network by computing expression correlations between
gene pairs and identifying cross-species combinations that are significantly higher
or lower than randomly expected35. Network analysis was done with MCL39 and
Cytoscape47. For all statistics and graphics we used R48.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
RNA sequencing and initial analysis. Our main data set consists of 185 RNA-seq
(135 previously published2 and 50 new) samples, amounting to approximately
6 billion raw reads (Supplementary Table 1). The libraries were prepared using
standard Illumina protocols and sequenced with Illumina GAII or HiSeq2000, as
single-end reads, after poly(A) selection. After ensuring data comparability (Sup-
plementary Discussion), we included 47 samples that we generated with a strand-
specific RNA-seq protocol, for six species (human, mouse, opossum, platypus,
chicken and Xenopus). To gain statistical power for co-expression network recon-
struction, we incorporated 44 Illumina and 4 Applied Biosystems (ABI) Solid
RNA-seq samples published by other groups (Supplementary Table 1 and Sup-
plementary Discussion). We aligned the reads and detected splice junctions de novo
using TopHat41 v1.4.0 and Bowtie49 v0.12.5. The genome sequences were retrieved
from Ensembl45 v62. Given the genetic similarity between chimpanzee and bonobo
and the unavailability of the bonobo genome sequence when we started our pro-
ject, we used the chimpanzee genome as a reference for all bonobo analyses.
lncRNA detection. To detect genes de novo with RNA-seq, we developed an algo-
rithm that predicts multi-exonic transcribed loci based on transcribed island and
splice junction coordinates and we used Cufflinks42 to assemble transcripts from
genomic read alignments (Supplementary Discussion). We combined multi-exonic
transcripts detected with the two methods and Ensembl 62 annotations (including
GENCODE lncRNAs5) into non-redundant data sets for each species. For human,
we included approximately 8,000 lncRNAs predicted with RNA-seq21. To assess
the evolution of sense-antisense transcripts, we repeated the detection procedure
using only strand-specific samples. After the initial detection procedure, which
used mainly in-house generated samples, we added to our analyses several previ-
ously published RNA-seq samples, mainly from the human ENCODE5 and Illumina
Human Body Map4 projects, as well as several strand-specific samples that we
generated at a later stage to increase coverage for the placenta, ovary and testes for
several species (Supplementary Table 1). We did not repeat the entire detection
procedure with these new samples, but we used the additional splice junction
information to join fragmented lncRNA loci. We also discarded de novo detected
loci which thus appeared to be unannotated UTRs, as they were joined with protein-
coding genes. We determined the coding potential of genes based on the codon
substitution frequency (CSF24) score and on the presence of sequence similarity
with known proteins (SwissProt43 database) or protein domains (Pfam-A44 data-
base). As de novo gene predictions can be incomplete or fragmented, we chose to
assess the coding potential genome-wide rather than only for predicted exonic
regions. We used the CSF score to define potential coding regions on a genome-
wide scale, by scanning multiple species alignments (available through the UCSC
Genome Browser50). Genes were said to be potentially noncoding if they were
sufficiently distant (.2 kb away) from a CSF-predicted coding region. Several
distance thresholds were tested (Supplementary Discussion). We evaluated two
additional methods (reading frame conservation51 and presence of open reading
frames), but these performed less well and were not used in our final analyses (Sup-
plementary Discussion). After estimating the coding potential independently for
each species, we verified that the classifications of the members of homologous
families agreed, thus further reducing the possibility of misclassifications.
Cross-species annotation projection. To reduce the inequalities in annotation
depth among species, we projected the annotations across species and included
the projected gene models in each species’ data set. To do this, we searched for
sequence similarity (blastn52) between the complementary DNAs of a reference
species and the repeat-masked genomes of the target species. We accepted pro-
jections without rearrangements or internal repeats and with inferred intron sizes
below 100 kb. To avoid redundancy, the projections were added recursively, and
only if they did not overlap with already annotated genes (Supplementary Methods).

We reduced the occurrence of fragmented gene predictions (a single gene is
annotated as multiple neighbour loci), using a homology-directed defragmenta-
tion procedure that takes advantage of the availability of multiple species. We
searched for sequence similarity (blastn52) between the cDNA sequences of each
species and classified as potentially ‘fragmented’ those neighbouring loci that
could be reliably aligned with different regions of a single locus in another species
(Supplementary Methods). For our final lncRNA data set, we excluded candidates
that clustered with protein-coding sequences (thus reducing the possibility of
misclassifying UTRs as lncRNAs) and we used ‘de-fragmented’ lncRNA annota-
tions as controls for our analyses.
lncRNA filtering. We applied several filters to ensure reliability of the lncRNA
data set. For species-specific lncRNAs we required: minimum exonic length 200 bp,
at least 75% or 500 bp of non-overlapping exonic sequence, minimum 5 kb distance
between lncRNA exons and Ensembl-annotated protein-coding gene exons, sup-
port by at least 5 non-strand-specific and 5 strand-specific reads (including splice
junction reads), Ensembl gene biotypes (when available) ‘lincRNA’ or ‘processed_
transcript’, no clustering (fragmentation) with protein-coding genes. For families

of lncRNAs with n species, we required noncoding classification with both CSF
and sequence similarity in at least n 2 1 species and with at least one of the two
criteria in all species, minimum exonic length 200 bp (50 bp for projected genes) in
all species, support by at least two reads in at least two species, minimum distance 5 kb
to protein-coding gene exons for all species. For families that included Ensembl-
annotated lncRNAs, we required the above criteria to be satisfied in at least n 2 1
out of n species. For genes that overlapped on the antisense strand with other genes,
we required support with strand-specific reads. We note that the list of lncRNAs
provided for each species includes projected genes for which transcription evid-
ence could not be found in the corresponding species, if these genes belonged to
homologous families in which at least two species had transcription evidence.
Reconstruction of homologous lncRNA families and lncRNA evolutionary
age. We reconstructed homologous lncRNA families based on DNA sequence
similarity. We searched for similarity between the cDNA sequences of each species,
using blastn52. As in Ensembl Compara53, we extracted reciprocal best hits for each
pair of species and significant self-hits for each species and we clustered genes with
single-linkage. As lncRNAs can overlap with protein-coding genes or with trans-
posable elements, we repeated the procedure after masking these regions, with no
significant change. For improved sensitivity, we searched for alignments of wider
regions, including 5 kb of flanking sequences, in whole genome alignments gen-
erated with blastz and multiz54 (available through the UCSC Genome Browser).
Potential homologues were called for alignments that mapped to a single target
species gene. This homology inference was used as a control for our analyses. We
inferred the minimum lncRNA evolutionary age with parsimony, based on the
phylogenetic distribution of the species with transcription evidence in the homo-
logous gene families. We note that this estimate represents a strict lower boundary,
since transcription may be undetectable for lowly expressed genes, in particular for
the species with lower overall read coverage.

In addition, we tested whether the absence of transcription in some species can
be simply attributed to differences in RNA-seq read coverage, and we provide an
additional estimate of the potential evolutionary age of lncRNAs. We estimated
the proportion of mapped reads assigned to a given lncRNA, separately for each
species and tissue. For each lncRNA family and for each tissue, we then estimated
the minimum such proportion (p_min), over all species in which the lncRNA was
detected as transcribed. Given that for projected genes we often recover only a
limited fraction of the original exonic length, the p_min probability was further
adjusted to reflect the difference in exonic length between the species with no
transcription evidence and the species in which p_min was observed (p_min was
multiplied by the ratio of the two exonic lengths). We then assessed the prob-
ability of observing 0 reads out of the total n mapped reads, given a theoretical
detection probability of p_min and assuming a binomial distribution, in the species
for which transcription could not be detected in that tissue. If the tissue was not
sampled for a given species (such as orangutan testes or non-human great ape
placenta), the probability was set to 1. Finally, these probabilities were multiplied
over all available tissues, to obtain a combined estimate of the likelihood that the
absence of transcription in that species is simply due to differences in read coverage
and/or annotated exonic length. We then re-estimated the evolutionary age of the
lncRNA family, taking into account the phylogenetic distribution of the species in
which transcription was either detected, or for which the absence of transcription
could be attributed to read coverage and/or exonic length issues. This additional
age estimate is termed the ‘maximum’ evolutionary age.
Selective constraint on DNA sequences. We computed average PhastCons25

scores for exons and promoter regions, using genome-wide nucleotide resolution
scores from the UCSC Genome Browser50. We downloaded SNP data from the
1000 Genomes Project26, we filtered the SNPs to exclude potential CpG sites and
we computed the average derived allele frequency (DAF) for the African popu-
lation. For DAF comparisons, we derived 95% confidence intervals from 100 boot-
strap resampling replicates (parametric statistics cannot be applied due to non-normal
distributions). We analysed only autosomal SNPs, residing in regions of moderate
recombination (,2 cM per Mb), as measured using the DECODE55 sex-averaged
recombination maps in 20 kb windows centred on the SNP. As a neutral control,
we resampled intergenic SNPs (.5 kb away from coding or noncoding genes) found
in regions of similar recombination rates as lncRNAs (Supplementary Discussion).
For overlapping genes (for example, sense–antisense transcripts), both measures of
selective constraint were estimated using non-overlapping exonic regions.
Expression-level estimation and normalization. We estimated RPKM values
from unambiguous read alignments obtained with TopHat41. To ensure an unbiased
measurement, we considered only exonic regions that could be unambiguously
assigned to a single gene. We also measured expression levels with Cufflinks v2.0.0,
using all mapped reads, with the embedded multi-read and fragment bias correc-
tion methods (Supplementary Discussion). For projected genes, for which exon
annotations are often incomplete, we included 1-kb flanking sequences on each
side in the expression computation, if this extended region did not overlap with
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other transcribed loci. We normalized expression levels among samples with a
median scaling, using the 1000 least-varying genes as a reference, as described
previously2.
Transcription-factor-binding analysis. We used a genome-wide set of human
transcription-factor-binding sites (,2.7 million sites, for 375 transcription fac-
tors), predicted in silico30, as well as ChIP-seq peaks for 127 transcription factors
(excluding those directly associated with PolII or PolIII) from the human ENCODE
project56. We analysed the occurrence of transcription-factor-binding sites or peaks
in promoter regions, exclusively for genes for which the predicted transcription
start site was found within 100 bp of a CAGE tag cluster (data from the FANTOM
project57). Two promoter region sizes were tested (2 kb and 5 kb), reaching similar
conclusions. We also used ChIP-seq data for HNF4A and CEBPA for human and
mouse32. We aligned promoter regions for the two species and considered that
transcription-factor binding was conserved if peaks were found in both species
within 10 kb of the aligned transcription start site. As a control, we analysed
transcription-factor binding and binding conservation for 20,000 randomly drawn
intergenic regions.
Expression evolution analyses. For the qualitative assessment of transcription
conservation, we analysed 4,430 intergenic lncRNAs (.5 kb away from protein-
coding genes) that had 1–1 orthologues in all primate species and which had at
least 2 mapped reads in human in a pool of brain, cerebellum, heart, kidney and
liver samples, as well as 2,492 human lncRNAs that overlapped on the antisense
strand with exons of protein-coding genes, which had orthologues in at least one
of the other species with strand-specific data (mouse, opossum, platypus, chicken
and Xenopus). These antisense lncRNAs were further filtered to extract genes that
were expressed in human brain and testes. We evaluated Spearman’s correlation
coefficients between pairs of samples, on lncRNA or protein-coding gene RPKM
values. All available 1–1 orthologues were used. As a control for our expression
evolution analyses, we resampled the same average number of reads per gene for
each species and tissue, keeping the proportions among genes identical to the
original distribution.
Tissue-specific expression. We evaluated the tissue specificity of the expression
pattern with a previously proposed index46, which varies between 0 for house-
keeping genes and 1 for tissue-restricted genes:

Pn
i~1 1{

expi
expmax

� �

n{1

where n is the number of tissues, expi is the expression value in tissue i, and expmax

the maximum expression level over all tissues. We used RPKM and log2-transformed
RPKM for expression values, reaching the same conclusions. The randomly expected
proportion of conserved specificity across species was computed as the product of
the observed proportions of tissue-specific genes in each species, for each tissue.
Reconstruction and analysis of the co-expression network. We reconstructed
the evolutionarily conserved co-expression network for lncRNAs and protein-
coding genes following a previously proposed method35 (Supplementary Discussion).
For each species and for each pair of genes (lncRNA or protein-coding), we com-
puted the Pearson correlation coefficients of expression patterns. Given two homo-
logous families, we examined whether the combination of correlation coefficients
measured in each species was significantly higher or lower than expected by
chance. The statistical tests were carried out by comparing the observed ranks of
the correlation coefficients with a random n-dimensional order statistics35. We
computed correlations only for genes expressed in at least three samples for each
species, and we computed P values only if correlations were evaluated in at least
three species. We allow negative connections, which have lower than expected rank
combinations. We considered only lncRNAs estimated to have originated in the
Eutherian ancestor or earlier, but without requiring representatives in all descendant

species. As P-value computations are highly time-consuming with a large number
of species, analyses were carried out using a representative subset of seven species:
human, macaque, mouse, opossum, platypus, chicken and Xenopus. For greater
accuracy of the reconstruction we extended our in-house generated data set to include
previously published, comparable RNA-seq samples (Supplementary Table 1).
We visualized the network with Cytoscape47 and we detected clusters of highly
inter-connected genes with the Markov Cluster (MCL) algorithm39.
Defining potential miRNA precursors. To search for lncRNAs that may pro-
mote transcription of miRNAs or are potentially processed into miRNAs, we
extracted all miRNA hairpin sequences from miRBase58 18 and searched for
sequence similarity (blastn52) against all annotated gene regions, including 10 kb
of flanking sequences. Genes with at least one miRNA hairpin alignment (95%
identity, aligned on the entire length) on the same strand were considered potential
miRNA precursors.
Statistical analyses. All statistical analyses and graphical representations (includ-
ing gene expression clustering, principal component analysis, randomization tests
for statistical significance) were done in R48. For statistical tests involving the co-
expression network, we generated a set of 100 randomized networks by permuting
the gene identifiers of the nodes for each edge. The randomized networks had
the same distribution of edges types (positive, negative, coding–coding, coding–
noncoding), and the node degree was preserved. To test the significance of the
network properties (for example, cis connections), we derived a P value by com-
paring the values observed in real and randomized networks. To compare the degrees
of connectivity among gene types by controlling for unequal expression levels, we
extracted lncRNAs with maximum expression levels (log2 RPKM) between 3 and
6, and divided them into 6 discrete expression classes ([3, 3.5], (3.5, 4], … , (5.5,6]
log2 RPKM) (round brackets represent open (excluded) boundaries of intervals,
square brackets represent closed (included) boundaries). We then drew transcrip-
tion-factor and non-transcription-factor protein-coding genes matching the rela-
tive proportions of lncRNAs in each expression class. The resampling was repeated
100 times.
Data availability. The sequencing data have been submitted to GEO (accession
GSE43520) and SRA (PRJNA186438 and PRJNA202404). The lncRNA annota-
tions and homologous families have been made available on the publisher’s website
(Supplementary Data 1 and 2), as well as gene expression levels for lncRNAs and
protein-coding genes (Supplementary Data 3) and miRNAs (Supplementary Data 4).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | lncRNA evolutionary age and sequence
conservation patterns. a, Exonic sequence conservation (mean placental
PhastCons score), for random intergenic regions, lncRNA maximum
evolutionary age classes, coding and untranslated exons of protein-coding
genes. b, Mean DAF of autosomal non-CpG SNPs segregating in African
populations (1000 Genomes project26). Intergenic SNPs were randomly drawn
in regions matching lncRNA recombination rates (Methods). c, Mean DAF
for the four classes of mutation orientation (W to S (WRS) or AT to GC; S to W
(SRW) or GC to AT; W to W (WRW), or AT to AT; and S to S (SRS), or GC
to GC) for autosomal non-CpG SNPs found in primate-specific (age 25 Myr)
lncRNA exonic regions (blue) or in intergenic regions with matching

recombination rates (grey). The WRS and SRW mutation classes are known
to be affected by GC-biased gene conversion. d, Same as c but for lncRNAs that
are found close to (left panel, maximum distance 10 kb) or far from (right panel,
minimum distance 50 kb) Ensembl-annotated coding or noncoding genes.
e, Mean placental PhastCons score for promoter regions (1 kb upstream) of
lncRNA minimum evolutionary age classes (beige) and protein-coding genes
(blue). f, Mean placental PhastCons score for promoter regions (1 kb upstream)
of lncRNA maximum evolutionary age classes (beige) and protein-coding
genes (blue). Error bars, 95% confidence intervals based on 100 bootstrap
resampling replicates.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | lncRNA expression patterns in four tetrapod
species. a, Proportions of genes with observed maximum expression in
different organs for mouse protein-coding genes, old lncRNAs (shared across at
least two species) and young lncRNAs (species-specific). b, Tissue-specificity

index, for the same classes of mouse genes. Values close to 1 represent
high tissue specificity. c, Distribution of the maximum expression level
(log2-transformed RPKM). d–f, Same as a–c but for the opossum. g–i, Same
as a–c but for the platypus. j–l, Same as a–c but for the chicken.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Transcription-factor binding at lncRNA
promoters. a, Comparison between the frequencies of in silico-predicted
transcription-factor (TF)-binding sites in lncRNA promoters (2 kb upstream)
and in random intergenic regions. b, Comparison between the frequencies of
in silico-predicted TF-binding sites in lncRNA and protein-coding gene
promoters (2 kb upstream). Homeobox TFs are shown in blue. c, Comparison
between the frequencies of experimentally determined (ChIP-seq ENCODE)
TF-binding sites in lncRNA promoters (2 kb upstream) and in random

intergenic regions. d, Comparison between the frequencies of experimentally
determined (ChIP-seq ENCODE) predicted TF-binding sites in lncRNA and
protein-coding gene promoters (2 kb upstream). e, Frequency of binding
(Encode ChIP-seq data) for OCT4 (also known as POU5F1). f, g, Proportion of
HNF4A- CEBPA-binding events shared between human and mouse, for
random intergenic regions, lncRNA (321 lncRNAs with binding events and
liver expression, supported by CAGE data) and protein-coding gene promoters
(5 kb upstream).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Evolution of lncRNA expression patterns.
a, Percentage of human lncRNAs (found in antisense of protein-coding genes)
that have transcription evidence in other species, as a function of the divergence
time. Transcription evidence was assessed in a pool of brain and testes
strand-specific RNA-seq data, for 2,535 human antisense lncRNAs that had
1–1 orthologues in at least one other species and transcription evidence in
human (Methods). b, Spearman correlation of human and mouse expression
levels, in different tissues. The boxplots represent the variation observed in 100
bootstrap replicates. c, Proportion of human organ-specific protein-coding
genes (tissue-specificity index .0.9, RPKM .0.1) for which the organ

specificity is shared across primates. Red lines, random expectation of shared
organ specificity; horizontal black line, average conserved specificity for all
organs. d, Proportion of human organ-specific lncRNAs (minimum
evolutionary age .90 Myr, tissue-specificity index .0.9, RPKM .0.1) for
which the organ specificity is shared across eutherians. Red lines, random
expectation of shared organ specificity; horizontal black line, average conserved
specificity for all organs. e, Same as c, conservation across eutherian species.
f, Principal component analysis of lncRNA expression levels for families of
eutherian 1–1 orthologues. g, Principal component analysis of protein-coding
gene expression levels for families of eutherian 1–1 orthologues.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Characteristics of the evolutionarily conserved
co-expression network. a, Proportion of activation/inhibition relationships
annotated in the String database, for positive and negative co-expression
network connections. b, Gene expression levels (maximum over all available
sample and species for each co-expression network node) for different network
connectivity classes. c, Gene expression levels (maximum over all available
sample and species for each co-expression network node) for connected
lncRNAs, transcription factors (TFs) and non-TF protein-coding genes.

d, Network connectivity (node degree) for lncRNAs (black), transcription
factors (medium grey) and for non-transcription factors protein-coding genes
(light grey). Top, raw data; bottom, after correcting for expression level
differences. e, Difference between observed and expected proportions of
connections in cis, for lncRNAs (red), protein-coding genes (blue) and for
genes found in HOX clusters (black). The expected proportions were computed
through randomizations (Methods).
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Expression patterns and sequence evolution of
H19X-associated miRNAs. a, Distribution of the average embedded miRNA
density (miRNA hairpins per kb, in the gene body or 10 kb downstream),
for genes that are positively connected with each network node. Red arrow,
average miRNA density for genes that are positively connected with H19.
b, Maximum likelihood reconstruction of the phylogeny of the ancient
H19X-associated miRNA family (representative members miR-503, miR-322,
miR-424, miR-15c, miR-16c). miRNAs associated with H19X are displayed in
red (subfamily containing miR-503 and miR-16c) and blue (subfamily
containing miR-424, miR-322 and miR-15c). miRNA names are derived from

miRBase where available, including three-letter species abbreviations.
Hsa, Homo sapiens; Mdo, Monodelphis domestica (opossum); Mml, Macaca
mulatta (macaque); Mmu, Mus musculus (mouse); Oan, Ornithorhynchus
anatinus (platypus); Gga, Gallus gallus (chicken), Xtr, Xenopus tropicalis.
Ensembl identifiers are given for two opossum miRNAs. c, Expression pattern
of the mouse miRNA mmu-miR-322, associated with H19X. The expression
level was computed as the number of uniquely mapping reads per miRNA, after
resampling the same number of reads per tissue. d, Same as c but for the mouse
miRNA mmu-miR-351.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Validation of the de novo detection and classification methods

a, Proportion of Ensembl-annotated (release 62) multi-exonic protein-coding genes, lncRNAs and processed transcripts recovered with our de novo detection methods. Partial overlap: number (percentage) of
Ensembl-annotated multi-exonic genes for which at least half of the exons were recovered de novo. Complete: number (percentage) of multi-exonic genes for which all exons were recovered de novo. Protein-coding
genes were filtered to retain those with ’known’ or ’known by projection’ gene status. b, Proportion of Ensembl-annotated protein-coding genes, lncRNAs, processed transcripts and other noncoding RNA genes
(transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA)) that were correctly classified as coding or noncoding with our approach.
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Extended Data Table 2 | LncRNA repertoires in 11 tetrapod species

a, lncRNA repertoires determined using all RNA-seq samples available for each species, including both strand-specific and non-strand-specific data. Gga, Gallus gallus (chicken); Ggo, Gorilla gorilla; Hsa, Homo
sapiens; Mdo, Monodelphis domestica (opossum); Mml, Macaca mulatta (macaque); Mmu, Mus musculus (mouse); Oan: Ornithorhynchus anatinus (platypus); Ppa, Pan paniscus (bonobo); Ppy, Pongo pygmaeus
(orangutan); Ptr, Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee); Xtr: Xenopus tropicalis. Orphan, lncRNAs for which no orthologues could be detected; 1–1 fam, lncRNAs found in 1–1 orthologous families; Intergenic, lncRNAs
found .5 kb away from Ensembl-annotated protein-coding genes; Intragenic, lncRNAs that overlap with Ensembl-annotated protein-coding genes on the opposite strand, but are found at least 5 kb away from
their exons; De novo, previously unknown lncRNAs detected with RNA-seq; Known, lncRNAs that confirm previously known loci (including GENCODE/Ensembl human and mouse annotations (numbers in
parentheses) and a set of 8,264 human lncRNAs previously detected with RNA-Seq4). Projected, lncRNAs derived from cross-species annotation projections. b, lncRNA repertoires determined with strand-specific
data.
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Extended Data Table 3 | LncRNA evolutionary age estimates and synteny conservation

a, Comparison between the minimum evolutionary age of lncRNA families (requiring transcription evidence in all species), and the maximum potential evolutionary age (Methods). The numbers represent the
percentage of cases in which a given ‘minimum age’ estimate (rows) is associated with a given ‘maximum age’ estimate (columns). b, Synteny conservation for pairs of neighbouring genes that contain at least one
lncRNA. The neighbouring gene pairs in the reference species (see Extended Data Table 2 legend) were genes with 1–1 orthologues in the target species, separated by 5–100 kb in the reference genome. The
numbers represent the percentage of neighbouring gene pairs in the reference species (rows) for which the 1–1 orthologues in the target species (columns) were found on the same chromosome, separated by at
most 100 kb.
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Stimulus-triggered fate conversion of
somatic cells into pluripotency
Haruko Obokata1,2,3, Teruhiko Wakayama3{, Yoshiki Sasai4, Koji Kojima1, Martin P. Vacanti1,5, Hitoshi Niwa6, Masayuki Yamato7

& Charles A. Vacanti1

Here we report a unique cellular reprogramming phenomenon, called stimulus-triggered acquisition of pluripotency
(STAP), which requires neither nuclear transfer nor the introduction of transcription factors. In STAP, strong external
stimuli such as a transient low-pH stressor reprogrammed mammalian somatic cells, resulting in the generation of plu-
ripotent cells. Through real-time imaging of STAP cells derived from purified lymphocytes, as well as gene rearrange-
ment analysis, we found that committed somatic cells give rise to STAP cells by reprogramming rather than selection.
STAP cells showed a substantial decrease in DNA methylation in the regulatory regions of pluripotency marker genes.
Blastocyst injection showed that STAP cells efficiently contribute to chimaeric embryos and to offspring via germline
transmission. We also demonstrate the derivation of robustly expandable pluripotent cell lines from STAP cells. Thus, our
findings indicate that epigenetic fate determination of mammalian cells can be markedly converted in a context-dependent
manner by strong environmental cues.

In the canalization view of Waddington’s epigenetic landscape, fates
of somatic cells are progressively determined as cellular differentiation
proceeds, like going downhill. It is generally believed that reversal of
differentiated status requires artificial physical or genetic manipulation
of nuclear function such as nuclear transfer1,2 or the introduction of
multiple transcription factors3. Here we investigated the question of
whether somatic cells can undergo nuclear reprogramming simply in
response to external triggers without direct nuclear manipulation. This
type of situation is known to occur in plants—drastic environmental
changes can convert mature somatic cells (for example, dissociated carrot
cells) into immature blastema cells, from which a whole plant structure,
including stalks and roots, develops in the presence of auxins4. A chal-
lenging question is whether animal somatic cells have a similar potential
that emerges under special conditions. Over the past decade, the pres-
ence of pluripotent cells (or closely relevant cell types) in adult tissues
has been a matter of debate, for which conflicting conclusions have
been reported by various groups5–11. However, no study so far has proven
that such pluripotent cells can arise from differentiated somatic cells.

Haematopoietic cells positive for CD45 (leukocyte common antigen) are
typical lineage-committed somatic cells that never express pluripotency-
related markers such as Oct4 unless they are reprogrammed12,13. We
therefore addressed the question of whether splenic CD451 cells could
acquire pluripotency by drastic changes in their external environment
such as those caused by simple chemical perturbations.

Low pH triggers fate conversion in somatic cells
CD451 cells were sorted by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
from the lymphocyte fraction of postnatal spleens (1-week old) of
C57BL/6 mice carrying an Oct4-gfp transgene14, and were exposed
to various types of strong, transient, physical and chemical stimuli
(described below). We examined these cells for activation of the Oct4
promoter after culture for several days in suspension using DMEM/F12
medium supplemented with leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and B27

(hereafter called LIF1B27 medium). Among the various perturbations,
we were particularly interested in low-pH perturbations for two reasons.
First, as shown below, low-pH treatment turned out to be most effective
for the induction of Oct4. Second, classical experimental embryology
has shown that a transient low-pH treatment under ‘sublethal’ conditions
can alter the differentiation status of tissues. Spontaneous neural conver-
sion from salamander animal caps by soaking the tissues in citrate-based
acidic medium below pH 6.0 has been demonstrated previously15–17.

Without exposure to the stimuli, none of the cells sorted with CD45
expressed Oct4-GFP regardless of the culture period in LIF1B27 medium.
In contrast, a 30-min treatment with low-pH medium (25-min incuba-
tion followed by 5-min centrifugation; Fig. 1a; the most effective range
was pH 5.4–5.8; Extended Data Fig. 1a) caused the emergence of sub-
stantial numbers of spherical clusters that expressed Oct4-GFP in day-7
culture (Fig. 1b). Substantial numbers of GFP1 cells appeared in all cases
performed with neonatal splenic cells (n 5 30 experiments). The emer-
gence of Oct4-GFP1 cells at the expense of CD451 cells was also observed
by flow cytometry (Fig. 1c, top, and Extended Data Fig. 1b, c). We next
fractionated CD451 cells into populations positive and negative for
CD90 (T cells), CD19 (B cells) and CD34 (haematopoietic progenitors18),
and subjected them to low-pH treatment. Cells of these fractions,
including T and B cells, generated Oct4-GFP1 cells at an efficacy com-
parable to unfractionated CD451 cells (25–50% of surviving cells on
day 7), except for CD341 haematopoietic progenitors19, which rarely
produced Oct4-GFP1 cells (,2%; Extended Data Fig. 1d).

Among maintenance media for pluripotent cells20, the appearance
of Oct4-GFP1 cells was most efficient in LIF1B27 medium, and did
not occur in mouse epiblast-derived stem-cell (EpiSC) medium21,22

(Extended Data Fig. 1e). The presence or absence of LIF during days
0–2 did not substantially affect the frequency of Oct4-GFP1 cell gen-
eration on day 7 (Extended Data Fig. 1f), whereas the addition of LIF
during days 4–7 was not sufficient, indicating that LIF dependency
started during days 2–4.
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Most of the surviving cells on day 1 were still CD451 and Oct4-GFP2.
On day 3, the total cell numbers were reduced to between one-third to
one-half of the day 0 population (Fig. 1d; see Extended Data Fig. 1g, h
for apoptosis analysis), and a substantial number of total surviving cells
became Oct4-GFP1 (Fig. 1d), albeit with relatively weak signal inten-
sity. On day 7, a significant number of Oct4-GFP1CD452 cells (one-half
to two-thirds of total surviving cells) constituted a distinct population
from the Oct4-GFP2CD452 cells (Fig. 1c, top, day 7, and Fig. 1d). No
obvious generation of Oct4-GFP1CD452 populations was seen in non-
treated CD451 cells cultured similarly but without low-pH treatment
(Fig. 1c, bottom).

Low-pH-treated CD451 cells, but not untreated cells, gradually turned
on GFP signals over the first few days (Fig. 1e, Supplementary Videos 1
and 2 and Extended Data Fig. 2a), whereas CD45 immunoreactivity
became gradually reduced in the cells that demonstrated Oct4-GFP
expression (Fig. 1f and Extended Data Fig. 2b). By day 5, the Oct4-GFP1

cells attached together and formed clusters by accretion. These GFP1

clusters (but not GFP2 cells) were quite mobile and often showed cell
processes on moving (Supplementary Video 1).

The Oct4-GFP1 cells demonstrated a characteristic small cell size
with little cytoplasm and also showed a distinct fine structure of the
nucleus compared with that of parental CD451 lymphocytes (Fig. 1g).
The Oct4-GFP1 cells on day 7 were smaller than non-treated CD451

cells (Fig. 1g, h and Extended Data Fig. 2c) and embryonic stem (ES)
cells (Fig. 1h), both of which are generally considered to be small in

size. The diameter of low-pH-treated CD451 cells became reduced
during the first 2 days, even before they started Oct4-GFP expression
(Fig. 1f), whereas the onset of GFP expression was not accompanied
by cell divisions. Consistent with this, no substantial 5-ethynyl-29-
deoxyuridine (EdU) uptake was observed in the Oct4-GFP1 cells after
the stressor (Extended Data Fig. 2d).

The lack of substantial proliferation argues against the possibility
that CD452 cells, contaminating as a very minor population in the
FACS-sorted CD451 cells, quickly grew and formed a substantial Oct4-
GFP1 population over the first few days after the low-pH treatment.
In addition, genomic rearrangements of Tcrb (T-cell receptor gene)
were observed in Oct4-GFP1 cells derived from FACS-purified CD451

cells and CD901CD451 T cells (Fig. 1i, lanes 4, 5, and Extended Data
Fig. 2e–g), indicating at least some contribution from lineage-committed
T cells. Thus, Oct4-GFP1 cells were generated de novo from low-pH-
treated CD451 haematopoietic cells by reprogramming, rather than
by simple selection of stress-enduring cells23.

Low-pH-induced Oct41 cells have pluripotency
On day 7, the Oct4-GFP1 spheres expressed pluripotency-related marker
proteins22 (Oct4, SSEA1, Nanog and E-cadherin; Fig. 2a) and marker
genes (Oct4, Nanog, Sox2, Ecat1 (also called Khdc3), Esg1 (Dppa5a),
Dax1 (Nrob1) and Rex1 (Zfp42); Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 3a) in
a manner comparable to those seen in ES cells24. Moderate levels of
expression of these pluripotency marker genes were observed on day 3
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Figure 1 | Stimulus-triggered conversion of lymphocytes into Oct4-GFP1

cells. a, Schematic of low-pH treatment. b, Oct4-GFP1 cell clusters appeared in
culture of low-pH-treated CD451 cells (middle; high magnification, right) on
day 7 (d7) but not in culture of control CD451 cells (left). Top: bright-field
view; bottom, GFP signals. Scale bar, 100mm. c, FACS analysis. The x axis
shows CD45 epifluorescence level; y axis shows Oct4-GFP level. Non-treated,
cultured in the same medium but not treated with low pH. d, GFP1 (green) and
GFP2 (yellow) cell populations (average cell numbers per visual field; 310
objective lens). n 5 25; error bars show average 6 s.d. e, Snapshots of live
imaging of culture of low-pH-treated CD451 cells (Oct4-gfp). Arrows indicate
cells that started expressing Oct4-GFP. Scale bar, 50mm. f, Cell size reduction in

low-pH-treated CD451 cells on day 1 before turning on Oct4-GFP without cell
division on day 2. In this live imaging, cells were plated at a half density for
easier viewing of individual cells. Scale bar, 10mm. g, Electron microscope
analysis. Scale bar, 1mm. h, Forward scattering analysis of Oct4-GFP2CD451

cells (red) and Oct4-GFP1CD452 cells (green) on day 7. Blue line, ES cells.
i, Genomic PCR analysis of (D)J recombination at the Tcrb gene. GL is the size
of the non-rearranged germline type, whereas the smaller ladders correspond
to the alternative rearrangements of J exons. Negative controls, lanes 1, 2;
positive controls, lane 3; FACS-sorted Oct4-GFP1 cells (two independent
preparations on day 7), lanes 4, 5.
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(Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 3b). Notably, the Oct4-GFP1 cells on
day 3, but not on day 7, expressed early haematopoietic marker genes
such as Flk1 (also called Kdr) and Tal1 (Extended Data Fig. 3c), indicating
that Oct4-GFP1 cells on day 3, as judged by their expression pattern at
the population level, were still in a dynamic process of conversion.

On day 7, unlike CD451 cells and like ES cells, low-pH-induced Oct4-
GFP1 cells displayed extensive demethylation at the Oct4 and Nanog
promoter areas (Fig. 2c), indicating that these cells underwent a substantial
reprogramming of epigenetic status in these key genes for pluripotency.

In vitro differentiation assays25–27 demonstrated that low-pH-induced
Oct4-GFP1 cells gave rise to three-germ-layer derivatives (Fig. 2d) as
well as visceral endoderm-like epithelium (Extended Data Fig. 3d).
When grafted into mice, low-pH-induced Oct4-GFP1 cell clusters formed
teratomas (40%, n 5 20) (Fig. 2e and Extended Data Fig. 4a–c) but no
teratocarcinomas that persistently contained Oct4-GFP1 cells (n 5 50).
Because some cellular variation was observed in the signal levels of
Oct4-GFP within the clusters, we sorted GFP-strong cells (a major popu-
lation) and GFP-dim cells (a minor population) by FACS on day 7 and
separately injected them into mice. In this case, only GFP-strong cells
formed teratomas (Extended Data Fig. 4d). In quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR) analysis, the GFP-strong population expressed

pluripotency marker genes but not early lineage-specific marker genes,
whereas the GFP-dim cells showed substantial expression of some early
lineage-specific marker genes (Flk1, Gata2, Gata4, Pax6 and Sox17;
Extended Data Fig. 4e) but not Nanog and Rex1. These observations
indicate that three-germ-layer derivatives were generated from the GFP-
strong cells expressing pluripotency marker genes, rather than from
GFP-dim cells that seem to contain partially reprogrammed cells.

Collectively, these findings show that the differentiation state of a
committed somatic cell lineage can be converted into a state of pluri-
potency by strong stimuli given externally. Hereafter, we refer to the
fate conversion from somatic cells into pluripotent cells by strong
external stimuli such as low pH as ‘stimulus-triggered acquisition of
pluripotency’ (STAP) and the resultant cells as STAP cells. Under their
establishment conditions, these STAP cells were rarely proliferative
(Extended Data Figs 2d and 5a, b). Comparative genomic hybridiza-
tion array analysis of STAP cells indicated no major global changes in
chromosome number (Extended Data Fig. 5c).

STAP cells compared to ES cells
STAP cells, unlike mouse ES cells, showed a limited capacity for self-
renewal in the LIF-containing medium and did not efficiently form
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colonies in dissociation culture (Fig. 2f, g), even in the presence of
the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632, which suppresses dissociation-induced
apoptosis28,29 (Fig. 2h). Also, even under high-density culture condi-
tions after partial dissociation (Fig. 2i), STAP cell numbers started to
decline substantially after two passages. Furthermore, expression of
the ES cell marker protein Esrrbwas low in STAP cells (Extended Data
Fig. 5d, e). In general, female ES cells do not show X-chromosomal
inactivation30 and contain no H3K27me3-dense foci (indicative of inac-
tivated X chromosomes), unlike female CD451 cells and EpiSCs. In
contrast, H3K27me3-dense foci were found in ,40% of female STAP
cells strongly positive for Oct4-GFP (Extended Data Fig. 5f, g).

STAP cells were also dissimilar to mouse EpiSCs, another category
of pluripotent stem cell21,22,29,31, and were positive for Klf4 and negative
for the epithelial tight junction markers claudin 7 and ZO-1 (Extended
Data Fig. 5d, e).

STAP cells from other tissue sources
We next performed similar conversion experiments with somatic cells
collected from brain, skin, muscle, fat, bone marrow, lung and liver tissues
of 1-week-old Oct4-gfp mice. Although conversion efficacy varied, the
low-pH-triggered generation of Oct4-GFP1 cells was observed in day
7 culture of all tissues examined (Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 6a–c),
including mesenchymal cells of adipose tissues (Fig. 3a–c) and neonatal
cardiac cells that were negatively sorted for CD45 by FACS (Fig. 3d–g;
see Extended Data Fig. 6d for suppression of cardiac genes such as Nkx2-5
and cardiac actin).

Chimaera formation and germline transmission in mice
We next performed a blastocyst injection assay with STAP cells that
were generated from CD451 cells of neonatal mice constitutively express-
ing GFP (this C57BL/6 line with cag-gfp transgenes is referred to here-
after as B6GFP). We injected STAP cell clusters en bloc that were manually
cut into small pieces using a microknife (Fig. 4a). A high-to-moderate
contribution of GFP-expressing cells was seen in the chimaeric embryos
(Fig. 4b and Extended Data Fig. 7a). These chimaeric mice were born

at a substantial rate and all developed normally (Fig. 4c and Extended
Data Fig. 7b).

CD451 cell-derived STAP cells contributed to all tissues examined
(Fig. 4d). Furthermore, offspring derived from STAP cells were born
to the chimaeric mice (Fig. 4e and Extended Data Fig. 7c), demon-
strating their germline transmission, which is a strict criterion for pluri-
potency as well as genetic and epigenetic normality32,33. Furthermore,
in a tetraploid (4N) complementation assay, which is considered to be
the most rigorous test for developmental potency34,35 (Fig. 4a, bottom),
CD451 cell-derived STAP cells (from F1 mice of B6GFP 3 129/Sv
or DBA/2) generated all-GFP1 embryos on embryonic day (E)10.5
(Fig. 4f, Extended Data Fig. 7d and Supplementary Video 3), demon-
strating that STAP cells alone are sufficient to construct an entire embry-
onic structure. Thus, STAP cells have the developmental capacity to
differentiate into all somatic-cell lineages as well as germ-cell lineages
in vivo.

Expandable pluripotent cell lines from STAP cells
STAP cells have a limited self-renewal capacity under the conditions
used for establishment (Fig. 2g and Extended Data Figs 2e and 5a).
However, in the context of the embryonic environment, a small frag-
ment of a STAP cell cluster could grow even into a whole embryo (Fig. 4f).
With this in mind, we next examined whether STAP cells have the
potential to generate expandable pluripotent cell lines in vitro under
certain conditions.

STAP cells could not be efficiently maintained for additional pas-
sages in conventional LIF1FBS-containing medium or 2i medium20

(most STAP cells died in 2i medium within 7 days; Extended Data
Fig. 8a). Notably, an adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)1LIF-
containing medium (hereafter called ACTH medium) known to facil-
itate clonal expansion of ES cells36 supported outgrowth of STAP cell
colonies. When cultured in this medium on a MEF feeder or gelatin, a
portion of STAP cell clusters started to grow (Fig. 5a, bottom; such
outgrowth was typically found in 10–20% of wells in single cluster
culture using 96-well plates and in .75% when 12 clusters were plated
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per well). These growing colonies looked similar to those of mouse ES
cells and expressed a high level of Oct4-GFP.

After culturing in ACTH medium for 7 days, this growing popu-
lation of cells, unlike parental STAP cells, could be passaged as single
cells (Fig. 5a, bottom, and Fig. 5b), grow in 2i medium (Extended Data
Fig. 8a) and expand exponentially, up to at least 120 days of culture
(Fig. 5c; no substantial chromosomal abnormality was seen; Extended
Data Fig. 8b, c). Hereafter, we refer to the proliferative cells derived
from STAP cells as STAP stem cells.

STAP stem cells expressed protein and RNA markers for pluripo-
tent cells (Fig. 5d, e), showed low DNA methylation levels at the Oct4
and Nanog loci (Extended Data Fig. 8d), and had a nuclear fine struc-
ture similar to that of ES cells (Extended Data Fig. 8e; few electron-
dense areas corresponding to heterochromatin). In differentiation
culture25–27, STAP stem cells generated ectodermal, mesodermal and
endodermal derivatives in vitro (Fig. 5f–h and Extended Data Fig. 8f, g),
including beating cardiac muscles (Supplementary Video 4), and formed
teratomas in vivo (Fig.5i and Extended Data Fig. 8h; no teratocarci-
nomas, n 5 40). After blastocyst injection, STAP stem cells efficiently
contributed to chimaeric mice (Fig. 5j), in which germline transmis-
sion was seen (Extended Data Fig. 8i). Even in tetraploid complemen-
tation assays, injected STAP stem cells could generate mice capable of
growing to adults and producing offspring (Fig. 5k, l; in all eight inde-
pendent lines, Extended Data Fig. 8j).

In addition to their expandability, we noticed at least two other
differences between STAP stem cells and parental STAP cells. First,
the expression of the ES cell marker protein Esrrb, which was unde-
tectable in STAP cells (Extended Data Fig. 5d, e), was clearly seen in
STAP stem cells (Fig. 5e). Second, the presence of H3K27me3 foci,
which was found in a substantial proportion of female STAP cells, was
no longer observed in STAP stem cells (Extended Data Figs 5f and 8k).
Thus, STAP cells have the potential to give rise to expandable cell lines
that exhibit features similar to those of ES cells.

Discussion
This study has revealed that somatic cells latently possess a surprising
plasticity. This dynamic plasticity—the ability to become pluripotent
cells—emerges when cells are transiently exposed to strong stimuli that
they would not normally experience in their living environments.

Low-pH treatment was also used in the ‘autoneuralization’ experi-
ment15–17 by Holtfreter in 1947, in which exposure to acidic medium
caused tissue-autonomous neural conversion of salamander animal
caps in vitro in the absence of Spemann’s organizer signals. Although
the mechanism has remained elusive, Holtfreter hypothesized that the
strong stimulus releases the animal cap cells from some intrinsic inhib-
itory mechanisms that suppress fate conversion or, in his words, they
pass through ‘sublethal cytolysis’ (meaning stimulus-evoked lysis of
the cell’s inhibitory state)15,37. Although Holtfreter’s study and ours differ
in the direction of fate conversion—orthograde differentiation and nuc-
lear reprogramming, respectively—these phenomena may share some
common aspects, particularly with regard to sublethal stimulus-evoked
release from a static (conversion-resisting) state in the cell.

A remaining question is whether cellular reprogramming is initiated
specifically by the low-pH treatment or also by some other types of sub-
lethal stress such as physical damage, plasma membrane perforation,
osmotic pressure shock, growth-factor deprivation, heat shock or high
Ca21 exposure. At least some of these stressors, particularly physical
damage by rigorous trituration and membrane perforation by strepto-
lysin O, induced the generation of Oct4-GFP1 cells from CD451 cells
(Extended Data Fig. 9a; see Methods). These findings raise the possi-
bility that certain common regulatory modules, lying downstream of
these distantly related sublethal stresses, act as a key for releasing somatic
cells from the tightly locked epigenetic state of differentiation, leading
to a global change in epigenetic regulation. In other words, unknown
cellular functions, activated by sublethal stimuli, may set somatic cells
free from their current commitment to recover the naive cell state.

Our present finding of an unexpectedly large capacity for radical
reprogramming in committed somatic cells raises various important
questions. For instance, why, and for what purpose, do somatic cells
latently possess this self-driven ability for nuclear reprogramming, which
emerges only after sublethal stimulation, and how, then, is this repro-
gramming mechanism normally suppressed? Furthermore, why isn’t
teratoma (or pluripotent cell mass) formation normally seen in in vivo
tissues that may receive strong environmental stress? In our prelim-
inary study, experimental reflux oesophagitis locally induced moderate
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expression of Oct4-GFP but not endogenous Nanog in the mouse
oesophageal mucosa (Extended Data Fig. 9b). Therefore, an intriguing
hypothesis for future research is that the progression from initial Oct4
activation to further reprogramming is suppressed by certain inhib-
itory mechanisms in vivo.

The question of why and how this self-driven reprogramming is
directed towards the pluripotent state is fundamentally important, given
that STAP reprogramming takes a remarkably short period, only a few
days for substantial expression of pluripotency marker genes, unlike
transgene- or chemical-induced iPS cell conversion38. Thus, our results
cast new light on the biological meaning of diverse cellular states in
multicellular organisms.

METHODS SUMMARY
Tissue collection and low-pH exposure. To isolate haematopoietic cells, spleens
were excised from 1-week-old Oct4-gfp C57BL/6 mice, minced by scissors and
mechanically dissociated with pasture pipettes. Dissociated cells were collected,
re-suspended in DMEM medium and added to the same volume of lympholyte
(Cedarlane), then centrifuged at 1,000g for 20 min. CD45-positive cells were sorted
by FACS Aria (BD Biosciences), and treated with low-pH HBSS solution (pH 5.7 for
25 min at 37 uC), centrifuged for 5 min to remove supernatant, and plated to non-
adhesive culture plates in DMEM/F12 medium supplemented with 1,000 U LIF
(Sigma) and B27 (Invitrogen). Although Oct4-GFP1 cells (expressing pluripotency-
related protein and gene markers and capable of differentiating into three germ-
layer derivatives) were also generated from lymphocytes of young adult mice (for
example, 6-week-old) under the same culture conditions, their proportion in
culture was reduced by several to ten folds as compared to neonatal lymphocytes
when lymphocytes were isolated from 1-month-old mice or older. Live imaging
was performed using specially assembled confocal microscope systems with a CO2

incubator39, and CD45 immunoreactivity in live cells was examined as described40.
In vivo and in vitro differentiation assay. STAP cells were seeded onto a sheet
3 3 3 3 1 mm, composed of a non-woven mesh of polyglycolic acid fibres and
implanted subcutaneously into the dorsal flanks of 4-week-old NOD/SCID mice.
To examine in vitro differentiation, STAP cells and STAP stem cells were collected

at 7 days and subjected to SDIA or SFEBq culture25,26 for neural differentiation and
to embryoid body culture for mesodermal and endodermal27 differentiation.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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ANP32E is a histone chaperone that
removes H2A.Z from chromatin
Arnaud Obri1*, Khalid Ouararhni1*, Christophe Papin1*, Marie-Laure Diebold2, Kiran Padmanabhan3, Martin Marek2,
Isabelle Stoll1, Ludovic Roy1, Patrick T. Reilly4, Tak W. Mak4,5, Stefan Dimitrov3, Christophe Romier2 & Ali Hamiche1

H2A.Z is an essential histone variant implicated in the regulation of key nuclear events. However, the metazoan
chaperones responsible for H2A.Z deposition and its removal from chromatin remain unknown. Here we report the
identification and characterization of the human protein ANP32E as a specific H2A.Z chaperone. We show that ANP32E is
a member of the presumed H2A.Z histone-exchange complex p400/TIP60. ANP32E interacts with a short region of the
docking domain of H2A.Z through a new motif termed H2A.Z interacting domain (ZID). The 1.48 Å resolution crystal
structure of the complex formed between the ANP32E-ZID and the H2A.Z/H2B dimer and biochemical data support an
underlying molecular mechanism for H2A.Z/H2B eviction from the nucleosome and its stabilization by ANP32E through
a specific extension of the H2A.Z carboxy-terminal a-helix. Finally, analysis of H2A.Z localization in ANP32E2/2 cells by
chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing shows genome-wide enrichment, redistribution and
accumulation of H2A.Z at specific chromatin control regions, in particular at enhancers and insulators.

H2A.Z is a histone variant that is highly conserved across all eukar-
yotes1, and is required for survival in fly and mouse2,3. H2A.Z belongs
to the H2A family but shares only limited conservation with conven-
tional H2A1. Current available data show that H2A.Z is implicated in
key biological processes ranging from transcription to DNA repair4–20

as well as cancer initiation and progression11,21.
The overall crystal structure of the H2A.Z nucleosome is similar to

the conventional one22. However, the H2A.Z nucleosome shows an
altered H2A.Z/H2B dimer interface and an extended accessible acidic
surface, the acidic patch, determined by the negative charge of the
docking domain of H2A.Z22. Intriguingly, a small part of this docking
domain of H2A.Z, known as the M6 cassette and containing its car-
boxy-terminal a-helix (aC), is required for its specific function and
Drosophila survival2.

The proper incorporation of conventional and variant histones into
the nucleosome is achieved by specific histone chaperones (for reviews
see refs 23, 24). In yeast, the incorporation of H2A.Z (Htz1) into chro-
matin is mediated by the histone chaperone Chz1 (refs 25, 26) and the
histone-exchanging nucleosome remodelling complex SWR1 (refs 27–29).
Two SWR1-related multiprotein complexes, SRCAP and p400/TIP60,
were described in higher eukaryotes30–33. However, no H2A.Z-specific
histone chaperone has been identified so far in metazoans.

Using a double immunoaffinity procedure, we have isolated the H2A.Z
predeposition complex from HeLa cells. We identified the acidic nuclear
phosphoprotein 32 kilodalton e (ANP32E) as a member of this complex.
We show that ANP32E is an H2A.Z chaperone able specifically to remove
H2A.Z from the nucleosome. Our biochemical and structural data fur-
ther provide the molecular basis for H2A.Z recognition and H2A.Z/
H2B nucleosomal removal by ANP32E. Finally, genome-wide chromatin
immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) shows that
ANP32E regulates H2A.Z deposition at promoters and strikingly pre-
serves enhancers and insulator sites free of H2A.Z nucleosomes.

H2A.Z predeposition complex purification
To identify and analyse how mammalian H2A.Z chaperones function,
we established stable HeLa cell lines expressing conventional H2A
(e-H2A) or H2A.Z (e-H2A.Z) histones fused to amino (N)-terminal
double haemagglutinin (HA) and Flag tags (Extended Data Fig. 1a).
We next isolated the respective predeposition complexes (e-H2A.com
and e-H2A.Z.com) by double immunoaffinity purification from these
cell lines34,35. The complexes were separated by SDS–polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) and their components were iden-
tified by mass spectrometry (Fig. 1a, b).

The e-H2A.Z.com contained several specific protein subunits (p400,
TRRAP, SRCAP, Brd8, Tip60, YL1, ING3), which were not present in
the conventional e-H2A.complex (Fig. 1a, b and Extended Data Table
1a, b). These specific subunits are part of either the SRCAP or the p400/
TIP60 complexes, which are thought to exchange H2A for H2A.Z in
chromatin27–30,32,33,36. Intriguingly, the main interacting partner in
e-H2A.Z.com was a 32 kilodalton protein, which we identified as the
ANP32E protein (Fig. 1b, d and Extended Data Table 1b). Fractionation
of e-H2A.Z.com on a glycerol gradient confirmed that ANP32E is a
stable component of this complex (Extended Data Fig. 1b, c).

Purification of the nuclear e-ANP32E.com from HeLa cell lines
stably expressing epitope-tagged ANP32E (e-ANP32E) further showed
that e-ANP32E.com was associated, as expected, with large amounts of
H2A.Z (Fig. 1c, e and Extended Data Table 1c, d). Several other proteins
(p400, TRRAP, Brd8, TIP60, Tip49 a, b, ING3) were identified as members
of the e-ANP32E.com (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Table 1c). SRCAP
was not found in the e-ANP32E.com. We conclude that ANP32E is a
member of the p400/TIP60 complex, but not of the SRCAP complex.
In agreement with this, we found that ANP32E interacts through its
N-terminal domain with MRGBP, a component of the p400/TIP60
complex (Extended Data Fig. 1d).
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ANP32E specifically interacts with H2A.Z
ANP32E is a highly conserved vertebrate protein belonging to the
ANP32 family37. The ANP32 proteins are involved in several biological
processes, ranging from transcription to apoptosis38,39. ANP32 proteins
have conserved N-terminal domains that are composed of leucine-rich
repeats, and divergent acidic carboxy (C)-terminal domains of unknown
functions (Fig. 2a)37. The ANP32B N-terminal domain has been shown
to chaperone the H3/H4 pair40.

Pull-down experiments using purified glutathione S-transferase
(GST)–ANP32E as bait show that ANP32E binds to the H2A.Z/H2B
dimer, but not to the conventional H2A/H2B dimer (Fig. 2b). This
interaction is highly specific and very stable because it is not affected by
treatment with 1 M NaCl (Fig. 2b). Deletion analyses of the ANP32E
protein showed that only its C-terminal domain (amino acids 151–
268), notably its very C-terminal part (amino acids 195–268), was able
to interact strongly with the H2A.Z/H2B pair (Extended Data Fig. 2a, b).

Further deletion experiments showed that a small region (amino
acids 215–240) in the ANP32E C terminus was sufficient for H2A.Z/
H2B binding (Extended Data Fig. 2c). Accordingly, deletion of this
region in the full-length ANP32E protein completely abolished bind-
ing of this protein to the H2A.Z/H2B dimer (Fig. 2c). We therefore
termed this region ZID (H2A.Z interacting domain) (Fig. 2a, upper
panel). Alignment of ANP32E sequences from various organisms shows
that the ANP32E-ZID corresponds to the primary conserved region of
the ANP32E C terminus (Extended Data Fig. 3a). Specifically, this region
encompasses an insertion not found in the other members of the ANP32
family (Extended Data Fig. 3b).

H2A.Z aC-helix specifies ANP32E binding
The M6 cassette encompassing amino acids 89–100 of H2A.Z has been
shown to be highly specific and crucial for its function (Fig. 2a, middle

panel, and refs 2, 41, 42). On the basis of the very strong and specific
interaction between H2A.Z and ANP32E, we considered that the M6
cassette could be crucial for driving this interaction. Accordingly, pull-
down experiments using GST–ANP32E showed that the H2A.Z region
encompassing amino acids 92–114, and thus containing the M6 cas-
sette (Fig. 2a, middle panel), is necessary for the binding of ANP32E to
H2A.Z (Extended Data Fig. 2d).

The main differences between the M6 cassettes of conventional
H2A and H2A.Z reside in the small aC-helix (Fig. 2a, lower panel),
suggesting that the H2A.ZaC-helix is required for binding to ANP32E.
Indeed, in GST–ANP32E pull-down experiments using H2A.ZNKLLG,
an H2A.Z mutant that contains the aC-helix of H2A (Fig. 2a, lower
panel), we did not detect any interaction (Fig. 2d).

To analyse if the aC-helix of H2A.Z is also essential for its binding
to ANP32E in cells, we generated stable HeLa cell lines expressing the
double HA and Flag epitope tagged H2A.ZNKLLG (e-H2A.ZNKLLG), and
purified the nuclear e-H2A.ZNKLLG complex (e-H2A.ZNKLLG.com).
The components of the e-H2A.ZNKLLG.com were identified both by
mass spectrometry and by western blotting (Fig. 2e and Extended Data
Table 1e). As expected, both techniques showed that ANP32E was
absent from the e-H2A.ZNKLLG.com. Of note, p400, TRRAP, TIP60
and Brd8 were also missing from the e-H2A.ZNKLLG.com (Fig. 2e, right
panel and Extended Data Table 1e). These data demonstrate that the
aC-helix of H2A.Z is essential for the in vivo interaction of ANP32E
with H2A.Z and further indicate that ANP32E is the main link between
H2A.Z and the p400/TIP60 complex.

Structural basis for H2A.Z recognition
All the data presented above provide evidence that ANP32E is an
H2A.Z-specific chaperone. We next investigated the molecular basis
for ANP32E specificity and function using X-ray crystallography.

Crystals were obtained from the complex formed by the ANP32E-
ZID (amino acids 215–240) and H2A.Z and H2B deleted from their
N-terminal unstructured tails (amino acids 18–127 and 30–125, respect-
ively). These crystals diffracted to 1.48 Å resolution and the structure of
the complex was solved by molecular replacement (Extended Data
Table 1f). The structure showed that the ANP32E-ZID interacts with
one tip of the H2A.Z/H2B dimer (Fig. 3a). The ANP32E-ZID has no
defined secondary structure elements, except for a small N-terminal
a-helix (aN). Strikingly, in the ANP32E-ZID–H2A.Z/H2B structure,
the H2A.Z aC-helix is extended twice compared with its canonical
length in the nucleosome (Fig. 3a–d).

This H2A.Z aC conformational change impedes the remaining
part of the docking domain, which mediates the main nucleosomal
interactions of H2A and H2A.Z with the H3/H4 pair22,43, from adopt-
ing the conformation observed in the nucleosome (Fig. 3a–c, e and
Extended Data Fig. 4). Specifically, the residues that participate in the
extended part of the H2A.Z aC-helix do not fold back anymore onto
the H2A.Z a3-helix and do not interact with the H4 C terminus.
Instead, this position is now occupied by the ANP32E-ZID aN-helix
(Fig. 3e and Extended Data Fig. 4).

The ANP32E-ZID binding seems to be the driving force for H2A.Z
aC conformational change. Consistent with this, upon H2A.Z bind-
ing the ANP32E-ZID aN-helix provides three residues (L218, L221
and M222) that form a network of hydrophobic interactions and salt
bridges with residues of helices a3 and aC of H2A.Z as well as residues
of helix a2 of H2B (Extended Data Fig. 5a).

Residues belonging to the extended part of H2A.Z aC, in particular
T103 and I104, contribute to these interactions and stabilize this
extended conformation (Fig. 3d and Extended Data Fig. 5a). Surpris-
ingly, these residues are fully conserved in H2A (T101 and I102),
indicating that this canonical histone could form the same extended
aC-helix (Fig. 3d). However, a main difference between H2A and H2A.Z
is the presence of an extra conserved glycine (H2A G98) two residues
before the conserved threonine–isoleucine motif (Fig. 3d). Apart from
its helix-breaker propensity, this glycine would shift by one residue the
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position of T101 and I102 in an extended H2A aC-helix and would
prevent these residues from forming the network of interactions observed
in our structure.

Thus, binding of the ANP32E-ZID N-terminal helix to H2A.Z/H2B
would enable the specific recognition of this dimer over the H2A/H2B
pair by creating and stabilizing a conformational change in H2A.Z that
cannot be accommodated by H2A. Accordingly, insertion of a glycine
in H2A.Z at the equivalent position of H2A G98 completely abrogates
the recognition of the H2A.Z/H2B pair by ANP32E (Extended Data
Fig. 6a). The other H2A histone variant aC-helices also have an extra
residue before their conserved threonine–isoleucine motif, suggesting
that ANP32E also discriminates H2A.Z from the other H2A variants
(Extended Data Fig. 6b).

The C-terminal part of the ANP32E-ZID also forms strong inter-
actions with the H2A.Z/H2B pair at the surface formed by the H2A.Z
loop L2 and the H2B a1-loop L1-a2 region (Extended Data Fig. 5b, c).
Specifically, the ANP32E-ZID main chain and side chains of D232
and D234 form a hydrogen bond network with residues from H2A.Z
and H2B, whereas Y235 is involved in hydrophobic interactions with
H2B residues (Extended Data Fig. 5b, c). These interactions do not
allow further discrimination of H2A.Z over H2A, but shield the H2A.Z
loop L2/H2B loop L1 region that is known to interact with DNA close
to the entry/exit sites of the nucleosome.

To investigate the importance of the ANP32E-ZID for the func-
tional role of ANP32E, three mutants were designed in the context of
the full-length protein, targeting both H2A.Z/H2B binding regions of
the ANP32E-ZID (ANP32E-m1, L218A/L221A/M222A; ANP32E-m2,
D232A/D234A/Y235A; ANP32E-m1m2, L218A/L221A/M222A/D232A/
D234A/Y235A). Pull-down experiments showed that all three mutants
lost their ability to interact with the H2A.Z/H2B dimer (Extended Data
Fig. 6c). We next expressed the ANP32E-m1m2 mutant in HeLa cells
and purified the complex it forms (e-ANP32E-m1m2.com). In con-
trast to wild-type ANP32E, ANP32E-m1m2 was unable to bind the
H2A.Z/H2B dimer but did not affect the incorporation of ANP32E to
the rest of the p400/Tip60 complex (Extended Data Fig. 6d, e).

H2A.Z/H2B nucleosomal removal by ANP32E
Collectively, our structural data suggest that ANP32E is able specif-
ically to remove H2A.Z from the nucleosome. To analyse this ability
of ANP32E directly, we performed in vitro experiments. Conventional
and H2A.Z nucleosomes were assembled on 256 base pair (bp) 5S
DNA, immobilized on magnetic beads and incubated with increasing
amounts of recombinant ANP32E. The bound protein/DNA complexes
were purified using the magnetic particle concentrator and the unbound
material was collected. Bound and unbound material were run on SDS–
PAGE, transferred to PVD membrane and blotted either with anti-H2A
or anti-H2A.Z antibodies. The incubation of ANP32E with the H2A.Z
immobilized nucleosomes resulted in the dissociation of H2A.Z from
the nucleosome (Fig. 4a, left and right panels).

To get more insight in the mechanism of H2A.Z removal from the
nucleosome, conventional and H2A.Z nucleosomes were reconstituted
on a mini-circle DNA44 and both samples were incubated with increasing
amounts of highly purified ANP32E. As seen in Fig. 4b (left panel), the
presence of ANP32E in the H2A.Z nucleosome reaction mixture
resulted in the appearance of (H3/H4)2 tetramer particle (tetrasome),
the amounts of which increased upon increasing amounts of ANP32E.
We attributed this effect to the ANP32E-induced eviction of the H2A.Z/
H2B dimer from the H2A.Z nucleosome. Accordingly, two-dimensional
SDS–PAGE analyses showed that the nucleosome-like particle with
lower mobility generated by the treatment with ANP32E only contains
H3 and H4 (Fig. 4b, right panel).

No such effect was, however, observed when either conventional
H2A nucleosomes or nucleosomes reconstituted with the H2A.Z-NKLLG

mutant were used as substrates (Fig. 4b, left and right panels). Note that
the ANP32E-induced removal of H2A.Z is not affected by competitor
DNA (Extended Data Fig. 7a). The conventional histone chaperone

NAP-1 and the ANP32E-m1m2 mutant were also unable to evict H2A.Z/
H2B dimers from the nucleosome (Fig. 4c, left and right panels). Thus,
ANP32E, through its specific H2A.Z interaction domain, is able to
remove H2A.Z directly from the nucleosome particle. ANP32E, in con-
trast to Nap-1, was unable to deposit H2A.Z/H2B or H2A/H2B dimers
on reconstituted (H3/H4)2 tetrasome particles (Extended Data Fig. 7b, c).
In addition, ANP32E.com was not capable of exchanging H2A for
H2A.Z in the nucleosome (Extended Data Fig. 7d, e). We conclude
that ANP32E is involved in the specific removal of H2A.Z, but not in its
deposition, and possibly stabilizes the evicted H2A.Z/H2B dimer, thus
shifting the equilibrium towards dissociation.

H2A.Z ChIP-seq profile in ANP32E2/2 cells
If ANP32E, as strongly suggested by our data, is a histone chaperone
implicated in the removal of H2A.Z in vivo, its depletion would result
in accumulation of H2A.Z in chromatin. To study the effect of ANP32E
depletion on H2A.Z localization in vivo, we performed a genome-wide
comparative ChIP-seq analysis using both ANP32E1/1 (wild type) and
ANP32E2/2 (knockout) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). Our
data show that the absence of ANP32E results in the appearance of a
significant number of new H2A.Z binding sites (4245 new knockout-
specific peaks) at distal elements from promoters (distance to nearest
transcription start site (TSS) .2 kilobases; Figs 5a, b).

Interestingly, although no new H2A.Z peaks were observed at pro-
moters in knockout cells (Figs 5c–e), the net amount of promoter-
associated H2A.Z increased by 20% and showed similar distribution
around TSS compared with wild-type cells (Fig. 5f and Extended Data
Fig. 8a, b). As observed previously5–12,45–47, two histone H2A.Z–containing
nucleosomes are positioned on either side of the TSS (Fig. 5g and
Extended Data Fig. 8b) and H2A.Z was primarily found on CpG-containing
promoters (Extended Data Fig. 8c).

To map the genomic distribution of the distal knockout-specific
new peaks, we compared their distribution to the cis-regulatory sequences
identified in MEF cells by the Encode project48. We were able to map
the new H2A.Z peaks to two distinct functional regions: (1) enhancer
regions (peaks outside promoters, lacking H3K4me3) that correlated
with the presence of either H3K4me1 or H3K27ac marks, or both
(Fig. 5d), and (2) insulator regions (CTCF-binding sites that do not
overlap with either promoters or enhancers) (Fig. 5e). Notably, 42% of
the new H2A.Z binding sites overlapped with enhancers and 11% with
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insulators (Fig. 5c–e). These data strongly implicate ANP32E as an
H2A.Z chaperone specialized in the genome-wide removal of H2A.Z
from its normal sites of deposition and in particular from enhancer and
insulator regions. This suggests that at least part of the remaining non-
annotated H2A.Z binding sites in MEFs depleted for ANP32E (47% of
the knockout-specific peaks) could also show regulatory features.

In conclusion, we show here that human ANP32E is an H2A.Z-
specific chaperone able to remove H2A.Z in vitro and to promote
establishment of H2A.Z depleted chromatin loci. Our data show that
the ANP32E-ZID region is essential for H2A.Z-specific recognition
and destabilization of H2A.Z/H2B binding to nucleosomes, notably
through H2A.Z aC-helix extension. The absence of ANP32E is assoc-
iated with increased accumulation of H2A.Z around the TSS as well as
at other chromatin regions. Absence of ANP32E leads to H2A.Z incorp-
oration into enhancers and insulators, which are otherwise normally
depleted of H2A.Z. These data demonstrate that ANP32E regulates the
specific H2A.Z genome-wide localization pattern. Nevertheless, unlike
H2A.Z knockout mice that are embryonically lethal3, mice lacking ANP32E
have no notable phenotype49 indicating the presence of other chaperones
that also function independently to deplete H2A.Z from chromatin.

On the basis of our data, we propose the following mechanism for
the ANP32E assisted removal of H2A.Z/H2B from the nucleosomes

(Fig. 3e and Extended Data Fig. 9). Initial recognition of the H2A.Z
loop L2/H2B loop L1 region by the ANP32E-ZID DNA shielding
domain leads to the destabilization of H2A.Z/H2B binding to DNA
at the nucleosomal entry/exit sites. This destabilization is further increased
by the central acidic linker of the ANP32E-ZID, which tends to occupy
the space of the LN region of H3 and the C-terminal part of the docking
domain, thus altering the interaction of H3 with the H2A.Z docking
domain. As a result, the H2A.Z aC-helix becomes accessible to the
ANP32E-ZID aN. The positioning of this latter helix as well as the
H2A.Z aC-helix extension leads to large steric clashes and subsequent
eviction of the H2A.Z/H2B dimer. This situation implies initial access-
ibility of the H2A.Z loop L2/H2B loop L1 region to ANP32E, which
could be achieved thanks to nucleosome end breathing50. In vivo, how-
ever, p400/TIP60-specific ANP32E targeting and H2A.Z nucleosome
remodelling should also greatly facilitate this mechanism and H2A.Z/
H2B eviction. Once ANP32E evicts H2A.Z, it could also potentially
stabilize the released H2A.Z/H2B dimer and thus shift the equilibrium
towards dissociation and the off-chromatin state.

METHODS SUMMARY
e-H2A, e-H2A.Z and e-ANP32E nuclear complexes and their respective mutants
were purified by double immunoaffinity as previously described34,35. Crystals of
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the complex formed by human ANP32E (residues 215–240), H2A.Z (residues
18–127) and H2B (residues 30–125) were obtained by vapour diffusion, and crys-
tallographic data on this complex were collected at 1.48 Å resolution. ChIP experi-
ments were performed as described in Methods. ChIP-seq was performed on the
Illumina Hiseq 2500 as single-end 50 base reads following Illumina’s instructions.
Reads were mapped onto the mm9 assembly of the mouse genome.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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A global cloud map of the nearest known
brown dwarf
I. J. M. Crossfield1, B. Biller1,2, J. E. Schlieder1, N. R. Deacon1, M. Bonnefoy1,3, D. Homeier4, F. Allard4, E. Buenzli1, Th. Henning1,
W. Brandner1, B. Goldman1 & T. Kopytova1,5

Brown dwarfs—substellar bodies more massive than planets but not
massive enough to initiate the sustained hydrogen fusion that powers
self-luminous stars1,2—are born hot and slowly cool as they age. As
they cool below about 2,300 kelvin, liquid or crystalline particles
composed of calcium aluminates, silicates and iron condense into
atmospheric ‘dust’3,4, which disappears at still cooler temperatures
(around 1,300 kelvin)5,6. Models to explain this dust dispersal include
both an abrupt sinking of the entire cloud deck into the deep, unob-
servable atmosphere5,7 and breakup of the cloud into scattered
patches6,8 (as seen on Jupiter and Saturn9). However, hitherto obser-
vations of brown dwarfs have been limited to globally integrated
measurements10, which can reveal surface inhomogeneities but can-
not unambiguously resolve surface features11. Here we report a two-
dimensional map of a brown dwarf’s surface that allows identification
of large-scale bright and dark features, indicative of patchy clouds.
Monitoring suggests that the characteristic timescale for the evolu-
tion of global weather patterns is approximately one day.

The recent discovery of the Luhman 16AB system (also called WISE
J104915.57-531906.1AB; ref. 12) revealed two brown dwarfs only two
parsecs away, making these the closest objects to the Solar System after
the Alpha Centauri system and Barnard’s star. Both of these newly
discovered brown dwarfs are near the dust-clearing temperature13,14,
and one (Luhman 16B) exhibits strong temporal variability of its ther-
mal radiation consistent with a rotation period of 4.9 hours (ref. 15).
Luhman 16AB’s proximity to Earth makes these brown dwarfs the first
substellar objects bright enough to be studied at high precision and high
spectral resolution on short timescales. We observed both of the brown
dwarfs for five hours (about one rotation period of Luhman 16B) using

the CRyogenic high-resolution InfraRed Echelle Spectrograph16 (CRIRES)
at the European Southern Observatory’s Very Large Telescope to search
for spectroscopic variability.

Absorption features from CO and H2O dominate the spectra of the
brown dwarfs, as shown in Fig. 1. The two objects have similar spectra
but the absorption lines are broader for the B component: it exhibits a
projected equatorial rotational velocity of 26.1 6 0.2 km s21, versus
17.6 6 0.1 km s21 for Luhman 16A. Taking Luhman 16B’s rotation
period15 and considering that evolutionary models predict these objects
to be 1.0 6 0.2 times the radius of Jupiter17, Luhman 16B’s rotation axis
must be inclined less than about 30 degrees from the plane of the sky;
that is, we are viewing this brown dwarf nearly equator-on. If the axes of
the two brown dwarfs are closely aligned (like those of the planets in our
Solar System) then Luhman 16A rotates more slowly than Luhman 16B
and the objects either formed with different initial angular momenta
or experienced different accretion or spin-braking histories. Alterna-
tively, if the two brown dwarfs have comparable rotation periods (as
tentatively indicated by recent observations18) then the two compo-
nents’ rotation axes must be misaligned, which would imply either an
initially aligned system (like the Solar System) that was subsequently
perturbed or a primordial misalignment (in contrast to the close alignment
more typically observed for pre-main-sequence stellar binaries19).
Measuring Luhman 16A’s rotation period is the best way to determine
whether the axes of the brown dwarfs are currently aligned or misaligned.

Our data clearly show spectroscopic variability intrinsic to Luhman 16B,
and this brown dwarf’s rapid rotation allows us to produce the global
surface map shown in Fig. 2 using Doppler imaging techniques20,21.
This produces a map that shows a large, dark, mid-latitude region, a

1Max Planck Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany. 2Institute for Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh EH9 3HJ, UK. 3UJF-Grenoble 1/CNRS-INSU,
Institut de Planétologie et d’Astrophysiquede Grenoble (IPAG) UMR 5274, 38041 Grenoble, France. 4CRAL-ENS, 46 Allée d’Italie, 69364Lyon, Cedex 07, France. 5InternationalMax-Planck ResearchSchool
for Astronomy and Cosmic Physics at the University of Heidelberg, Königstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany.
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Figure 1 | High-resolution, near-infrared spectra of the Luhman 16AB
brown dwarfs (black curves). All absorption features seem to be real and not
artefacts: the vertical ticks indicate absorption features in the spectra of the
brown dwarfs from H2O (blue) and CO (red), and residual features from the
Earth’s atmospheric absorption (grey). The lines of the B component are
broader, indicating a higher projected rotational velocity: thus either the brown
dwarfs’ rotation axes are misaligned or Luhman 16B formed with or developed

a shorter rotation period than did its companion. The gaps in the spectra
correspond to physical spaces between the four infrared array detectors. The
plotted data represent the mean of all spectra. Luhman 16A’s spectrum has
been offset vertically for clarity by 1.5 units. The flux is normalized so that the
continuum level (the flux level outside of absorption features, as seen, for
example, in the far left regions of the spectra) is unity (1.0).
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brighter area on the opposite hemisphere located close to the pole and
mottling at equatorial latitudes.

A natural explanation for the features seen in our map of Luhman 16B
is that we are directly mapping the patchy global clouds inferred to
exist from observations of multiwavelength variability15,18. If this is
true, the dark areas of our map represent thicker clouds that obscure
deeper, hotter parts of the atmosphere and present a higher-altitude
(and thus colder) emissive surface, whereas bright regions correspond
to holes in the upper cloud layers that provide a view of the hotter,
deeper interior. This result is also consistent with previous suggestions
of multiple stratified cloud layers in brown dwarf atmospheres4,10,11.
Because our mapping is mostly sensitive to CO, the map could in prin-
ciple show a combination of surface brightness (that is, brightness
temperature) and chemical abundance variations. Coupled models of
global circulation and atmospheric chemistry22, maps obtained via simul-
taneous observations of multiple molecular tracers and simultaneous
Doppler imaging and broadband photometric monitoring could dis-
tinguish between these hypotheses.

The high-latitude bright spot could be similar to the polar vortices
seen on Jupiter and Saturn and predicted to exist on highly irradiated
gas giants in short-period orbits around other stars23; in this case, the
high-latitude feature should still be visible in future maps of Luhman 16B.
Jupiter and Saturn exhibit prominent circumplanetary banding, but (as
described in the Methods) our analysis is not sufficiently sensitive to
detect banding on Luhman 16B. Furthermore, assuming a mean hori-
zontal windspeed of about 300 m s21 (as predicted by global circulation
models of brown dwarfs at these temperatures24) the Rhines relation25

predicts that Luhman 16B should exhibit roughly ten bands from pole
to pole—too many to resolve with our 18-degrees-wide map cells.

Long-term monitoring of Luhman 16B suggests that its weather con-
ditions change rapidly but remain at least partly coherent from one
night to the next15, a result that indicates that the characteristic time-
scale for evolution of global weather patterns is of the order of one day.
In this case, successive full nights of Doppler imaging could observe the
formation, evolution and breakup of global weather patterns—the first
opportunity for such a study outside the Solar System. Such measure-
ments would provide a new benchmark against which to compare

global circulation models of dusty atmospheres24,26, and could perhaps
measure differential rotation in Luhman 16B’s atmosphere27.

Future mapping efforts should reveal whether we are mapping var-
iations in temperature, cloud properties or atmospheric abundances:
high-resolution spectrographs with broader wavelength coverage than
CRIRES should provide better sensitivity and spatial resolution28, per-
haps sufficient to search for banded cloud structures. Instruments with
broader wavelength coverage will also allow maps to be made at mul-
tiple wavelengths and using independent molecular tracers (for example,
H2O). In addition, a few other variable brown dwarfs may be bright
enough for these techniques to be applied. Although the day sides of
hot, short-period gas giant planets can also be mapped using occulta-
tions under favourable conditions29, model degeneracies may prevent
these efforts from achieving a spatial resolution comparable to that
achievable with Doppler imaging30. Thus, Doppler imaging in general,
and Luhman 16B in particular, represent the best opportunity to chal-
lenge and improve our current understanding of the processes that dom-
inate the atmospheres of brown dwarfs and of giant extrasolar planets.

METHODS SUMMARY
We extract and calibrate our spectroscopic data using standard techniques (Extended
Data Figs 1 and 2) and look for temporal changes in the mean spectral line profiles.
Luhman 16B exhibits strong spectroscopic variability but we see no evidence for
similar variations in our simultaneously acquired observations of Luhman 16A
(Extended Data Fig. 3). A simplified analysis using a parameterized spot model
verifies that our observations are consistent with rotationally induced variations
(Extended Data Fig. 4). We then produce our global map of brown dwarf Luhman 16B
using Doppler imaging.

The technique of Doppler imaging relies on the varying Doppler shifts across
the face of a rotating object and has been widely used to map the inhomogeneous
surfaces of many rapidly rotating stars20,21. As darker regions rotate across the visible
face of the brown dwarf, the Doppler-broadened absorption line profiles exhibit
deviations at the projected radial velocities of the darker areas. Features near the
equator cause changes across the entire line profile and move across the full span
of velocities; features at higher latitudes move more slowly, experience smaller
Doppler shifts, and affect a narrower range of velocities.

Our modelling framework is based on that described in ref. 20. We break the
brown dwarf’s surface into a 10 3 20 grid, giving an effective equatorial cell size of
roughly 20,000 km. The recovered maps do not change significantly if we use finer
resolution. We verify our analysis by constructing a number of Doppler images
using simulated data. These simulations demonstrate that we can robustly detect
large, isolated features with strong brightness temperature contrasts (Extended
Data Fig. 5) but that we are not sensitive to axially symmetric features such as zonal
banding (Extended Data Fig. 6).

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Observation and data reduction. We observed the Luhman 16AB system for five
hours with the Very Large Telescope/CRIRES16 on 5 May 2013 Universal Time.
Our spectra span wavelengths from 2.288–2.345mm to cover the CO (3,1) and CO
(2,0) bandheads. During our observations the spectrograph slit was aligned to the
binary position angle, so that both brown dwarfs were observed contempora-
neously. The telescope was nodded along the binary axis to subtract the emission
from the infrared-bright sky using standard techniques. A small, random offset
was applied to each nod position to mitigate bad detector pixels. Observing con-
ditions were good: seeing was roughly 0.599, humidity was ,10%, air mass ranged
from 1.2 to 1.6, and the Moon was down during our observations. We spatially
resolved the two brown dwarfs and over five hours obtained 56 spectra with expo-
sures of 300 s each. We calibrate the raw CRIRES data frames using the standard
CRIRES esorex data reduction routines, combining spectra in sets of four to boost
the signal to noise ratio. We extracted one-dimensional spectra from both brown
dwarfs in each combined frame using the standard astronomical IRAF data ana-
lysis package.

We used these extracted, raw spectral data to measure precisely the physical para-
meters of both brown dwarfs. We followed past work using high-precision infrared
spectroscopy and used a forward-modelling approach31,32 to calibrate our data. This
analysis method transforms high-resolution spectra of the telluric transmission33

and of model brown dwarf atmospheres34 into a simulated CRIRES spectrum using
an appropriate set of instrumental and astrophysical parameters. We used a model
whose free parameters are the radial velocity of the model brown dwarf, rotational
broadening (vsini) and linear limb-darkening coefficients35, two multiplicative
scaling factors for the telluric and brown dwarf models, polynomial coefficients
that convert pixel number into wavelength, and coefficients for a low-order poly-
nomial with which to normalize the continuum. As weights in the fits we used the
uncertainties reported by IRAF after scaling these so that the weighted sum of the
residuals equals the number of data points. The effect of all this is to place all obser-
vations on a common wavelength scale, to remove the effects of variable telluric
absorption and spectrograph slit losses (from slight guiding errors or changes in
seeing) and to estimate the astrophysical parameters listed above. Extended Data
Fig. 1 shows examples of the raw and modelled data in this approach, and all cali-
brated spectra are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2. For each brown dwarf, we took as
uncertainties the standard deviation on the mean of the measurements from each
of the 14 spectra.

We applied the above modelling approach using a wide range of model brown
dwarf spectra from the BT-Settl library34, a set of models computed with the PHOENIX
code that spans effective temperatures (Teff) of 1,000–1,600 K and surface gravities
(log10g) of 4.0–5.5. We performed a separate fit to data from each of the four CRIRES
detectors and found that the same model does not always give the best fit to the
data from all four detectors. Judging from the residuals to the fits (see Extended
Data Fig. 1), this effect resulted from inaccuracies in both the adopted telluric
spectrum and in the brown dwarf atmospheric models. Considering all these ambi-
guities, we found that the models with log10g 5 5.0 and Teff 5 1,500 and 1,450 K
(for components A and B, respectively) gave the best fits to data from all four
detectors. There is some degeneracy between temperature and surface gravity, with
greater Teff allowing somewhat higher log10g. Brown dwarf atmospheres have
never before been tested at this level of precision and so we did not interpolate
between models to improve marginally the quality of the fit. The effective tem-
peratures estimated from our analysis moderately exceeded the values reported by
previous studies13,14, and we attribute this difference to the well-known phenom-
enon that the effective temperature estimated from fitting model spectra to the CO
bandheads typically exceeds the temperature derived from integrating the broad-
band spectral energy distribution36,37. Comparison of future models to these data
should be highly instructive in refining substellar atmospheric models. In the ana-
lyses that follow, we use the BT-Settl models with the parameters given above;
using slightly different model parameters does not change our conclusions.

To conduct a Doppler imaging analysis properly we had to account for the
radial velocity shift of the brown dwarfs. We measure radial velocities for the A and
B components of 20.1 6 0.5 km s21 and 17.4 6 0.5 km s21, respectively, relative to
the Solar System barycentre; the uncertainties in these absolute measurements are
dominated by systematic uncertainties in our instrument model. Although the radial
velocities of Luhman 16A exhibited little internal scatter during our observations,
we saw an anomalous deviation (lasting from 1.5 h to 3 h after the start of observa-
tions) of roughly 1 km s21 in the radial velocity measurements of Luhman 16B.
Assuming that the systematic effects in measuring radial velocities are common to
our observations of both brown dwarfs, and examining only the spectra taken out-
side the time of anomalous radial velocities, we obtained a relative radial velocity
between the components of 2,8006 50 m s21. This measurement is consistent with the
orbital velocity expected between two old brown dwarfs in an orbit of a few decades14,
and indicates that it will eventually be possible to test brown dwarf evolutionary

models17 by measuring the individual component masses via a full three-dimen-
sional orbital solution using the system’s radial velocities and astrometry38,39.

To enhance our sensitivity, we used the technique of least squares deconvolu-
tion40 (LSD) to transform each spectrum into a single mean absorption line, with
high signal-to-noise ratio. Deviations in the resulting mean line profiles are dif-
ficult to see with the unaided eye, but after subtraction of the night’s mean line
profile, variations were apparent. Extended Data Fig. 3 shows the resulting tem-
poral evolution in the deviations from the global mean line profile: the rotational
signature of Luhman 16B’s inhomogeneous surface is clearly visible, dominated by
rotation of a darker region into and then out of view. Hints of brighter regions are
visible at other times. We found that the total absorption depth of the mean line
profile decreased by about 4% during this period. No such coherent signatures are
observable beyond Luhman 16B’s projected rotational velocity of 626.1 km s21,
and we do not see any such time-variable phenomena in our simultaneously acquired
spectra of Luhman 16A.
Spot modelling. To interpret our LSD line profiles, we first implemented a simple
spot model similar to that used to interpret photometry of variable brown dwarfs11.
This initial toy model assumes that Luhman 16B’s surface is dominated by a single
spot. We divided the surface into a grid, regularly spaced in latitude and longitude.
A 10 3 20 grid (18 degrees across each cell) is sufficient for the analysis to con-
verge. The spot was assumed to be circular and the remainder of the photosphere
was assumed to have uniform surface brightness with a linear limb-darkening law.
The free parameters are the brightness of the spot relative to the photosphere and
the spot’s radius, latitude and longitude. For a given set of parameters we generated
a surface map with the specified surface brightness distribution. For each grid cell
we then used the projected visible area and apparent flux, and the cell’s rotational
Doppler shift, to generate a set of rotationally broadened line profiles corresponding
to the time of each observation. Each line profile was continuum-normalized, and
the resulting set of simulated data is compared to the observed LSD line profiles.

To estimate the uncertainty on the spot parameters we used the emcee tool41,
which implements an affine-invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach. We
initialized 150 chains near a set of reasonable guess parameters (final results are
insensitive to this guess) and run all chains for 1,500 steps. After this initial ‘burn-
in’ phase the Markov chains were randomized and had lost any memory of their
initial starting conditions; we discarded the initial steps and ran the chains for an
additional 1,500 steps, afterwards verifying that they were well mixed both by
examination of the autocorrelation of the individual chains and by visual inspec-
tion of the likelihood and parameter values of the chains. Extended Data Fig. 4
shows the resulting posterior distributions of the spot’s latitude, radius and surface
brightness assuming i 5 30 degrees; the results do not change significantly for
smaller values of i. In this model the dark spot lies #31 degrees from the equator,
has a radius of 33 6 7 degrees, and is 88 6 3% as bright as the surrounding pho-
tosphere. This result implies a photometric variation of about 3%, consistent with
the wide range of variability seen from this system15,18. However, such parametrized
models typically exhibit strong degeneracies and tend not to lead to unique maps of
the surface brightness distributions of brown dwarfs11.
Doppler imaging. We constructed our Doppler imaging model as described by
ref. 20 using the 10 3 20 grid and line profile simulation techniques described
above. Our results did not change significantly if we increased the model’s spatial
resolution. Instead of an arbitrarily parametrized spot, in the Doppler imaging
model there are 200 free parameters: the contributions to the line profile from each
grid cell. Because there are approximately 35 pixels across each of 14 mean line
profiles, we nominally had 490 constraints; thus the problem appears well posed
and simple matrix techniques (for example, singular value decomposition) would
seem to be sufficient. However, it has long been recognized that such an approach
yields extremely noisy maps20,21,42, often with nonphysical values (for example,
negative surface brightness in some cells). Regularization was needed, so we used a
maximum entropy approach43 in which the merit function is Q 5 x2 – aS (where
x2 has its usual meaning, S is the image entropy of the map’s grid cells, and a is a
hyperparameter that determines the balance between goodness of fit and entropy).
We minimized Q using a standard multivariate optimizer, and we sped up con-
vergence by calculating the analytical gradients of Q relative to the brightnesses of
the map cells.

Our data are noisier, and the spectroscopic variations weaker, than in typical
Doppler imaging analyses of stars, so we tuned a to minimize the appearance of
spurious features while maintaining the fidelity of the resulting map. We did this
by generating a number of synthetic surface maps, simulating their line profiles and
adding Gaussian noise of the same amplitude as we found in our observed LSD
line profiles, and minimizing Q for various choices of a. An example of one such
simulation and recovery is shown in Extended Data Fig. 5, using the same value of
a as in the analysis leading to Fig. 2. This analysis demonstrates that the prominent
mid-latitude and polar features are probably real, whereas the lower-contrast equa-
torial features may be more affected by noise. The longitudinal elongation of equatorial
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features is a known feature of Doppler imaging maps44, so features near the equator
may be narrower than they appear. The main features in our recovered map do not
change for small variations in the Doppler imaging modelling parameters. Finally,
we find that although we cannot yet directly measure i with the current data45, our
maps do not change much for expected values of i (0–30 degrees).
Zonal banding and brown dwarf line profiles. The detection of axisymmetric
features (such as zonal banding) via Doppler Imaging is more challenging than the
detection of features lacking such symmetry: the latter are easily seen via their
time-variable effects on the line profiles, but the former can only be distinguished
by discerning deviations of the mean line shape from the modelled profile. We ran
a number of simulated Doppler imaging analyses on brown dwarfs with various
levels of banding. Extended Data Fig. 6 shows one such example, which is typical
insofar as it demonstrates our inability to recover even strong, large-scale zonal
bands. Even if the band contrast were 100%, our simulations show that recovery of
such features would be tentative only, given the current precision of our data.
Future observations at higher precision should have greater sensitivity to such
features, and these efforts will therefore become more susceptible to the spurious
axisymmetric bands that can result from Doppler imaging analyses performed
with inappropriate line profile shapes21,27,46. We therefore consider below possible
sources of uncertainty in modelling the detailed line shapes probed by our analysis.

In the PHOENIX synthetic atmosphere and spectral model employed in our
analysis, the strongest molecular lines are modelled as regular, symmetric Voigt
profiles extending out to a maximum half width of 20 cm21. Beyond this detuning,
effects of asymmetry and mixing of neighbouring lines no longer allow an ade-
quate representation of the wings by a simple Lorentzian. A generic half width at
half maximum (HWHM) of 0.08 cm21 bar21 at 296 K and a temperature expo-
nent of 0.5 was assumed for the Lorentz (pressure broadening) part of all molecu-
lar lines34, and Doppler broadening was calculated for the thermal velocity plus an
isotropic microturbulence of 0.8 km s21. The part of the spectrum covered by our
observations formed mainly at pressure levels of 1–2 bar (ref. 18). Specifically, the
wings of the strongest CO lines would form as deep as 4 bar, whereas the most
central portion of the line cores formed as high as the 10 mbar level. The corre-
sponding atmospheric temperatures in these layers (1,000–1,500 K) yielded a total
Doppler broadening of the order of 1.1–1.25 km s21, whereas the half width of the
collisional profile ranges from a few hundred metres per second in the cores up to
nearly 10 km s21 in the outer wings.

The true line profiles might deviate in several respects from the assumptions
used in the PHOENIX model. Microturbulence, which in stellar atmosphere
modelling simply denotes a random Gaussian velocity distribution on scales small
compared to the photon mean free path, has not been constrained very tightly for
brown dwarfs yet. A badly estimated microturbulence, particularly in the case of
an anisotropic distribution with a stronger horizontal component, may affect the
retrieval of surface features21,27,46.

Radiation hydrodynamic simulations do allow us some insight into the dynamic
structure of brown dwarf atmospheres, predicting horizontal root-mean-square
velocities of the order of 0.3 km s21 for our case, compared to values 3–5 times
smaller for the vertical component47. However, unlike for typical stars mapped by
Doppler imaging, in our case the total broadening is always dominated by the
thermal velocity, so given the constant microturbulent velocity of 0.8 km s21 of the
PHOENIX models, any realistic changes are unlikely to have a noticeable impact
on the line shapes. Pressure broadening of molecular lines, in contrast, has been
poorly studied for stellar and substellar atmosphere conditions, that is, for tem-
peratures of 1,000 K and higher and with molecular hydrogen (H2) and helium
(He) as main perturbers. Measurements of the broadening of CO lines in the
fundamental band at 4.6mm by noble gases and various other perturbers have
yielded a HWHM of approximately 0.07 cm21 bar21 at 296 K for H2 (ref. 48). A
study of the overtone band at 2.3mm perturbed by various noble gases showed very
similar widths to those in the fundamental49, so it may be safe to assume that the H2

broadening in this band is also comparable, and only about 12% smaller than our
model value. The temperature dependence, however, could be stronger, with a
possible temperature exponent of 0.5–0.75 (refs 50, 51). With all these effects com-
bined, we may expect the actual damping widths to be up to a factor of two smaller

than assumed in our model. On the other hand, the actual atmospheric conditions
also remain poorly constrained, without a detailed spectral analysis or tighter limits
on age and mass of the system. For an older and more massive brown dwarf, a
surface gravity up to three times higher with correspondingly larger atmospheric
pressures is possible, which would affect the collisional damping part of the line
wings, but not the Doppler cores. Finally, collisional perturbations are also known
to shift molecular lines. This effect, and in particular its temperature dependence, is
even less well studied for perturbers other than H2 and He49,52, but the shifts should
be around an order of magnitude smaller than the HWHM and thus have little
effect on the position of the line cores.

In conclusion, it seems feasible that future observations at higher precision could
determine whether Luhman 16B exhibits zonal banding. At present, our current
data are not sufficiently sensitive to address this issue.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Spectral calibration for Luhman 16A (a and b) and
Luhman 16B (c and d). The red curves (a and c) show the modelled spectra,
which mostly overlap the observed spectra (plotted in black). The gaps in
the spectra correspond to physical spaces between the four infrared array

detectors. The residuals to the fits (b and d) are generally a few per cent, with
larger deviations apparent near CO bandheads (for example, at 2.294mm and
2.323mm) and strong telluric absorption lines (for example, at 2.290mm and
2.340mm).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Calibrated spectra of the brown dwarfs, showing the individual calibrated spectra of Luhman 16A (a) and Luhman 16B (b).
The time of each observation is indicated.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Luhman 16B shows strong rotationally induced
variability (b) whereas Luhman 16A does not (a). The colour scale indicates
the deviations from a uniform line profile as measured relative to the line
continuum. Luhman 16B’s variations are dominated by a dark region
(diagonal streak, corresponding to a decrease of roughly 4% in equivalent
width) that comes into view at 1.5 h heading towards the observer, rotates
across the brown dwarf to the receding side, and is again hidden behind the

limb at 3 h. Brighter regions are visible at earlier and later times, but are less
prominent. No significant spectroscopic variability is apparent for
Luhman 16A, and no coherent features are seen beyond Luhman 16B’s
projected rotational velocity (enclosed between the vertical dashed lines).
All these points indicate that we are detecting intrinsic spectroscopic variability
from Luhman 16B.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Posterior parameter distributions from our
single-spot toy model, showing a large mid-latitude spot. The inner and
outer curves in panels a–c indicate the 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions.

The plot shown assumes i 5 30 degrees; smaller inclinations result in a slightly
more equatorial spot, but the best-fit values remain within the inner 68.3%
confidence regions.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Simulated brown dwarf with spots, and the map
recovered from Doppler imaging. a, Simulated variable brown dwarf seen at
an inclination of i 5 30 degrees. The dark and light mid-latitude spots are,
respectively, 40% darker and 10% brighter than the photosphere; the dark
streak is 10% darker and the polar spot is 20% brighter. b, Surface map
recovered from Doppler imaging, assuming noise levels similar to that seen in
our observed data, after tuning the hyperparameter a to minimize spurious

features. High-contrast features are recovered: the dark spot is in the correct
location and the polar spot is only moderately distorted. The equatorial bright
spot is visible in the recovered map, but it cannot be reliably distinguished
from image artefacts that preferentially cluster near the equator. The dark stripe
is not recovered. Thus our analysis can accurately recover strong features,
but data quality precludes us from discerning smaller or fainter features.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Simulated brown dwarf with spots and bands, and
the map recovered from Doppler imaging. a, Simulated variable brown dwarf
with the same surface features as in Extended Data Fig. 5, but now also
exhibiting zonal bands with an amplitude of 620% of the mean photospheric

brightness level. b, Surface map recovered from Doppler imaging
under the same assumptions as in Extended Data Fig. 5. High-contrast,
non-axisymmetric features are recovered as before, but we cannot recover
even prominent global bands with the current precision of our data.
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Observation of Dirac monopoles in a synthetic
magnetic field
M. W. Ray1, E. Ruokokoski2, S. Kandel1{, M. Möttönen2,3 & D. S. Hall1

Magnetic monopoles—particles that behave as isolated north or
south magnetic poles—have been the subject of speculation since
the first detailed observations of magnetism several hundred years
ago1. Numerous theoretical investigations and hitherto unsuccess-
ful experimental searches2 have followed Dirac’s 1931 development
of a theory of monopoles consistent with both quantum mechanics
and the gauge invariance of the electromagnetic field3. The existence
of even a single Dirac magnetic monopole would have far-reaching
physical consequences, most famously explaining the quantization
of electric charge3,4. Although analogues of magnetic monopoles
have been found in exotic spin ices5,6 and other systems7–9, there has
been no direct experimental observation of Dirac monopoles within
a medium described by a quantum field, such as superfluid helium-3
(refs 10–13). Here we demonstrate the controlled creation14 of Dirac
monopoles in the synthetic magnetic field produced by a spinor
Bose–Einstein condensate. Monopoles are identified, in both experi-
ments and matching numerical simulations, at the termini of vortex
lines within the condensate. By directly imaging such a vortex line,
the presence of a monopole may be discerned from the experimental
data alone. These real-space images provide conclusive and long-
awaited experimental evidence of the existence of Dirac monopoles.
Our result provides an unprecedented opportunity to observe and
manipulate these quantum mechanical entities in a controlled
environment.

Maxwell’s equations refer neither to magnetic monopoles nor to the
magnetic currents that arise from their motion. Although a simple
symmetrization with respect to the electric and magnetic fields, respect-
ively E and B, leads to equations that involve these magnetic charges,
it also seemingly prevents their description in terms of the familiar
scalar and vector potentials, respectively V and A, alone. Because the
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of potentials,
rather than electromagnetic fields, this modification immediately leads
to serious theoretical challenges.

In a celebrated paper that combined arguments from quantum
mechanics and classical electrodynamics3, Dirac identified electromag-
netic potentials consistent with the existence of magnetic monopoles.
His derivation relies on the observation that in quantum mechanics
the potentials V and A influence charged-particle dynamics either
through the Hamiltonian or, equivalently, through modifications of
the complex phase of the particle wavefunction. Armed with these
equivalent perspectives, Dirac then considered the phase properties of
a wavefunction pierced by a semi-infinite nodal line with non-zero
phase winding. He discovered that the corresponding electromagnetic
potentials yield the magnetic field of a monopole located at the end-
point of the nodal line. The vector potential in this case also exhibits a
nonphysical line singularity, or ‘Dirac string’, that terminates at the
monopole.

We experimentally create Dirac monopoles in the synthetic electro-
magnetic field that arises in the context of a ferromagnetic spin-1 87Rb
Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) in a tailored excited state14. The BEC

is described by a quantum mechanical order parameter that satisfies a
nonlinear Schrödinger equation, and the synthetic gauge potentials
describing a north magnetic pole (Fig. 1) are generated by the spin
texture. This experiment builds on studies of synthetic electric and
magnetic fields, respectively E* and B*, in atomic BECs, which is an
emerging topic of intense interest in the simulation of condensed-
matter systems with ultracold atoms15,16. Unlike monopole experiments
in spin ices5,6, liquid crystals7, skyrmion lattices9 and metallic ferro-
magnets8, our experiments demonstrate the essential quantum fea-
tures of the monopole envisioned by Dirac3.

Physically, the vector potential, A*, and synthetic magnetic field,
B1~B+|A1, are related to the superfluid velocity, vs, and vorticity,
V 5 = 3 vs, respectively. (Here B denotes Planck’s constant divided by
2p.) Our primary evidence for the existence of the monopole comes
from images of the condensate density taken after the creation of these
fields (Figs 2 and 3), which reveal a nodal vortex line with 4p phase
winding terminating within the condensate. The images also display a
three-dimensional spin structure that agrees well with the results of

1Department of Physics, Amherst College, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002–5000, USA. 2QCD Labs, COMP Centre of Excellence, Department of Applied Physics, Aalto University, PO Box 13500, 00076
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Figure 1 | Schematic representations of the monopole creation process and
experimental apparatus. a–c, Theoretical spin orientation (red arrows) within
the condensate when the magnetic field zero (black dot) is above (a), entering
(b) and in the middle of (c) the condensate. The helix represents the singularity
in the vorticity. d, Azimuthal superfluid velocity, vs (colour scale and red
arrow), scaled by equatorial velocity, ve. Black arrows depict the synthetic
magnetic field, B*. e, Experimental set-up showing magnetic quadrupole (Q)
and bias field (BX, BY and BZ) coils. Red arrows (OT) show beam paths of the
optical dipole trap, and blue arrows indicate horizontal (H) and vertical (V)
imaging axes. Gravity points in the 2z direction.
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numerical simulations (Fig. 4). We analyse these findings and discuss
their implications below.

The spinor order parameter corresponding to the Dirac mono-
pole14,17 is generated by an adiabatic spin rotation in response to a
time-varying magnetic field, B(r, t). Similar spin rotations have been
used to create multiply quantized vortices18 and skyrmion spin textures19.
The order parameter Y(r, t) 5 y(r, t)f(r, t) is the product of a scalar
order parameter, y, and a spinor, f~ fz1,f0,f{1ð ÞT¼^ fj i, where
fm 5 Æmjfæ represents the mth spinor component along z. The con-
densate is initially spin-polarized along the z axis, that is, f 5 (1, 0, 0)T.
Following the method introduced in ref. 14, a magnetic field
B r,tð Þ~bq xx̂zyŷ{2zẑð ÞzBz tð Þẑ is applied, where bq . 0 is the
strength of a quadrupole field gradient and Bz(t) is a uniform bias
field. The magnetic field zero is initially located on the z axis at
z~Bz 0ð Þ=(2bq)?Z, where Z is the axial Thomas–Fermi radius of the
condensate. The spin rotation occurs as Bz is reduced, drawing the
magnetic field zero into the region occupied by the superfluid.

Ideally, the condensate spin adiabatically follows the local direction
of the field (Fig. 1a–c). Our numerical analysis indicates, and both
simulations and experiment confirm, that the fraction of atoms under-
going non-adiabatic spin-flip transitions is of order 1% for our experi-
mental parameters. The spin texture in the adiabatic case is conveniently

expressed in a scaled and shifted coordinate system with x9 5 x,
y9 5 y, z9 5 2z 2 Bz/bq, corresponding derivatives =9, and spherical
coordinates (r9, h9, Q9). This transformation scales the z axis by a fac-
tor of two and shifts the origin of coordinates to coincide with the
zero of the magnetic field. The applied magnetic field is then
B~bq x0x̂0zy0ŷ0{z0ẑ0ð Þ. As Bz is reduced, each spin rotates by an
angle p2 h9 about an axis n̂ r0,h0,Q0ð Þ~{x̂0 sin Q0zŷ0 cos Q0. This
spatially dependent rotation leads to a superfluid velocity

vs~
B

Mr0
1zcos h0

sin h0
Q̂0 ð1Þ

and vorticity

V~{
B

Mr02
r̂0z

4pB
M

d x0ð Þd y0ð ÞH z0ð Þr̂0 ð2Þ

where M is the atomic mass, d is the Dirac delta function and H is the
Heaviside step function. The vorticity is that of a monopole attached
to a semi-infinite vortex line singularity, of phase winding 4p, extend-
ing along the 1z9 axis.

The synthetic vector potential arising from the spin rotation can be
written as A1~{Mvs=B, with the line singularity in A* coincident
with the nodal line in Y. However, this singularity is nonphysical,
because it depends on the choice of gauge and can even be made to
vanish20 (Supplementary Information). The synthetic magnetic field of
the monopole is therefore simply

B1~
B

r02
r̂0 ð3Þ

The fields vs and B* are depicted in Fig. 1d.
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Figure 2 | Experimental creation of Dirac monopoles. Images of the
condensate showing the integrated particle densities in different spin
components as Bz,f is decreased. Each row a–f contains images of an individual
condensate. The leftmost column shows colour composite images of the
column densities taken along the horizontal axis for the three spin states
{ | 1æ, | 0æ, | 21æ}; the colour map is given in f. Yellow arrows indicate the location
of the nodal lines. The rightmost three columns show images taken along the
vertical axis. The scale is 285mm 3 285mm (horizontal) and 220mm 3 220mm
(vertical), and the peak column density is ~np~1:0|109 cm{2.
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Figure 3 | Comparison between experiment and simulation. Experimental
(a, c) and simulated (b, d) condensate particle densities with the monopole near
the centre of the condensate. Comparisons along the vertical axis are shown
in rows a and b, and those along the horizontal axis are shown in rows c and
d. The hole observed in the | 21æ component (row a) is discernible as a line of
diminished density in row c. The field of view is 220mm 3 220mm in a and
b and 285mm 3 285mm in c and d. The colour composite images and ~np are as
in Fig. 2.
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The experimental set-up21 is shown schematically in Fig. 1e. The
optically trapped 87Rb BEC consists of N < 1.8(2) 3 105 atoms in the
jF 5 1, m 5 1æ ; j1æ spin state, where the uncertainty reflects shot-
to-shot variations and the calibration of the detection system. The
calculated radial and axial Thomas–Fermi radii are R 5 6.5mm and
Z 5 4.6mm, respectively, and the corresponding optical trap frequen-
cies are respectively vr < 2p3 160 Hz and vz < 2p3 220 Hz. Four
sets of coils are used to produce bq, Bz and the transverse magnetic
field components Bx and By, which are used to guide the applied
magnetic field zero into the condensate. At the beginning of the mono-
pole creation process, the bias field is Bz 5 10 mG. The quadrupole
field gradient is then linearly ramped from zero to bq 5 3.7 G cm21,
placing the magnetic field zero approximately 30mm above the con-
densate. The field zero is then brought down into the condensate by
decreasing Bz linearly to Bz,f at the rate _Bz~{0:25 G s{1. We call this
the ‘creation ramp’.

The atomic density of each spinor component jmæ is imaged as estab-
lished by the local spin rotation during the creation ramp (Methods).
As the field zero passes through the condensate (Fig. 2a–f), the distri-
bution of particles in the three spin states changes in a manner indi-
cative of the expected spin rotation shown in Fig. 1. The nodal line
appears in the images taken along the vertical axis as holes in the j21æ
and j0æ components, and in the side images as regions of reduced
density extending vertically from the top of the condensate towards,
but not through, the j1æ component. This nodal line extends more
deeply into the condensate as Bz,f is reduced. Ultimately it splits into
two vortex lines (Fig. 2f; see also Extended Data Fig. 1)—the character-
istic signature of the decay of a doubly quantized vortex22—illustrating
its 4p phase winding.

We compare the experimental images of the vertically (Fig. 3a) and
horizontally (Fig. 3c) imaged density profiles with those given by numer-
ical simulations (Fig. 3b, d) in which the monopole is near the centre of
the condensate. The simulation data are obtained by solving the full
three-dimensional dynamics of the spinor order parameter (Methods).
The locations of the doubly quantized and singly quantized vortices
in spinor components j21æ and j0æ are visible in the experimentally
acquired density profiles, as are other structures discernible in the
images obtained from the numerical simulations. The observed ver-
tical spatial separation of the spinor components (Fig. 3c) confirms
that the vortex line terminates within the bulk of the condensate.

The quantitative agreement between experiment and simulation is
apparent in Fig. 4, which shows cross-sections of the density profiles
taken through the centre of the condensate. The differences observed
in the peak densities (Fig. 4a) of the experimental (solid lines) and
simulated (dashed lines) data are due to effects not taken into account
in the simulation, such as three-body losses that were observed to be
,10% in the experiment. To show their effect, we have scaled the sim-
ulated data accordingly (dotted lines). Noting the absence of free para-
meters, the experimental data are in very good agreement with the
numerical simulation.

We also show the fraction of the condensate in each spinor com-
ponent for different vertical monopole locations within the condensate
(Fig. 4b), including data from images in which the nodal line of the
order parameter does not necessarily coincide with the z axis. The
physical observable is the position of the centre of mass of the j0æ
component, z0, relative to the centre of mass of the whole condensate,
zc. Again, we find that the experiments and simulations are in very
good quantitative agreement without any free parameters.

An alternative description of the origins of the velocity and vorticity
profiles (equations (1) and (2)) can be presented in terms of the motion
of the monopole (Supplementary Information). As the monopole
approaches the condensate, it is a source not only of the synthetic
magnetic field, B* (equation (3)), but also of an azimuthal synthetic
electric field, E*, described by Faraday’s law, +0|E1~{LB1=Lt. Each
mass element of the superfluid is given a corresponding azimuthal
acceleration by E*. The monopole motion thereby induces the appro-
priate superfluid velocity and vorticity profiles within the condensate,
in a manner similar to the induction of electric current in a super-
conducting loop by the motion of a (natural) magnetic monopole23. In
our case, the condensate itself is the monopole detector, analogous to
the superconducting loop. Being three-dimensional, however, it is
sensitive to the entire 4p solid angle surrounding the monopole.

The creation and manipulation of a Dirac monopole in a controlled
environment opens up a wide range of experimental and theoretical
investigations. The time evolution and decay14 of the monopole are of
particular interest because it is not created in the ground state24.
Interactions between the monopole and other topological excitations,
such as vortices, present another fundamental research avenue with a
variety of unexplored phenomena. There exists also the possibility of
identifying and studying condensate spin textures that correspond to
other exotic synthetic electromagnetic fields, such as that of the non-
Abelian monopole25. Finally, the experimental methods developed in
this work can also be directly used in the realization of a vortex pump26,
which paves the way for the study of peculiar many-body quantum
states, such as those related to the quantum Hall effect27.
Note added in proof: The effects of the Lorentz force arising from an
inhomogeneous synthetic magnetic field have recently been observed
in condensate dynamics28.

METHODS SUMMARY
Imaging. After the creation ramp, we non-adiabatically change Bz from Bz,f to a
large value (typically several hundred milligauss) to project the condensate spinor
components {jmæ} into the approximate eigenstates of the Zeeman Hamiltonian
while preserving the monopole spin texture. We call this the ‘projection ramp’. The
condensate is then released from the trap and allowed to expand for 22.9 ms. The
three spin states are separated along the x axis during the expansion by a 3.5-ms
pulse of the magnetic field gradient with the magnetic bias field pointing in the
x direction. We take images simultaneously along the horizontal and vertical axes.
Data. The images shown in Figs 2 and 3 are selected from among several dozen
similar images taken under identical conditions, and hundreds of similar images
taken under similar conditions (see also Extended Data Fig. 2 for representative
examples). Not every experimental run yields an image of a monopole, because
drifts in the magnetic field and location of the optical trap cause the magnetic field
zero to pass outside the BEC. Under optimal conditions, five to ten consecutive
images may be taken before drifts require adjustment of the bias fields.
Simulation. We solve the full three-dimensional Gross–Pitaevskii equation with
simulation parameters chosen to match those of the experiment, excepting the
effects of three-body losses and the magnetic forces arising from the gradient
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Figure 4 | Quantitative comparison between experiment and simulation.
a, Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dashed and dotted lines) column
densities ~n of the condensate from the vertical images in Fig. 3, with cross-
sections taken as shown in the insets. Dotted lines show the approximate effect
of three-body losses (see text). The origin x 5 0 coincides with the hole in state
| 0æ. b, Fractions in each spin state for different positions of the centre of mass of
the | 0æ state (z0) relative to that of the condensate (zc), in units of the axial
Thomas–Fermi radius (Z). Solid lines are simulated values and points marked
with letters and numbers correspond to panels a–e of Figs 2 and 3, respectively.
Typical error bars that reflect uncertainties in the calibration of the imaging
system are shown for several points.
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during the spin state separation just before imaging. To show the effects of the
expansion, we present integrated particle densities of the condensate from the
numerical simulation immediately after the creation ramp, and while the magnetic
field zero is still in the condensate, in Extended Data Fig. 3. The volume considered
varies from 20|20|20a3

r to 320|320|320a3
r , where ar~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B=Mvr

p
<0:9 mm

is the radial harmonic oscillator length. The size of the computational grid changes
from 180 3 180 3 180 to 1,024 3 1,024 3 1,024 points.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Site- and energy-selective slow-electron production
through intermolecular Coulombic decay
Kirill Gokhberg1, Přemysl Kolorenč2, Alexander I. Kuleff1 & Lorenz S. Cederbaum1

Irradiation of matter with light tends to electronically excite atoms
and molecules, with subsequent relaxation processes determining
where the photon energy is ultimately deposited and electrons and
ions produced. In weakly bound systems, intermolecular Coulombic
decay1 (ICD) enables very efficient relaxation of electronic excita-
tion through transfer of the excess energy to neighbouring atoms or
molecules that then lose an electron and become ionized2–9. Here we
propose that the emission site and energy of the electrons released
during this process can be controlled by coupling the ICD to a res-
onant core excitation. We illustrate this concept with ab initio many-
body calculations on the argon–krypton model system, where resonant
photoabsorption produces an initial or ‘parent’ excitation of the
argon atom, which then triggers a resonant-Auger-ICD cascade that
ends with the emission of a slow electron from the krypton atom.
Our calculations show that the energy of the emitted electrons depends
sensitively on the initial excited state of the argon atom. The incident
energy can thus be adjusted both to produce the initial excitation in
a chosen atom and to realize an excitation that will result in the
emission of ICD electrons with desired energies. These properties of
the decay cascade might have consequences for fundamental and
applied radiation biology and could be of interest in the develop-
ment of new spectroscopic techniques.

Since its prediction1 in 1997, ICD has been successfully investigated
in a variety of systems7. It usually proceeds on a femtosecond timescale
and becomes faster the more neighbours are present, often dominating
most of the competing relaxation processes. ICD remains effective over
considerable interatomic distances: in He dimers, the weakest bound
systems known in nature, it is operative over distances of about 45 times
the atomic radius8,9. The initial electronic excitation triggering ICD may
be produced directly by photoabsorption, electron impact or even ion
impact, as demonstrated recently10. It can also result from multistage
processes such as Auger decay11–13, with the overall Auger-ICD cascade
initiated by core ionization of an atom (typically through X-ray absorp-
tion) that is part of a more complex system. In this case, however, there
is little control over where exactly the Auger decay is triggered and
where the subsequent ICD takes place. Indeed, in a polyatomic system,
all atoms with core-ionization potentials below the energy of the impact-
ing photon may become ionized and undergo an Auger transition.

Our proposal for realizing ICD with control over both the location
of the process and the energies of the emitted ICD electrons exploits
resonant Auger decay14. It uses photons with an energy just below the
core-ionization threshold of a selected atom in a larger system, so that
at a number of discrete energies the core electron will resonantly absorb
the photon and be promoted to some bound, unoccupied orbital to give
a highly energetic, core-excited state that can decay through the emis-
sion of an Auger electron. In this process, a valence electron fills the
initial vacancy and another valence electron is ejected into the con-
tinuum, while the initially excited electron remains a spectator. This
‘spectator resonant Auger’ mechanism produces highly excited valence-
ionized states (known as photoionization satellite states). The alternative,
‘participator’, process, in which the initially excited electron participates

in the decay, is usually the much less efficient de-excitation pathway of
core excitations.

As sketched in Fig. 1, the resonant Auger decay transforms the ini-
tially core-excited species into an excited, valence-ionized state with an
excess energy of typically a few tens of electronvolts; the latter can then
transfer its excess energy to the environment by continuing to decay
electronically through ICD. In contrast to Auger-driven ICD, this resonant-
Auger-driven ICD (RA–ICD) offers control over key features of the
ICD process. First, in a given environment, the energy of emitted ICD
electrons depends sensitively on the energies and populations of the
states produced by resonant Auger decay, which in turn depend on the
nature of the parent, core-excited state. This offers the possibility of vary-
ing the energetic composition of the ICD spectra in a controlled manner
by adjusting the energy of the initiating, high-energy photon to reso-
nantly excite the particular parent state that will produce the desired
ICD electrons. Second, the initial parent core excitation can be placed
selectively not only on chemically different atoms but also on identical
atoms occupying non-equivalent sites in the system. (This selectivity
stems from the different chemical shifts the atoms experience in dif-
ferent chemical environments and is used in near edge X-ray absorp-
tion fine structure spectroscopy to study, for example, the bonding in
biologically relevant organic molecules15.) And because the resonant
Auger decay tends to be local and to populate excited valence-ionized
states with two holes localized predominantly on the atom bearing the
initial excitation16, the subsequent ICD will mostly ionize the envir-
onment in the vicinity of the parent core excitation (Fig. 1b). In other
words, the site where the ICD electrons are produced can be selectively
chosen.

We illustrate the RA–ICD cascade for ArKr, a simple system that
allows for a particularly clear illustration of the processes involved. Here
RA–ICD can be initiated using a photon energy of 246.51 eV selectively
to populate the 2p{1

1=24s state of Ar (ref. 17), which lives for only 5.5 fs
(ref. 18) and locally undergoes spectator Auger decay populating a band
of excited states of Ar1 (Methods). These excited valence-ionized states
lie between 17 and 22 eV above the ground state of Ar1 and can there-
fore undergo ICD with the neighbouring Kr, whose lowest ionization
potential is 14 eV. The ICD rates determined from extensive ab initio
many-body calculations confirm that the ionic states indeed further
decay by ICD, with the calculated electron spectrum (Fig. 2a) exhibiting
a pronounced peak between 0 and 1 eV and a weaker peak between 2 and
4 eV (see Methods for details of the computational scheme). Following
the ICD, Ar1 and Kr1 will repel each other, resulting in a dissociation
process known as a Coulomb explosion, which endows the ions with
,3.7 eV of kinetic energy.

On increasing the energy of the X-ray photon by just 0.4 eV to 246.93 eV,
the 2p{1

3=23d parent state of Ar is excited. The resonant Auger decay of
this core excitation populates a completely different band of excited
states of Ar1, but these can also all decay further by ICD (Methods). In
this case, the spectrum of the emitted electrons (Fig. 2b) consists of one
peak between 3 and 5 eV and another between 6 and 8 eV. We see that
two different core excitations of the same atom result in very different
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energy distributions of the emitted ICD electrons, illustrating the poten-
tial to control the energies of the ICD electrons. We note that in both
excitation schemes, only a fraction of a percent of the total decay rate19

is accounted for by the participator Auger channel, which does not
result in ICD; in contrast, the spectator Auger final states, which do
undergo further ICD, comprise about 75% of the total population in
the case of the 2p{1

1=24s parent excitation and more than 95% in the case
of the 2p{1

3=23d parent excitation. In other systems, such as the molecular
dimers experimentally shown to undergo RA–ICD in the companion
paper to this one20, these and other details may of course differ; but the
basic underlying mechanism of the RA–ICD cascade will be similar to
what we have shown for ArKr.

The ability to control the location and energies of ICD electrons by
core-exciting selected atoms to different parent states suggests that the
RA–ICD cascade could serve as the foundation for a promising analyt-
ical technique. Intriguing possibilities may arise from the fact that the
method combines intramolecular Auger decay, which produces Auger
electrons that can be used to study the electronic structure of the molecule
at the excitation site, with intermolecular, neighbour-involving ICD,
which produces electrons that can be used to probe the local environment
(Fig. 1b). In the latter regard, RA–ICD may seem similar to the multi-
atom resonant photoemission effect suggested to be sensitive to the
local chemical environment of an atom in a crystal21. Although that effect

is also initiated by a core excitation, it involves a single interatomic de-
excitation step that results in core-electron emission from a neighbour-
ing atom. But this interatomic decay mode is strongly suppressed22 and
is thus difficult to use, owing to the strong competition of the resonant
Auger process in the primary excited atom. In contrast, the final ICD
step of the RA–ICD cascade in atomic systems has no competitor (except
for the much slower radiative decay) and the whole process is extremely
efficient. Even in molecular systems, where additional relaxation modes
involving nuclear dynamics are present, the ICD process remains very
effective2,20.

In closing, we note that radiation-induced DNA damage is generally
attributed to electrons with energies less than 500 eV (ref. 23) and to
radical species24. Some radiotherapy approaches incorporate high-atomic-
number elements as Auger-electron emitters25,26 into DNA, for the tar-
geted production of genotoxic electrons thought to arise from the local
Auger cascade in the high-atomic-number element. However, a large
number of interatomic decay channels will be open in a high-atomic-
number Auger-electron emitter placed in an environment as complex
as DNA and its solvation shell. Indeed, the probability of ICD-like
processes27,28 taking place in this system and simultaneously generating
genotoxic electrons and radical cations will be very high and ought to
be considered (Methods). We also note that the RA–ICD cascade is more
efficient and selective in producing genotoxic species than are traditional

+

++

+

+

X-ray excitation

Resonant Auger decay

ICD

a b

Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of the RA–ICD cascade. a, The mechanism.
A parent core-excited state embedded in the environment decays locally by the
spectator resonant Auger process, producing highly excited valence-ionized
states. These states continue to decay by ICD, ionizing the neighbours in the
environment. The two cations produced by ICD repel each other and undergo a

Coulomb explosion (not shown). b, Selectivity property. The parent state is
produced selectively in a given atom of the embedded system. The excited
valence-ionized states formed in the resonant Auger process tend to be
localized at the site of the initial excitation and decay by ICD, ionizing
predominantly neighbours from the environment nearest to this site.
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photon-activated techniques that initiate the Auger cascade through
K-shell ionization26. In particular, the site- and energy-selectivity of the
resonant core excitation process make it possible to tune the energies of
the slow electrons generated. This feature might prove useful in optim-
izing radiotherapy efficiency. It has been shown29,30 that electrons with
energies between 0 and 4 eV predominantly induce single-strand breaks
in DNA, and that the more damaging double-strand breaks are more
efficiently produced by electrons with energies greater than 6 eV. We
believe that a detailed mechanistic understanding of DNA lesions, in
conjunction with the tunability of RA–ICD, could offer enough control
over radiation-induced cell damage to lead to efficient cancer therapies.

METHODS SUMMARY
The ICD lifetimes of the involved states were computed using an ab initio many-
body method. This method is based on the general Fano resonance formalism, in
which the initial decaying state is represented as a bound (discrete) state embedded
in the continuum of final states of the decay. TheL2 approximations for the discrete
and continuum components of the (N 2 1)-electron wavefunction are obtained
within the Green’s function in the algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC)
approach, and the resulting discretized spectrum is renormalized and interpolated
in energy using the Stieltjes imaging technique. The potential energy curves of the
initial and final ICD states were modelled using atomic data. The final ICD-electron
spectra were obtained by convolving the discrete electronic transitions with an
appropriate Gaussian profile.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 2 | Spectra of the ICD electrons emitted in the RA–ICD cascades
in ArKr. ICD electron spectra for core excitation of the Ar(2p{1

1=24s) parent
state at 246.51 eV (a) and core excitation of the Ar(2p{1

3=23d) parent state at
246.93 eV (b). The discrete lines are obtained using the frozen-nuclei
approximation, whereas the continuous lines are evaluated by the convolution
of each discrete line with a Gaussian with a full-width at half-maximum of
1.4 eV, qualitatively accounting for the nuclear dynamics (see Methods for
computational details). The spectra illustrate that two different core excitations
of the same atom lead to very different energy distributions of the ICD
electrons. a.u., arbitrary units.
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METHODS
Identifying open ICD channels. After the excited valence-ionized states of ArKr
have been populated by resonant Auger decay of the 2p{1

1=24s or 2p{1
3=23d parent

excitation of Ar, they can further decay by ICD that can be identified in the
following simple way.

As the parent excitation and the following resonant Auger process are ultrafast
(the resonant-Auger lifetime in the studied cases is only 5.5 fs (ref. 18)), the Auger
transitions take place at equilibrium internuclear distance of the neutral system,
Req 5 3.88 Å. Therefore, the states that can further decay by ICD are those whose
energies at around Req are larger than the energies of the final Ar1Kr1 states of the
ICD process. To determine the relevant energies at around Req, we first make use of
the fact that bound excited valence-ionized states of van der Waals dimers are known
to be very shallow, having dissociation energies in the millielectronvolt range31.
Therefore, the potential energy curves of the Ar1(3p22nl)Kr states can be well
approximated by horizontal lines calibrated to the corresponding Ar1(3p22nl)
energies. In contrast, the Coulomb repulsion between the two ions in the final
Ar1Kr1 states of ICD determines the 1/R asymptotic behaviour of the corres-
ponding potential energy curves. As shown in our previous studies32,33, analytical
curves based on the Coulomb law and calibrated at infinite internuclear distance
to the sum of the energies of the corresponding atomic fragments34 give reliable
values for the energies of these states around Req.

In Extended Data Fig. 1, we depict the energy diagram of the excited valence-
ionized states of ArKr most populated in the resonant Auger decay of the 2p{1

1=24s
parent state together with all possible final ICD states. From the plot, it becomes
obvious that apart from the Ar1(3p22(3P)4s)Kr state, all other excited valence-
ionized states depicted in the graph can decay by ICD around Req. The figure also
gives the relative populations of the final Auger states17 (in per cent).

Increasing the energy of the X-ray photon by just 0.4 eV would excite the 2p{1
3=23d

parent state at 246.93 eV. The resonant Auger decay of this core excitation populates
a totally different band of excited valence-ionized states. Two series of Ar1(3p22nl)Kr
states are populated by the resonant Auger transition17. The Ar1(3p223d)Kr states
are produced in the strict spectator transition with the excited electron still occu-
pying the 3d orbital. In addition, the resonant Auger decay strongly populates the
‘shake-up satellite’ Ar1(3p224d)Kr states, where the excited spectator electron is
promoted to the higher lying 4d orbital. The energy diagram of these states together
with the final Ar1Kr1 states populated by the ICD is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.
We see that all the excited valence-ionized states produced by the resonant Auger
process can further decay by ICD around Req.
Evaluation of the ICD rates. To see whether the ICD is an operative mode of
relaxation of these ionized excited states, we need to compute the ICD rates or,
equivalently, the ICD lifetimes. For the evaluation of the ICD lifetimes, we used an
ab initio many-body approach. The method is well documented in the literature35

and is based on the general Fano resonance formalism36, in which the initial decay-
ing state is represented as a bound (discrete) state embedded in and interacting
with the continuum of final states of the decay. The L2 approximations for the
discrete and continuum components of the (N 2 1)-electron wavefunction are
obtained within the Green’s function in the ADC approach37, and the resulting
discretized spectrum is renormalized and interpolated in energy using the Stieltjes
imaging technique38. The Green’s function calculations were performed using
large basis sets. Both effective core potential ECP.Dolg.6s6p3d1f.4s4p3d1f.8e-
MWB (ref. 39) and standard Dunning aug-cc-pVQZ (refs 40, 41) basis sets with
additional diffuse and distributed functions were used as an input data, giving very
similar results for the lifetimes.

Each state produced by resonant Auger decay and decaying by ICD has been found
to have its own individual lifetime. The ICD lifetimes of the various Ar1(3p224s)Kr
and Ar1(3p223d)Kr decaying states were found to be between 13 and 220 fs, and
the lifetimes of the shake-up Ar1(3p224d)Kr satellites are between 600 fs and 2 ps.
We see that indeed the ICD is efficient and will be the primary relaxation mode of
the states produced by the resonant Auger transition. This is also confirmed by the
recent measurements20 of the RA–ICD cascade in (N2)2 and (CO)2 showing that
the ICD takes place before the excited molecule is able to undergo dissociation,
suggesting a timescale of ,10 fs for the ICD process. Notably, the ICD rate strongly
increases with the increase of the number of neighbours42,43, making the ICD in
larger clusters, as well as in biological media, an extremely efficient mode of relaxation.
ICD electron spectra after RA–ICD cascade in ArKr. From the generally high
efficiency of the ICD process, we can estimate the ICD electron spectra assuming
that the whole cascade takes place at the equilibrium distance. This assumption is
strongly supported by the measurements20 on the process in N2 and CO dimers,
which show that the whole cascade takes place at the equilibrium distance of the
dimer. Within this approximation, the ICD-electron spectrum will consist of dis-
crete lines with positions corresponding to the energy differences between the initial
and final states of the ICD process, and heights reflecting the population of the
given decaying state and the multiplicity of the final one. For the two studied cases,

the ICD-electron spectra obtained in this way have been plotted in Fig. 2. We see
that, for the 2p{1

1=24s parent state, the spectrum has two peaks: a pronounced peak
between 0 and 1 eV and a weaker peak between 2 and 4 eV (Fig. 2a). For the 2p{1

3=23d
parent state, the spectrum again consists of two peaks but in different energy
regions: a peak between 3 and 5 eV and another between 6 and 8 eV (Fig. 2b). Com-
paring the spectra, we notice that a small change in core-excitation energies leads to
totally different energies of electrons emitted in the ICD. In both cases, the final
ICD products, Ar1 and Kr1, will repel each other, resulting in a Coulomb explo-
sion. At the end of this dissociative process, the ions will acquire a kinetic energy
of 3.7 eV. This energy can be directly measured in dimers, resulting in the ‘kinetic
energy release spectrum’2. In the frozen-nuclei approximation, this spectrum would
consist of a single line at 3.7 eV. As for the ICD-electron distribution (see below),
the nuclear motion will introduce a broadening of this line.

The spectra of discrete lines shown in Fig. 2 reflect only the electronic degrees of
freedom. We can take a step further and account for the vibrational broadening
that the initial distribution of the positions of the nuclei in the neutral will intro-
duce. This initial distribution is given by a wave packet (essentially a Gaussian) that
is centred at Req and has a width of about 0.4 Å. Therefore, to account for the vibra-
tional broadening, each discrete line in Fig. 2 has to be convolved with a Gaussian
with a full-width at half-maximum of 1.4 eV. This value reflects the width of the
wave packet (0.4 Å) in the electronic ground state of ArKr. The results of this
procedure are shown with continuous lines in the electron spectra in Fig. 2. We
note that, despite its simplicity, this procedure for obtaining ICD-electron spectra
usually gives reliable results. For instance, the ICD-electron spectrum of a water
dimer44,45 obtained using this procedure is in fairly good agreement with the
experimental results2.

We also note that computing highly accurate ICD electron spectra for the RA–
ICD cascade in ArKr is beyond the scope of the present paper. The emphasis here
is put on uncovering the potential that this cascade offers for larger systems. The
example of ArKr is used only to illustrate the high degree of control with which
low-energy electrons (LEE) and radical cations can be produced. Both low-energy
electrons and radical cations are known to be important in radiation biology,
because they induce DNA lesions.
Additional sources of ICD electrons. Relaxation of a core-excited high-Z ele-
ment embedded in a biological medium will result in ICD-electron emission in the
terminal step of an RA–ICD cascade, but other ICD processes can be a source of
additional genotoxic electrons. Here we briefly discuss some of these possibilities,
noting that all ICD processes simultaneously produce an ICD electron and a radical
cation that both contribute to the DNA damage24.

One type is core-ICD processes. For Auger cascades taking place in an envir-
onment, the emission of Auger electrons is accompanied by the emission of elec-
trons by the core-ICD process, in which the parent excitation decays not in a local
Auger cascade step but by interatomically ionizing the environment. Therefore, at
each step of the corresponding cascade, the energy release accompanying the core
transition on the parent species can either be used to ionize it (Auger process) or be
transferred to the environment to ionize a neighbour instead (core-ICD process).
The core-ICD process was experimentally observed both after core excitation27 and
after core ionization28,46, with core ionization of solvated metallic ions shown46 to
follow decay pathways where the core-ICD/Auger branching ratio reaches values
as high as 40%. More relevant for the present discussion, the core excitation of
OH2

aq was found27 to relax through the core-ICD process with neighbouring
water molecules, with the local Auger decay completely suppressed. This outstand-
ing efficiency of the core-ICD process has been explained4 by the pronounced
overlap between the molecular orbitals located on the parent species and the outer
valence orbitals of the water molecules in the solvation shell.

It may also happen that in the Auger cascade in the parent species some Coster–
Kronig transitions are energetically forbidden and do not appear in the cascade. In
an environment such transitions may, however, become allowed and proceed by
ionizing the neighbours. For example, the ionization of 2s electron of the isolated
Na1, Mg21 and Al31 ions does not lead to the electronic decay of the resulting
states. The energy of the 2p R 2s transition is not sufficient to remove an addi-
tional electron from the ions. In aqueous solutions, new interatomic decay chan-
nels open owing to the presence of neighbours, because the energy released in the
2p R 2s transition is sufficient to ionize the water molecules. By analysing the
photoelectron spectra of the hydrated ions, it has been shown47 that the lifetimes of
the respective 2s ionized states are between 3 and 1 fs, indicating that the process is,
surprisingly, highly efficient. Another relevant observation on high-Z cascades is
that the rates of these core-ICD transitions tend to increase with increasing charge
on the parent ion28,47.

A large number of interatomic decay channels will open if a high-Z Auger electron
emitter is placed in an environment as complex as DNA and its solvation shell. At
each step of the cascade, the probability of a core-ICD process occurring can become
considerable owing to the large number of neighbours and the high charge accumulated
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on the parent high-Z element. Each Coster–Kronig-like core-ICD transition con-
tributes an additional ICD electron. All together, the total number of ICD electrons
in such a cascade can be substantial.

Another possible source of genotoxic electrons is ICD processes triggered by
electron impact. It is generally accepted within the radiation biology community
that the genotoxic electrons are those with energies below 500 eV (see, for example,
ref. 23). Electrons with energies below 15 eV have been shown to generate DNA
lesions by means of dissociative electron attachment29,48, but how electrons with
higher energies induce DNA strand breakage remains an open question. A plaus-
ible scenario is that these electrons further ionize the environment (water or the
DNA itself) and trigger more ICD events, thus producing additional low-energy
electrons. Indeed, electron scattering experiments have shown that inner-valence
states can be efficiently ionized by electron impact: in the case of water, the ion-
ization cross-section for the inner-valence 2a1 orbital by electrons with an incident
energy of 250 eV is larger than the cross-section for ionization of all three outer
valence orbitals together49, with experiments indicating that this holds also for
other molecules50. These inner-valence ionized (or excited) states produced by
electron impact can then efficiently decay by ICD ionizing their environment2,
suggesting that the genotoxic effect of high-Z elements used as Auger emitters is at
least partly due to follow-up ICD processes initiated by the Auger electrons.

We note that a similar idea has been discussed51 to explain the effect of secondary
electrons with energies above about 35 eV produced by heavy-ion impact, which
can efficiently ionize the 2a1 orbital of a water molecule in the DNA solvation shell
and thereby trigger an ICD process. The resultant simultaneous presence of three
slow electrons (secondary, inner-valence ionized and ICD) in the vicinity of a DNA
was suggested51 to be very effective in inducing strand breakages. We therefore
conclude that, irrespective of whether energy is deposited in the system by photons,
electrons or ions, ICD will be triggered and will contribute to the DNA damage.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Model potential energy curves of the initial
and final ICD states of ArKr produced on excitation at 246.51 eV. The
horizontal lines indicate the potential energy curves of the excited valence-
ionized states produced through the resonant Auger decay of the parent state
following Ar(2p{1

1=24s) core excitation at 246.51 eV. The steep curves indicate

the potential energy of the two-site doubly ionized final states obtained after
ICD. The relative populations of the final resonant Auger states are given in per
cent. Only states acquiring more than 5% of the total population are depicted.
The equilibrium distance of the neutral ArKr (Req 5 3.88 Å) is shown as a
vertical dotted line.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Model potential energy curves of the initial and
final ICD states of ArKr produced on excitation at 246.93 eV. The horizontal
lines indicate the potential energy curves of the excited valence-ionized states
produced through the resonant Auger decay of the parent state following
Ar(2p{1

3=23d) core excitation at 246.93 eV. The steep curves indicate the

potential energy of the two-site doubly ionized final states obtained after ICD.
The relative populations of the final resonant Auger states are given in per cent.
Only states acquiring more than 5% of the total population are depicted. The
equilibrium distance of the neutral ArKr (Req 5 3.88 Å) is shown as a vertical
dotted line.
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Resonant Auger decay driving intermolecular
Coulombic decay in molecular dimers
F. Trinter1, M. S. Schöffler1,2, H.-K. Kim1, F. P. Sturm1,2, K. Cole1, N. Neumann1, A. Vredenborg1, J. Williams3, I. Bocharova2,
R. Guillemin4, M. Simon4, A. Belkacem2, A. L. Landers3, Th. Weber2, H. Schmidt-Böcking1, R. Dörner1 & T. Jahnke1

In 1997, it was predicted1 that an electronically excited atom or mole-
cule placed in a loosely bound chemical system (such as a hydrogen-
bonded or van-der-Waals-bonded cluster) could efficiently decay by
transferring its excess energy to a neighbouring species that would
then emit a low-energy electron. This intermolecular Coulombic decay
(ICD) process has since been shown to be a common phenomenon2–12,
raising questions about its role in DNA damage induced by ionizing
radiation, in which low-energy electrons are known to play an import-
ant part13,14. It was recently suggested15 that ICD can be triggered effi-
ciently and site-selectively by resonantly core-exciting a target atom,
which then transforms through Auger decay into an ionic species
with sufficiently high excitation energy to permit ICD to occur. Here
we show experimentally that resonant Auger decay can indeed trig-
ger ICD in dimers of both molecular nitrogen and carbon monoxide.
By using ion and electron momentum spectroscopy to measure simul-
taneously the charged species created in the resonant-Auger-driven
ICD cascade, we find that ICD occurs in less time than the 20 fem-
toseconds it would take for individual molecules to undergo dis-
sociation. Our experimental confirmation of this process and its
efficiency may trigger renewed efforts to develop resonant X-ray excita-
tion schemes16,17 for more localized and targeted cancer radiation
therapy.

The experiment presented here shows that resonant excitation of a
K-shell electron to a bound state is followed by Auger decay to an ionic
species that can then undergo ICD, as sketched in Fig. 1 and proposed
in ref. 15. The initial resonant excitation of the electron occurs as in the
experiments that probed resonant interatomic Coulombic decay5,6, but
the state undergoing ICD is created after partial de-excitation of the
system through a local Auger decay. The Auger decay can lead to the
ground state of the molecular ion through ‘participator Auger decay’,
although in many cases the excited electron will act as just a ‘spectator’
to an Auger decay in which an electron from the valence or inner valence
shell fills the core hole and a second electron from the valence shell is
emitted. This spectator pathway produces ionic states which are high
enough in excitation energy to allow ICD to occur, and in the case of
carbon monoxide accounts for the decay of approximately 75% of core-
excited molecules18. Our experiment explores the overall scenario for
two simple model systems—clusters of just two carbon monoxide or
two nitrogen molecules—that can be investigated in great detail. This
allows us to follow the Auger decay occurring after resonant excitation
of an inner-shell electron into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(in a P* excitation) and the subsequent ICD:

hn 1 N2/N2 R N2*(1 s21P*)/N2 (local, resonant excitation) (1)

N2*(1 s21P*)/N2 R N2
1*/N2 1 eAuger (spectator Auger decay) (2)

N2
1*/N2 R N2

1 1 N2
1 1 eICD (ICD 1 two-site Coulomb explosion) (3)

where hn is the incident radiation, P* is the excited molecular orbital,
and eAuger and eICD are the Auger- and ICD-emitted electrons (‘1 s21’
refers to a K-shell electron being removed during excitation). Figure 2a,
b shows, for (CO)2 and (N2)2, the correlation between the kinetic
energy release of the two molecular ions and the kinetic energy of the
electrons measured in coincidence. Unlike in similar plots for ICD in
rare-gas dimers11, no discrete structures are observed in Fig. 2. This is a
direct consequence of the repulsive nature of the intermediate state
populated by the resonant Auger decay and of the vibrational and
rotational degrees of freedom of the ionic fragments. The resonant
Auger decay onto a repulsive state of the molecule leads to a continuum

1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität, Max-von-Laue-Strasse 1, 60438 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. 2Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Chemical Sciences Division, Berkeley, California
94720, USA. 3Department of Physics, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849, USA. 4UPMC and CNRS, UMR 7614, Laboratoire de Chimie Physique Matière et Rayonnement, 75005 Paris, France.
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Figure 1 | The overall decay cascade mechanism. Shown is the series of events
involved in resonant-Auger-driven ICD (see equations (1)–(3)). a, One
molecule (left) of the molecular dimer is core-excited. b, The core-excited state
decays by a spectator Auger decay to a highly excited state of the molecular ion.
c, ICD transfers the excitation energy to the molecular neighbour (right), where
a low-energy ICD electron is emitted.
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of Auger energies and hence to a continuum of excitation energies of
the intermediate N2

1*/N2 (or CO1*/CO) state.
The data in Fig. 2a, b are obtained from the detection of two singly

charged molecular ions, revealing the Coulomb explosion of the molecu-
lar dimer as the terminal step of ICD. The actual kinetic energy release

values measured strongly support the picture of ICD being the under-
lying process: the maximum of the observed kinetic energy release
distribution is 3.4 eV for (N2)2 and 3.7 eV for (CO)2, which compare
fairly well with the values of 3.57 eV and 3.69 eV estimated by calculat-
ing the kinetic energy of two singly charged point particles starting a
Coulomb explosion at the typical mean intermolecular distance of the
CO and N2 dimers, respectively. (This estimate assumes a simple Coulomb
potential, which is a good approximation for Van-der-Waals-bound
systems, so that the kinetic energy release in atomic units is given by
1/R, with R the distance between the two charges. For R we use the
dimer intermolecular distance, reported19 to be 4.03 Å for (N2)2, whereas
the mean of the values reported20,21 for the CO dimer is 3.9 Å.) These
findings support the scenario of an intermolecular decay mechanism
such as ICD.

An alternative mechanism that would also lead to two singly charged
molecular ions being launched at the mean intermolecular distance of
the dimer in its ground state is intermolecular ‘knockout’, as recently
observed22 in He2. It occurs if the fast Auger electron is emitted in the
direction of the neighbouring molecule and knocks out an electron,
thereby ionizing the neighbouring molecule. This process yields the
two molecular ions observed: an Auger electron of reduced energy and
a low-energy electron. However, this process happens only22 if the
neighbouring molecule is located in the direction of emission of the
Auger electron. In our experiments, the orientation of the dimer in
space at the instant of Coulomb explosion is known from the coincid-
ence momentum measurement, whereas the direction of the fast Auger
electron is measured for every event via its recoil on the centre of mass
of the two Coulomb-exploding molecular ions. From this we obtain the
Auger electron angular emission pattern with respect to the molecular
axis of the dimer in Fig. 2c, which is nearly isotropic and thus elim-
inates the intermolecular knockout scenario (which would lead to an
emission pattern strongly directed along the molecular axis).

Our experimental data thus reveal ICD to be a prominent decay
channel for excited dimers of N2 and CO. ICD might have a substantial
(yet poorly studied) effect on the fate of an excited molecular ion:
excited molecular ions are rarely stable and dissociate if they are present
as isolated species, but might survive as stable entities in solution or in
any other chemical environment where ICD can occur. The competi-
tion between the ICD (equation (3)) and energy relaxation through
dissociation without release of an electron is crucial:

N2
1*/N2 R N1 1 N 1 N2 (one-site dissociation) (4)

ICD can thus effectively suppress dissociation if it occurs quickly enough.
Alternatively, the inverse might also be true: ICD in a molecular system
(equation (3)) might become a rare phenomenon if one-site dissociation
(equation (4)) is a very fast competing channel. The CO1* potential
energy curves above the single ionization potential of CO are all steeply
repulsive23, but the fact that we observe ICD and a breakup of the molecu-
lar dimer into CO1/CO1 shows that ICD nonetheless outpaces dis-
sociation. This allows us to use the molecular dissociation as a clock to
obtain an estimate of the timescale on which ICD occurs in the present
case. The typical slopes of the potential energy curves involved are
10 eV Å21. From this and the fact that we observe only ICD events
where the CO1 does not fragment, we can estimate the maximum time
which could have elapsed before the molecular ion has to relax via ICD.
For a repulsive state the potential energy of the system decreases as the
molecule dissociates. Therefore, for a given potential energy surface we
can calculate how long it will take before an internuclear distance has
been reached at which the potential energy has dropped below the
threshold for ICD. In the case of the molecules and states populated
here, this time is less than 20 fs. Accordingly, ICD must occur on a
timescale shorter than 20 fs.

ICD has been discussed15 in the context of radiation biology and also
cancer radiotherapy, which still usually uses broadband irradiation of
biological tissue to destroy cancerous cells, with considerable adverse
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Figure 2 | Experimental results. a, Kinetic energy release of (CO)2 versus
energy of one of the two electrons created by ICD after resonant excitation and
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side effects. Tagging cancerous cells with molecular markers contain-
ing at least one atom of a high-Z element for resonant excitation by
energetically well-defined X-rays, in order to localize the radiation
damage to the required site inside a biological system while leaving
surrounding tissue unaffected16, is thus an attractive prospect. In prin-
ciple, because a resonant excitation of the kind described here is typ-
ically ten times stronger than the non-resonant ionization used by
broadband irradiation, the overall radiation dose can be minimized
using monochromatized X-rays tuned to a suitable resonance. ICD
offers the added advantage of directly generating low-energy electrons
that are known to be genotoxic and thus are effective mediators of the
anticancer effects of radiotherapy. The present decay cascade, with
ICD occurring efficiently after resonant excitation of a selected atom
and its subsequent Auger decay, is particularly attractive, because it is
possible to target a specific site in a larger system at which ICD and the
emission of genotoxic low-energy electrons should take place. We
expect that our experimental validation of this process, and other
studies published during review of this contribution that also confirm
its existence and even the tunability of the ICD electron energy in rare-
gas clusters24–26, will stimulate further exploration of Auger-electron-
driven cancer therapy.

METHODS SUMMARY
We use cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS)27,28 to mea-
sure in coincidence all charged particles created in a single reaction, using beamline
11.0.2 of the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
The N2 and CO dimers were produced by expanding the gas through a 30-mm
nozzle at a stagnation pressure of 10 bar. The nozzle was cooled to approximately
140 K to enhance dimer production. The supersonic beam was collimated by a set
of two skimmers and then crossed with the photon beam inside a COLTRIMS
spectrometer29. An electric field of 7.4 V cm21 and a parallel magnetic field of
7.0 gauss guided electrons and ions to two position-sensitive micro-channel plate
detectors with delay line readout (see http://www.roentdek.com for details on the
detectors). The fields were adjusted such that electrons of up to 15 eV kinetic
energy could be collected with a 4p solid angle. Owing to the long ion drift arm
the spectrometer accepted only N2

1 or CO1 (in case their kinetic energies were
higher than 5 eV), which were emitted within 10u with respect to the spectrometer
axis. The light polarization was circular in the case of N2. The data were recorded in
list mode. For each ionization event we recorded the positions of impact and times
of flight of all registered particles. This allowed us to extract the very weak dimer
signal from our data, because the dimer fraction in our beam was only 0.1% to 1%.
Thus most recorded ions and electrons resulted from ionization of the monomer.
We can identify the ICD channel by selecting only events in which two N2

1 (or two
CO1) ions with equal and opposite momentum occur. This back-to-back emission
is a unique signature of the final step of Coulomb explosion following ICD (see
equation (3)).
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Australian tropical cyclone activity lower than at any
time over the past 550–1,500 years
Jordahna Haig1, Jonathan Nott1 & Gert-Jan Reichart2,3

The assessment of changes in tropical cyclone activity within the con-
text of anthropogenically influenced climate change has been limited
by the short temporal resolution of the instrumental tropical cyclone
record1,2 (less than 50 years). Furthermore, controversy exists regarding
the robustness of the observational record, especially before 19903–5.
Here we show, on the basis of a new tropical cyclone activity index
(CAI), that the present low levels of storm activity on the mid west and
northeast coasts of Australia are unprecedented over the past 550 to
1,500 years. The CAI allows for a direct comparison between the mod-
ern instrumental record and long-term palaeotempest (prehistoric
tropical cyclone) records derived from the 18O/16O ratio of seasonally
accreting carbonate layers of actively growing stalagmites. Our results
reveal a repeated multicentennial cycle of tropical cyclone activity, the
most recent of which commenced around AD 1700. The present cycle
includes a sharp decrease in activity after 1960 in Western Australia.
This is in contrast to the increasing frequency and destructiveness of
Northern Hemisphere tropical cyclones since 1970 in the Atlantic
Ocean6–8 and the western North Pacific Ocean6,7. Other studies project
a decrease in the frequency of tropical cyclones towards the end of the
twenty-first century in the southwest Pacific7,9, southern Indian9,10 and
Australian11 regions. Our results, although based on a limited record,
suggest that this may be occurring much earlier than expected.

Trend analysis of the instrumental tropical cyclone record has proven
difficult owing to errors associated with changes in observational tech-
niques (leading to inaccurate intensity estimates and storm counts
in the recent past), detection issues, data homogeneity issues3,6,12 and
inconsistent procedures between and within agencies1,3–5. As a result,
differentiating natural variability from anthropogenically induced change
is complicated; this may also explain to a certain extent the disparity
between current trend estimates6,13.

In an effort to remedy this we have developed a new technique, which
calibrates high-resolution, long-term palaeorecords of tropical cyclone
activity against the instrumental tropical cyclone record. This scale allows
for a direct comparison between the past and present, and enables an
examination of tropical cyclone climatology at higher temporal resolution
and on annual, decadal or millennial scales simultaneously, without the
need to interpolate or extrapolate to account for missing data. Our index,
CAI, is based on tropical cyclone activity indicesdeveloped bythe National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and others, which describe the
severity of a season in terms of the number of storms, their intensity
(Vmax), their size (Rmax) and their longevity. These indices include the
accumulated cyclone energy index14, the revised accumulated cyclone
energy index15, the power dissipation index6 and the hurricane intensity
index16 (Methods). CAI is the average accumulated energy expended over
the tropical cyclone season within range of the site, accounting for the
numberofdayssince genesisand the intensity and sizeof thestormrelative
to its distance from the site at each point along its track (Fig. 1):

CAI~
1
N

XN

n~1

Kn,t

where Kn,t 5 (Kt 1 Kt21)n, Kt 5 V3
max(t)Rmax(t)/d(t), N is the number of

storms within the season, n enumerates the individual storms, t denotes
time along the storm track (recorded at 6-h intervals), d(t) is the distance
fromthe site inkilometresat time t, Vmax(t) is the maximum10-min-mean
wind speed in metres per second at time t, and Rmax(t) is the radius of
maximum wind in kilometres at time t.

Tropical cyclones produce precipitation that is depleted in the heav-
ier oxygen isotope (18O) by .6% relative to average monsoonal pre-
cipitation, owing to the recycling of water within the system, high
condensation efficiency and large size and longevity of such cyclones
as intense convective systems17. The resulting d18O content (expressed
as d18O 5 [(18O/16O)sample/(

18O/16O)standard 2 1)] 3 1,000%) of trop-
ical cyclone precipitation at a site is influenced by a number of factors,
including the number of days since genesis (that is, rainout) and the
intensity of the storm, its source region18 and the distance of its centre
from the sampling path. Because tropical stalagmites are archives of
monsoonal d18O, signatures of past tropical cyclones are also recorded
within thed18O of their carbonate layers, typically within 400 km of the
storm centre19,20.

Two cylindrical stalagmites were collected from regions in Queensland
and Western Australia prone to tropical cyclones (Chillagoe in Qu-
eensland, stalagmite CH-1; Cape Range in Western Australia, stalagmite
CR-1). Both show a continuous, uninterrupted record of distinct seasonal
growth banding composed of alternating layers of dark and light calcite
corresponding to wet- and dry-season deposition. No visible hiatuses
were present. The first 1,500 wet-season (dark-calcite) layers were ana-
lysed for their carbonate d18O. Observed differences between maxima
and minima in d18O over the time period are 4.38% (CH-1) and 5.81%
(CR-1). In both locations, d18O is highly variable between wet seasons:
yearly differences range from 21.6% to 2.08% in CH-1 and from 22.5%
to 2.2% in CR-1, which are too large to be explained by a cave temperature
effect because this would imply a shift in annual temperatures of 6–8 uC
(ref. 21). Neither CR-1 nor CH-1 exhibits a significant relationship
between d18O and the seasonal rainfall total, the annual rainfall total or
the number of rain days at the corresponding site (r , 0.07 (Spearman’s
rho), P . 0.5 for CR-1; r , 20.08, P . 0.2 for CH-1). In the absence of
cave temperature or rainfall ‘amount effects’ we conclude that rainfall
composition rather than cave temperature and rainfall amount or
frequency,orboth, influencestheresultingd18O.However,periodsofnon-
tropical cyclone rainfall and changes in the strength of the Australian–
Indonesian monsoon are expected to dilute the cave reservoir. Stalagmite
monsoon records from latitudes below 8u S (which are therefore less
influenced by tropical cyclone activity) show variations of up to 0.7%–
1.2% (ref. 22) over a 1,500-year period. These values are considerably less
than the 4%–6% variation between the maxima and minima and the
1.6%–2.5% seasonal variation within the stalagmited18O presented here.
Nevertheless, we account for the monsoonal contribution to d18O using
empirical methods for determining the average value of precipitation
d18O VSMOW (that is,d18O where the standard is Vienna standard mean
ocean water) at both sites, and we account for centennial scale changes

1Earth and Environmental Sciences, James Cook University, Cairns, Queensland 4870, Australia. 2Department of Geochemistry, Utrecht University, Utrecht 3508 TA, The Netherlands. 3Geology
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in monsoonal activity using published Australian–Indonesian monsoon
records22 (Methods).

Figure 2 shows the relationship between CAI, calculated from ‘best
tracks’ in the recently updated tropical cyclone database for the region23,
and the de-trended d18O (that is, d18OA) for the corresponding period
1990–2010. The model predicts CAI well in 63% of cases (P , 0.001)
within the d18OA range of 26.37% to 21.03%. That being the case,
larger negative excursions in d18O correlate with higher CAI values.
Although this range is representative of the data obtained from the whole
series (2,276 measurements in total), d18OA values that fall outside the
model range may not be calculated effectively. However, d18OA values
exceeded or fell below the range in only 28 or 88 cases, respectively. Of

these, only four were more than 1 s.d. outside the range. Each series was
standardized before statistical analysis. No patterns are discernable within
the residuals and an even spread of error is indicated. The relationship is
expressed as follows (where the per mille value of d18OA is meant):

CAI~({40:27d18OAz43:12)2

Because our CAI–d18OA relationship was developed using best-track
records for 1990–2010, our model is not likely to be subject to the degree
of intensity bias generated by changes in observational techniques. None-
theless, when the period of investigation is extended to include 1970–
2010, the relationship between CAI and d18OA still holds (r 5 20.5
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient), P 5 0.0001, n 5 60) and the average
difference in model estimates of CAI is 103 that is, less than half the r.m.s.e.
of the model. In addition, CAI after 1990 is modelled from d18O and is
therefore not subject to the same errors noted previously in the pre-1990
instrumental and historical data sets.

Figure 3a and Fig. 3c give the calculated CAI values over the past 1,500
and 700 years at Cape Range and Chillagoe, respectively. Although it is
clear from the analysis of instrumental records that the west coast of
Australia is more prone to tropical cyclones than the east coast24,25, our
data indicate that this is not a recent phenomenon. Tropical cyclone
activity on the mid west coast of Australia is on average three times
higher than on the northeast coast, with CAI values ranging from 104

to 1.3 3 105 at Cape Range compared with CAI values of 0.25 3 104 to
1.2 3 105 at Chillagoe. Analysis of CAI indicates that tropical cyclone
activity has been highly variable over the past 1,500 years and that
tropical cyclone activity in the past was higher than it is today. There
has been significantly less tropical cyclone activity at Chillagoe in the
past century than in the previous 550 years (Z 5 24.73 (Z-test statistic),
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Figure 1 | Site map showing the four-stage calculation of CAI. Chillagoe and
Cape Range (black points) are shown with the 400-km radius around each
study site. Tropical cyclones whose tracks did not lie within the study area
during the training period in Queensland and Western Australia are shown in
black. Red shading indicates the coastlines most prone to tropical cyclones in

both states. a, Tropical cyclones from the 1990–2010 training period and their
corresponding Kt value (point size), showing the influence of Vmax, Rmax and
distance; cumulative Kn,t values are shown in colour. b, Point size indicates Kn

(individual storm averages) calculated from a and subsequent seasonal CAI
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Figure 2 | Calculated CAI versus the de-trended carbonate values from CR-
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(r.m.s.e.) of the model (difference between actual and modelled CAI values for
1970–2010). r 5 0.63, P # 0.01, n 5 25.
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P , 0.001). At Cape Range, tropical cyclone activity since 1970 has been
significantly lower than it was during the 1,460 years prior (Z 5 22.42,
P , 0.001). Wavelet analysis of the time series (Fig. 3b) indicates a
reduction in the variance of CAI between the mid 1800s and today at
Cape Range within the 16–128-year band. It also highlights an increase
in variability within the 4–8-year band before 1960 (although at rela-
tively low power). Significance testing indicates that the majority of the
oscillations occur within the 4–32-year frequency band, although the
emergence of a 128-year oscillation is indicated between ,AD 1100 and
,1200 and again between ,1400 and ,1600 (however, there is less
than 95% confidence in the evidence for the latter). Figure 3c indicates
that, relative to the rest of the time series, the variability at Chillagoe was
limited during the period before 1400 and after 1900. Significant varia-
tions in power are evident between 1700 and 1800 within the 16–64-year
band, during which time CAI at Chillagoe was highest (Fig. 3d).

We assessed the rate of the decline in activity over the past few cen-
turies at both sites by conducting a Mann–Kendall test in conjunction

with a Theil–Sen estimator. Serial correlation was accounted for by remov-
ing the lag-1 autoregressive process after computing the lag-1 serial cor-
relation coefficients for both data sets. Chillagoe shows a significant decline
in activity towards the present day since AD 1743 (t 5 20.4 (Kendall’s
tau), P , 0.001, n 5 262); similarly, an overall decline in activity is seen
at Cape Range since 1650 (t 5 20.4, P , 0.001, n 5 360). A more abrupt
decline at Cape Range since 1960 is evident in Fig. 3. We assessed this
period in relation to the rest of the Cape Range record using a sliding
window of 50 years with a 1-year step. The significant downward trend
since 1960 is unprecedented in the Cape Range record (t 5 20.5,
P , 0.001, n 5 50). These factors in conjunction suggest that the mod-
ern instrumental era (1970–2010) provides a poor reflection of the true
natural variability of tropical cyclone activity in both regions.

Trend analysis of instrumental data globally has shown a reduction in
frequency in all basins26 (excluding the Atlantic6,27) but in many cases an
increase in the number and proportion of severe tropical cyclones26.
Within the Australian region, the downward trend in tropical cyclone
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Figure 3 | CAI over the last 1,500 and 700 years. a, c, Cape Range (a) and
Chillagoe (c); black line indicates smoothing of the series using ref. 31
(smoothed data were not used in the statistical analysis). Grey shading indicates
the r.m.s.e. of the model. Four values, which were more than 1 s.d. outside the
d18OA range specified in Fig. 1, were removed from the series. b, d, Wavelet
power spectra (Morlet wavelet) of Cape Range (b) and Chillagoe (d). Power

increases from blue to red, black contours indicate regions above the 95%
confidence level, and the white areas are regions subject to edge effects. The
spectra have lag-1 autocorrelation coefficients of 0.75 (Cape Range) and 0.78
(Chillagoe). Software provided by C. Torrence and G. Compo (http://
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activity over the past 30 years on the east28 and west coasts25 is in contrast
to reports of no trend4. It has been suggested that the downward trend
noted in the former studies is probably due to an improvement in the
ability to differentiate tropical cyclones from severe tropical lows and to
the greater number of El Niño events since 197029.

We performed a Mann–Kendall trend test within both the Chillagoe
and the Cape Range data sets on the timescales used in the studies referred
to above. Our results agree with those of ref. 4 in that no significant trends
in tropical cyclone activity in central Western Australia are indicated
within the period 1980–2007 (t 5 20.2, P 5 0.103); however, a signi-
ficant decrease in activity is evident when the period of investigation is
extended beyond the past 30 years (as previously noted). Similarly, our
results are also in agreement with those of an analysis of the Eastern
Australian region from 1870–2010, showing a distinct downward trend
in tropical cyclone activity in northeast Queensland28 (t 5 20.4, P , 0.001).

The Australian region seems to be experiencing the most pronounced
phase of tropical cyclone inactivity for the past 550–1,500 years. The
dramatic reductions in activity since the industrial revolution suggest
that climate change cannot be ruled out as a causative factor. This
reduction is also in line with present projections for the late twenty-
first century from global climate models, yet our results suggest that
this is occurring much sooner than expected. However, we cannot say
whether this downward trend in activity will be sustained.

We anticipate that CAI will be a starting point for more sophist-
icated analysis of other palaeotempest records from around the globe
as potential inputs for regional or global climate models and long-
range statistical or dynamical forecast models. Deriving a scale of
tropical cyclone activity from established high-resolution climate
palaeorecords such as stalagmites makes it possible to examine tropical
cyclone activity on multiple temporal scales in conjunction with other
climate indices, such as temperature, atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions, El Niño/Southern Oscillation, the Madden–Julian Oscillation
and the Dipole Mode Index. Therefore, CAI provides one seamless
index allowing for the incorporation of much longer tropical cyclone
records into climate or forecasting models. CAI could be calculated
from other stalagmite records and potentially other palaeotempest
records from other basins when verified against the local instrumental
tropical cyclone record using the method presented here. This pro-
vides the means to examine not only how tropical cyclone activity has
varied as a result of industrialization but also potentially to forecast
future trends in tropical cyclone activity under changing climate con-
ditions, given that it is now possible to discern natural variability from
anthropogenically induced change.

METHODS SUMMARY
The most recent 1,500 dark-calcite layers representing wet-season deposition were
subsampled using a video-controlled micromill. Oxygen and carbon isotope ana-
lyses were performed using a Kiel III carbonate device coupled to a Finnigan MAT
253 IRMS. Each calcite sample was reacted with three drops of H3PO4 at 70 uC.
Replicate analysis of the standard NBS-19 resulted in a standard deviation of
0.04% for d13C and 0.06% for d18O. All measurements are reported relative to
Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (VPDB). To ensure that the isotopes within the calcite
had been deposited in equilibrium with the cave drip water, we conducted a Hendy
test for equilibrium deposition at 4.09 and 16.2 cm from the apices of CH-1 and
CR-1, respectively. Four or five subsamples were milled for each test at 2–5-mm
intervals along the growth horizon from the centre of the layer toward the flanks.
Both stalagmites pass Hendy’s first test for equilibrium30 because the maximum
variation in d18O across the layer is less than 0.8% (specifically 0.27% for CH-1
and 0.61% for CR-1) and neither stalagmite exhibits progressive enrichment in
either d18O or d13C towards the flanks.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Analytical procedures. The most recent 1,500 dark-calcite layers representing wet-
season deposition were subsampled using a video-controlled micromill. Oxygen
and carbon isotope analyses were performed using a Kiel III carbonate device
coupled to a Finnigan MAT 253 IRMS. Each calcite sample was reacted with three
drops of H3PO4 at 70 uC. Replicate analysis of the standard NBS-19 resulted in a
standard deviation of 0.04% for d13C and 0.06% for d18O. All measurements are
reported relative to Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (VPDB). To ensure that the isotopes
within the calcite had been deposited in equilibrium with the cave drip water, we
conducted a Hendy test for equilibrium deposition at 4.09 and 16.2 cm from the
apices of CH-1 and CR-1, respectively. Four or five subsamples were milled for
each test at 2–5-mm intervals along the growth horizon from the centre of the layer
toward the flanks. Both stalagmites pass Hendy’s first test for equilibrium30 because
the maximum variation in d18O across the layer is less than 0.8% (specifically
0.27% for CH-1 and 0.61% for CR-1) and neither stalagmite exhibits progressive
enrichment in either d18O or d13C towards the flanks.
CAI formulation. We calculate Kn,t for each tropical cyclone that passes within
400 km of either of the two sites, at each observation point along its path since
genesis. Kn,t is cumulative, and so reflects not only the condition of the system at
time t but also its history up until that point:

Kn,t~ KtzKt{1ð Þn

Kt~
V3

max(t)Rmax(t)
d(t)

Here n enumerates the individual storms, t denotes time along the storm track
(recorded at 6-h intervals), d denotes the distance from the site in kilometres at
time t, Vmax is the maximum 10-min-mean wind speed in metres per second at
time t, and Rmax is the radius of maximum wind in kilometres at time t.

The resulting d18O of the stalagmite carbonate is an average of the collective
precipitation events over a season, and we therefore average rather than sum the
resulting Kn,t values. Thus, CAI is the average accumulated energy expended over
the tropical cyclone season within range of the site, accounting for the number of
days since genesis of the storm and the intensity and size of the storm relative to its
distance from the site at each point in time:

CAI~
1
N

XN

n~1

Kn

Here N is the number of storms within the season.
CAI differs from the accumulated cyclone energy index, the revised accumulated

cyclone energy index, the power dissipation index and the hurricane intensity index
in that it is tailored to reflect the effects of tropical cyclone activity on the resulting
d18O of the carbonate layers. CAI is location specific (that is, it accounts for the
distance between the site and the centre of the storm track) and gives an average of
these tropical cyclone events rather than the sum of the total energy expelled within a
season. Because tropical cyclone d18O precipitation values are radially asymmetrical
within a storm (Extended Data Fig. 1), the inclusion of distance in the calculation of
Kt has a dampening effect on the resulting Kn value of that storm with increasing
distance. As such, a tropical cyclone located 400 km from the study site at Kt 5 1, is
weighted less than when located 200 km from the site at Kt 5 2, given the same Vmax

and Rmax. Kn,t does not, however, take into account the angle of approach (for
example, the parameter d does not take into account the orientation of the system
relative to the study site and does not distinguish between approach or retreat of the
system).
Kt versus d18O VSMOW. In the absence of tropical cyclone rainfall measurements
in Australia, to test how well Kt is reflected in the d18O of tropical cyclone precip-
itation we calculated the corresponding Kt values for Hurricane Olivia (a 1994
eastern North Pacific hurricane) using the NHC’s updated HURDAT Best Track
Database32. These were compared against d18O VSMOW measurements33 made at
30-min intervals between 24 and 26 September 1994. The results are plotted in
Extended Data Fig 1. We find that d18O depletion increases with increasing Kt

(r 5 20.5, P 5 0.02, n 5 25), supporting our derivation of Kt and, thus, CAI.
Within the eyewall (the ring or belt of thunderstorms surrounding the central eye
within the radius of maximum wind), Rmax is statistically not significant, Kt in
Extended Data Fig. 1b is therefore calculated as a function of Vmax and distance alone.
De-trending monsoon. Because tropical cyclone rainfall accounts for only
20.05% and, respectively, 17% of the total rainfall at Chillagoe and Cape Range,

it is necessary to exclude the average monsoonal component of the stalagmite
carbonate (d18OM). We estimated d18OM at Chillagoe and Cape Range using.

d18O (%) 5 20.005 3 Longitude (u) 2 0.034 3 Latitude (u)
2 0.003 3 Altitude (m) 2 4.753 (1)

(adjusted R2 5 0.79) and

d18O 5 (6.67 3 1026)P2 2 0.009P 1 0.015 3 Eva 1 0.007 3 Rad 2 9.670 (2)

(adjusted R2 5 0.645), which are empirical equations for geographical (equation (1))
and local (equation (2)) meteorological controls on d18O derived from an analysis of
Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) and instrumental meteoro-
logical data34. Here P is total monthly precipitation, Eva is average monthly evap-
oration and Rad is average monthly radiation. Rainfall events 3 days on either side of
a tropical cyclone event within 400 km of our sites were excluded from our calcula-
tions. It is important to note that Liu’s geographical model does not take into account
factors such as the source region, transport and condensation history of the air
masses. Precipitation at Chillagoe is derived from sources in the Coral Sea and the
Gulf of Carpentaria. These may have originally been part of a larger air mass, which
has travelled north from cooler waters or south from warmer waters. In contrast,
precipitation at Cape Range is largely derived from oceanic air masses from the
Indian Ocean. However, at this stage there are no other longitudinal, in-depth
analyses of d18O in precipitation from the east or west coast of Australia excepting
the model used here from ref. 34. Using this relationship and local historical climate
data from the two sites, we calculated the average seasonal d18OM VSMOW from
1990 to 2010. d18OM was then normalized and used to de-trend the modern d18O to
remove the modern monsoonal trend. d18OM beyond the instrumental record was
de-trended from the d18O data using a spline-interpolated, normalized data set
generated from an established Australian–Indonesian monsoonal proxy record22.
This record has a resolution of ,10 years and extends from 7 years BP to 12,000 years BP,
the region experiences a relatively low tropical cyclone frequency (on average, 0.24
tropical cyclones per year pass within 400 km of the site23), and the record is
comparable with other established monsoonal records from the region22.
CAI calculation from the Australian tropical cyclone database. From the period
1990–2010, CAI values for Chillagoe and Cape Range were calculated within
400 km of each site using the data available within the Australian Bureau of Me-
teorology’s tropical cyclone database23. Of the tropical cyclones recorded within
the database, 32 and 35 passed within 400 km of Chillagoe and Cape Range,
respectively. Of the 2,114 observation points within the combined data sets, 225
do not contain wind speed measurements. Given the limited number of environ-
mental pressure measurements available, Vmax was estimated using the Atkinson/
Holliday wind–pressure relationship35:

Vmax~0:514½6:7(1,010{Pc)0:644� ð3Þ
Here Pc is the central pressure in millibars and Vmax is the maximum 10-min-mean
wind speed in metres per second. There was an average discrepancy of 3 m s21

between the value of Vmax estimated using equation (3) and the recorded Vmax

(Dvorak technique36) within the remaining 1,889 observations. Missing Rmax esti-
mates from 1,702 observations were calculated using37

Rmax~46:4 exp ({0:0155Vmaxz0:0169Q)

An average discrepancy of 17.5 km was found between the measured and estimated
values.

32. NOAA.HURDATBestTrackData.NOAAHurricaneResearchDivisionofAOMLhttp://
www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/hurdat/tracks1949to2011_epa.html (13 March 2013).

33. Lawrence, J. R., Gedzelman, S. D., Gamache, J. & Black, M. Stable isotope ratios:
Hurricane Olivia. J. Atmos. Chem. 41, 67–82 (2002).

34. Liu, J. et al. Stable isotopic compositions in Australian precipitation. J. Geophys.
Res. 115, D23307 (2010).

35. Atkinson, G. D. & Holliday, C. R. Tropical cyclone minimum sea level pressure/
maximum sustainedwind relationship for the western NorthPacific. Mon. Weath.
Rev. 105, 421–427 (1977).

36. Velden, C, et al. The Dvorak tropical cyclone intensity estimation technique: a
satellite-based method that has endured for over 30 years. Bull. Am. Meteorol.
Soc. 87, 1195–1210 (2006).

37. Willoughby, H. E. & Rahn, M. E. Parametric representation of the primary
hurricane vortex. Part I: Observations and evaluation of the Holland (1980)
model. Mon. Weath. Rev. 132, 3033–3048 (2004).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | d18O VSMOW measured from Hurricane Olivia
(1995) versus the calculated Kt values for the corresponding measurement
interval. a, d18O versus Kt for all rain types in Hurricane Olivia. r 5 20.58,

P 5 0.02, n 5 25. b, d18O versus Kt within the eye wall. Shaded area indicates the
r.m.s.e. r 5 20.70, P 5 0.02, n 5 15.
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Within-group male relatedness reduces harm to
females in Drosophila
Pau Carazo1*, Cedric K. W. Tan1*, Felicity Allen1, Stuart Wigby1 & Tommaso Pizzari1

To resolve the mechanisms that switch competition to cooperation
is key to understanding biological organization1. This is particularly
relevant for intrasexual competition, which often leads to males harm-
ing females2. Recent theory proposes that kin selection may modu-
late female harm by relaxing competition among male relatives3–5.
Here we experimentally manipulate the relatedness of groups of
male Drosophila melanogaster competing over females to demon-
strate that, as expected, within-group relatedness inhibits male compe-
tition and female harm. Females exposed to groups of three brothers
unrelated to the female had higher lifetime reproductive success and
slower reproductive ageing compared to females exposed to groups
of three males unrelated to each other. Triplets of brothers also fought
less with each other, courted females less intensively and lived longer
than triplets of unrelated males. However, associations among broth-
ers may be vulnerable to invasion by minorities of unrelated males:
when two brothers were matched with an unrelated male, the unre-
lated male sired on average twice as many offspring as either brother.
These results demonstrate that relatedness can profoundly affect
fitness through its modulation of intrasexual competition, as flies
plastically adjust sexual behaviour in a manner consistent with kin-
selection theory.

We first tested the effect of relatedness of males within a group on
female fitness, by quantifying different aspects of fitness and life his-
tory (experiment 1) in females exposed to male triplets. Males were
unrelated to the female and either full-sibling brothers of each other
(AAA) or unrelated to each other (ABC), and were replaced weekly
until female death. Consistent with expectations3–5, we found that females
exposed to AAA males had significantly higher lifetime reproductive
success than females exposed to ABC males (Fig. 1a). This was due to
the fact that whereas total female lifespan did not differ on average
between treatments (F1, 119 5 1.66, P 5 0.2), females exposed to AAA
males had significantly longer reproductive lifespan (from eclosion to
last egg-laying day6, Fig. 1b), and female reproductive lifespan was posi-
tively correlated with female lifetime reproductive success (F1, 117 5 484.59,
P , 0.001). Two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms might cause this.
First, high-fecundity females may die faster when exposed to ABC males,
leading to an average higher productivity of AAA replicates (‘selective
death’). Second, individual females might suffer a steeper rate of age-
dependent decline in reproductive output when exposed to ABC rather
than AAA males (‘reproductive ageing’). We found no evidence of
‘selective death’: across both treatments (AAA and ABC) females char-
acterized by a relatively low (rather than high) initial oviposition rate
died significantly faster than high-fecundity females (F1, 117 5 11.038,
P 5 0.0012; treatment–oviposition rate interaction, F1, 117 5 0.224,
P 5 0.64), which does not support the prediction that high-fecundity
females die faster in ABC compared to AAA trials. In contrast, we found
robust support for ‘reproductive ageing’: the rate of offspring produc-
tion declined with age significantly faster for females exposed to ABC
males than for females exposed to AAA males (Fig. 1c). This was partly
due to the fact that offspring egg-to-adult viability declined significantly
faster as females aged in the ABC than the AAA treatment (Fig. 1d).

We explored the generality of these results by estimating rate-sensitive
female fitness costs under different intrinsic rates of population growth6,
and confirmed that exposure to ABC males resulted in relative fitness
costs, both for individual females and entire female cohorts, that were
particularly pronounced in contracting or stable populations (Extended
Data Fig. 1). Experiment 1 therefore indicates that relatedness within
male groups promotes female lifetime reproductive success largely by
delaying reproductive ageing.

We then investigated the signature of within-group relatedness on
male competition. Relatedness can influence the way in which males
compete over access to mating opportunities (pre-copulatory competi-
tion) and/or the way in which their ejaculates compete over fertiliza-
tion (post-copulatory competition)4. For example, when females mate
then disperse to mate again elsewhere, pre-copulatory competition occurs
locally and post-copulatory competition occurs globally. We tested the
effect of male relatedness within a group on male pre-copulatory com-
petition (experiment 2), by measuring how males respond to changes
in within-group male relatedness. We assembled male triplets that con-
sisted of three full-sibling brothers (AAA treatment), two full-sibling
brothers and an unrelated male (AAB), or three males unrelated to
each other (ABC), and exposed each triplet to a single female unrelated
to the males, without replacing males throughout the trial. We detected
no difference in mating rates across treatments (x2

2 5 0.071, P 5 0.965;
mating rate (number of matings per 100 scans) estimate 6 s.e.m.:
AAA 5 0.70 6 0.158, AAB 5 0.76 6 0.214, ABC 5 0.83 6 0.260). How-
ever, consistent with expectations, fighting was more common in triplets
of unrelated males (ABC) than in AAA and AAB triplets (Fig. 2a).
ABC males also courted the female more intensely than AAA triplets
(Fig. 2b). We confirmed the effect of within-group male relatedness on
male behaviour using the first axis of a principal component analysis,
summarizing different aspects of male fighting and courting (see online
Methods). Within-group relatedness was also associated with variation
in male longevity. First, AAA males lived on average longer than ABC
males (Fig. 2c). Second, survival analysis by means of a Cox propor-
tional hazards model detected significant overall treatment effects in
male mortality risk across treatments (Fig. 2d). Although this experi-
ment was not designed to test treatment effects on female fitness because
males were allowed to co-age with females, and we found no significant
differences in female lifespan or reproductive success between females
exposed to AAA and ABC males, the trends for females exposed to ABC
males to suffer shorter reproductive lifespan and lower lifetime repro-
ductive success were in line with the findings of experiment 1 (Extended
Data Table 1). We next tested whether within-group relatedness also
influences the intensity of male post-copulatory competition. For exam-
ple, competing with relatives may inhibit male allocation of seminal
fluid products such as the Drosophila sex peptide, which boosts female
egg-laying rates and inhibits female re-mating, hence delaying sperm
competition7,8, but can also contribute to female harm and reproduc-
tive ageing under certain conditions9,10. We tested this idea (experi-
ment 3) by monitoring mating duration with the first male, latency to
re-mate with a new male, and egg-laying rates in females, which were
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first mated to a male from the AAA treatment, a male from the ABC
treatment or a control male kept in isolation. We found no difference
in the mating duration, re-mating latency or egg-laying rate of the
females first mated to AAA versus ABC males (Extended Data Table 2).
These results suggest that within-group relatedness is associated with
longer male lifespan and relaxes the key aspects of pre- (rather than
post-) copulatory competition in this species: courtship and fighting.

To study how groups of relatives interact with unrelated competitors,
we assembled (experiment 4) triplets comprising two brothers and one
male unrelated to them (that is, AAB), replicated across three different
genetic stocks (wild-type, and two homozygous recessive mutants—sepia
(se)11 and sparkling poliert (spa, an allele of the shaven (sv) gene)12—
each backcrossed into the wild-type Dahomey population9,13,14) and
exposed to a single female double homozygous recessive for both se
and spa. This design enabled us to test whether males behaved differ-
entially towards related (A) or unrelated (B) competitors, and to assign
offspring paternity to A or B males in each trial. We found no evidence

of differential behavioural interactions (Extended Data Table 3). An A
male was just as likely to fight with his brother than with the unrelated
B male (mean 6 s.e.m. proportion of all fights that were direct to the B
male 5 0.51 6 0.07; effect of relatedness: z 5 0.20, P 5 0.84). Simi-
larly, the unrelated of the three males (B) did not court (0.34 6 0.03,
difference from expected 0.33: z 5 0.20, P 5 0.84) or mate with the
female more frequently than each of the two brothers (0.38 6 0.07,
difference from expected 0.33: z 5 0.63, P 5 0.53). However, the unre-
lated B male sired on average twice as many offspring as either A male
(Fig. 3, Extended Data Tables 3 and 4), suggesting that a minority of
unrelated competitors may gain a disproportionate share of reproduc-
tive success.

Sexual selection favours males that outcompete each other over access
to females or their ova to a point that often harms female fitness2, with
pronounced repercussions for the population as a whole, reducing pro-
ductivity and even leading to local extinctions15,16, a process akin to the
tragedy of the commons17. However, in structured populations, in which
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Figure 1 | The effect of male–male relatedness on female fitness. a, Female
lifetime reproductive success was higher in the high male-relatedness treatment
(AAA) than in the low male-relatedness treatment (ABC; F1, 119 5 4.11,
P 5 0.045). This difference was highly significant when we included female
reproductive lifespan and its interaction with treatment as factors in the
analysis (F1,117 5 20.83, P , 0.001). b, Female reproductive lifespan was longer
in the high-male relatedness treatment (AAA) than in the low-male relatedness
treatment (ABC; F1,119 5 6.55, P 5 0.012) and the probability to cease
reproducing at any given time was lower (x2

2 5 3.95, P 5 0.047; nAAA 5 63,
nABC 5 62). c, Female reproductive rates declined more sharply in individual
females exposed to ABC rather than to AAA males (average number of
offspring produced by AAA and ABC females over successive days of their
life: treatment, x2

1 5 4.11, P 5 0.043; day, x2
1 5 1570.8, P , 0.001;

treatment–day interaction, x2
1 5 7.55, P 5 0.006). d, Offspring viability

(egg-to-adult survival) declined more sharply over time in females exposed
to ABC rather than AAA males (treatment–week interaction: x2

1 5 9.23,
P 5 0.002, estimated difference in viability drop AAA–ABC, mean 6 s.e.m.:
estimate 5 20.231 6 0.075). Error bars represent mean 6 s.e.m.; *P , 0.05;
nAAA 5 61, nABC 5 60 unless stated otherwise.
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Figure 2 | The effect of male–male relatedness on male sexual behaviour and
longevity. a, Triplets of unrelated males (ABC) had a significantly higher
frequency of male–male fighting than triplets of brothers (AAA) (proportion of
focal scans in which male–male fighting was observed, x2

2 5 14.46, P , 0.001;
Tukey, ABC–AAA, z 5 3.73, P , 0.001, ABC–AAB, z 5 2.92, P 5 0.01,
nAAA 5 47, nAAB 5 47, nABC 5 45). b, Compared to triplets of brothers (AAA),
triplets of unrelated males (ABC) were characterized by higher courting
intensity (that is, number of courting males when courting was observed,
x2

2 5 5.01, P 5 0.081; Tukey ABC–AAA: z 5 2.38, P 5 0.045; nAAA 5 47,
nAAB 5 47, nABC 5 45). c, Male longevity was significantly lower in unrelated
triplets (ABC) than among full-sibling brothers (AAA; F2, 128 5 3.77, P 5 0.026;
estimated differential lifespan for ABC, mean 6 s.e.m.: 25.62 6 2.63,
t 5 22.139, P 5 0.034; nAAA 5 43, nAAB 5 44, nABC 5 45). d, We found
significant differences in male mortality risk across treatments (x2

2 5 10.47,
P 5 0.005), and post-hoc direct comparisons between the treatments indicated
that this effect was due to males in unrelated triplets (ABC) being more
likely to die than in AAA triplets (x2

2 5 9.55, P 5 0.002) and AAB triplets
(x2

2 5 6.66, P 5 0.010; nAAA 5 nAAB 5 nABC 5 47). Error bars represent mean
6 s.e.m.; asterisks represent significant post-hoc comparisons. *P , 0.05.
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local rivals can be more genetically related to each other than the popu-
lation average, harming females impacts the inclusive fitness of a male
by reducing the reproductive success of his male relatives, and kin selec-
tion should discourage female harm by relaxing competition among
related males3–5. Our study provides experimental support for these
expectations in D. melanogaster. A proximate explanation is that elevated
rates of harassment and male–male fighting, induced by low within-
group male relatedness, impose cumulative costs on females and accel-
erate their reproductive ageing13. By mating with genetically different
(that is, unrelated) males, females could also incur higher immuno-
logical costs18. We found little evidence that differential female harm is
mediated by male adaptations to post-copulatory sexual selection, sug-
gesting that post-copulatory male competition may occur on a more
global scale than pre-copulatory competition4. It would therefore appear
that in the evolutionary past, the structure of natural D. melanogaster
populations generated sufficient opportunity for the evolution of kin-
selected sexual behaviours. Natural fly populations display limited dis-
persal and a tendency for local aggregations19,20, and although the extent
to which different laboratory-adapted populations have retained kin-
biased sexual behaviour is unclear, evidence of differential sexual responses
based on kinship have been shown in some fly laboratory populations,
including our own study population14.

Although insects have inspired a large body of literature document-
ing how relatedness among group members structures social interactions,
this work has largely focused on the particular case of eusociality1,21,22.
However, the influence of relatedness transcends eusociality and can
modulate fundamental aspects of social behaviour more broadly. Sexual
cooperation among related males has been observed in different animal
societies23–27, but the fitness consequences for females have previously
received little attention. Although the idea that sexual selection results
in males harming females is well established2, we currently lack a frame-
work to understand the high variability in female harm observed across
and within taxa5. Our study indicates that variation in relatedness and
conditional behavioural responses to kin are potentially key factors
underpinning such diversity. Although the genetic make-up of social
groups was proposed as a modulator of female harm28,29, it was only
recently that kin selection was explicitly applied to sexually selected
female harm3–5. This process is reminiscent of the way in which kin
selection modulates virulence in pathogens30. In both female harm and
virulence, selfishness leads to a tragedy of the commons, which is inhib-
ited by the relatedness of local competitors5,30. As in other cooperative
systems1, we found that minorities of selfish unrelated rivals may be

able to invade and persist in groups of male relatives. This may be due
to a number of mechanisms, including an imperfect kin recognition
system1; for example, males might respond to the average relatedness
of the group because they are unable to recognize their relatedness to
individual group members. Although it is difficult to extrapolate these
experimental findings to the complexities of natural populations (for
example, variable patterns of relatedness among the offspring of poly-
androus females), these results indicate that the benefits of relaxed
competition among relatives may be dynamic, diminishing rapidly as
populations become less viscous, a result consistent with our finding
that the benefits of within-group male relatedness are higher in con-
tracting populations. In conclusion, we present an experimental demon-
stration that genetic relatedness of social groups modulates the intensity
of intrasexual competition and female harm. Future work should inves-
tigate the generality of these results and further resolve underpinning
proximate mechanisms and evolutionary dynamics.

METHODS SUMMARY
Across experiments, male triplets were set up by collecting recently eclosed (virgin)
adult males from controlled 24-h pairings of 1-week-old (virgin) pairs of flies. Fami-
lies were brought up in the same vials. Triplets consisted of three full-sibling males
(AAA), two full-sibling males and one unrelated male (AAB), or three unrelated
males (ABC). Male triplets were set up between 48 and 72 h before the beginning
of a trial, which began by introducing a 48–72-h-old virgin female (unrelated to
any of the males in the triplet) into a vial with a male triplet.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Across experiments, male triplets were set up by collecting recently eclosed (virgin)
adult males from controlled 24-h pairings of 1-week-old (virgin) pairs of flies. Fami-
lies were brought up in the same vials. Triplets consisted of three full-sibling males
(AAA), two full-sibling males and one unrelated male (AAB), or three unrelated
males (ABC). Male triplets were set up between 48 and 72 h before the beginning of
a trial, which began by introducing a 48–72-h-old virgin female (unrelated to any
of the males in the triplet) into a vial with a male triplet.

Experiments 1–3 used a laboratory-adapted, wild-type Dahomey stock of
D. melanogaster, maintained outbred since 1970 (ref. 31). Experiment 4 used males
from three different stocks: wild-type, and two homozygous recessive mutants,
sepia (se) and sparkling poliert (spa), each backcrossed into the wild-type Dahomey
population for at least five generations. Females for experiment 4 were from the
same stocks and were double homozygous recessive for se and spa. Flies were main-
tained at 25 uC with overlapping generations to minimize selection on replication
rate and life span. Across experiments, families were set up from eggs raised at a
standard density (,100 flies per bottle)31. Virgins were aged for 1 week before pair-
ing for 24 h to produce experimental flies, which were all aged 48–72 h post eclosion
at the beginning of trials. Families developed in the same vials. Triplets consisted
of three full-sibling males (AAA), two full-sibling males and one unrelated male
(AAB), or three unrelated males (ABC). Male triplets were set up between 48 and
72 h before the beginning of a trial, which began by introducing a 48–72-h-old
virgin female (unrelated to any of the males in the triplet) into a vial with a male
triplet. Sample sizes were estimated from prior experiments, flies were haphazardly
allocated to experimental groups in all experiments, behavioural observations were
conducted by an observer who was blind to vial treatments, and animals were only
excluded from analyses if they escaped during manipulation (see below) or due to
missing data. We checked that data met all necessary assumptions before running
tests, including evidence for over- or under-dispersion. The potential influence of
extreme outliers (a 5 0.01–0.05) was explored by substituting extreme outliers for
the next non-outlier value32, however this did not affect the qualitative outcome
(direction and significance) of statistical tests. All reported P values are two-tailed.
Experiment 1. Experiment 1 was designed to quantify the impact of within-group
male relatedness on female fitness. We placed a single virgin female with three virgin
males under two different social treatments: all three males were full-siblings (AAA),
or all three males were from different families (ABC) (nAAA 5 63, nABC 5 62;
1 ABC vial was excluded because one male in the triplet died before introducing
the experimental female). To avoid male co-ageing, we replaced male triplets with
fresh young triplets (48–72-h old) every 7 days. For each female, all new triplets were
always constructed from the same families used to construct previous triplets. To
achieve this, parental pairs were crossed 16 days before introducing each batch of
triplets; to minimize ageing, parental flies were isolated in vials containing stan-
dard sugar-yeast medium (but no live yeast) and maintained in a chamber at 20 uC.
Each parental family contributed males to only one male triplet (that is, 3 males to
an AAA triplet or 1 male to an ABC triplet; 252 parental families were used in total).
To avoid sampling biases, we only used males from families that produced at least
three males following each cross. Experimental foursomes (that is, male triplet
plus experimental female) were changed to a fresh vial with live yeast 24 h after
triplets were introduced, which enabled us to estimate fecundity and egg-to-adult
viability during the first 24 h after having exposed experimental females to a set of
novel triplet of males. Apart from that, foursomes were changed to a new fresh vial
with live yeast every 3 days, and collected eggs were incubated at standard condi-
tions for 12–15 days after oviposition, at which time we counted emerging off-
spring. Offspring were collected in 3 batches per week in which the first batch
consisted of offspring from day 1, the second of offspring from days 2–4, and the
third of offspring from days 5–7. Vials were checked daily for female mortality
until female death, at which time males were discarded. Vials in which the date of
death of one of the individuals is unknown due to unexpected contingencies (for
example, they escaped during a change of vial) were eliminated from linear lifespan
models but were included in the demographic survival analysis as ‘right-censored
individuals’ up until the date the individual disappeared33. We quantified female
lifespan (to the nearest day), the number of offspring each female produced per
batch, egg-to-adult viability (only for offspring collected on day one each week;
that is, 24 h after the introduction of each new male triplet) and lifetime repro-
ductive success (total number of offspring). We also calculated the fitness index v
at the population (wpop) and individual (wind) level6 as rate-sensitive fitness mea-
sures (see below). To generate daily offspring counts, offspring emerging from days
2–4 and 5–7 each week were assumed to follow a linear pattern of increase or
decrease in number from the known count in day 1 of that week to the known
count of day 1 of the next week6. We used linear models to test for differences in
female lifespan, reproductive lifespan and lifetime reproductive fitness, for which
analyses we excluded two AAA and two ABC females (right-censored, see above;

final sample size: nAAA 5 61, nABC 5 60). We also ran a Cox proportional hazards
survival model (that included right-censored females) to look at differences in
mortality risk and in the risk of ceasing to reproduce. To test for ‘selective death’,
we examined whether early fecundity (that is, fecundity during the first 24 h),
treatment, and the interaction between the two explained standardized female
lifespan or standardized female reproductive lifespan. To examine ‘reproductive
ageing’, we tested for an interaction effect between treatment and time (day) on
variation in reproductive rate (that is, offspring produced per day) with a generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) in which we included female reproductive lifespan,
treatment, day and treatment–day interaction as fixed factors, and female identity
as a random factor. We also tested for a treatment–week interaction in our egg-to-
adult viability estimates of week one and week two (most flies had died by week
three so we only included these two time points in the analysis). Values of wpop and
wind were calculated from a fitness index developed previously34. Values of r were
taken in the range of 20.4 to 0.4 as suggested for laboratory populations of
D. melanogaster35. Values of wpop were used to determine the relative costs (Cr)
of decreasing within-group male relatedness for different values of r defined as:
Cr 5 wpop ABC/wpop AAA (ref. 6). To facilitate comparisons with other studies, off-
spring counts were halved to take into account each female’s genetic contribution36.
Experiment 2. In experiment 2 we followed the same focal male triplet along with
its associated experimental female until the first male in the vial died (see below).
For this experiment, we added a third treatment with two full siblings and one unre-
lated male (AAB). The underlying rationale was to include a treatment with both
related and unrelated males as behavioural responses might vary in this treatment
(for example, related males may cooperate or be more aggressive against the unre-
lated male). In this experiment, the design was paired: all the A males belonged to
the same family and therefore each family of males were represented three times
(AAA, AAB and ABC; one set). We set up 47 sets of male AAA–AAB–ABC triplets
by balancing the order in which triplets reflecting different within-group male relat-
edness treatments were set up. Systematic behavioural observations began 24 h after
the start of the experiment, and were conducted every day for the first 5 days and
then every second day for the next 5 days (that is, days 2–6, 8 and 10). Observations
started after lights on and lasted for a total of 3 h, during which vials were scanned
approximately every 10 min by a single observer who was blind to the treatment of
each vial. We quantified matings, courtship events directed at the female37, and the
frequency of male–male aggressive events38, which were operationally defined as
either a charging or boxing event as previously described39,40. We used these beha-
vioural data to estimate: mating rate (proportion of scans where mating was observed),
probability of mating (whether a female mated or not during the 3h observation
period), courtship rate (proportion of scans where courtship was observed), court-
ship intensity (number of courting males when courting was observed) and aggres-
sion rate (proportion of scans where male aggression was observed). We excluded
two ABC triplets from this analysis because in one triplet one male died before the
end of the first observation period, and the other triplet was lost during manipu-
lation. In contrast to experiment 1, experimental vials were not supplemented with
live yeast to maximize female survival during the first 10 days of behavioural
observations. Flies were transferred to a new fresh vial after the end of behavioural
observations every day for the first 2 weeks of the experiment, and every second day
thereafter. Vials were kept and checked daily for mortality until the first male in the
vial died. In most vials, females died before the first male, in which case we discarded
the female and retained the males until one of them died. We tested for treatment
differences in male lifespan (that is, first male to die in each vial) by fitting a linear
model with treatment and the days males outlived the female as fixed factors. The
latter variable was included to control for the fact that males that coexist with females
that die soon may experience a more benign environment. We excluded four AAA,
three AAB and two ABC males from this analysis because they were lost during
manipulations (for example, while moving them to fresh vials). We also fitted a
Cox proportional hazards survival model (with ‘days outlived’ as covariate) to test
for differences in mortality risk across treatments, including the males lost during
manipulations as ‘right-censored’ individuals (that is, individuals that are taken
into account for demographic analysis until the day they disappear33). Differences
in reproductive behaviours across treatments were analysed using a time-explicit
analysis by fitting five separate GLMMs with treatment, day and treatment–day inter-
action as fixed factors and female identity as a random factor; we used Gaussian
error distributions for all the variables except for ‘mated’, which was modelled
with a binomial error distribution. Given that there were no treatment differences
in the variation of behavioural rates with time, we complemented this analysis by
pooling behavioural data across days and testing for treatment effects on the aver-
aged values of courtship rate, courtship intensity and fighting rate, and on the total
number of matings. We fitted generalized linear models (GLMs) with Gaussian
error distributions for courtship rate and fighting rate, with Poisson error distri-
bution for total number of matings (which allowed us to test for over- or under-
dispersion of data), and with Gamma error distribution for courtship intensity
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(data positively skewed due to positive extreme outliers). These analyses confirmed
results from the time-explicit analysis (total number of matings: F2, 136 5 0.026,
P 5 0.974, residual deviance divided by residual degrees of freedom 5 1.21; court-
ship rate, F2, 136 5 1.136, P 5 0.324; courtship intensity, F2, 136 5 5.583, P 5 0.005,
ABC estimate 6 s.e.m. 5 0.04 6 0.02, t 5 2.05, P 5 0.042; fighting rate, F2, 136 5 6.872,
P 5 0.001, ABC estimate6 s.e.m. 5 0.02 6 0.006, t 5 3.50, P , 0.001). For courtship
intensity, substituting extreme outliers for the next non-outlier value32 (a 5 0.1)
was effective in transforming positively skewed courtship intensity data to a normal
distribution, and a GLM with Gaussian error distribution on this data also showed
a significant treatment effect (courtship intensity, F2, 136 5 3.056, P 5 0.05, ABC
estimate 6 s.e.m. 5 0.06 6 0.02, t 5 2.45, P 5 0.015). Finally, because male fighting
rate and courtship intensity were positively correlated across triplets (F1,133 5 25.250,
P , 0.001), and because the strength of such correlation was greater in ABC triplets
(treatment–courtship intensity interaction term, F2,133 5 4.071, P 5 0.019; ABC–
courtship-intensity interaction, estimate6 s.e.m. 5 0.0836 0.038, t 5 2.22, P 5 0.028;
relationship between fighting rate and courtship intensity simple effects for: AAA,
F1,45 5 4.206, P 5 0.046, Fadj 5 0.065; AAB, F1,45 5 0.463, P 5 0.45, Fadj 5 20.012;
ABC, F1,43 5 15.54, P , 0.001, Fadj 5 0.248), we performed a principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) on averaged data of male fighting and both measures of male
courting (that is, courtship rate and courtship intensity). Given that there were no
treatment differences in the variation of behavioural rates with time, we used data
averaged across days to look at correlations between behavioural measures, and to
run the PCA. The first axis (PC1) explained over 62% of the variance and captured
a concordant proportion of variation in courting rate, courting intensity and fight-
ing intensity (loadings 5 0.582, 0.598 and 0.550, respectively), so we retained this
variable as a combined measure of male–male competition. We confirmed that PC1
significantly varied with within-group male relatedness (x2

2 5 6.675, P 5 0.036),
which was driven by higher values of PC1 in ABC than in AAA triplets (Tukey’s
test, z 5 2.539, P 5 0.033).
Experiment 3. To test for potential differences in ejaculate allocation between
AAA and ABC males, we conducted an experiment in which we examined how
mating with males kept under different relatedness treatments influenced the key
ejaculate-mediated female post-mating responses (receptivity and egg-laying rate).
We set up 300 male vials (n 5 100 each) containing: three full-siblings (AAA),
three unrelated males (ABC) or a single male (control). All males were isolated as
virgins upon emergence and were kept in treatment vials for 72–96 h before the
beginning of the experiment (day 1). On day 1, after lights on, we randomly selected
one male in each vial and aspirated it into a fresh vial containing a young (3–4-day-old)
unrelated virgin female. Pairs were left together to mate and vials in which matings
did not occur within 120 min were discarded (discarded nAAA 5 15, nABC 5 11,
ncontrol 5 26). In vials in which mating did occur, we measured mating duration.
At the end of matings, we discarded the male and left the female to lay eggs until
the following day. On day 2, after lights on, we aspirated females into a fresh vial
with a young (6–7-day-old), unrelated virgin male, and monitored them for 8 h or
until re-mating was observed. We retained ‘old’ vials to count the eggs laid by the
female and calculated egg-laying rate as total eggs laid/total egg-laying time (that
is, time from end of mating on day 1 until transfer into fresh vial on day 2). We
discarded from the analysis 6 AAA, 8 ABC and 9 control females that did not lay
eggs (final sample size: nAAA 5 79, nABC 5 81, ncontrol 5 65). We used three sepa-
rate GLMs to test for: differences in mating duration across treatments (that is,
AAA, ABC and control); the effect of within-group male relatedness on female pro-
bability to re-mate, with re-mating (that is, re-mated or not) as a binomial response
variable and mating duration, treatment and their interaction as fixed effects; and
to look at whether within-group male relatedness affected early egg-laying rate
(that is, during the first 24 h of experiment), with egg-laying rate as response and
treatment, mating duration and their interaction as fixed effects.
Experiment 4. We set up AAB triplets (n 5 54 each) using males from three dif-
ferent stocks: wild-type, and two homozygous recessive mutants, sepia (se)11 and
sparkling (spa)12, each backcrossed into the wild-type for five generations. Females
were double homozygous recessive experimental females (se spa). Families used in
one set were not used for another. Males from different families also possessed
different eye colour to facilitate calculation of paternity estimates (see below). We
adopted a randomized balanced design: 54 vials of triplets were set up, comprising
18 vials of wild-type males designated as ‘A’, 18 vials of se males designated as ‘A’,
and 18 vials of spa males designated as ‘A’. Males were marked with red, yellow or

green acrylic paint41 in a randomized balanced design to enable identification and
detailed observations of inter- and intrasexual interactions. We quantified the court-
ship rate, aggression rate and mating rate in 2-min spot-checks. This was done for
3 hours after lights on, on the first 3 days of the experiment. To quantify paternity
in treatment AAB, we counted the number of offspring with different eye colour.
We analysed the effect of male relatedness on courtship, male–male aggression,
mating and paternity share, using binomial GLMs and beta-binomial GLMs when-
ever we detected evidence of over- or under-dispersion42 (see Extended Data Table 2).
We tested the effect of male relatedness on courtship in three ways. First, we con-
ducted a GLM with beta-binomial error distribution with the proportion of court-
ship achieved by the B male as the response variable and the genotypes of A and B
males as covariates, and tested whether the parameter estimate of proportion of
courtship was different from the null expectation of 0.33 with a z-test. This ana-
lysis showed that there was no effect of genotype on the proportion achieved by
the B male (Extended Data Table 3). Second, we then conducted another beta-
binomial GLM with three-alternative forced choices (3-AFC)43 to verify that the
proportion of courtship attained by the B male differed significantly from the null
expectation of 0.33. Finally, we tested whether the mean of the distribution of the
mean courtships for each of the six genotypic combinations differed from the null
mean of 0.33 with a one-sample t-test. We tested for the effect of male relatedness
on male-male aggression in a similar way: one of the two A males was haphazardly
chosen as the focal male and the proportion of all aggression counts that he directed
towards the B male was tested against the null expectation of 0.5 with a z-test using
the parameter estimate obtained from a beta-binomial GLM with the genotype of
A male and genotype of B male as covariates; a beta-binomial GLM with two-
alternative forced choices (2-AFC)43; and with a one sample t-test comparing the
mean of the distribution of mean proportion of aggressive counts across the six
genotypic combinations against the null expectation of a mean of 0.5. We tested
whether the proportion of mating by the B male differed from 0.33 using a binomial
GLM and z-test, and a one-sample t-test comparing the mean of the distribution
of mean proportion of mating across the six genotypic combinations against the
null expectation of a mean of 0.33. Finally, we tested whether the share in paternity
of the B-males deviated from the null expectation of 0.33 using: a z-test comparing
the parameter estimate of paternity share obtained from a beta-binomial GLM
with the genotype of A male and genotype of B-male as covariates, against the null
expectation of 0.33; a beta-binomial GLM with 3-AFC; and a one sample t-test
comparing the mean of the distribution of mean paternity share across the six geno-
typic combinations against the null expectation of a mean of 0.33.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | a, Rate-sensitive estimates of individual female
fitness (wind) over a gradient in population growth rates (r). Female fitness
was estimated to be higher under high within-group male relatedness for
values of r ranging from 20.1 to 0 (dark shaded area), a similar non-significant
(0.05 , P , 0.08) pattern was extended for r 5 20.2 and r 5 0.1 (light shaded
area). b, The effect of within-group male relatedness on population fitness.
The relative fitness cost of reducing within-group male relatedness at different
population growth rates (r). The dashed line identifies relative fitness of 1,
where reduction in within-group male relatedness has no fitness cost. Reducing
within-group male relatedness is always costly over the range of population
growth rates explored, but particularly so with smaller growth rates.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Female rate-insensitive fitness measures in experiment 2

Due to the co-ageing of males in each experimental vial and to potential Coolidge effects, experiment 2 was not adequate to detect the effect of within-group male relatedness on female fitness, and we found
no significant treatment effects in rate-insensitive measures of female fitness. However, fitness measures follow the same trends observed in experiment 1. Furthermore, the analysis of survival curves in
experiment 2 suggests a relatively higher initial mortality in ABC compared to AAA vials at day 8, which is when male triplets were replaced by fresh males in experiment 1 (survival, mean 6 s.e.m.:
AAA 5 0.98 6 0.02; AAB 5 0.92 6 0.04; ABC 5 0.87 6 0.05).
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Extended Data Table 2 | Female post-mating responses in experiment 3

We did not find any evidence of differences in female receptivity or egg-laying rate between females mated to AAA versus ABC males (nAAA 5 79, nABC 5 81, ncontrol 5 65). We found a significant treatment effect on
mating duration (F2, 222 5 17.98, P , 0.001) but this was due to both AAA and ABC males mating for longer than control males (Tukey, control–AAA, t 5 25.839, P , 0.001; control–ABC, t 5 -3.975, P , 0.001;
ABC–AAA, t 5 -1.023, P 5 0.251). Similarly, we found a significant treatment effect on female re-mating propensity (treatment effect, deviance 5 10.448, P 5 0.005; interaction term, deviance 5 1.208, P 5 0.547),
but this was again due to females mated with AAA and ABC males having a significantly lower probability of re-mating than females mated to control males (Tukey, control–AAA, t 5 -0.923, P 5 0.038; control–ABC,
t 5 -1.133, P 5 0.006; ABC–AAA, t 5 -0.210, P 5 0.813). Finally, we did not find significant treatment differences in egg-laying rate (treatment effect, deviance 5 5.540, P 5 0.063; interaction term,
deviance 5 0.476, P 5 0.788; Tukey, ABC–AAA, z 5 1.532, P 5 0.275; control–AAA, z 5 2.296, P 5 0.056; control–ABC, z 5 0.976, P 5 0.591).
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Extended Data Table 3 | Summary of statistical tests in experiment 4

Paternity share by the B male was significantly different from 0.33. The proportion of courtship and mating by B males did not differ from 0.33 and the proportion of all aggressive events performed by one
haphazardly-selected of the two A males towards the B male did not differ from 0.5.
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Extended Data Table 4 | Effect of genotype of A male and genotype of B male on the response variable

There was no effect of the genotype of either A or B males on any of the paternity or behavioural responses measured.
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Bidirectional developmental potential in
reprogrammed cells with acquired pluripotency
Haruko Obokata1,2,3, Yoshiki Sasai4, Hitoshi Niwa5, Mitsutaka Kadota6, Munazah Andrabi6, Nozomu Takata4, Mikiko Tokoro2,
Yukari Terashita1,2, Shigenobu Yonemura7, Charles A. Vacanti3 & Teruhiko Wakayama2,8

We recently discovered an unexpected phenomenon of somatic cell
reprogramming into pluripotent cells by exposure to sublethal stim-
uli, which we call stimulus-triggered acquisition of pluripotency
(STAP)1. This reprogramming does not require nuclear transfer2,3

or genetic manipulation4. Here we report that reprogrammed STAP
cells, unlike embryonic stem (ES) cells, can contribute to both embry-
onic and placental tissues, as seen in a blastocyst injection assay.
Mouse STAP cells lose the ability to contribute to the placenta as
well as trophoblast marker expression on converting into ES-like
stem cells by treatment with adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)
and leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF). In contrast, when cultured
with Fgf4, STAP cells give rise to proliferative stem cells with enhanced
trophoblastic characteristics. Notably, unlike conventional tropho-
blast stem cells, the Fgf4-induced stem cells from STAP cells con-
tribute to both embryonic and placental tissues in vivo and transform
into ES-like cells when cultured with LIF-containing medium. Taken

together, the developmental potential of STAP cells, shown by chi-
maera formation and in vitro cell conversion, indicates that they
represent a unique state of pluripotency.

We recently discovered an intriguing phenomenon of cellular fate
conversion: somatic cells regain pluripotency after experiencing sub-
lethal stimuli such as a low-pH exposure1. When splenic CD451 lym-
phocytes are exposed to pH 5.7 for 30 min and subsequently cultured
in the presence of LIF, a substantial portion of surviving cells start to
express the pluripotent cell marker Oct4 (also called Pou5f1) at day 2.
By day 7, pluripotent cell clusters form with a bona fide pluripotency
marker profile and acquire the competence for three-germ-layer differ-
entiation as shown by teratoma formation. These STAP cells can also
efficiently contribute to chimaeric mice and undergo germline trans-
mission using a blastocyst injection assay1. Although these charac-
teristics resemble those of ES cells, STAP cells seem to differ from ES
cells in their limited capacity for self-renewal (typically, for only a few

1Laboratory for Cellular Reprogramming, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe 650-0047, Japan. 2Laboratory for Genomic Reprogramming, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe 650-
0047, Japan. 3Laboratory for Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts 02115, USA. 4Laboratory for Organogenesis
and Neurogenesis, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe 650-0047, Japan. 5Laboratory for Pluripotent Stem Cell Studies, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe 650-0047, Japan.
6Genome Resource and Analysis Unit, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe 650-0047, Japan. 7Electron Microscopy Laboratory, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe 650-0047, Japan.
8Faculty of Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Yamanashi, Yamanashi 400-8510, Japan.
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Figure 1 | STAP cells contribute to both embryonic and placental tissues
in vivo. a, b, E12.5 embryos from blastocysts injected with ES cells (a) and
STAP cells (b). Both cells are genetically labelled with GFP driven by a
constitutive promoter. Progeny of STAP cells also contributed to placental
tissues and fetal membranes (b), whereas ES-cell-derived cells were not found
in these tissues (a). Scale bar, 5.0 mm. c, Percentages of fetuses in which injected
cells contributed only to the embryonic portion (red) or also to placental
and yolk sac tissues (blue). ***P , 0.001 with Fisher’s exact test. d, qPCR

analysis of FACS-sorted Oct4-GFP-strong STAP cells for pluripotent marker
genes (left) and trophoblast marker genes (right). Values are shown as ratio to
the expression level in ES cells. Error bars represent s.d. e, Contribution to
placental tissues. Unlike parental STAP cells and trophoblast stem (TS) cells,
STAP stem cells (STAP-SCs) did not retain the ability for placental
contributions. Three independent lines were tested and all showed substantial
contributions to the embryonic portions. f, qPCR analysis of trophoblast
marker gene expression in STAP stem cells. Error bars represent s.d.
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passages) and in their vulnerability to dissociation1. However, when
cultured in the presence of ACTH and LIF for 7 days, STAP cells, at a
moderate frequency, further convert into pluripotent ‘stem’ cells that
robustly proliferate (STAP stem cells).

Here we have investigated the unique nature of STAP cells, focusing
on their differentiation potential into the two major categories (embry-
onic and placental lineages) of cells in the blastocyst5–8. We became
particularly interested in this question after a blastocyst injection assay
revealed an unexpected finding. In general, progeny of injected ES cells
are found in the embryonic portion of the chimaera, but rarely in the
placental portion5,7 (Fig. 1a; shown with Rosa26-GFP). Surprisingly,
injected STAP cells contributed not only to the embryo but also to the
placenta and fetal membranes (Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig. 1a–c) in
60% of the chimaeric embryos (Fig. 1c).

In quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) analysis, STAP cells
(sorted for strong Oct4-GFP signals) expressed not only pluripotency
marker genes but also trophoblast marker genes such as Cdx2 (Fig. 1d
and Supplementary Table 1 for primers), unlike ES cells. Therefore,
the blastocyst injection result is not easily explained by the idea that
STAP cells are composed of a simple mixture of pluripotent cells
(Oct41Cdx22) and trophoblast-stem-like cells (Oct42Cdx21).

In contrast to STAP cells, STAP stem cells did not show the ability to
contribute to placental tissues (Fig. 1e, lanes 2–4), indicating that the

derivation of STAP stem cells from STAP cells involves the loss of
competence to differentiate into placental lineages. Consistent with
this idea, STAP stem cells show little expression of trophoblast marker
genes (Fig. 1f).

We next examined whether an alteration in culture conditions could
induce in vitro conversion of STAP cells into cells similar to tropho-
blast stem cells8,9, which can be derived from blastocysts during pro-
longed adhesion culture in the presence of Fgf4. When we cultured
STAP cell clusters under similar conditions (Fig. 2a; one cluster per well
in a 96-well plate), flat cell colonies grew out by days 7–10 (Fig. 2b, left;
typically in ,30% of wells). The Fgf4-induced cells strongly expressed
the trophoblast marker proteins9–12 integrin a7 (Itga7) and eomesoder-
min (Eomes) (Fig. 2c, d) and marker genes (for example, Cdx2; Fig. 2e).

These Fgf4-induced cells with trophoblast marker expression could
be expanded efficiently in the presence of Fgf4 by passaging for more
than 30 passages with trypsin digestion every third day. Hereafter,
these proliferative cells induced from STAP cells by Fgf4 treatment
are referred to as Fgf4-induced stem cells. This type of derivation into
trophoblast-stem-like cells is not common with ES cells (unless genet-
ically manipulated)13 or STAP stem cells.

In the blastocyst injection assay, unlike STAP stem cells, the pla-
cental contribution of Fgf4-induced stem cells (cag-GFP-labelled) was
observed with 53% of embryos (Fig. 2f, g; n 5 60). In the chimaeric
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Figure 2 | Fgf4 treatment induces some
trophoblast-lineage character in STAP cells.
a, Schematic of Fgf4 treatment to induce
Fgf4-induced stem cells from STAP cells. b, Fgf4
treatment promoted the generation of flat cell
clusters that expressed Oct4-GFP at moderate
levels (right). Top and middle: days 1 and 7 of
culture with Fgf4, respectively. Bottom: culture
after the first passage. Scale bar, 50mm.
c, d, Immunostaining of Fgf4-induced cells with
the trophoblast stem cell markers integrin a7
(c) and eomesodermin (d). Scale bar, 50mm.
e, qPCR analysis of marker expression.
f, g, Placental contribution of Fgf4-induced stem
cells (FI-SCs) (genetically labelled with constitutive
GFP expression). Scale bars: 5.0 mm (f (left panel)
and g); 50mm (f, right panel). In addition to
placental contribution, Fgf4-induced stem cells
contributed to the embryonic portion at a
moderate level (g). h, Quantification of placental
contribution by FACS analysis. Unlike Fgf4-
induced cells, ES cells did not contribute to
placental tissues at a detectable level. i, Cluster tree
diagram from hierarchical clustering of global
expression profiles. Red, approximately unbiased
P values. j, qPCR analysis of Fgf4-induced cells
(cultured under feeder-free conditions) with or
without JAK inhibitor (JAKi) treatment for
pluripotent marker genes. k, qPCR analysis of
FI-SCs with or without JAK inhibitor (JAKi)
treatment for trophoblast marker genes. Values are
shown as ratio to the expression level in ES cells
(j) or trophoblast stem cells (k). ***P , 0.001;
NS, not significant; t-test for each gene between
groups with and without JAK inhibitor treatment.
n 5 3. Statistical significance was all the same with
three pluripotency markers. None of the
trophoblast marker genes showed statistical
significance. Error bars represent s.d.
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placentae, Fgf4-induced stem cells typically contributed to ,10% of
total placental cells (Fig. 2h and Extended Data Fig. 2a, b).

Despite their similarities, we noted that Fgf4-induced stem cells also
possessed some critical differences compared with blastocyst-derived
trophoblast stem cells. First, Fgf4-induced stem cells exhibited mod-
erate GFP signals and expressed a moderate level of Oct4 (Fig. 2b; mod-
erate and low levels of immunostaining signals were also seen for Oct4
and Nanog proteins, respectively; Extended Data Fig. 2c), unlike con-
ventional trophoblast stem cells9 that have little Oct4 expression (Fig. 2e).
Second, unlike trophoblast stem cells, blastocyst-injected Fgf4-induced
stem cells also contributed to embryonic tissues (in all cases that involved
chimaeric placentae; n 5 32), although the extent of contribution was
generally modest (Fig. 2g). Third, immunostaining revealed that the
level of Cdx2 protein accumulation in the nuclei of Fgf4-induced stem
cells was marginal as compared to the cytoplasmic level, although the
transcript expression level was substantial (Fig. 2e). This may suggest
complex and dynamic post-transcriptional regulations for this key
transcription factor in Fgf4-induced stem cells (a similar situation was
seen for STAP cells, in which clear nuclear localization was not observed
for either Cdx2 or Eomes, despite substantial expression of their tran-
scripts). Fourth, in the absence of Fgf4, Fgf4-induced stem cells gradually
died in 7–10 days and did not differentiate into large and multi-nuclear
cells, unlike trophoblast stem cells (Extended Data Fig. 2d).

To investigate the relationship among STAP cells, STAP stem cells,
Fgf4-induced stem cells, ES cells and trophoblast stem cells, we per-
formed genome-wide RNA-sequencing analysis (Fig. 2i for dendrogram;
Extended Data Figs 3 and 4 for expression analyses of representative
genes14,15; Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 for analysis conditions). Whereas
STAP cells formed a cluster with STAP stem cells, Fgf4-induced stem
cells, ES cells and trophoblast stem cells and not with the parental CD451

cells, STAP cells were an outlier to the rest of the cell types in the cluster.
In contrast, STAP stem cells were closely clustered with ES cells. Fgf4-
induced stem cells formed a cluster with a sub-cluster of ES cells and

STAP stem cells, whereas trophoblast stem cells comprised an outlier
to this cluster, indicating a close relationship of Fgf4-induced stem cells
with these pluripotent cells.

However, as Fgf4-induced stem cells lay between STAP stem cells
and trophoblast stem cells in the dendrogram, the possibility of con-
tamination of STAP stem cells in the Fgf4-induced stem-cell popu-
lation cannot be ruled out. Previous studies have indicated that inner
cell mass (ICM)-type pluripotent cells can be removed from culture by
treating the culture with a JAK inhibitor16 (Extended Data Fig. 5a, b).
In contrast, the JAK inhibitor treatment had no substantial effect on
Oct4-GFP expression in Fgf4-induced stem-cell culture (Extended Data
Fig. 5c, d; see Extended Data Fig. 5e, f for control). Expression of neither
pluripotency markers (Fig. 2j) nor trophoblast markers (Fig. 2k) was
substantially affected, indicating that pluripotency marker expression
is unlikely to reflect contaminating STAP stem cells (ICM-type). Con-
sistent with this idea, Fgf4-induced stem cells that were strongly posi-
tive for the trophoblast marker Itga7 (a surface marker for trophoblasts
but not ES cells) also expressed high levels of Oct4-GFP (Extended Data
Fig. 5g).

Notably, when cultured in LIF1FBS-containing medium for 4 days,
Fgf4-induced stem cells underwent substantial changes in morphology
and started to form ES-cell-like compact colonies with strong GFP signals
(Fig. 3a). These cells showed expression of pluripotency makers, but not
trophoblast markers (Fig. 3b and Extended Data Fig. 6a), and formed
teratomas in mice (Extended Data Fig. 6b). These ES-like cells were gen-
erated from Fgf4-induced stem cells sorted for strong expression of the
trophoblast marker Itga7, but rarely from Itga7-dim cells (Fig. 3c, d).

To confirm further that Fgf4-induced stem cells with a trophoblast-
like nature were converted into ES-like cells, rather than just selecting
ES-like cells pre-existing in the Fgf4-induced stem cell culture, we
examined the effect of the MEK inhibitor PD0325901 on the ES-like
cell generation from Fgf4-induced stem cells. Like trophoblast stem cells,
Fgf4-induced stem-cell survival is dependent on FGF–MEK signals, and
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Figure 3 | Fgf4 treatment induces some trophoblast-lineage character in
STAP cells. a, Culture of Oct4-GFP Fgf4-induced cells in LIF 1 20% FBS
medium. b, qPCR analysis of ES-like cells derived from Fgf4-induced cells for
pluripotent marker genes (left) and trophoblast marker genes (right). Values
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(TS) cells (right). c, d, Culture of Oct4-GFP Fgf4-induced cells sorted by FACS
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the inhibition of MEK activity caused massive cell death (Extended Data
Fig. 6c). However, PD0325901 is also known to be a main effector in 2i
medium17 and to promote ES cell maintenance. Addition of PD0325901
to LIF1FBS-containing medium strongly inhibited the formation of
ES-like colonies from Fgf4-induced stem cells (Fig. 3e, left, and Fig. 3f).
This inhibition was unlikely to be due to secondary toxic effects from
massive cell death of Fgf4-induced stem cells, as colonies formed in the
presence of PD0325901 when ES cells were co-plated in the same cul-
ture with Fgf4-induced stem cells (Fig. 3e, right, and Fig. 3f).

Collectively, these findings demonstrate that STAP-derived Fgf4-
induced stem cells not only express both pluripotency markers and tro-
phoblast genes but also have the potential to convert into ES-like cells
when cultured in LIF1FBS-containing medium (Fig. 4a).

Here we demonstrate that STAP cells, which have a limited self-renewal
ability, can be induced to generate two distinct types of robustly self-
renewing stem cells—STAP stem cells and Fgf4-induced stem cells—
under different culture conditions. Chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) sequencing analysis showed distinct accumulation patterns of
modified histone H3 in the two types of STAP-cell-derived stem cells
(Fig. 4b). STAP stem cells (as well as STAP cells) had accumulation
patterns of H3K4 and H3K27 trimethylation that resembled those of
ES cells at the loci of pluripotency marker genes (Oct4, Nanog, Sox2),
bivalent pattern genes18 (Gata2, brachyury, Nkx6-2) and trophoblast
marker genes (Cdx2, Eomes, Itga7). In contrast, the accumulation pat-
terns in Fgf4-induced stem cells at these loci matched more closely
those of trophoblast stem cells, except that low levels of accumulation
of H3K4 trimethylation in Oct4 and Nanog and of H3K27 trimethyla-
tion in the trophoblast marker genes were observed in Fgf4-induced
stem cells but not trophoblast stem cells.

Recent studies have also begun to reveal dynamic regulations in mul-
tiple cellular states related to pluripotency. These include reports of co-
expression of Oct4 and Cdx2 in rat ES cells maintained in the presence
of a GSK-3b inhibitor19,20 and of Oct4 expression in rat extra-embryonic
precursors21. Another recent study has indicated that conventional ES
cell culture also contains a very minor population of Oct42 cells with
features resembling those of very early-stage embryos22, including bidi-
rectional potential. However, these cells are dissimilar to STAP cells
as they are Oct42, unlike STAP cells and Fgf4-induced stem cells. Our
preliminary genome-wide RNA-sequencing analysis indicated that both
morulae and blastocysts are outliers to the cluster of STAP and ES cells
(Extended Data Fig. 6d–f and Supplementary Tables 4 and 5).

A key conclusion drawn from this study is that the reprogramming
in STAP conversion goes beyond the pluripotent state of ES cells and

involves the acquisition of a wider developmental potential related to
both ICM- and trophoectoderm-like states. Because of the inability to
clone STAP cells from single cells, we must await future technical advance-
ment to examine whether their dual-directional differentiation potential
at the population level may reflect one totipotent state at the single-cell
level or two different states of STAP cells coexisting (or fluctuating between
them) in culture. As for STAP-cell-derived Fgf4-induced stem cells,
which can also contribute to both embryonic and placental tissues, our
in vitro conversion study combined with inhibitor treatments clearly
indicate that the bidirectional potential of Fgf4-induced stem cells is
unlikely to reflect the co-presence of separate subpopulations of ES-
like and trophoblast-stem-like cells in the culture. Collectively, our
study indicates that STAP-based conversion can reprogram somatic
cells to acquire not only pluripotency but also the ability of trophoblast
differentiation.

METHODS SUMMARY
Cell culture. STAP cells were generated from mouse splenic CD451 cells by a tran-
sient exposure to low-pH solution, followed by culture in B271LIF medium1. For
establishment of the Fgf4-induced stem-cell line, STAP cell clusters were trans-
ferred to Fgf4 (25 ngml)-containing trophoblast stem-cell medium9 on MEF feeder
cells in 96-well plates. The cells were subjected to the first passage during days 7–10
using a conventional trypsin method. For inducing conversion from Fgf4-induced
stem cells into ES-like cells, Fgf4-induced stem cells were trypsinized, and suspended
cells were plated in ES maintenance medium containing LIF and 20% FBS. For the
establishment of STAP stem-cell lines, STAP spheres were transferred to ACTH-
containing medium15 on a MEF feeder or gelatin-coated dish. Four to seven days
later, the cells were subjected to the first passage using a conventional trypsin
method, and suspended cells were plated in ES maintain medium containing 5%
FBS and 1% KSR.
Chimaeric mice generation and analyses. For injection of STAP stem cells, Fgf4-
induced stem cells and ES cells, a conventional blastocyst injection method was
used. For STAP cell injection, STAP cell clusters were injected en bloc, because
trypsin treatment caused low chimaerism. STAP spherical colonies were cut into
small pieces using a microknife under microscopy, then small clusters of STAP
colony were injected into day-4.5 blastocysts by large pipette. The next day, the chi-
maeric blastocysts were transferred into day-2.5 pseudopregnant females.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Genome-wide dissection of the quorum sensing
signalling pathway in Trypanosoma brucei
Binny M. Mony1*, Paula MacGregor1*, Alasdair Ivens1, Federico Rojas1, Andrew Cowton1, Julie Young1, David Horn2

& Keith Matthews1

The protozoan parasites Trypanosoma brucei spp. cause important
human and livestock diseases in sub-Saharan Africa. In mammalian
blood, two developmental forms of the parasite exist: proliferative
‘slender’ forms and arrested ‘stumpy’ forms that are responsible for
transmission to tsetse flies. The slender to stumpy differentiation is
a density-dependent response that resembles quorum sensing in
microbial systems and is crucial for the parasite life cycle, ensuring
both infection chronicity and disease transmission1. This response
is triggered by an elusive ‘stumpy induction factor’ (SIF) whose
intracellular signalling pathway is also uncharacterized. Laboratory-
adapted (monomorphic) trypanosome strains respond inefficiently
to SIF but can generate forms with stumpy characteristics when exposed
to cell-permeable cAMP and AMP analogues. Exploiting this, we have
used a genome-wide RNA interference library screen to identify the
signalling components driving stumpy formation. In separate screens,
monomorphic parasites were exposed to 8-(4-chlorophenylthio)-
cAMP (pCPT-cAMP) or 8-pCPT-29-O-methyl-59-AMP to select cells
that were unresponsive to these signals and hence remained prolif-
erative. Genome-wide Ion Torrent based RNAi target sequencing
identified cohorts of genes implicated in each step of the signalling
pathway, from purine metabolism, through signal transducers (kinases,
phosphatases) to gene expression regulators. Genes at each step were
independently validated in cells naturally capable of stumpy forma-
tion, confirming their role in density sensing in vivo. The putative
RNA-binding protein, RBP7, was required for normal quorum sens-
ing and promoted cell-cycle arrest and transmission competence
when overexpressed. This study reveals that quorum sensing signal-
ling in trypanosomes shares similarities to fundamental quiescence
pathways in eukaryotic cells, its components providing targets for
quorum-sensing interference-based therapeutics.

Protozoan parasites undergo developmental responses to adapt to
the different environments encountered within their mammalian host,
or during passage through their arthropod vectors2–4. As a preparation
for transmission, specialized developmental forms are often generated
to promote survival when ingested by a biting insect1,5. The abundance
of these transmission stages can fluctuate during the course of a blood
parasitaemia, as can the abundance of the proliferative forms that
sustain the infection. The balance of these different cell types deter-
mines the within-host dynamics of a parasite, ensuring that the popu-
lation can maximize its longevity within a host, but also optimize its
capacity for spread to new hosts6–8.

African trypanosomes, Trypanosoma brucei spp., are extracellular
parasites responsible for human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) and
the livestock disease ‘nagana’9. In the bloodstream, trypanosomes pro-
liferate as morphologically ‘slender’ forms that evade host immunity
by antigenic variation, generating characteristic waves of infection. As
each wave of parasitaemia ascends, slender forms stop proliferating
and undergo morphological and molecular transformation to stumpy
forms, the parasite’s transmission stage10,11. This differentiation is parasite

density dependent12, resembling quorum-sensing systems common in
microbial communities13. However, the differentiation-inducing factor
SIF (‘stumpy induction factor’) is unidentified and, although some
inhibitors of development have been identified14–16, the signal-response
pathway that promotes stumpy formation is uncharacterized. Moreover,
density sensing is reduced in laboratory-adapted ‘monomorphic’ para-
site strains, although they can undergo cell-cycle arrest and the limited
expression of some stumpy-specific genes when exposed to cell-permeable
analogues of cAMP or AMP16–18. This is distinct from cAMP-based
signalling because only hydrolysable cAMP drives development, which
is metabolized to AMP in the parasite17,19.

The availability of monomorphic parasite RNAi libraries capable of
tetracycline-inducible gene silencing on a genome-wide scale20 and their
ability to respond to hydrolysable-cAMP and AMP analogues allowed
us to investigate genes that regulate stumpy formation. Thus, an RNAi
library population of 2.5 3 107 cells (maintained with ,fivefold genome
coverage) was selected with 100mM pCPT-cAMP or 10mM 8-pCPT-29-
O-Me-59-AMP17 in several replicate flasks, RNAi being induced, or not,
with tetracycline (Fig. 1a). Uninduced populations underwent division
arrest and eventual death over 5 days (Fig. 1b), whereas three pCPT-cAMP-
selected and five 8-pCPT-29-O-Me-59-AMP-selected populations out-
grew in the RNAi-induced populations, these being subject to DNA
isolation and RNAi insert amplification (Fig. 1b and Extended Data
Fig. 1a). The resulting amplicon profiles varied in intensity but there
was remarkable similarity between independently selected populations
under each regimen (Extended Data Fig. 1a). To analyse the amplicon
complexity in depth, populations from each screen were subjected to
Ion Torrent sequencing21. Reads were aligned to the T. brucei TREU
927/4 reference genome (http://www.genedb.org), identifying 43 genes
potentially targeted in either screen (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Data Set 1
and Supplementary Table 1). Twelve genes were common to both
screens, five were 8-pCPT-29-O-Me-59-AMP-specific and 26 were
pCPT-cAMP-specific, probably reflecting the observed complexity in
each amplicon population (Supplementary Table 1). Analysing the
reads for genome alignment and for the presence of the appropriate
RNAi library primer flanks refined the list to 27–30 distinct gene
targets (Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Table 3, Extended
Data Fig. 1b and Supplementary Data Set 2).

As expected, genes encoding enzymes involved in cAMP/AMP-analogue
processing and cellular purine balance were identified, with six selected
RNAi targets predicted to alter intracellular AMP levels (Extended
Data Fig. 2a). For example, 8-pCPT-29-O-Me-59-AMP is converted to
8-pCPT-29-O-Me-59-adenosine in culture medium17, such that RNAi
against adenosine kinase would prevent the conversion of the trans-
ported pCPT-adenosine analogue to its AMP equivalent22 (Extended
Data Fig. 2a). Similarly, depletion of adenylosuccinate synthetase (ADSS)
and adenylosuccinate lyase (ADSL) reduce the conversion of inosine
monophosphate (IMP) to AMP, potentially counteracting the effect of
the membrane-permeable cAMP or AMP analogues. The identified
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adenylate kinase, GMP synthase and IMP dehydrogenase targets are
also predicted to rebalance purine levels within the parasites.

Signal transduction pathway genes were also unambiguously targeted
by RNAi in the selected populations (Supplementary Table 2, Supplemen-
tary Table 3 and Supplementary Data Sets 2 and 3). Potentially linking
AMP balance to downstream cellular effects, an AMPK/SNF1/KIN11
homologue target (Tb927.3.4560) was identified, as was a MEK kinase
(Tb927.2.2720), and predicted cell-cycle regulators of the NEK kinase
(Tb927.10.5930/40/50; these three tandem genes being indistinguish-
able by RNAi phenotyping) and Dyrk/YAK kinase (Tb927.10.15020)
families, the latter being required for cellular quiescence (G0) in yeast23 and
Dictyostelium discoideum24. A dual-specificity phosphatase (Tb927.7.7160)
and members of the protein phosphatase 1 gene family (PP1-4, PP1-5,

PP1-625; Tb927.4.3620/30/40) were also selected, genes whose knock-
down generates only limited cell growth defects in proliferative procyclic
forms25. Finally, regulatory and effector molecules were represented by
the RBP7 RNA-binding proteins (RBP7A and RBP7B, Tb927.10.12090/
12100, indistinguishable by RNAi), whereas a number of hypothetical
proteins with no detectable homologies to any gene were also iden-
tified. Overall, this indicated that representatives at many stages in the
pCPT-cAMP/8-pCPT-29-O-Me-59-AMP response pathway had been
selected, from signal processing, through signal transduction to regu-
latory effector molecules.

To validate the identified genes, independent monomorphic and
pleomorphic cell lines were initially generated targeting 12 discrete
members (Supplementary Table 2). Nine genes were analysed in detail
(Extended Data Figs 2b, c), these representing different steps (‘signal
processing’, ‘signal transduction’, ‘effector molecules’) in the predicted
signal response pathway, and two hypothetical proteins (HYP1,
Tb927.11.6600; HYP2, Tb927.9.4080) of unknown function, although
HYP2 has a DksA zinc finger motif involved in prokaryotic ribosomal
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(each grown in mice 6 doxycycline) at 6 days post infection. The induced PP1
cells remained predominantly slender in morphology. Cells with slender (SL),
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RNA transcriptional responses to nutritional status and quorum sens-
ing. Several generated a growth inhibition when targeted by RNAi, indi-
cating roles in other important cellular processes (PP1, HYP1, ADSL,
ADSS; Supplementary Table 2 and Extended Data Fig. 2b, c), although
for ADSS this was alleviated in monomorphs by pCPT-cAMP, probably
owing to the restoration of the purine balance by the analogue (Extended
Data Fig. 2c). Several targeted genes showed evidence of increased
resistance to pCPT-cAMP-mediated growth inhibition validating their
selection in vitro (PP1, NEK, YAK, RBP7A/B, HYP2, DS-PHOS; Extended
Data Fig. 2b).

To analyse the physiological relevance of the identified genes in devel-
opmental quorum-sensing, nine pleomorphic RNAi cell lines were
investigated for their response to the SIF signal in vivo. Figure 2 shows
that the parental AnTat 1.1 90:13 line generated a highly enriched
population of arrested stumpy forms, these accumulating from day 4
onwards (Fig. 2a). For ADSL and ADSS, parasitaemias were strongly
suppressed for at least 5 days, matching their growth characteristics
in vitro (Extended Data Figs 2c, 3). In contrast, all of the other target
RNAi lines exhibited abrogated or delayed stumpy formation over
4–6 days, with mice requiring euthanasia at the exceptionally high
parasitaemias generated in the case of PP1, NEK, YAK and DS-PHOS
(Fig. 2a). The induced parasites also retained a slender morphology or
showed delayed progression to stumpy morphology compared to the
control or uninduced infections (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 4a).
In two cases (RBP7, HYP1), the cell lines generated elevated growth
when uninduced, reflecting leaky RNAi for these lines (Extended Data
Fig. 4b). Such leaky RNAi would be positively selected for genes involved
in density-dependent cell-cycle arrest. Confirming the reduction of
stumpy formation in each cell line in vivo, cell-cycle analysis during
the course of the parasitaemias revealed reduced accumulation of cells
with a 1 kinetoplast and 1 nucleus (1K1N) configuration, indicating

loss or a delay of the cell-cycle arrest in G1/G0 characteristic of stumpy
forms (Fig. 3a). Detailed analysis of the molecular characteristics of the
populations confirmed that the parasites showed reduced or delayed
expression of the stumpy-specific surface protein PAD126 (PP1-depleted
cells are shown in Fig. 3b and Extended Data Fig. 5a) as well as reduced
mitochondrial elaboration (Extended Data Fig. 5b). As expected for a
slender-enriched population, the PP1-depleted cells were less able to
differentiate to procyclic forms after exposure to cis-aconitate (CCA),
indicated by reduced procyclin expression (Fig. 3c, Extended Data
Figs 5c and 6a) and kinetoplast repositioning (Extended Data Fig. 6b).
Hence, by the key parameters, RNAi targeting of genes predicted to
operate at different steps in a signalling pathway prevented or delayed
stumpy formation in vivo, confirming their involvement in physio-
logical quorum sensing. With respect to an effector function, the over-
expression of RBP7B (Tb927.10.12100) (Fig. 4a) promoted premature
cell-cycle arrest (Fig. 4b, c and Extended Data Fig. 7) and increased
capacity for differentiation to procyclic forms in pleomorphic lines
(Fig. 4d), albeit incompletely in the population, similar to the RBP6-
mediated regulation of development in tsetse forms27. Transcriptome
analysis revealed few widespread changes in gene expression upon per-
turbed RBP7 expression (Extended Data Figs 8 and 9; Supplementary
Data Set 4), although RNA regulators and procyclin transcripts were
elevated in RBP7 overexpressing cells whereas histones were down-
regulated compared to RBP7-depleted cells (Extended Data Fig. 9;
Supplementary Data Set 4), consistent with their cell-cycle arrest and
differentiation competence.

By using a stringent genome-wide in vitro selection, these experi-
ments have provided a first identification of the molecules required to
promote the development of trypanosome transmission stages in the
mammalian bloodstream (Supplementary Table 2 and Fig. 4e). Although
inhibitors of stumpy formation14–16 would not be identified in the screens,
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Figure 3 | Silencing the identified genes reduces G1 arrest and
differentiation competence. a, Cell-cycle status of pleomorphic RNAi lines.
n 5 6; mean 6 s.e.m. Percentage 1 kinetoplast (K), 1 nucleus (N) (G0/G1, plus
S-phase cells; left y axis), 2K1N (G2-phase cells) or 2K2N (post-mitotic cells)
(both right y axes) are shown. Test genes showed a significant difference
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one day of infection. b, PAD1 expression on day 6 post-infection (n 5 3 per
group, mean 6 s.e.m.). PP1 RNAi cells show reduced PAD1 expression (GLM,
F1,4 5 22.35, P 5 0.009). c, PP1-depleted cells show significantly reduced
procyclin expression during differentiation (GLM, F1,4 5 10.87, P 5 0.030).
Bars represents mean 6 s.e.m.; n 5 3.
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the reproducibility of the enriched amplicons in independent selec-
tions and the use of Ion Torrent based deep sequencing indicates that
many genes involved in the promotion of stumpy formation have been
identified. Moreover, this set is significantly enriched for genes whose
RNAi reduces differentiation to procyclic forms in monomorphic lines
(P 5 0.0008 x2 test; Extended Data Fig. 10), indicating that monomorphs

need to progress through a stumpy-like (quiescent) form to differentiate
to procyclic forms. Although the use of membrane-permeable analo-
gues prevents identification of a SIF receptor at the parasite surface, our
results reveal that selecting resistance to AMP analogues identifies not
only purine salvage enzymes, but also genes important in the physio-
logical SIF signalling pathway (Fig. 4e). Interestingly, the AMPK/SNF1/
KIN11 homologue (Tb927.3.4560) is a potential AMP/ATP energy
sensor that could inhibit trypanosomal TORC4, whose activity is proposed
to prevent stumpy formation16. Combined with the confirmation of down-
stream transduction components such as PP1, NEK, YAK kinase and a
dual-specificity phosphatase, our analyses reveal that quorum-sensing-
signalled production of stumpy forms in trypanosomes shares components
with quiescence regulation in mammalian stem cells28 and the starvation
responses and developmental transitions of unicellular eukaryotes29.

This assembly of the molecular regulators of quorum sensing pro-
vides the first detailed catalogue of an environmental signalling pathway
in trypanosomes, providing molecular insight into microbial sociality
relevant to both virulence and transmission in a major eukaryotic patho-
gen. As drivers of the irreversible arrest of stumpy forms in the mam-
malian bloodstream, these molecules also represent novel therapeutic
targets via quorum sensing interference30, whose pharmacological activa-
tion would generate a stringent anti-virulence effect.

METHODS SUMMARY
In vitro pCPT-cAMP resistance validation. Pleomorphic cells were seeded at
1 3 105 cells per ml. RNAi was induced in one flask (1mg ml21 doxycycline) while
the other was left uninduced. After 24 h, each flask was split, one being exposed to
100mM of pCPT-cAMP (Sigma). Assays were performed in triplicate, growth being
monitored every 24 h. Cells were maintained at # 1 3 106 cells ml21 using HMI-9,
supplementing with doxycycline and pCPT-cAMP, where needed.
In vivo analysis of quorum sensing. Six female age-matched cyclophosphamide-
treated MF1 mice were inoculated intraperitoneally. One group (n 5 3) was provided
with doxycycline (200mg ml21 in 5% sucrose) in their drinking water immediately
pre-inoculation, the other group (n 5 3) received 5% sucrose only. Parasitaemias
were scored over 5–7 days with humane end points conforming to UK Home Office
requirements.
Cell-cycle analysis. Methanol-fixed blood smears were re-hydrated in PBS for 10 min
and stained with DAPI (100 ng ml21) for 5 min. 250 cells were analysed per slide.
In vitro differentiation to procyclic forms. Parasites were incubated at 3 3 106

cells ml21 in SDM79 with 6 mM cis-aconitate (CCA), 27 uC. Samples were collected
for flow cytometry at 0–24 h.
Flow cytometry. Approximately 3 3 106 cells were fixed in 2% formaldehyde/0.05%
glutaraldehyde for .1 h at 4 uC. Subsequently, the cell suspension was pelleted,
washed twice with PBS and re-suspended in 200ml mouse anti-EP-procyclin (Cedar
Lane, catalogue no. CLP001A; 1:500) or rabbit anti-PAD126 (1:100). After washing
and staining with secondary antibody (1:1,000 anti-mouse–FITC and anti-rabbit–
Cy5) cells were analysed using a Becton Dickinson LSRII Flow cytometer and analysed
using FlowJo software (Tree Star). Unstained cells and secondary antibody-only
stained cells provided negative controls.
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Figure 4 | RBP7 drives cell-cycle arrest and differentiation competence.
a, Inducible overexpression of RBP7B mRNA on day 3 post-infection. Stumpy
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b, AnTat1.1 90:13 induced with doxycycline (red lines) to overexpress RBP7B
show reduced parasitaemia in mice (n 5 3 per group). GLM, F1,4 5 55.25,
P 5 0.002 and F1,4 5 233.1, P , 0.001 on day 2 and 3, respectively. c, Cells
accumulate in G1 upon RBP7B ectopic expression. Values shown are
mean 6 s.e.m. at day 3 post-infection; n 5 3 per group. GLM, F1,4 5 15.1,
P 5 0.018 (1K1N); F1,4 5 8.9, P 5 0.041 (2K1N); F1,4 5 5.17, P 5 0.085
(2K2N). d, Parasites isolated on day 3 post-infection were exposed to 6 mM cis-
aconitate (CCA) and EP-procyclin expression monitored by flow cytometry. At
0 h enhanced cold induction of EP-procyclin expression is seen in the induced
population. n 5 3; GLM; F1,4 5 8.54, P 5 0.043 (0 h); F1,4 5 9.99, P 5 0.034
(4 h); F1,4 5 10.36, P 5 0.032 (6 h) F1,4 5 6.84, P 5 0.059 (8 h). e, Schematic of
the proposed SIF-signalling pathway in T. brucei. Major identified components
(Supplementary Table 2) are shown; those in bold italics are experimentally
confirmed. The order and potential branching in the pathway is unknown
as is the position of pathway inhibitors, TOR4 (Tb927.1.1930), ZFK
(Tb927.11.9270) and MAPK5 (Tb927.6.4220). AdK, adenosine kinase; AK,
adenylate kinase; AS, adenylosuccinate; DH, dehydrogenase; Synth; synthase.
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Statistical analyses. Statistical analysis was carried out with Proc Mixed SAS
version 9.3.1 or Minitab version 16, using a general linear model (GLM), general
linear mixed model (GLMM), or a x2 test.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Mutational and fitness landscapes of an RNA virus
revealed through population sequencing
Ashley Acevedo1, Leonid Brodsky2 & Raul Andino1

RNA viruses exist as genetically diverse populations1. It is thought
that diversity and genetic structure of viral populations determine
the rapid adaptation observed in RNA viruses2 and hence their
pathogenesis3. However, our understanding of the mechanisms
underlying virus evolution has been limited by the inability to accur-
ately describe the genetic structure of virus populations. Next-
generation sequencing technologies generate data of sufficient depth
to characterize virus populations, but are limited in their utility
because most variants are present at very low frequencies and are
thus indistinguishable from next-generation sequencing errors.
Here we present an approach that reduces next-generation sequen-
cing errors and allows the description of virus populations with
unprecedented accuracy. Using this approach, we define the muta-
tion rates of poliovirus and uncover the mutation landscape of the
population. Furthermore, by monitoring changes in variant frequen-
cies on serially passaged populations, we determined fitness values for
thousands of mutations across the viral genome. Mapping of these
fitness values onto three-dimensional structures of viral proteins
offers a powerful approach for exploring structure–function relation-
ships and potentially uncovering new functions. To our knowledge,
our study provides the first single-nucleotide fitness landscape of
an evolving RNA virus and establishes a general experimental plat-
form for studying the genetic changes underlying the evolution of
virus populations.

To overcome the limitations of next-generation sequencing error,
we developed circular sequencing (CirSeq), wherein circularized geno-
mic RNA fragments are used to generate tandem repeats that then
serve as substrates for next-generation sequencing (for DNA adapta-
tion, see ref. 4). The physical linkage of the repeats, generated by
‘rolling circle’ reverse transcription of the circular RNA template, pro-
vides sequence redundancy for a genomic fragment derived from a
single individual within the virus population (Fig. 1a and Extended
Data Fig. 1). Mutations that were originally present in the viral RNA
will be shared by all the repeats. Differences within the linked repeats
must originate from enzymatic or sequencing errors and can be excluded
from the analysis computationally. A consensus generated from a three-
repeat tandem reduces the theoretical minimum error probability assoc-
iated with current Illumina sequencing by up to 8 orders of magnitude,
from 1024 to 10212 per base. This accuracy improvement reduces
sequencing error to far below the estimated mutation rates of RNA
viruses (1024 to 1026) (ref. 5), allowing capture of a near-complete
distribution of mutant frequencies within RNA virus populations.

We used CirSeq to assess the genetic composition of populations of
poliovirus replicating in human cells in culture. Starting from a single
viral clone, poliovirus populations were obtained following 7 serial
passages (Fig. 2a). At each passage, 106 plaque forming units (p.f.u.)
were used to infect HeLa cells at low multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.
,0.1) for a single replication cycle (8 h) at 37 uC (Methods).

We assessed the accuracy of CirSeq relative to conventional next-
generation sequencing by estimating overall mutation frequencies as a
function of sequence quality (Fig. 1b). The observed mutation frequency

using CirSeq analysis was significantly lower than that using conven-
tional analysis of the same data (Fig. 1b). In contrast to conventional
next-generation sequencing, the mutation frequency in the CirSeq
consensus was constant over a large range of sequencing quality scores
(Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig. 2, quality scores from 20 to 40). The
mutation frequency obtained in the stable range of the CirSeq analysis
is similar to previously reported mutation frequencies in poliovirus
populations—approximately 2 3 1024 mutations per nucleotide3,6

(Fig. 2b and Extended Data Table 1).
We also compared transition-to-transversion ratios (ts:tv) obtained

by CirSeq and conventional next-generation sequencing. Although
purine (A/G) to purine, or pyrimidine (C/T) to pyrimidine transitions
(ts) are the most commonly observed mutations in most organisms7,
error stemming from Illumina sequencing exhibits substantial purine
to pyrimidine or pyrimidine to purine transversion (tv) bias8. This bias
is reduced using CirSeq, as resulting ts:tv ratios are significantly higher
than in the conventional repeat analysis (Fig. 1c). Notably, even if
conventional next-generation data are filtered at high sequence quality
(that is, quality scores over 30), the ts:tv ratio is still up to 10 times
lower than that obtained with CirSeq. Thus, filtering conventional data
fails to eliminate most sequencing errors (Fig. 1c). Our results indicate
that CirSeq efficiently reduces errors generated during sequencing,
producing mutation frequencies and ts:tv ratios consistent with the
high values expected for poliovirus6,9,10.

Using these results, we selected an average quality score of 20 as a
threshold for further CirSeq analysis. This threshold corresponds to an
estimated error probability of 1026 (see Methods), setting a limit of
detection for minor genetic variants two orders of magnitude below
the expected average mutation frequency for RNA viruses. In compar-
ison, the same quality threshold of 20, generally accepted for conven-
tional analysis of next-generation sequencing data, limits variant
detection to a minimum of 1% (ref. 11), two orders of magnitude
higher than the average mutation frequency of many RNA viruses.

With an average coverage of more than 200,000 reads per position
(Extended Data Fig. 3a), we detected on average more than 16,500
variants, ,74% of all possible variant alleles, per population per pas-
sage (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Table 1). Many alleles were detected
for virtually all positions in the genome: mutations for all three alterna-
tive alleles (from the remaining three possible alternative nucleotides)
were detected at 45.7% of genome positions; mutations for two of three
were detected at 42% of positions; and mutations for only one alterna-
tive allele were detected at 12.2% of positions. The vast majority of
variants are homogenously distributed at low frequencies between
1023 and 1025, with very few populating the range between 1 and
1023 (Fig. 2c). Thus, we can infer that the structure of a virus popu-
lation replicating in the stable environment used here, is characterized
by a sharp peak, representing the population consensus sequence,
surrounded by a dense array of diverse variants present at very low
frequencies (Extended Data Fig. 5a).

Mutation rates are central to evolution, as the rate of evolution is
determined by the rate at which mutations are introduced into the
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population12,13. Determination of virus mutation rates is difficult and
often unreliable because accuracy depends on observing rare events5.
We employed CirSeq to measure the rates for each type of mutation
occurring during poliovirus replication in vivo. To do so, we estimated
the frequency of lethal mutations, which are produced anew in each
generation at a frequency equal to the mutation rate14. These included
mutations producing stop codons within the virus polyprotein or
those causing amino acid substitutions at catalytic sites of the essential
viral enzymes 2A, 3C and 3D15–17. We find that mutation rates vary by
more than two orders of magnitude depending on mutation type,

transitions averaging 2.5 3 1025 to 2.6 3 1024 substitutions per site
and transversions averaging 1.2 3 1026 to 1.5 3 1025 substitutions per
site (Fig. 3). Even within these groups, transitions or transversions, the
rates of the various nucleotide changes differ by an order of magnitude
(Fig. 3). These nucleotide-specific differences in mutation rate likely
reflect the molecular mechanism of viral polymerase fidelity, which
may ultimately provide a means for the directionality of evolution. For
example, C to U and G to A transitions accumulate up to 10 times
faster than U to C and A to G; this inequality may provide a mech-
anistic basis for Dollo’s law of irreversibility18 because the likelihood of
moving in one direction in sequence space is not equivalent to the
reverse. Our analysis of mutation rates is consistent with biochemical
estimations9 and provides a physiological view of how the spectrum of
mutation rates contribute to the genetic diversity of virus populations.

We next measured the fitness of each allele in the population by
determining the change in mutation frequency for each variant over
the course of seven passages (Fig. 2a). Variant frequency is governed by
mutation and selection19, assuming that our experimental conditions
(low m.o.i. and large population size at each passage) minimize genetic
drift and complementation. We employed a simple model based on
classical population genetics to estimate fitness:

at

At
~

at{1

At{1
Nwrelzmt{1 ð1Þ

where a and A are the counts of variant and wild type alleles, respectively,
wrel is the relative fitness of a to A (ratio of growth rates), t is time in
generations (infection cycles) and m is the specific rate of mutation from
A to a. We measured proportions of A and a over the seven passages and,
using mutation rates we previously determined (Fig. 3), calculated wrel

for mutations across the viral genome. The current length limitations of
next-generation sequencing preclude CirSeq from providing direct
information about haplotypes. Accordingly, our fitness measurements
represent the average relative fitness of the population of haplotypes
containing a variant allele compared to the population of haplotypes
containing the wild-type allele at that position (see Supplementary
Information).

Overall, the distribution of mutational fitness effects we obtained
(Fig. 4a) is highly consistent with previous small-scale analyses of
RNA viruses20–22, validating CirSeq as a robust method for large-scale
fitness measurement. In our analysis, the non-lethal distribution of
mutational fitness effects for synonymous mutations is centred near
neutrality (Fig. 4a), reflecting the predominantly neutral effects anti-
cipated for synonymous mutations. In contrast, the distribution of
non-lethal mutational fitness effects for non-synonymous mutations
encompasses primarily deleterious mutations, consistent with previous
findings21–23.

Notably, despite the expectation that synonymous mutations will
have relatively low impact on fitness, a significant fraction of synonym-
ous changes were subject to strong selection, with 2% being highly
beneficial (relative fitness .1.2) and 10% being lethal (Fig. 4a and
Extended Data Fig. 6c). Synonymous mutations under strong selection
are relatively evenly dispersed throughout the coding sequence, rather
than clustered at known functional elements (Extended Data Fig. 6a).
Given that the entire capsid-coding region can be deleted without
disrupting replication or translation, indicating that this region con-
tains no essential RNA structural elements, it is probable that RNA
structure is not the primary driving force behind strong selection of
synonymous mutants in poliovirus. Although it is possible that ob-
served mutational fitness effects could be the result of codon usage or
codon pair bias, in practice, deoptimization of these biases does not
result in lethality based on single nucleotide substitutions24,25. Future
studies will be necessary to elucidate the mechanisms modulated by
these synonymous mutations. Furthermore, the variance in fitness for
non-synonymous mutations was significantly larger (P , 0.001, Extended
Data Fig. 6c) than for synonymous; indeed the largest beneficial fit-
ness effects (not shown in Fig. 4a) were the result of non-synonymous
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substitutions. Notably, a large number of substitutions are beneficial
(145 significantly beneficial mutations, see Methods), indicating the
potential for a highly dynamic population structure, where selection
for minor genetic components constantly drives the population to new
regions of sequence space, even in a relatively constant environment.

The genome-wide distribution of mutational fitness effects does not
apply uniformly to each protein as non-synonymous mutations exhibit
distinct mutational fitness effects distributions in structural genes
(those encoding the viral capsid) and non-structural genes (encoding
enzymes and factors involved in viral replication) (Fig. 4b, Extended
Data Fig. 6b for synonymous). Although non-structural genes show
slightly lower mean mutational fitness effects when considering lethal
mutants, they have significantly larger variance in mutational fitness
effects (P , 0.001, Extended Data Fig. 6c), indicating that these pro-
teins may have intrinsic differences in their tolerance of mutations.
These differences may relate to biophysical properties, like stability
constraints26, or the density of functional residues, for example, non-
structural proteins often play multifunctional roles and participate in a
greater number of host–pathogen interactions27.

To investigate further the relationship between mutational fitness
effects and protein structure and function, we mapped fitness values
onto the three-dimensional structure of the well characterized poliovirus
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase28. We find a remarkable agreement
between our fitness data and known structure–function relationships
in this enzyme (see Supplementary Information and Extended Data
Table 2). For example, many detrimental mutations map to residues
associated with RNA binding and catalysis in the central chamber of
the polymerase (Fig. 4d, red). Intriguingly, two clusters of beneficial
mutations, discontinuous on the genome sequence, mapped to uncha-
racterized and structurally contiguous regions on the surface of the
polymerase (Fig. 4c, blue). Our data suggest that this domain must be
functionally relevant to viral replication, as it is clearly tuned by evolu-
tion over the course of passaging. Such genome-wide fitness calcula-
tions enabled by CirSeq, combined with structural information, can
provide high-definition, bias-free insights into structure–function
relationships, potentially revealing novel functions for viral proteins
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and RNA structures, as well as nuanced insights into a viral genome’s
phenotypic space. Such analyses have the power to reveal protein
residues or domains that directly correspond to viral functional plas-
ticity and may significantly inform our structural and mechanistic
understanding of host–pathogen interactions.

The analytical approach we describe provides an opportunity to
examine and quantify evolutionary dynamics at nucleotide resolution
on a genome-wide scale and to integrate evolutionary information
with structural and physiological data. Such large-scale measurements
of fitness are a fundamental step in understanding the effects of muta-
tion on phenotype and evolutionary trajectory. Modelling the evolu-
tionary dynamics of infection, transmission, host-switching and drug
resistance may be central for developing innovative strategies for drug
and vaccine design, personalized treatment and the containment of
emerging viruses.

METHODS SUMMARY
Viral populations were obtained by serial passaging of a single poliovirus clone at
m.o.i. of 0.1. Populations were amplified in vivo before library preparation to
increase the ratio of viral to cellular RNA. RNA extracted from amplified popula-
tions was polyA purified, Zn21 fragmented, size selected (Extended Data Fig. 3b),
circularized, reverse transcribed and then cloned by standard mRNA sequencing
library preparation methods (Extended Data Fig. 1).

Libraries were sequenced 323 cycles on an Illumina MiSeq. Custom analysis
software, using Bowtie 2 (ref. 29) for sequence mapping, was developed to identify
and align repeats, generate a consensus by majority logic and recalculate estimated
error probabilities.

Consensus data was filtered at average quality score 20, where the estimated error
probability is 1026 (1022 3 1022 3 1022 for three repeats). The statistical signifi-
cance of mutations detected was determined by a one-sided binomial test in R using
the average estimated error probability at each genome position as the null prob-
ability of success. The accuracy of frequencies (Extended Data Fig. 4) was estimated
using the standard error of a binomial distribution.

Fitness was determined using variant frequencies over seven passages (Extended
Data Fig. 7) and a regression model, equation (1), describing the change in fre-
quency of variants over time based on their selection and the accumulation of
de novo mutations, assuming that the counts of the variant allele are negligible
compared to wild type and that selection is constant over the series of passages
(Extended Data Fig. 5b). Genetic drift was accounted for in our fitness calculations
by simulating random fluctuations in variant frequencies in our fitness model
(Extended Data Fig. 8). The highest relative fitness value of non-synonymous
mutations observed at each codon of the viral polymerase was mapped to the
polymerase structure (Protein Data Bank accession code 3OL6)28 using UCSF
Chimera30.

A complete description of the materials and methods used to generate this data
and its result is provided in the Methods.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Pan-viral specificity of IFN-induced genes reveals
new roles for cGAS in innate immunity
John W. Schoggins1{, Donna A. MacDuff2, Naoko Imanaka1, Maria D. Gainey3, Bimmi Shrestha4, Jennifer L. Eitson5,
Katrina B. Mar5, R. Blake Richardson5, Alexander V. Ratushny6,7, Vladimir Litvak6, Rea Dabelic8, Balaji Manicassamy9,
John D. Aitchison6,7, Alan Aderem6, Richard M. Elliott10{, Adolfo Garcı́a-Sastre11,12,13, Vincent Racaniello8, Eric J. Snijder14,
Wayne M. Yokoyama3, Michael S. Diamond2,4, Herbert W. Virgin2 & Charles M. Rice1

The type I interferon (IFN) response protects cells from viral infec-
tion by inducing hundreds of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs),
some of which encode direct antiviral effectors1–3. Recent screening
studies have begun to catalogue ISGs with antiviral activity against
several RNA and DNA viruses4–13. However, antiviral ISG specifi-
city across multiple distinct classes of viruses remains largely unex-
plored. Here we used an ectopic expression assay to screen a library
of more than 350 human ISGs for effects on 14 viruses representing
7 families and 11 genera. We show that 47 genes inhibit one or
more viruses, and 25 genes enhance virus infectivity. Comparative
analysis reveals that the screened ISGs target positive-sense single-
stranded RNA viruses more effectively than negative-sense single-
stranded RNA viruses. Gene clustering highlights the cytosolic
DNA sensor cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS, also known as
MB21D1) as a gene whose expression also broadly inhibits several
RNA viruses. In vitro, lentiviral delivery of enzymatically active cGAS
triggers a STING-dependent, IRF3-mediated antiviral program that
functions independently of canonical IFN/STAT1 signalling. In vivo,
genetic ablation of murine cGAS reveals its requirement in the anti-
viral response to two DNA viruses, and an unappreciated contri-
bution to the innate control of an RNA virus. These studies uncover
new paradigms for the preferential specificity of IFN-mediated anti-
viral pathways spanning several virus families.

To identify IFN-induced effectors targeting diverse viruses, we used
our established flow cytometry-based ISG screening platform (Fig. 1a,
see Methods)4. We screened over 350 common ISGs for inhibitory or
enhancing effects on 14 viruses, including one double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) virus, six positive-sense single-stranded RNA (1ssRNA)
viruses and seven negative-sense single-stranded RNA (2ssRNA) viruses
(Extended Data Table 1 and Fig. 1 legend for abbreviations). Viruses
were screened in HeLa cells, Huh7 hepatoma cells or human STAT12/2

fibroblasts14. Notably, infection of most 1ssRNA viruses was inhibited
by greater than 50% when any of multiple ISGs were expressed, whereas
screens for vaccinia virus (VV), human metapneumovirus, respiratory
syncytial virus, measles virus and Bunyamwera virus had few or no
genes that inhibited virus infection by more than 50% (Fig. 1b and
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2).

Confirmatory assays were performed on selected ISGs to verify the
primary screening hits. A total of 159 assays representing 96 unique
genes were performed (Fig. 2a, b). Of these, 125 assays representing 72
unique genes yielded results that were consistent with the primary
screens. We identified 47 inhibitory and 25 enhancing ISGs. Of these,

25 inhibitory ISGs suppressed infectivity by more than 50%, and 4
enhancing ISGs increased infectivity by more than 150%. We also con-
firmed by plaque assay that ISGs with antiviral effects against green
fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged poliovirus could inhibit the parental
non-GFP strain (Extended Data Fig. 1). Comparative analysis of the
confirmatory assays on RNA viruses indicated that the ectopically
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Figure 1 | Flow cytometry-based screens for identifying inhibitory or
enhancing ISGs against 14 viruses. a, Schematic of the ectopic expression
screen showing cells transduced with lentiviral vectors expressing an inhibitory
ISG (IFITM3) and red fluorescent protein (RFP), a control (Fluc), or an
enhancing ISG (MCOLN2). Cells were infected with influenza A virus
expressing GFP, and GFP-positive cells were quantified by flow cytometry.
b, Dot plots of virus infectivity in the presence of expressed ISGs. Data sets were
normalized to the average of each screen, which is indicated by a yellow dotted
line. The 50% inhibitory and 150% enhancing effects are denoted by red and
green dotted lines, respectively. Bunyamwera virus, BUNV; Coxsackie B
virus, CVB; equine arterivirus, EAV; influenza A virus, FLUAV; human
metapneumovirus, HMPV; measles virus, MV; Newcastle disease virus, NDV;
o’nyong-nyong virus, ONNV; human parainfluenza virus type 3, PIV3;
poliovirus, PV; respiratory syncytial virus, RSV; Sindbis virus AR86, SINV-A;
Sindbis virus Girdwood, SINV-G.
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expressed ISGs with the strongest inhibitory (,50%) and enhancing
(.150%) effects were biased towards the 1ssRNA viruses (Fig. 2c).

We next performed a hierarchical clustering analysis of the primary
screening data to group viruses and ISGs with one another (Fig. 3a). We
considered only viruses screened in STAT12/2 fibroblasts, including
three 1ssRNA viruses from previous studies: two flaviviruses, West
Nile virus (WNV) and yellow fever virus, and one alphavirus, chikun-
gunya virus4. The clustering data revealed a division of viruses into two
major groups representing either 1ssRNA and –ssRNA viruses. Within
these groups, several related viruses, including the flaviviruses, alpha-
viruses and paramyxoviruses, clustered together. We repeated the ana-
lysis in the absence of 1, 2 or 6 of the more potent ISGs and obtained
similar results, indicating that the clustering was not skewed by a selec-
tion of dominant genes (Extended Data Fig. 2a–e). In a second clustering
analysis, viruses were grouped based on the presence of ISG names in
a list of the top 30 genes from the primary screens (Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2). This analysis revealed a similar division of 1ssRNA
and –ssRNA viruses (Extended Data Fig. 2f). A co-occurrence analysis
of the top 20 antiviral genes from 7 1ssRNA and 5 –ssRNA virus screens
further supported the hierarchical clustering studies (Extended Data
Fig. 3). These data suggest that subsets of ISGs may target similar viruses
and raise the possibility that therapeutics targeting specific antiviral
host molecules may be broad spectrum across related viruses.

To distinguish direct ISG effectors from transcriptional regulators,
we tested inhibitory ISGs for interferon-stimulated response element
(ISRE)-dependent transcription. Of the 68 genes tested, only IRF1,
IRF2, TLR3 and MYD88 directly activated an ISRE-driven reporter
plasmid (Extended Data Fig. 4a). We also tested whether 4 ISGs with
virus enhancing activity could impair IFN-mediated ISRE activation.
In contrast to SOCS1, a known negative regulator of IFN signalling,
none of the ISGs had an effect (Extended Data Fig. 4b). These data
indicate that most ISG ‘hits’ do not affect ISRE-dependent gene tran-
scription. They may have direct effector mechanisms or may regulate
other pathways, as suggested by Gene Ontology analysis. (Supplemen-
tary Table 3).

The clustering analysis grouped the antiviral transcription factor
IRF1 and cyclic GMP-AMP synthase cGAS (Fig. 3a). We first identified

the gene encoding cGAS (formerly C6orf150) as antiviral in previous
screens4, and our current studies confirmed this with additional viruses.
Because both cGAS and IRF1 are broadly antiviral, we proposed that
cGAS, like IRF1, might upregulate antiviral gene transcription. We
found that STAT12/2 fibroblasts transduced with lentiviruses expres-
sing cGAS and IRF1, but not IRF7 or firefly luciferase (Fluc), had increased
messenger RNA levels of the ISG OAS2 (Fig. 3b). We extended these
findings with microarray analysis and showed that lentiviral-mediated
expression of cGAS induced 60 genes by at least twofold compared to
Fluc control. (Fig. 3c and Extended Data Table 2). Many of these genes
are ISGs, and more than half of them overlap with IRF1-induced trans-
cripts in the same cellular background4. These results indicate that in
STAT12/2 fibroblasts, lentiviral-mediated expression of cGAS induces
an antiviral program independently of canonical IFN signalling.

During the course of these studies, murine cGAS was shown to be a
cytosolic DNA-sensing enzyme that catalyses the production of cyclic
GMP-AMP (cGAMP), a second-messenger activator of IFN antiviral
responses15,16. The induction of IFN by cGAS appears to require a
DNA, but not RNA, substrate to trigger a STING/IRF3 activation path-
way. Nonetheless, we observed that cGAS induced an antiviral program
that targeted several RNA viruses in STAT12/2 fibroblasts (Figs 2 and
3c), which are compromised in canonical IFN/STAT signalling14. We
therefore proposed that lentiviral-driven cGAS expression triggers anti-
viral gene expression by direct STING/IRF3 activation. We confirmed
STING expression in STAT12/2 fibroblasts (Fig. 3d), and showed that
cells transduced with lentivirus expressing cGAS had a strong induction
of phosphorylated IRF3 and OAS2 mRNA compared to control cells
(Fig. 3e). OAS2 induction by cGAS was abrogated when STING expres-
sion was silenced with short interfering RNA (siRNA; Fig. 3f and
Extended Data Fig. 5a), confirming a requirement for STING in the
pathway. Consistent with this, IRF3 phosphorylation, OAS2 mRNA
induction and viral inhibition were not observed when lentiviruses
expressing cGAS were used to transduce Huh7 cells, which lack detect-
able levels of STING (Fig. 3d, e). These data indicate that, in STAT12/2

fibroblasts, lentiviral-driven cGAS expression activates IRF3 through
STING and establishes a transcriptional program that inhibits infection
of several RNA viruses.
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Figure 2 | Confirmatory assays for selected inhibitory and enhancing ISGs.
a, b, Independent confirmatory assays against DNA and 1ssRNA viruses
(a) and –ssRNA viruses (b) were carried out using new lentivirus stocks. Data
were normalized to a Fluc control, highlighted in a yellow box and by dotted
line. Data are presented as box and whisker plots; whiskers extend to show the
highest and lowest values. Data represent six technical replicates to control for

intra-assay variability. Statistical significance was determined by one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (*P , 0.05, **P , 0.01, ***P , 0.001; NS, not
significant). The 50% inhibitory and 150% enhancing effects are denoted by red
and green dotted lines, respectively. c, Comparative analysis showing the
frequency with which confirmed inhibitory or enhancing ISGs targeted
1ssRNA or –ssRNA viruses.
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We next probed the mechanism of cGAS activation by performing
genetic analyses to identify functional domains and residues (Extended
Data Fig. 5b). Deletion analyses of cGAS localized the antiviral activity
to the carboxy-terminal domain, with the first 164 amino acids being
dispensable (Extended Data Fig. 5c). Active site mutants (E225A,
D227A) showed no antiviral activity (Fig. 3g) and were impaired in
IRF3 phosphorylation and OAS2 mRNA induction (Extended Data
Fig. 5d). These results are in agreement with recent studies showing
the requirement for these residues in the synthesis of cGAMP15,17–19.
Our data indicate that the antiviral effect of cGAS requires an active
enzyme, and by extension, an activating substrate. We proposed that
the lentivirus itself provides the trigger. Accordingly, we predicted that
once cells stabilize from transient lentiviral infection, cGAS expression
from the provirus would be less activating as the cells were passaged.
Indeed, over at least 10 passages, we observed a progressive decrease in
OAS2 levels in cGAS-expressing and control cells (Fig. 3h), despite conti-
nuous and high levels of cGAS mRNA and protein in cGAS-expressing

cells (Extended Data Fig. 5e). These data suggest that transient delivery
of lentivirus may trigger the formation of a DNA-based substrate that
reacts with cGAS to activate IRF3. A recent report supports this hypo-
thesis by showing that cGAS can sense reverse-transcribed retroviral
DNA20. However, given the selectivity of this effect against several
1ssRNA viruses, we cannot rule out other mechanisms of cGAS activation.

We next determined whether these in vitro studies predict physio-
logically relevant functions of antiviral molecules. We generated mice
with a targeted deletion of cGas exon 2, which contains the active site
(Extended Data Fig. 6a, b). Knockout mice bred in normal Mendelian
ratios and showed no overt growth or developmental defects. Gene
expression analysis from the spleen (Fig. 4a), lungs, and bone marrow-
derived macrophages (BMMO) (Extended Data Fig. 6c) of wild-type
and knockout mice confirmed reduced cGas mRNA (Fig. 4a). As cGAS
is activated in vitro by DNA15,17,19, we challenged mice with two DNA
viruses, murine gammaherpesvirus 68 (MHV68) and VV. Viral titres
of MHV68 were 2.0-fold higher in the spleen and 3.5-fold higher in the
lungs of cGas2/2 mice compared to wild-type mice (Fig. 4b, c). VV had
a notable mortality phenotype, with all cGas2/2 mice succumbing to
infection, whereas 70% of wild-type mice recovered (Fig. 4d). We next
infected BMMO from wild-type and cGas2/2 mice with MHV68 or VV
and observed increased titres of both viruses in cGas2/2 cells (Fig. 4e, f).
cGas2/2 BMMO were also refractory to the .200-fold induction of
Ifnb (also known as Infb1) mRNA observed in MHV68-infected wild-
type BMMO (Fig. 4g). These data provide direct genetic evidence that
cGAS is required for innate control of DNA viruses in mice. A recently
published study used cGas-deficient ‘gene-trap’ mice21, which served as
our starting point before excision of cGas exon 2 by sequential crossings
to FlpE-deleter and Cre-expressing mice (Extended Data 6a). This
study demonstrated that cGas-deficient gene-trap mice were also more
vulnerable to infection by a DNA virus, herpes simplex virus 1. Thus,
two variants of mice lacking cGAS establish a role for this sensor in the
antiviral immunity to DNA viruses.

Our in vitro studies linked cGAS antiviral function to RNA virus
inhibition through IRF3, and initial evidence suggests that lentivirus is
the trigger. However, some RNA viruses were not targeted by this
lentivirus/cGAS/IRF3 axis (Fig. 2a, b), prompting us to explore whether
endogenous cGAS modulates RNA virus infection. Notably, cGas2/2

mice were more vulnerable to lethal WNV infection compared to
wild-type mice (Fig. 4h). We did not detect an increase in viral burden
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Figure 3 | cGAS activates an IRF3-driven antiviral program independently
of canonical IFN/STAT1 signalling. a, Hierarchical clustering analysis of
22 ISGs and 13 viruses screened in STAT12/2 fibroblasts. CHIKV,
chikungunya virus; YFV, yellow fever virus. b, OAS2 gene expression in
STAT12/2 fibroblasts transduced with lentiviruses expressing IRF7, IRF1,
cGAS and Fluc. Data represent one of two experiments performed in duplicate.
c, Microarray analysis of STAT12/2 fibroblasts transduced with lentiviruses
expressing Fluc or cGAS. Data show a subset of genes (green) induced 2.5-fold
with P , 0.05, n 5 3 (using Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate
correction). Data represent one of two independent experiments. d, Top,
western blot of STING expression in STAT12/2 fibroblasts and Huh7 cells.
Bottom, infectivity of Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV) in
STAT12/2 fibroblasts and Huh7 cells transduced with lentivirus expressing
Fluc or cGAS. Virus infectivity was normalized to Fluc control. e, OAS2 mRNA
expression (top) and western blots (bottom) of cGAS, phosphorylated IRF3
(p-IRF3) and control actin in STAT12/2 fibroblasts and Huh7 cells transduced
with lentiviruses expressing Fluc or cGAS. f, Antiviral gene expression in
STAT12/2 fibroblasts that were depleted of STING by siRNA (Extended Data
Fig. 5a) before transduction with lentiviruses expressing Fluc or cGAS. NSC,
non-silencing siRNA control. g, Infectivity of VEEV in STAT12/2 fibroblasts
transduced with Fluc control, wild type (WT) or point mutant (E225A, D227A)
cGAS, or IRF1. Virus infectivity was normalized to Fluc control. h, OAS2 mRNA
induction in STAT12/2 fibroblasts stably expressing cGAS or an empty cassette.
RNA samples were processed at the indicated cell passage number. In d–g, data
represent the means of two or three independent experiments performed in
triplicate. In h, data represent one of two independent experiments with similar
results. Error bars represent s.d. Statistical significance was determined by t-test
or one-way ANOVA (*P , 0.05, **P , 0.01, ***P , 0.001; NS, not significant).
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in brains of cGas2/2 mice (Extended Data Fig. 7), although extensive
time courses and tissue profiling were not performed. However, when
we infected wild-type and cGas2/2 BMMO with WNV, we detected a
modest yet significant fourfold increase in viral titres in cGas2/2 cells
(Fig. 4i). We assessed the kinetics of WNV-mediated activation of
BMMO by monitoring mRNA induction of Ifnb, several ISGs (Ifit1,
Ifit2, Oas1a), chemokines (Ccl5 and Cxcl10) and cytokines (Tnfa, Il6,
Il1b). WNV induced most of these genes to similar levels in both wild-
type and cGas2/2 cells (data not shown). However, basal mRNA levels of
Ifnb, all ISGs, and chemokines were significantly reduced in uninfected
cGas2/2 BMMO (Fig. 4g, j and Extended Data Fig. 8a). Activation of
cGas2/2 BMMO by agonists of RIG-I-like receptors and RNA-activated
Toll-like receptors was also modestly impaired (Extended Data Fig. 8b).
Together, these studies implicate a role for cGAS in controlling an RNA
virus and in regulating basal immune responses. cGAS may, therefore,
set the antiviral tone of the cell. We propose that, in the absence of cGAS,
basal mRNA levels of some antiviral genes are reduced, making cells

more vulnerable to some RNA viruses. As WNV RNA is predominantly
controlled by RIG-I-like-receptor-mediated signalling through IRF3
(refs 22, 23), cGAS may be triggered by endogenous ligands to confer
antiviral effects against RNA viruses. Alternatively, cGAS or protein
complexes containing cGAS may have a more flexible functionality with
respect to nucleic acid triggering than previously anticipated17,19, such
that some viral RNA species can trigger cGAMP production and down-
stream antiviral responses.

The studies presented here validate the utility of the ISG screening
platform to identify critical molecules in innate immunity and lay a
foundation for further studies on mechanisms of novel antiviral mole-
cules. Our in vivo data indicate that cGAS is pivotal in protecting the
host from both DNA and RNA viruses, underscoring an unappreciated
role for this key antiviral molecule in the innate immune response.

METHODS SUMMARY
The ISG library and screening platform have been described previously4. Before
performing ISG screens, dose responses and time courses were performed to
determine the amount of virus needed to infect approximately 25–50% of the cells
within the first viral life cycle. This dosing allowed the detection of ISGs that inhibit
or enhance virus infectivity. Primary screens were analysed by quantifying the
infectivity (GFP positivity) of GFP-expressing viruses in ISG-expressing cells. The
data were normalized to the average of all data points in the screen. Selected ISGs
were chosen for confirmatory assays that were performed using independent
lentiviral stocks. For hierarchical clustering analysis, viruses and ISGs were
grouped using R or MATLAB statistical software. For gene expression analyses,
cells were transduced with lentiviral stocks and total RNA was analysed for gene
induction by qRT–PCR, or by microarray using Illumina BeadArray technology.
To characterize cGAS signalling in siRNA knockdown cells, or in cells transduced
with lentiviruses, cellular protein lysates were analysed by western blot with anti-
bodies to detect cGAS, STING, phosphorylated IRF3 or actin. To study the role of
cGAS in vivo, we obtained mice with a gene-trap cassette at the cGas locus. Gene-
trapped mice were bred to FlpE-expressing mice to remove the targeting cassette,
followed by crossing to Cre-expressing mice to generate cGas2/2 mice. Knockout
mice were infected in parallel with congenic C57BL/6 (B6) control mice with
MHV68, VV or WNV. Titres of MHV68 and WNV from organs of infected mice
were determined on NIH-3T12 and Vero cells, respectively. Mice infected with VV
and WNV were monitored for weight loss and/or lethality. BMMO from wild-type
and cGas2/2 mice were infected with MHV68, VV or WNV. Viral titres were deter-
mined by plaque assay, or mRNA induction was assessed by qRT–PCR.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Viruses and cells. Huh7, HeLa and 293T cells were maintained in DMEM
(Invitrogen) with 10% FCS and 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids. NIH-3T12
cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 5% FCS, 100 U penicillin per
ml, 100mg streptomycin per ml and 2 mM L-glutamine. STAT12/2 fibroblasts
(an SV40 large T antigen immortalized human skin fibroblast line) were grown
in RPMI (Invitrogen) with 10% FCS. The construction, characterization and gen-
eration of viral stocks for the following viruses have been previously described:
CVB-GFP (derived from infectious clone pMKS1-GFP)24, PV-GFP (strain P1M,
derived from infectious clone pPVM-2A144-GFP)25, EAV-GFP (derived from
infectious clone pEAV211-GFP2aT)26, SINV-A-GFP and SINV-G-GFP (derived
from infectious clones pS300-GFP and pG100-GFP)27, ONNV-GFP (derived from
infectious clone pONNV.GFP)28, VEEV-GFP (derived from pTC83-GFP infec-
tious clone)4, FLUAV-GFP (based on strain PR8)29, PIV3-GFP (based on strain
JS)30, NDV-GFP (based on strain Hitchner B1)31, HMPV-GFP32 (based on isolate
CAN97-83), RSV-GFP (based on strain A2)32, MV-GFP (MVvac2-GFP, based on
vaccine strain, Edmonston lineage measles virus)33 and BUNV-GFP34 (based on
rBUN-del7GFP). VV-GFP was propagated in BSC-40 cells. Viral stocks were pre-
pared by three freeze–thaw cycles, followed by centrifugation at 1,000g to remove
cellular debris. VV Western Reserve was obtained from the ATCC, propagated in
Vero cells and purified by ultracentrifugation through a 36% sucrose cushion.
MHV68 clone WUMS was obtained from the ATCC and propagated in NIH-
3T12 cells. The WNV strain was isolated and passaged as described previously35.
Plasmids and molecular cloning. The production of the lentiviral-based ISG
expression library has been described in detail4. To characterize human cGAS
(MB21D1/C6orf150), we used the pENTR.C6orf150 (Genecopoeia, NCBI acces-
sion AK097148) plasmid as a starting point for all modifications. Standard PCR
was used to generate mutants of cGAS that were progressively deleted of amino
acids from the N or C termini. Overlap extension PCR was used to generate point
mutants (E225A, D227A) in the wild-type protein. All mutant cGAS sequences
were moved into the lentivirus by Gateway cloning, using pENTR.C6orf150 plas-
mids and pTRIP.CMV.IVSB.IRES.TagRFP-DEST in an LR reaction (Invitrogen)
as previously described4. Primer sequences for mutagenesis are available upon
request.
Lentivirus production and transduction assays. Lentiviral stocks were generated
in 293T cells by co-transfection of with plasmids expressing (1) the TRIP.CMV.
IVSb.ISG.ires.TagRFP lentivirus; (2) HIV gag-pol; and (3) the vesicular stomatitis
virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) in a ratio of 1:0.8:0.2. For puromycin-selectable lenti-
viruses, we used the SCRPSY lentiviral backbone, which has been described prev-
iously11. Supernatants were collected at 48 h and 72 h, pooled, cleared by
centrifugation at 1,000g and stored at 280 uC. For transduction assays, Huh7,
HeLa or STAT12/2 fibroblasts were seeded into 24-well plates at a density of
7 3 104 cells per well and transduced with lentiviral pseudoparticles by spinocula-
tion at 1,000g for 45 min at 37 uC in medium containing 3% FBS, 20 mM HEPES
and 4mg ml21 polybrene. For confirmatory experiments (Fig. 2), new lentiviral
stocks were generated for selected ISGs that had Z-scores less than 21.5 or greater
than 2.0 in the initial screens. The less stringent cutoff of Z , 21.5 was chosen to
include more ISGs from –ssRNA screens. Confirmatory experiments were per-
formed under the same infection conditions as described above. The data from the
confirmatory assays was stratified according to the frequency and relative mag-
nitude with which ISGs affected RNA virus infectivity, using progressive 50%
cutoffs to delineate strong versus modest effectors.
Virus infections. Before ISG screens, all GFP reporter viruses were optimized for
infection in their respective target cells. Dose response and time course assays were
carried out to determine the optimal volume of virus needed to infect 25–50%
(approximately 0.5 m.o.i.) of the cell population during the first round of replica-
tion, before onset of viral spread. ISG screens and confirmatory assays were carried
out under these optimized conditions, and cells were infected with each virus for
the following time periods: VV-GFP (8 h), CVB-GFP (6 h), PV-GFP (8 h), EAV-
GFP (19 h), SINV-GFP (10 h), VEEV-GFP (6 h), ONNV-GFP (17 h), FLUAV-
GFP (8 h), PIV3-GFP (24 h), NDV-GFP (8 h), HMPV-GFP (18 h), RSV-GFP
(23 h), MV (24 h), BUNV (11 h). For FLUAV and HMPV, trypsin was not added
to the infected cells, thereby preventing release of virions from the cell surface and
blocking viral spread.
Bioinformatics (clustering, co-occurrence and Gene Ontology). To cluster
ISGs with respect to the viruses they inhibit, 22 ISGs that inhibited at least one
virus by more than 50% in confirmatory assays were selected. Replication data
from the primary screens for each of these 22 genes was compiled. A web-
based tool, http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HEATMAP/heatmap.html,
which uses heatmap.2 of the gplots package of the R statistical computing and
graphics software environment, was used to generate a heatmap based on the
similarity of ISG effects on virus infectivity. In brief, a data set in which ISGs were
set as columns and viruses set as rows, with replication values corresponding to

each position, was uploaded to the server. The algorithm used the ‘average’ cluster
method and ‘Euclidean’ distance method. The heatmap was created with nine
colours representing the quantitative range of virus infectivity, and dendrograms
were generated to show the hierarchical relationships of both ISGs and viruses.

In a second clustering analysis, selected viruses were clustered hierarchically
according to the appearance of the top 30 ISG names in the lists generated from the
primary screening data (see Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). Each gene list was
transformed to an n-dimensional binarized vector, where n represents the number
of unique gene names in the cumulative gene list for all selected viruses (n 5 176
for the selected 12 viruses). Thus, each position of this vector corresponds to a
unique gene from this cumulative list. A value of 1 or 0 at each position of this
vector indicates the presence or absence, respectively, of the ISG in the current list.
The binarized vectors for selected viruses were clustered using the linkage function
of the MATLAB Statistics Toolbox with the weighted average distance (WPGMA)
(‘weighted’) selected as the algorithm for computing distance between clusters and
one minus the sample correlation between points (‘correlation’) as the distance
metric. The dendrogram was constructed using dendrogram function of the
MATLAB Statistics Toolbox. The dendrogram represents U-shaped lines connect-
ing viruses in the hierarchical tree according to the clustering of binarized vectors
(see above) of selected viruses. The height of each U represents the distance
between the two viruses being connected.

The top 20 inhibitory ISGs from 12 screens were analysed for co-occurrence. A
gene appearing in all lists was assigned a frequency of 1, or a fractional percentage
of 1 if the gene appeared in fewer lists. The data were stratified by 1ssRNA and
2ssRNA viruses.

Gene ontology (GO) analysis was performed on the top 30 inhibitory genes
from 12 screens, followed by statistical enrichment analysis using the Enrichment
widget of STRING, as described36. In this analysis, GO terms associated with a
known pathway were assigned to each protein in the list. The P values were
determined by a hypergeometric test, corrected using the Benjamini–Hochberg
false discovery rate procedure, and ranked based on enrichment value. We also
included ‘electronic inferred annotations’ in the P values calculation to increase
statistical significance. GO terms with P , 0.05 were compiled in Supplementary
Table 3. Full GO analyses for each virus are available upon request.
siRNA-mediated gene silencing. STING was depleted in STAT12/2 fibroblasts
by siRNA-mediated gene silencing. Four individual siRNAs (Qiagen) at 20 nM
were tested for knockdown using HiPerFect Transfection Reagent (Qiagen)
according to the manufacturer’s reverse transfection protocol. Cells were collected
48 h after transfection and STING protein levels were monitored by western blot,
as described below. One of the four siRNAs reduced STING expression to nearly
undetectable protein levels, and was chosen for subsequent functional assays.
RNA and protein detection from cell cultures. For gene expression studies, total
RNA from STAT12/2 fibroblasts transduced with lentiviral vectors was isolated
48 h after transduction using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). 50 ng total RNA was
analysed by qRT–PCR using QuantiFast SYBR Green RT–PCR kit with commer-
cially available QuantiTect Primers specific for OAS2 and RPS11 housekeeping
control (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Reactions were run
on a Roche 480 Light Cycler or ABI 7500 Fast Real Time PCR System, and gene
expression was calculated using the DDCT method. In separate experiments, total
RNA was processed for microarray analysis using BeadArray technology (Illumina)
as described previously4. For protein expression studies, cells were lysed in radio-
immunoprecipitation assay buffer containing Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail
(Roche) and PhosSTOP Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche). Protein concen-
tration of cell lysates was determined by Bradford assay (Pierce). Lysates were
separated on 4–20% SDS–PAGE gradient gels (BioRad), blotted to nitrocellulose
membrane (Amersham) and processed by western blotting. Blots were blocked
overnight in 5% milk in 1 3 TBS (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl.) with
0.05% Tween-20 (TBS-T), followed by incubation with primary and secondary
antibodies in 1% milk in TBS-T for 1 h and 30 min, respectively. Proteins were
visualized by incubating blots with enhanced chemiluminescent substrate ECL
(Pierce) and exposing blots to autoradiography film (Denville Scientific). Anti-
bodies used in the study include: anti-STING (R&D Systems MAB7169), anti-
phosho-IRF3 (Abcam ab76493), anti-MB21D1 (Sigma HPA031700), anti-actin
(Abcam ab6276), goat anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and goat anti-
mouse HRP (Pierce).
ISRE reporter assays. To test ISGs for activation of ISRE-dependent transcrip-
tion, 1.5 3 104 293T cells in individual wells of a 96-well plate were transduced
with lentiviruses expressing ISGs. 16–18 h later, transduced cells were transfected
with the pISG54.ISRE-Fluc plasmid using X-treme Gene 9 Transfection reagent
(Roche) following standard protocols. Cells were collected 24 h after transfection
using 1 3 cell culture lysis buffer (Promega) and Fluc activity was monitored using
the Luciferase Assay System (Promega). To test for ISG-mediated suppression of
IFN activity, a similar protocol was used, except that ISG and ISRE-Fluc plasmids
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were co-transfected before treatment with recombinant IFN-a (PBL Interferon
Source).
Infection of mice. Mb21d1tm1a mice were obtained from the EUCOMM consor-
tium and bred to FLPe-expressing mice (B6-Tg(CAG-FLPe)36, provided by the
RIKEN BRC through the National Bio-Resource Project of the MEXT, Japan37) to
generate conditional knockout mice by removing the targeting cassette.
Conditional knockout mice were bred to Cre-expressing mice (B6.C-Tg(CMV-
cre)1Cgn/J, Jackson Laboratories) to generate mice with a deletion of exon 2,
which includes the catalytic residues E211 and D213. Mice were backcrossed to
C57BL/6J (B6) mice (Jackson Laboratories) to remove Cre allele. All mice were
bred and maintained in a specific-pathogen-free barrier facility at Washington
University in St Louis, Missouri, in accordance with federal and institutional
guidelines. To determine MHV68 titres in tissues, mice were infected between 8
and 9 weeks of age with 106 p.f.u. of MHV68 by intraperitoneal injection in 0.3 ml
PBS. Upon euthanization, organs were placed in 1 ml of complete DMEM and
frozen at 280 uC. To determine susceptibility to VV Western Reserve, 8–9-week-
old mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine before intranasal inoculation
with 8,000 p.f.u. in 50ml MEM. Mice were also infected with 100 p.f.u. of WNV
(strain New York 1999) in 50ml via a subcutaneous route. Tissues were collected at
day 8 after infection and analysed for viral burden by plaque assay on Vero cells.
For these studies, 10 or 15 mice were used per experiment in order to achieve
reliable statistics. All mice were monitored daily for weight loss and lethality, and
mice that became moribund were euthanized.
Bone-marrow-derived macrophage infections. Primary bone-marrow-derived
macrophages were prepared as described previously38. Cells were allowed to dif-
ferentiate for 7 days, and then adherent cells were scraped and seeded in tissue
culture-treated plates. For MHV68 experiments, cells were infected with MHV68
at a m.o.i. of 10 for 1 h with occasional rocking at 37 uC and 5% CO2. For viral
growth curves, cells were washed three times with medium and incubated in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 2 mM L-glutamine for the indicated
period of time at 37 uC and 5% CO2, before being frozen at 280uC. For gene
expression analysis, the inoculum was replaced with complete DMEM and the
cells incubated for 6 h before being lysed in TRIzol reagent for total RNA extrac-
tion. For VV experiments, macrophages were infected at a m.o.i. of 0.1 in DMEM
without serum. One hour later, cells were washed once with PBS, and incubated in
DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS. At indicted times post infection, cells and
media were frozen/thawed twice and then supernatants were serially diluted and
plaqued on monolayers of Vero cells. For WNV experiments, cells were infected in
12-well plates at a m.o.i. of 0.1 or 3. Virus was collected from supernatants at
specific times and titrated by plaque assay on Vero cells. For activation experi-
ments, cells were stimulated with 2mg ml21 imiquimod (Invivogen), 2mg ml21

polyI:C (Invivogen) or transfected with 1mg polyI:C using TransIT-LT1 (Mirus)
for the indicated amount of time. Total RNA was collected from BMMO to assess
gene expression levels by qRT–PCR, as described below.
Plaque assays. To determine the effects of ISGs on poliovirus production, HeLa
cells were transfected in a 24-well plated with 500 ng lentiviral plasmids encoding
ISGs using FugeneHD (Roche). Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were
infected with P1M (10 m.o.i.) for 16 h. Lysates were collected and viral titres deter-
mined by plaque assay on HeLa cell monolayers. Infections were performed at 37 uC
for 1 h with occasional rocking before cells were overlaid with medium containing
DMEM, 0.2% NaHCO3, 5% bovine calf serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin and
0.8% Noble agar (Sigma). After 48 h incubation, plaques were visualized with crystal
violet. Plaque assays to determine MHV68 and WNV viral titres from BMMO or
mouse organs were performed on NIH-3T12 and Vero cells, respectively. Organs
were thawed and homogenized with sterile 1.0 mm zirconia/silica beads and a mini-
beadbeater (BioSpec Products) before dilution and plating onto cells. Infection was
performed at 37 uC for 1 h with occasional rocking before cells were overlaid with
medium containing 2% methylcellulose. After a 1-week incubation, plaques were
visualized with 3% neutral red solution.
Determination of mRNA transcript levels in mouse cells and organs. Spleens
were homogenized and macrophages were lysed in TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and
processed according to the manufacturer’s instructions to isolate total RNA. RNA

samples were treated with DNase I (Ambion) before first-strand cDNA synthesis
with ImProm-II (Promega) and oligo(dT)15. qPCR was performed on a StepOnePlus
machine using Power SYBR Green master mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers
specific for cGas (59-ACGAGAGCCGTTTTATCTCGTACCC-39 and 59-TGTCC
GGAAGATTCACAGCATGTTT-39) or ribosomal protein S29 (RPS29; 59-AGCA
GCTCTACTGGAGTCACC-39 and 59-AGGTCGCTTAGTCCAACTTAATG-39).
TaqMan quantitative PCR was performed using primers and probes specific for Ifnb
(59-CTGGAGCAGCTGAATGGAAAG-39, 59-CTTCTCCGTCATCTCCATAGG
G-39 and probe 59-/56-FAM/CAACCTCACCTACAGGGCGGACTTCAAG/36-
TAMSp/-3939, Ifit1 (59-GAGCCAGAAAACCCTGAGTACA-39, 59-AGAAATAAA
GTTGTCATCTAAATC-39 and probe 59-/56-FAM/ACTGGCTATGCAGTCG
TAGCCTATCGCC/36-TAMSp/-39), Ifit2 (59-CTGAAGCTTGACGCGGTACA-
39, 59-ACTTGGGTCTTTCTTTAAGGCTTCT-39 and probe 59-/56-FAM/AAAAC
CAAGCAATGGCGCTGGTTG/36-TAMSp/-39), Oas1a (59-TGAGCGCCCCCCA
TCT-39, 59-CATGACCCAGGACATCAAAGG-39 and probe 59-/56-FAM/AGGA
GGTGGAGTTTGATGTGCTG/36-TAMSp/-39), Il6 (59-GCCAGAGTCCTTCAG
AGAGATACA-39 and 59-CTTGGTCCTTAGCCACTCCTTC-39), Tnfa (59-GGG
TGATCGGTCCCCAAAGG-39 and 59-CTCCACTTGGTGGTTTGCTACGA-39),
Il1b (59-GCACACCCACCCTGCAG-39 and 59-AACCGTTTTTCCATCTTCTT
CTT-39), Ccl5 (59-CAAGTGCTCCAATCTTGCAGTC-39 and 59-TTCTCTGGGT
TGGCACACAC-39), Cxcl10 (59-AGTGCTGCCGTCATTTTCTG-39, 59-ATTCTC
ACTGGCCCGTCA T-39 and probe 59-/56-FAM/AGTCCCACTCAGACCCAG
CAGG/36-TAMSp/-39) with AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems). Transcript
levels were analysed using the DDCt method, with RPS29 as the reference gene.
qPCR products were confirmed by melt curve and/or agarose gel electrophoresis.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Antiviral effects of ISGs on virus production of a
non-GFP poliovirus. HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding ISGs
and 48 h later infected with P1M (10 m.o.i.) for 16 h. Lysates were collected and
viral titres determined by plaque assay on HeLa cell monolayers, as described in
Methods. Plaque assays were performed in duplicate. Data represent the
average of three independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Hierarchical clustering. a–e, Analyses were
performed as described in Methods. In each cluster, one or more ISGs were
removed from the analysis in Fig. 3a to determine whether virus clustering is
driven by a subset of one or more dominant genes. Blue and green bars
underscore 1ssRNA and 2ssRNA viruses, respectively. f, The top 30 ISG

inhibitors from the primary screens were compiled as a gene list and
transformed to a binarized vector for clustering using MATLAB Statistics
Toolbox (see Methods). A dendrogram was generated from the clustering
analysis to show how viruses relate to each other with respect to the ISGs that
target them.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Co-occurrence of top 20 antiviral ISGs from
primary screens. ISGs were assigned a frequency on the basis of the number of
times the gene appeared in a list of the 20 most inhibitory genes from 7 1ssRNA

or 5 2ssRNA virus screens. A frequency of 1 indicates an occurrence of 100%
across all gene lists. Co-occurrence is reflected by adjacent red and blue bars.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Effects of ISGs on ISRE-dependent transcription.
a, 293 cells were transduced with lentiviruses expressing ISGs, followed by
transfection with an ISRE reporter plasmid expressing Fluc. Cells were assayed
for Fluc activity 24 h after transfection. b, 293 cells were co-transfected with
ISG-expressing plasmids and an ISRE reporter plasmid. The cells were then

treated overnight with 1,000 U ml21 interferon-a (IFN-a), followed by Fluc
activity assay. Data represent the average of three independent experiments
performed in triplicate. Error bars represent s.d. Statistical significance was
determined by one-way ANOVA or t-test. *P , 0.05, ***P , 0.001.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | cGAS mechanistic studies. a, STAT12/2

fibroblasts were transfected with individual siRNAs targeting STING.
Cell lysates were processed 48 h after transfection for western blot with
anti-STING- or anti-actin-specific antibodies. From these results, siRNA no. 1
was chosen for additional studies. b, Schematic of cGAS protein sequence and
truncation mutants. Red box, a-helix; blue box, b-sheet. Circles denote catalytic
residues E225A and D227A. c, STAT12/2 fibroblasts were transduced with
lentivirus expressing control or cGAS (wild type and truncation mutants). Cells
were infected 48 h after transduction with VEEV-GFP and infectivity was
monitored by FACS. Data represent the mean of two independent experiments.
Error bars represent s.d. Statistical significance was determined by one-way
ANOVA. *P , 0.05, **P , 0.01. d, STAT12/2 fibroblasts were transduced

with lentivirus expressing control or cGAS (wild type and mutants). Cells were
collected 48 h after transduction and total RNA was analysed for OAS2 mRNA
induction relative to RPS11 (top), or protein lysates were analysed for
phospho-IRF3 and actin expression by western blot (bottom). e, STAT12/2

fibroblasts were transduced with a puromycin-selectable lentivirus expressing
cGAS and placed under selection. At various passages, cells were collected and
total RNA was analysed for OAS2 mRNA induction relative to RPS11 (top), or
protein lysates were analysed for cGAS and actin expression by western blot
(bottom). Western blot and cGAS mRNA data represent one of two
independent experiments, each showing similar results. OAS2 mRNA data are
presented as the average of two independent experiments, each performed in
triplicate. Error bars represent s.d.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Gene-targeting strategy to create cGas knockout
mice. a, Mice expressing a cGas exon 2 gene-trap cassette were crossed to FlpE-
expressing mice to generate conditional knockouts. These mice were then crossed
to Cre-expressing mice to generate the knockout allele with a deletion of exon 2,
which contains the cGAS catalytic sites. Mice were backcrossed to remove Cre,
and cGas1/2 mice were intercrossed to derive cGas2/2 mice. b, PCR products

from genomic DNA of cGas1/1, cGas1/2 and cGas2/2 mice using primers
outlined in a. c, qRT–PCR of relative cGas expression in lungs (left) or BMMO
(right) from wild-type B6 and cGas2/2 mice. Data from lung represent means of
three mice per group. Data from BMMO were derived from two independent
experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent s.e.m. Statistical
significance was determined by t-test. *P , 0.05, ***P , 0.001.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Viral burden in mice infected with WNV. Wild-
type or cGas2/2 mice were infected with WNV and viral titres in several regions

of the brain were determined by plaque assay. n 5 10 mice per group. Statistical
significance was determined by t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Role for cGAS in BMMO activation. a, BMMO
from wild-type and cGas2/2 mice were analysed for baseline expression of
chemokines Ccl5 and Cxcl10 by RT–PCR. b, BMMO from wild-type and
cGas2/2 mice were treated with polyIC (pIC) or transfected with polyIC
(Tf-pIC) and Ifnb and Ifit1 levels were determined by qRT–PCR. In both
panels, gene expression levels are relative to the housekeeping gene RPS29 and
normalized to mock-treated wild-type cells. Data represent two experiments
performed in triplicate. Error bars represent s.d. Statistical significance was
determined by t-test. *P , 0.05, **P , 0.01, ***P , 0.001.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Classification of viruses screened in this study

*Two strains of SINV, AR86 and Girdwood, were included in the screens.
{Segmented 2ssRNA genomes; all other 2ssRNA viruses have non-segmented genomes.
dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; 1ssRNA, positive-sense single-stranded RNA; 2ssRNA, negative-sense single-stranded RNA.
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Extended Data Table 2 | List of genes induced twofold or more in
STAT12/2 fibroblasts transduced with lentivirus expressing cGAS
compared to Fluc control

FC, fold change.
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In vivo genome-wide profiling of RNA secondary
structure reveals novel regulatory features
Yiliang Ding1,2,3*, Yin Tang1,3,4*, Chun Kit Kwok2,3*, Yu Zhang4,5, Philip C. Bevilacqua2,3,6 & Sarah M. Assmann1,3,4,6

RNA structure has critical roles in processes ranging from ligand
sensing to the regulation of translation, polyadenylation and splic-
ing1–4. However, a lack of genome-wide in vivo RNA structural data
has limited our understanding of how RNA structure regulates gene
expression in living cells. Here we present a high-throughput, genome-
wide in vivo RNA structure probing method, structure-seq, in which
dimethyl sulphate methylation of unprotected adenines and cyto-
sines is identified by next-generation sequencing. Application of this
method to Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings yielded the first in vivo
genome-wide RNA structure map at nucleotide resolution for any
organism, with quantitative structural information across more than
10,000 transcripts. Our analysis reveals a three-nucleotide periodic
repeat pattern in the structure of coding regions, as well as a less-
structured region immediately upstream of the start codon, and
shows that these features are strongly correlated with translation
efficiency. We also find patterns of strong and weak secondary struc-
ture at sites of alternative polyadenylation, as well as strong second-
ary structure at 59 splice sites that correlates with unspliced events.
Notably, in vivo structures of messenger RNAs annotated for stress
responses are poorly predicted in silico, whereas mRNA structures
of genes related to cell function maintenance are well predicted.
Global comparison of several structural features between these two
categories shows that the mRNAs associated with stress responses
tend to have more single-strandedness, longer maximal loop length
and higher free energy per nucleotide, features that may allow these
RNAs to undergo conformational changes in response to environ-
mental conditions. Structure-seq allows the RNA structurome and
its biological roles to be interrogated on a genome-wide scale and
should be applicable to any organism.

Most existing RNA structure mapping has been performed in vitro5–8.
Among RNA structure probing reagents, dimethyl sulphate (DMS) can
penetrate cells and has been used to map structures of high-abundance
RNAs in vivo in various organisms9–12. DMS methylates the base-pairing
faces of A and C of RNA in loops, bulges, mismatches and joining regions.
The base-pairing status of U and G nucleotides can be inferred from
structural mapping of As and Cs, because constraining even some nucleo-
tides substantially improves predictions of other regions13. However, a
method for genome-wide study of RNA structure in vivo has been
lacking. Here we combine DMS methylation with next-generation
sequencing to establish structure-seq, an in vivo quantitative measure-
ment of genome-wide RNA secondary structure at nucleotide resolution.

We optimized DMS treatment conditions for Arabidopsis etiolated
seedlings (Extended Data Fig. 1a), and then generated two independ-
ent biological replicates of (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries (Fig. 1).
DMS-induced methylation sites were highly reproducible (Pearson
correlation coefficient (PCC) of 0.91 for the two (1)DMS libraries
(Extended Data Table 1a)). Nucleotide modification in the (1)DMS
library was specific to As and Cs (Extended Data Fig. 1b). Notably, 98%
of the combined 206 million sequence reads were mappable to the

Arabidopsis genome; these reads include diverse classes of RNAs, with
a predominance of mRNAs and ribosomal RNAs (Extended Data Fig. 1c
and Extended Data Table 1b, c). The reverse transcriptase stops are
evenly distributed along the transcripts, with no 39 bias (Extended Data
Fig. 1d). In particular, 10,781 transcripts had sufficient coverage at nuc-
leotide resolution to obtain secondary-structure constraints (Extended
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Figure 1 | Overview of structure-seq. Arabidopsis seedlings are treated with
DMS. Reverse transcription is performed using random hexamers (N6) with
adaptors (thicker black lines). Reverse transcriptase stalls one nucleotide before
DMS-modified As and Cs11 (black crosses). Single-stranded (ss) DNA ligation
attaches a single-stranded DNA linker (thicker black line) to the 39 end.
Double-stranded DNA is generated by PCR (purple line, forward primer;
green–red line, unique index (green) and universal portion (red) of reverse
primer). A (2)DMS library is prepared in parallel. Deep sequencing is
performed with different indices for (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries. Counts of
the reverse transcriptase (RT) stops are normalized and subtracted. Pie charts
depict percentages of RNA types for the (1)DMS (left) and (–)DMS (right)
libraries. Green portions represent other RNA types plus unmappable reads
(see Extended Data Table 1b, c).
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Data Fig. 2a). Abundance of individual mRNAs in structure-seq
correlated well with mRNA abundance from RNA-seq analyses14

(Extended Data Fig. 2b, c).
To validate in vivo structure-seq, we mapped DMS reactivities of

18S rRNA (Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 3). Overall, the reactivities
are consistent (Extended Data Fig. 3) with structure mapping of 30S
subunit-bound 16S rRNA15 and with the phylogenetically derived
structures16, which are the evolutionarily conserved structures and are
the closest models of in vivo, protein-associated structure17. Further,
comparison of DMS modifications from structure-seq with those from
conventional gel-based in vivo structure probing yielded strong agree-
ment for all regions of 18S rRNA tested (PCCs of 0.78 (Fig. 2b, c), 0.71
(Extended Data Fig. 4a, b) and 0.68 (Extended Data Fig. 4c, d)), as well
as for a randomly chosen mRNA, CAB1 (At1g29930) (Extended Data
Fig. 4e, f, g). We thus conclude that structure-seq accurately probes
RNA structures in vivo on a genome-wide basis. Importantly, complete
coverage can be provided in a single experiment even for long tran-
scripts, which is not the case for conventional gel-based methods.

We accordingly investigated global features and discovered several
notable genome-wide in vivo RNA structural properties of Arabidopsis

mRNAs (Fig. 3). We found that the average DMS reactivity of untrans-
lated regions (UTRs) is significantly higher than that of coding sequences
(CDS) (Extended Data Fig. 5a). The ,5 nucleotides (nt) immediately
upstream of the start codon show particularly high DMS reactivity,
which indicates less structure (Extended Data Fig. 5a). These findings
agree with previous findings in yeast and Arabidopsis UTRs in vitro5,6

and with in silico predictions in mouse and human18. Unstructured
regions near start codons may facilitate ribosome binding and trans-
lation initiation. To evaluate this hypothesis, we ranked our mRNAs
according to their polyribosome association on the basis of previous
in vivo polyribosome profiling in Arabidopsis seedlings19. The unstruc-
tured region upstream of the start codon was enriched in high trans-
lation efficiency mRNAs and was absent in low translation efficiency
mRNAs (Fig. 3a). Although a related observation was made in vitro for
yeast5, our data demonstrate that this is a genuine in vivo phenomenon,
and extend these results to the plant kingdom.

When DMS reactivity along the CDS was averaged across mRNAs
in our data set (see Methods for details), a periodic trend was revealed.
A discrete Fourier transform applied to the CDS gave a period of 3,
whereas periodicity was absent in UTR regions (Fig. 3a insets and
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Figure 2 | Structure-seq accurately maps 18S rRNA and agrees with gel-
based in vivo structure probing. a, Nucleotides 1–610 of the phylogenetic 18S
rRNA structure16, colour-coded according to structure-seq DMS reactivity.
b, Nucleotides 17–86 of 18S rRNA structure-mapped by gel-based probing.
Lanes 1–2, (2)DMS and (1)DMS treatments; lanes 3–4, C/A sequencing.

c, Comparison of structure-seq (blue bars) and gel-based probing (black line,
normalized to 0–100%) yields a PCC of 0.78. Structure-seq reactivity for
nucleotides 12610 is shown on the right. The red asterisks indicate nucleotides
that have significant DMS modifications from both methods, and are also
shown in panel b.
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Extended Data Fig. 5b, c). This represents the first in vivo demonstra-
tion of triplet periodicity in the structure of the CDS in a multicellular
organism. Observation of an in vivo triplet periodicity in CDS struc-
ture in plants, as well as its presence in both in vivo (from ribosome
profiling)20 and in vitro (ribosome-free)5 yeast data sets, and its proposed
presence in mammals18, suggests that periodic structure may have evolved
as a universal regulatory feature of translated portions of mRNAs.

Our genome-wide in vivo structurome allowed us to evaluate the
hypothesis that robustness of the periodic structure signal might influ-
ence translation. Notably, the periodic signal was intensified in high
translation efficiency transcripts and absent from low translation
efficiency transcripts5 (Fig. 3a insets and Extended Data Fig. 5d).
Further analysis revealed that differential presence of periodic struc-
ture between these two mRNA populations did not arise from differ-
ential codon usage or differential nucleotide bias in any of the three
codon positions (Extended Data Fig. 5e). Our results thus reveal a
hidden code in in vivo RNA structure that influences polyribosome
association and, by inference, translation21.

Alternative polyadenylation has been observed for ,60% of Arabidopsis
mRNAs22. We assessed DMS modification 50 nt upstream and down-
stream of the known22 alternative polyadenylation cleavage sites for the
corresponding 5,959 mRNAs in our RNA structurome. For alternative
polyadenylation, RNA secondary structure upstream of the cleavage
site from nt 215 to 22 showed significantly lower DMS reactivity than
the average reactivity throughout the 100-nt region, indicating more
structure in vivo in the U- and A-rich upstream region (Fig. 3b and
Extended Data Fig. 6a). This finding provides genome-wide support
for a regulatory role of RNA structure in this region, in line with an
early mutagenesis study of polyadenylation efficiency on one selected
RNA assayed in vitro23. We also found that nt 21 to 5 had significantly
higher DMS reactivity than average (Fig. 3b). This leads to a structured–
unstructured pattern (Fig. 3b) that is not simply due to nucleotide
composition (Extended Data Fig. 6b, c). These results, newly revealed

by structure-seq, suggest that structural elements near the cleavage site
may help to regulate alternative polyadenylation.

Alternative splicing has been proposed to be regulated by RNA sec-
ondary structure24,25. We considered a previous compilation of alterna-
tive splicing events in Arabidopsis seedlings26 and identified, for each
mRNA in our data set, whether introns were spliced out or whether
alternative splicing (including exon skipping and intron retention)
occurred. Notably, we found significantly lower DMS reactivity in
the region ,40 nt upstream of the 59 splice site for the unspliced events
(Fig. 3c). This structural pattern was not found in the spliced events or
in a nucleotide composition control (Fig. 3c), nor was it apparent at the
39 splice site (Extended Data Fig. 6d). Secondary structure at the 59

splice site appears to disfavour the first step of splicing, providing a
regulatory mechanism for alternative splicing.

Current in silico structure prediction based on thermodynamics
estimates a set of probable RNA structures, but constraints from experi-
mental data significantly improve predictions13,27. Individual nucleotide
DMS reactivities for each of the 10,623 mRNAs with $ 1 reverse tran-
scriptase stop/nucleotide provided a rich data set (Fig. 4a) to compare
RNA structure predictions with and without inclusion of in vivo DMS-
guided structural constraints. First, we compared in silico-predicted
structures and our in vivo structures with available in vitro structures6.
We find that in vitro and in vivo structures differ, and that in vitro
structures are more similar to in silico structures than are in vivo
structures (Extended Data Fig. 7a). Next, using RNAstructure27, we
calculated for each of the 10,623 mRNAs the positive predictive value
(PPV)28, which indicates the proportion of base pairs in the in vivo
DMS-constrained RNA structure that also appear in the in silico-
predicted RNA structure. Most mRNAs did not fold in vivo according
to in silico-predicted structures, as is evident from the broad PPV
distribution (Fig. 4b). Such poor correlation could, in theory, be
explained by mRNA association with proteins that block DMS react-
ivity in vivo. This hypothesis was not supported, however, as low
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Figure 3 | Structure-seq reveals new features of mRNA secondary structures
that prevail in vivo. a, RNA structure associated with translation. DMS
reactivities of selected regions (59 UTR, 40 nt upstream of the start codon; CDS,
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39 UTR, 40 nt downstream of the stop codon) across high (red) or low (blue)
translation efficiency mRNAs were averaged. mRNAs were aligned by their
start/stop codons (vertical black lines). Discrete Fourier transforms (insets)
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translation efficiency mRNAs shows structural periodicity only in high
translation efficiency CDS. b, RNA structures associated with alternative
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reactivity did not correlate with low PPV, nor was PPV correlated with
mRNA length (Extended Data Fig. 7b, c). The results of Fig. 4b and
Extended Data Fig. 7a demonstrate the critical contribution of in vivo
constraints in prediction of the RNA secondary structures that prevail
in living cells. This is also illustrated by an improvement in predicting
the phylogenetic structure of 18S rRNA when in vivo constraints are
used (Extended Data Table 2).

We next asked whether genome-wide relationships exist between
in vivo mRNA structures and biological functions of the encoded
proteins. Intriguingly, the Gene Ontology annotations of those tran-
scripts in the lowest 5% of the PPV distribution are enriched in anno-
tations of biological functions related to stress and stimulus responses29

(Fig. 4c and Extended Data Fig. 8a, b). For example, mRNAs of cold
and metal ion stress-response genes folded significantly differently
in vivo from their unconstrained in silico predictions (Fig. 4c, d and
Extended Data Fig. 8a, b). Interestingly, these stresses are known to
affect RNA structure and thermostability27,30. By contrast, genes
involved in basic biological functions such as gene expression, protein
maturation and processing, and peptide metabolic processes show
little difference in their in vivo-constrained and in silico-predicted
RNA secondary structures, as indicated by their enrichment in the
highest 5% of the PPV distribution (Fig. 4c, d and Extended Data
Fig. 8a, b). Speculatively, mRNAs related to cell maintenance and
showing high PPV may have evolved to resist large conformational
changes in order to maintain homeostasis.

We next compared several structural features between low and high
PPV mRNAs. We found that the fraction of a mRNA’s nucleotides
with DMS reactivity greater than a 0.6 threshold is significantly higher
in the low than in the high PPV mRNAs (P 5 ,2 3 10242; two sample
t-test), which provides experimental support independent of compu-
tational structure prediction that the low PPV mRNAs exist in mul-
tiple conformations and/or are less structured. The low PPV mRNAs,
enriched in functions related to stress, also tend to have more single-
stranded regions (consistent with higher average reactivity per nuc-
leotide; P 5 ,10285; Student’s t-test), longer maximum loop length
and higher free energy per nucleotide when assessed in vivo (Table 1
and Extended Data Fig. 8b). These features might favour change in
RNA structure in response to, for example, cold or metal ions, stress
conditions with which these mRNAs are associated (Fig. 4c). In other
words, stress-response RNAs may be more plastic, changing their
structure in response to changing cellular conditions. As sessile organ-
isms, plants face extreme environmental stresses; it will be of interest to
ascertain whether the RNA structure–function relationships revealed in
Fig. 4c, d prevail in other kingdoms.

In summary, we have established a high throughput, genome-wide
method that profiles RNA secondary structure with high accuracy and
nucleotide resolution in vivo. Our comprehensive study reveals new
insights into how global native RNA structural characteristics regulate
RNA processing and translation, and associates mRNA structural
characteristics with functions of the encoded proteins. These trends
are not discernible by studies on just one or a few RNAs, nor are they
necessarily found in in vitro genome-wide studies. Structure-seq provides
a broadly applicable method for the investigation of RNA structure–
function relationships in living systems.

METHODS SUMMARY
Five-day-old Arabidopsis thaliana etiolated seedlings were treated with DMS,
followed by dithiothreitol quench. Extracted poly(A)-selected RNA was reverse
transcribed. First-strand complementary DNAs were ligated at their 39 ends to a
DNA linker and PCR was performed. Different barcode indices were used for the
(1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries, which were subjected to Illumina sequencing.
Two independent biological replicates were performed. Reads were mapped to the
Arabidopsis transcriptome and genome using Bowtie (v.0.12.8). The natural log
(ln) was taken of reverse transcriptase stops in both (1) and (2) DMS libraries,
followed by normalization for abundance and length. Raw DMS reactivity was
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Figure 4 | Structure-seq provides in
vivo RNA structure information at
nucleotide resolution across 10,623
mRNAs and reveals correlations
between RNA structure and
biological function. a, DMS
reactivity of each of 10,623 mRNAs.
b, PPV distribution for in vivo versus
in silico structures of 10,623 mRNAs;
a higher PPV value indicates less
difference. c, mRNAs with low
PPV are enriched in functional
annotations related to stress and
stimulus responses; mRNAs with
high PPV are enriched in basic
biological functions. Gene Ontology
categories over-represented in the
5% of 10,623 mRNAs with lowest
and highest PPV are shown at the top
and bottom, respectively. d, In silico
and in vivo structures of one
illustrative low PPV mRNA (top),
RCI2A (At3g05880), are highly
dissimilar, whereas such structures
for one illustrative high PPV
mRNA (bottom), S24 peptidase
(At1g52600), are highly similar.

Table 1 | RNAstructuralfeaturesdifferbetweenhighandlowPPVmRNAs
Single-strand
percentage

Maximum loop length
of structure

Free energy
per nucleotide

In silico 0.99 3.7 3 1022 7.73 3 1023

In vivo 5.80 3 10219 4.7 3 1027 3.07 3 10234

The significance of the difference for several RNA structural features was assessed between high PPV
mRNAs and low PPV mRNAs. Each entry is the P value of a Student’s t-test between the 5% of mRNAs
with highest PPV and the 5% of mRNAs with lowest PPV. The comparisons were performed on in silico-
predicted (without in vivo constraints) and in vivo (in silico prediction with constraints from our in vivo
structure-seq data) structures. Small P values confirm that there are significant differences in RNA
structural features between high- and low-PPV mRNAs.
(Pseudoknots are uncommon (,1 pseudoknot per 1,000 nt) in both high- and low-PPV mRNA data sets
(calculated from the 1% mRNAs with highest PPV and the 1% mRNAs with lowest PPV). The P values for
comparison of pseudoknot prevalence between these two groups are 0.48 and 0.31 for in silico-
predicted and in vivo structures, respectively.)
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calculated by subtracting from the normalized (1)DMS library values the normal-
ized number of reverse transcriptase stops in the (2)DMS library, and further
normalized (2–8% normalization) to obtain the final DMS reactivity of each
nucleotide. PPVs were used to compare in vivo- and in silico-predicted structures
for each mRNA. mRNAs with PPV values in the top and bottom 5% were subjected
to Gene Ontology analysis using the hypergeometric test (P , 0.01 as significant).

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Plant materials and growth conditions. Arabidopsis thaliana seeds of the
Columbia (Col-0) accession were sterilized with 70% (v/v) ethanol and plated
on half-strength Murashige and Skoog medium. The plates were wrapped in foil
and stratified at 4 uC for 3–4 days and then grown in a 22–24 uC growth chamber
for 5 days.
In vivo DMS chemical probing. All manipulations involving DMS were con-
ducted in a chemical fume hood.

Five-day-old A. thaliana etiolated seedlings grown as described above were
suspended intact and completely covered in 20 ml 1 3 DMS reaction buffer in a
50 ml Falcon tube that contained 100 mM KCl, 40 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and
0.5 mM MgCl2. DMS was added to a final concentration of 0.75% (,75 mM)
and allowed to react for 15 min at room temperature (,22uC) with periodic
swirling. This DMS concentration and reaction time allowed DMS to penetrate
plant cells and modify the RNA in vivo with single-hit kinetics conditions. Single-
hit kinetics conditions can be directly observed in the (1)DMS lanes of Fig. 2b and
Extended Data Figs 1a and 4e, in which an intense full-length peak is observed for
both rRNA and mRNA, and is confirmed in structure-seq data by the presence of
transcripts with no internal reverse transcriptase stops. To quench the reaction,
freshly prepared dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to a final concentration of 0.5 M,
and after swirling for 2 min the reaction mixture was decanted and the seedlings
were washed with ,2 3 50 ml deionized water. The seedlings were immediately
frozen with liquid N2 and ground into powder using a mortar and pestle pre-
cleaned with RNase Zap (Ambion). Lysis buffer was added to the powder, and then
the sample was subjected to total RNA extraction, following the protocol described
in the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen).
Illumina library construction. In vivo total RNA isolation was followed by one
round of poly(A) selection using the Poly(A) purist Kit (Ambion). The poly(A)-
selected RNA (2mg) was then treated with TURBO DNase (Ambion) following the
manufacturer’s protocol, followed by phenol chloroform extraction and ethanol
precipitation. The RNA was re-suspended in RNase-free water and subjected to
reverse transcription using the SuperScript III First Strand Kit (Invitrogen) and
random hexamers fused with an Illumina TruSeq Adapter (59-CAGACGTGT
GCTCTTCCGATCNNNNNN-39). The resultant first-strand cDNAs were then
ligated at their 39 ends to a ssDNA linker (59-pNNNAGATCGGAAGAGCGTC
GTGTAG-39-Spacer, where ‘59 p’ is a 59 phosphate and ‘39-Spacer’ is a 3-carbon
linker) using CircLigase ssDNA Ligase (Epicentre), with slight modifications to
the manufacturer’s and literature procedures31, as follows. In brief, the cDNA was
re-dissolved in RNase-free water and reagents were added to yield the following
final concentrations in a total volume of 20ml: 70mM ssDNA linker, 50 mM MOPS
(pH 7.5), 10 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.05 mM ATP, 2.5 mM MnCl2
and 200 U total CircLigase. The ligation was performed at 65 uC for 12 h and
then the sample was heated at 85 uC for 15 min to deactivate the CircLigase.
PCR amplification was performed on the ligated cDNA using Illumina TruSeq
Primers (Illumina TruSeq forward primer, 59-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGA
GATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC T-39; Illumina TruSeq
reverse primer index 1, 59-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGGTCAGT
GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATC-39; Illumina TruSeq reverse
primer index 2, 59-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGATCTGGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATC-39). Three rounds of gel purifica-
tion were performed to remove adapters and achieve a uniform size distribution
of PCR products between 150 and 650 base pairs (bp) using both a 50-bp DNA
Ladder and a 1 Kb Plus DNA Ladder (Invitrogen) as references. This, together with
carefully measured loading DNA concentration, allowed an optimized cluster
density to reduce unmappable reads (c.f. the manufacturer’s protocol (Illumina)).
Different barcode indices were used for the (1)DMS library and (2)DMS libraries.
The dsDNA libraries were subjected to next-generation sequencing on an Illumina
HiSeq 2000. An independent biological replicate was prepared in the same way and
separately subjected to next-generation sequencing.
Illumina sequence mapping. Illumina sequencing read lengths of 37 nt were
obtained and mapped to the Arabidopsis thaliana transcriptome and genome
(TAIR v10 release 2010). Twenty-one nucleotides was determined to be the
threshold length required for unique mapping of a sequencing read after the reads
were linker trimmed at their 39 ends. Up to three mismatches without any inser-
tions or deletions were allowed to account for PCR and sequencing errors. Reads
that could not be mapped or uniquely mapped to the genome were designated as
‘not mappable’. Mapping of the reads was performed using Bowtie32 (v0.12.8)
(http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml).

As shown in Extended Data Table 1a, there is high correlation between the two
(1)DMS libraries and between the two (2)DMS libraries from the biological
replicates. Therefore, biological replicates were combined for further analysis.

Determination and normalization of DMS reactivity. To compare the (1)DMS
and (2)DMS data sets and derive the final DMS reactivity for each nucleotide, the
following three-step procedure was used:
Step 1. For a transcript, suppose Pr(i) and Mr(i) are the raw numbers of reverse
transcriptase stops for nucleotide i (including all four bases) on the transcript in
the (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries (P and M, respectively), l is the length of the
transcript and Pr(0) and Mr(0) are the raw numbers of full-length reverse tran-
scriptase reads on the transcript in the (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries, respectively.

For each nucleotide on each transcript, take the natural log (ln) of the number
of reverse transcriptase stops mapped to that nucleotide position (ln[Pr(i)] or
ln[Mr(i)]) and divide the number by the average of the ln of reverse transcriptase
stops per position, yielding equations (1) and (2). The average of the ln of reverse
transcriptase stops per position is calculated as the sum of the ln of reverse trans-
criptase stops at each position (including all four bases (as random reverse tran-
scriptase stalling can occur at any base) and full length reverse transcriptase reads)
of the entire transcript, divided by the length of the transcript, as provided in the
denominators of equations (1) and (2).

P(i)~
ln½Pr(i)�

(
Pl

i~0
ln½Pr(i)�)=l

ð1Þ

Equation (1) is the normalized number of reverse transcriptase stops for nucleo-
tide i in the (1)DMS library.

M(i)~
ln½Mr(i)�

(
Pl

i~0
ln½Mr(i)�)=l

ð2Þ

Equation (2) is the normalized number of reverse transcriptase stops for nucleo-
tide i in (2)DMS library.
Step 2. For each nucleotide, the raw DMS reactivity is calculated by subtracting
the normalized number of reverse transcriptase stops for the nucleotide between
(1) and (2)DMS libraries. All negative values are taken as 0 for the raw DMS
reactivity.

h(i) 5 max((P(i) – M(i)), 0) (3)

Equation (3) gives the raw DMS reactivity for nucleotide i.
Step 3. Normalization (2–8% normalization28) is then performed on the raw DMS
reactivity, h(i), of all the nucleotides on all the transcripts to obtain the final DMS
reactivity of each nucleotide. The reactivity is capped at seven5.

In all of the figures in which the average DMS reactivity of a region is given, it is
the average of the DMS reactivity of all adenine and cytosine nucleotides in that
region, for all of the transcripts under consideration. Those transcripts that have
no reverse transcriptase stops for any of the nucleotides are not used in further
structure analyses, as they provide no structure information.
In vivo RNA structure analysis of the genome-wide transcriptome using DMS
reactivity. Global in vivo mRNA structure trends. We determined global tran-
scriptome trends in mRNA structure by averaging DMS reactivity from selected
regions of mRNAs: the 59 UTR region (the first 40 nt upstream of the start codon);
the CDS-beginning region (the first 100 nt downstream of the start codon); the
CDS-ending region (the 100 nt upstream of the stop codon); and the 39 UTR
region (the first 40 nt downstream of the stop codon). There were 22,721 unique
mRNAs (including splice variants) that had at least 40 nt in both the 59 UTR region
and the 39 UTR region and at least 200 nt in the CDS; these mRNAs were analysed
for global trends (Extended Data Fig. 5a).

We analysed the global mRNA structure of polyribosome-associated mRNAs
defined in a previous study21, ranking the transcripts according to their polyribosome-
associated mRNA abundance relative to their mRNA abundance. We selected the
top 5% (1,136 mRNAs) and the bottom 5% (1,136 mRNAs) of mRNAs from the
ranking. We defined the top 5% as the ‘high translation efficiency mRNAs’ and the
bottom 5% as the ‘low translation efficiency mRNAs’. We analysed the global
transcriptome trends of DMS reactivity of the 59 UTR, CDS and 39 UTR for both
the high translation efficiency mRNAs and the low translation efficiency mRNAs
(Fig. 3a).

Codon periodicity and codon position signature. We assessed the codon peri-
odicity by applying a discrete Fourier transform. We collected the DMS reactivity
data from the Fourier-transformed patterns of the 40-nt 59 UTR, the first 100 nt of
the CDS, the last 100 nt of the CDS and the 40-nt 39 UTR regions (Fig. 3a and
Extended Data Fig. 5b). We also computed the average DMS reactivity for each
codon position, collected from the entire CDS across 22,721 unique mRNAs (see
above for explanation of mRNAs chosen). We applied the Student’s t-test to assess
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the significance of the difference between the average DMS reactivity for different
codon positions (P , 0.01 as significant) (Extended Data Fig. 5c). The same meth-
odology was applied to the high and low translation efficiency mRNA subsets
(Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 5d).

Alternative polyadenylation structural patterns. Alternative polyadenylation
sites were defined on the basis of a previous genome-wide study of alternative
polyadenylation in A. thaliana22. First we computed and plotted the nucleotide
occurrence 50 nt upstream and 50 nt downstream of the alternative polyadenyla-
tion cleavage site for all alternatively polyadenylated mRNAs represented in our
RNA structurome (Extended Data Fig. 6a). There were 5,959 mRNAs in our data
set with alternative polyadenylation cleavage sites. Then we mapped the average
DMS reactivity of these upstream and downstream regions. We applied the
Student’s t-test to analyse the significance of the difference in the average DMS
reactivity between the structured region (215 nt to 22 nt uracil- and adenine- rich
region upstream of the alternative polyadenylation cleavage sites) and the average
DMS reactivity of the whole 100 nt (Fig. 3b). We also did the same analysis for the
significance of the difference in the average DMS reactivity between the unstruc-
tured region (21 nt to 5 nt adenine-rich region of the alternative polyadenylation
cleavage sites) and the average DMS reactivity of the whole 100 nt (Fig. 3b).

Structure across alternative splice sites. On the basis of a previous study of
genome-wide alternative splicing in Arabidopsis seedlings26, we identified, for each
mRNA in our data set, whether all introns were spliced out or whether alternative
splicing (including exon skipping and intron retention) occurred. This yielded a
data set of 15,441 mRNAs with alternative splicing events. We then examined
average DMS reactivity of the 100 nt at the 39 end of the 59 exon and compared this
parameter in unspliced versus spliced events (Fig. 3c). For the unspliced events, we
applied the Student’s t-test to analyse the significance of the difference in the
average DMS reactivity between the 40 nt upstream of the 59 splice site and the
remaining 60 nt of the 100-nt region upstream of the 59 splice site. The same
analysis was performed for the spliced events. As a nucleotide composition control
for the unspliced events, the identical nucleotide composition of the 40 nt upstream
of the 59 splice site in the unspliced events was shuffled and remapped to find
regions on the mRNAs in the TAIR Arabidopsis cDNA library that were not located
at 59 splice site junctions. For all of the resulting regions that were also present in our
data set, the average DMS reactivity for each nucleotide along the 40-nt regions plus
the additional 60 nt upstream of these regions was collected as a total 100-nt control,
and the resulting average DMS reactivity was compared to that of the unspliced
events (Fig. 3c). The above set of analyses was also applied to the 100-nt regions of
the 39 splice site except that the nucleotide composition control was performed
with a 100-nt shuffle (Extended Data Fig. 6d).

All global structure trends in mRNA regions and periodicity, alternative poly-
adenylation and alternative splicing that we describe (Fig. 3 and Extended Data
Figs 5 and 6) remained significant when global analyses were redone on the
smaller, 10,623 mRNA subset with $ 1 average reverse transcriptase stop per
(A1C) nucleotide.
Comparison between in vivo constrained RNA structures and in silico pre-
dicted RNA structures. In vivo DMS-constrained RNA structuromes were
graphed with nucleotide resolution. A total of 10,623 mRNAs with $ 1 average
reverse transcriptase stop per (A1C) nucleotide were analysed (see below). We
used the criterion of $ 1 average reverse transcriptase stop per (A1C) nucleotide
because PPV and Gene Ontology analyses rely on nucleotide resolution through-
out the entire mRNA. All 10,623 mRNAs (including all splice variants) were
aligned by their start codon. Colour scales were applied to indicate the DMS
reactivity. Each row in Fig. 4a represents the DMS-guided RNA structurome
information of one mRNA. mRNAs were organized by transcript length. The
figure was constructed using Python matplotlib module (http://matplotlib.org/).

To obtain predicted RNA structures, we folded each of the 10,623 A. thaliana
mRNAs with $ 1 average reverse transcriptase stop per (A1C) nucleotide using
the program RNAstructure27 (http://rna.urmc.rochester.edu/RNAstructure.html)
with slope (1.8) and intercept (20.6) for the pseudo-free energy function and
either with or without our in vivo DMS constraints. (After testing on several
protein-free regions of 18S rRNA, we concluded that for the pseudo-free energy
function used by RNAstructure27 the intercept and slope as defined in ref. 33 were
adequate.) We compared in vivo DMS-constrained RNA structure with in silico-
predicted RNA structure (that is, without constraints) for each mRNA by examining
the PPV and sensitivity of base pairs28. Simply, when comparing two structures,

PPV implies the proportion of base pairs in the in vivo DMS-constrained RNA
structure that also appear in the in silico-predicted RNA structure28. The sensitivity
indicates the proportion of base pair coverage in silico that also appears in vivo28.
These criteria indicate the extent of divergence of in vivo constrained and in silico
structures28. In our data, the PPV and sensitivity for the mRNA population are
highly correlated (PCC 5 0.99), thus we use PPV to represent the difference
between the in vivo and in silico structures (Fig. 4b). Negative predictive value
(NPV)34 implies the proportion of single-stranded nucleotides common to both
structures. The PPV and NPV are also highly correlated in our data set (PCC 5 0.90),
and so PPV was used for subsequent analyses. We plotted the PPV values for each
transcript across the 10,623 mRNAs (Fig. 4b). We then took the mRNAs with PPV
values in the top 5% and those with PPV values in the bottom 5% and performed
Gene Ontology annotation analysis29 for these two groups using the hypergeo-
metric test (P , 0.01 as significant) (Fig. 4c). For Gene Ontology analysis of mRNAs
with splice variants, we defined the PPV value as the average of the PPV values of all
the splice variants of that mRNA present in our data set. Structure prediction with
inclusion of pseudoknot prediction was performed for the top 1% and bottom 1% of
mRNAs in the PPV distribution using RNAstructure (ShapeKnots command)33,35.
Comparison of high and low PPV mRNAs. To better understand the underlying
mechanisms causing the variation of PPV among mRNAs, we selected the mRNAs
in the top 5% and bottom 5% of the PPV distribution and performed two sample
t-tests to assess whether there was significant difference between the two groups
for several RNA structural features for both in silico structures and in vivo struc-
tures: single-strand percentage, maximum loop length and free energy per nuc-
leotide within an mRNA, and DMS reactivity per nucleotide. We similarly compared
the prevalence of pseudoknots (pseudoknots per 100 nt of structure) in the top and
bottom 1% of the PPV distribution.
Gel-based method data collection and quantification. The gel-based method of
structure probing used the same in vivo total RNA pools from the same (1)DMS
and (2)DMS plant material as for high-throughput RNA structure-seq. To accom-
plish gel-based structure probing, reverse transcription was performed using
gene-specific 32P-radiolabelled DNA primers (18S reverse primer for region 1
for gel-based method, 59- AACTGATTTAATGAGCCATTCGCAG-39; 18S reverse
primer for region 2 for gel-based method, 59-GAGCCCGCGTCGACCTTTTATC-39;
18S reverse primer for region 3 for gel-based method, 59-GGTAATTTGCGCG
CCTGCT-39; CAB1 mRNA (At1g29930) reverse outer primer for gel-based method,
59-TTCCAAGGACTTCAGATGCC-39; CAB1 mRNA (At1g29930) reverse inner
primer for gel-based method, 59-GGAAAGCTTGACGGCCTTAC-39; ssDNA
adaptor for gel-based method, 59-pNNNCTGCTGATCACCGACTGCCCATAG
AG-392Spacer; adaptor forward primer for gel-based method, 59-CTCTATGGG
CAGTCGGTGAT-39). The cDNA samples were then size fractionated on 8.3 M
urea 8% polyacrylamide gels for DNA size separation. The power was maintained
at 90–100 W throughout the 1.5–2 h run, and the surface temperature was ,55–65 uC,
which helps to ensure denaturation of the DNA. Each gel was dried and exposed
using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) cassette.

Gel images were collected with a Typhoon PhosphorImager 9410, and bands
were quantified using ImageQuant 5.2. The differences in band intensity between
(1)DMS and (2)DMS samples were calculated. The most intense peak was
normalized as 100% intensity5. As DMS specifically targets the Watson–Crick
position of A and C nucleotides, the G and U nucleotides were not included during
signal processing.

31. Lucks, J. B. et al. Multiplexed RNA structure characterization with selective
29-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension sequencing (SHAPE-Seq).
Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 108, 11063–11068 (2011).

32. Langmead, B., Trapnell, C., Pop, M. & Salzberg, S. Ultrafast and memory-efficient
alignment of short DNA sequences to the human genome. Genome Biol. 10, R25
(2009).

33. Hajdin, C. E. et al. Accurate SHAPE-directed RNA secondary structure modeling,
including pseudoknots. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 110, 5498–5503 (2013).

34. Smith, C. J. Diagnostic tests (2) – positive and negative predictive values.
Phlebology 27, 305–306 (2012).

35. Reuter, J. S. & Mathews, D. H. RNAstructure: software for RNA secondary
structure prediction and analysis. BMC Bioinformatics 11, 129 (2010).

36. Lawley, P. D. & Brookes, P. Further studies on the alkylation of nucleic acids and
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Time course of DMS modification and overview
of structure-seq libraries. a, Time course of in vivo DMS modification of 18S
rRNA in Arabidopsis etiolated seedlings. Five-day-old Arabidopsis etiolated
seedlings were DMS-treated for different durations (1 min, 5 min, 15 min
and 30 min; lanes 2–5, respectively). In all cases the final DMS concentration
was 0.75% (,75 mM). The 18S rRNA DMS modification read-out was assessed
by gel-based probing, which was done here near the 59 end to afford a view
of the full-length RNA band. The 15-min time point is the optimal duration
for DMS modification, as it is the longest time point for which single-hit
kinetics still occur as revealed by the intense full-length band. The 30-min time
point is too long, as revealed by significant loss of the full-length band and
increase of shorter length bands. Lanes 6–9 show the dideoxy sequencing of 18S
rRNA. Lane 1 is the (2)DMS control. Lane 10 is a DNA marker (M) that was
size fractionated to confirm the size of the full-length band (112 nt). b, DMS
modification is RNA nucleotide specific. Nucleotide occurrence of RNA bases
one nucleotide upstream of the position of reverse transcriptase stalling on the
(1)DMS library and (2)DMS library, respectively. The (1)DMS library shows
higher occurrence of A and C than of U and G (A is more than 1 standard
deviation higher compared to C, G and U, and C is more than 1 standard

deviation higher compared to G and U if leaving out A), consistent with the
properties of DMS modification of nucleobases36. The percentages of each RNA
base in the (2)DMS library are also indicated and are found to be similar
(within 1 standard deviation). This figure combines results from both biological
replicates. c, The total number of reads was classified into different classes of
RNAs on a percentage basis from a total number of 121,258,873 reads for the
(1)DMS library and 85,371,519 reads for the (2)DMS library. This figure
combines results from both biological replicates. d, Structure-seq reads
coverage. RNA structure information from structure-seq is distributed
evenly across transcripts, with no 39 bias. Each of the 37,558 transcripts (all
transcripts with $ 1 internal reverse transcriptase stop and length $ 100 nt)
was divided into 100 bins to normalize the transcript length. The reverse
transcriptase stops per each A and C nucleotide (top) and the reverse
transcriptase stops per each A and C nucleotide with $ 1 reverse transcriptase
stop (bottom) from both the (1)DMS library (black diamonds) and the
(2)DMS library (grey triangles) were averaged within each bin and plotted.
The reverse transcriptase stops are well distributed over the entire transcript
length.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Structure-seq reveals in vivo RNA secondary
structures for over 10,000 transcripts and correlates with mRNA
abundance. a, Structure-seq reveals in vivo RNA secondary structures for over
10,000 transcripts. The histogram shows the number of transcripts as a
function of the average reverse transcriptase stops associated with A 1 C
nucleotides of a transcript, divided by the total number of the A 1 C
nucleotides of that transcript, calculated for all individual transcripts in our
data set. (Note that it is expected that not all As and Cs of a transcript will
be DMS-modified and associated with an reverse transcriptase stop, because
some As and Cs will be protected, for example, by base-pairing, tertiary
structure or protein binding.) There are 10,781 transcripts with $ 1 average
read per A 1 C nucleotides (dark shading and to the right of the right-most
dashed red line). With a threshold of 0.5 average reads per A 1 C nucleotides,
there are 15,565 transcripts (to the right of the left-most dashed red line). It is
of interest to compare structure-seq, which provides the first high-throughput
in vivo RNA structurome, with previous high-throughput studies of RNA
structures conducted in vitro5–8. We have coverage with $ 1 average reverse
transcriptase stop per nucleotide across 10,623 mRNAs, which compares

favourably with ,3,000 mRNAs with load (number of reads per nucleotide) . 1
from an in vitro study of yeast5. In comparison with 3.9 3 105 reads (0.0078
RNase One cleavages per nucleotide on average) on mRNAs in the single-
stranded RNA-seq library of an in vitro study of RNA structure in Arabidopsis6,
we have much improved coverage with 7.1 3 107 reads (1.4 reverse
transcriptase stops per nucleotide on average) on mRNAs in our (1)DMS
in vivo library. b, c, Structure-seq queries in vivo RNA structures in proportion
to their abundance in the transcriptome. mRNA abundance within our
structure-seq data set is highly correlated with mRNA abundance from
RNA-seq analysis in this study (b) and with RNA-seq analysis from a previous
study (c)14. Correlation of mRNA abundance is based on average sequencing
reads per mRNA between structure-seq and RNA-seq. The RNA-seq data set
in our study was generated in parallel with the structure-seq data set from
seedlings under the identical growth conditions but without DMS; that is, the
RNA-seq data are extracted from the (2)DMS library. The RNA-seq data set
from ref. 14 was generated from five-day-old etiolated seedlings. The PCCs
of 0.89 and 0.78, respectively, indicate that more abundant mRNAs are more
likely to have sufficient coverage available for structure-seq analysis.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Structure-seq provides the complete map of the
18S rRNA in vivo structure at nucleotide resolution. a, Structure-seq
provides the complete map of the 18S rRNA in vivo structure at nucleotide
resolution. The complete 18S rRNA phylogenetic structure16 is colour-coded
according to the DMS reactivity generated from structure-seq (DMS reactivity
$0.6 marked in red; DMS reactivity 0.3–0.6 marked in yellow; DMS reactivity
0–0.3 marked in green; and U/G bases marked in grey). b, High correlation
between structure-seq and 18S rRNA phylogenetic structure. In the entire
18S rRNA (length 5 1,808 nt), 86.7% (true positive) of the As and Cs that show
high in vivo DMS reactivity (defined as $0.6) in our data set correspond to
single-stranded regions in the phylogenetic structure16, whereas 52.0% (true
negative) of the As and Cs that show low in vivo DMS reactivity (defined

as # 0.3) in our data set correspond to base-paired regions in the phylogenetic
structure. The 48.0% (false negative) of the As and Cs that show low in vivo
DMS reactivity in our data set but correspond to single-stranded regions in the
phylogenetic structure presumably are protected by either ribosomal proteins
or non-base-pairing tertiary RNA structure. Of the 13.3% (false positive)
reactive nucleotides (defined as $ 0.6 from structure-seq) that are annotated
as base-paired in the phylogenetic structure, 75% of these nucleotides are
positioned either at the end of a helix or adjacent to a helical defect such
as a bulge or loop, locations that are known to lead to flexibility37. Values in
parentheses, corrected for this positioning, show higher true positive and
lower false positive percentages.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Structure-seq results are strongly correlated with
results from the conventional gel-based RNA structure probing method.
a, Nucleotides 87–207 of 18S rRNA were probed by the conventional gel-based
method. Lanes 1–2 show the (2)DMS and (1)DMS results on the region of
interest. Lanes 3–4 show C and A dideoxy sequencing. For both this panel and
structure-seq, the starting material was the same total population of in vivo
DMS-modified RNA. b, The results from structure-seq (blue bars) are
compared to results from the conventional gel-based method, presented as
normalized band intensity (black lines), with the highest intensity normalized
to 100%5. The red asterisks indicate nucleotides that have significant DMS
modifications from both methods, and are also shown in panel a. Structure-seq
results are strongly correlated with results from the conventional gel-based
RNA structure probing method: the PCC between the two methods is 0.71.
c, d, Nucleotides 298–428 of 18S rRNA as probed by structure-seq and also
analysed by the conventional gel-based method. The PCC is 0.68.
e–g, Structure-seq results are also strongly correlated with results from the
conventional gel-based RNA structure probing method for an individual

mRNA, CAB1 (At1g29930). The 59 UTR of CAB1 was probed by structure-seq
and analysed by the gel-based method; in both cases, the starting material was
the same total population of in vivo DMS-modified RNA. e, Lanes 1–2 show the
(2)DMS and (1)DMS results on the region of interest as analysed by the
conventional gel-based method. A 10-nt marker (M) was size fractionated
(lane 3) to allow nucleotide assignment based on spacing. f, DMS reactivity
from structure-seq is plotted with nucleotide resolution (blue bars). Results
from the gel-based RNA structure probing method are presented as normalized
quantified band intensity (black lines), with the highest intensity normalized to
100%5. For the gel-based method, the nucleotides near the 59 end cannot be
confidently quantified and assigned due to band compression at the top of
the gel and proximity to the full-length band. The PCC between the two
methods is 0.66. g, The secondary structure of the 59 UTR of CAB1 mRNA
(At1g29930) was determined using the in vivo DMS constraints obtained from
structure-seq. (DMS reactivity $ 0.6 marked in red; DMS reactivity 0.3–0.6
marked in yellow; DMS reactivity 0–0.3 marked in green; and U/G bases
marked in grey).
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Structure-seq reveals global trends in mRNA
secondary structure in vivo that correlate with translation efficiency.
a, Average DMS reactivity on an A 1 C nucleotide basis in selected regions of
22,721 mRNAs (including all splice variants) that have 59 and 39 UTR regions
longer than 40 nt: 59 UTR region (40 nt upstream of the start codon); CDS
initial region (100 nt downstream of the start codon); CDS final region (100 nt
upstream of the stop codon); and 39 UTR region (40 nt downstream of the stop
codon) are depicted. The transcripts were aligned by their start codon and
stop codon (vertical lines). (Us and Gs in the start codon and the stop codon
were not counted, marked by a break in the red line.) The 40-nt 59 UTR and
39 UTR regions show significantly higher average DMS reactivity than the
flanking 100 nt of the CDS region, with P values of 1024 and 10218, respectively
(Student’s t-tests). The first 5 nt immediately upstream of the start codon
show significantly higher reactivity than the average DMS reactivity across the
first 100 nt of the CDS with P value of 102112 (Student’s t-test). b, Discrete
Fourier transform of average DMS reactivity on a nucleotide basis was
performed on the 40-nt 59 UTR (green line), the first 100 nt of the CDS (purple
line) and the 40-nt 39 UTR (blue line) regions. Only the CDS shows the periodic
signal. For the analysis, the 40-nt 59 UTRs and 39 UTRs were compared to the
first 100 nt of the CDS regions. c, The average DMS reactivity of the three
positions in each codon was computed from the entire CDS regions of all
22,721 mRNAs. The first position of each codon shows significantly higher
average DMS reactivity compared with the second position of each codon
(P 5 10227). The third position of each codon shows significantly higher

average DMS reactivity compared with the second position (P 5 1025) but
significantly lower average DMS reactivity compared with the first position
of each codon (P 5 10217) (Student’s t-tests). d, Structure-seq reveals
significantly stronger periodic signal in the coding regions of high translation
efficiency mRNAs (1,136 mRNAs) as compared to low translation efficiency
mRNAs (1,136 mRNAs). We analysed the polyribosome-associated mRNA
populations defined in a previous study21, ranking the mRNAs according to
their polyribosome-associated mRNA abundance21. We defined the top 5%
(n 5 1,136 mRNAs) as the ‘high translation efficiency mRNAs’ and the bottom
5% (n 5 1,136 mRNAs) as the ‘low translation efficiency mRNAs’. The average
DMS reactivity of the three positions of each codon was computed along
the entire CDS for the high translation efficiency mRNAs and the low
translation efficiency mRNAs. The difference in average DMS reactivity
between the three nucleotides is significantly greater in the high translation
efficiency transcripts (nt 1–2, P 5 10223; nt 2–3, P 5 0.02; nt 1–3,
P 5 10215) than in the low translation efficiency transcripts (nt 1–2, P 5 0.29;
nt 2–3, P 5 0.99; nt 1–3, P 5 0.34) (Student’s t-tests). e, No nucleotide or codon
bias in high versus low translation efficiency mRNAs occurs in any
of the three positions of the codon. There is no difference between high
translation efficiency mRNAs (1,136 mRNAs) and low translation efficiency
mRNAs (1,136 mRNAs) in the frequency of nucleotide occurrence at each
codon position. The correlation between the codon usage of the high
translation efficiency mRNAs and low translation efficiency mRNAs is very
high (PCC 5 0.90).
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Control analyses for alternative polyadenylation
and alternative splicing. a, The percentages of nucleotide occurrence around
the site of alternative polyadenylation show a U/A rich region from -15 nt to
-2 nt (P 5 10216 Student’s t-test), and the region from 1 nt upstream to 5 nt
downstream (nt -1 to 5) of the cleavage site is A-rich (P 5 1025 Student’s t-test).
This pattern is not unlike that reported for a combined data set of all
polyadenylation sites23. The percentages of nucleotide occurrence are plotted
relative to the alternative polyadenylation site position collected from a
previous study22, indicated by 0: (A (orange diamonds); U (dark red squares);
C (blue circles); and G (green triangles)). b-c, Nucleotide composition and
sequence alone cannot account for the RNA structural pattern of the alternative
polyadenylation site. b, We identified 20 nt regions in our structure-seq mRNA
data set that are not alternative polyadenylation cleavage sites but contain the
same exact nucleotide sequence as the region 15 nt upstream and 5 nt
downstream of each alternative polyadenylation cleavage site that we analysed.
The percentages of nucleotide occurrence are plotted relative to the position
corresponding to where the alternative polyadenylation site (designated as

position zero) would be situated: (A (orange diamonds); U (dark red squares);
C (blue circles); and G (green triangles)). c, For the selected control region from
panel b, DMS reactivity of these selected 20 nt control regions as well as the
regions upstream (35 nt) and downstream (45 nt) was averaged on a nucleotide
basis and plotted, revealing absence of any structural features (violet line).
d, Extensive RNA secondary structure was not apparent at the 39 splice site. A
previous genome-wide study of alternative splicing (AS) in Arabidopsis
seedlings26 was used to identify for each mRNA in our data set, whether all
introns were spliced out or whether AS (including exon skipping and intron
retention) occurred. DMS reactivity along 100 nt in the exons upstream of the
39 splice site was averaged on a nucleotide basis from the unspliced events,
including both exon skipping and intron retention (green lines), and the spliced
events (yellow lines). The same nucleotide composition of the 100 nt in the
unspliced AS events was shuffled and remapped to regions in our structure-seq
mRNA data set that were not located at the junction of a 39 splice site. The
averaged DMS reactivity collected from the control regions with the same
nucleotide composition served as the control (grey lines).
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Extended Data Figure 7 | In vitro structures differ from in vivo structures;
PPV does not correlate with average DMS reactivity or with mRNA length.
a, In vitro structures differ from in vivo structures, and in vitro structures are
more similar to in silico structures than are in vivo structures. The 61
Arabidopsis mRNAs with coverage $ 0.5 cleavages per nucleotide from Li
et al.’s in vitro data were compared among the in silico structure (from
RNAstructure), the in vitro structure (in silico structures from RNAstructure
constrained by Li et al.’s in vitro data)6, and the in vivo structure (in silico
structures from RNAstructure constrained by our in vivo data). PPV (the base
pairs in one structure that are also present in another structure, as a proportion)
was averaged across these 61 mRNAs. The PPV between in vitro structures
and in silico structures is 0.77, which is significantly higher than the PPV
between in vivo structures and in silico structures and is also significantly higher
than the PPV between in vivo and in vitro structures, according to two sample
t-tests with P values as shown in the figure. In vivo structures are different from
both in vitro structures (PPV 5 0.51) and in silico structures (PPV 5 0.55).
b, PPV does not correlate with average DMS reactivity per nucleotide. For each
of 10,623 mRNAs in our structure-seq data set, the corresponding PPV of each
mRNA was plotted, revealing an absence of correlation between PPV and
average DMS reactivity per nucleotide (PCC 5 20.33). c, PPV does not
correlate with mRNA length. For each of 10,623 mRNAs, the corresponding
PPV of each mRNA was plotted as a function of mRNA length, revealing an
absence of correlation between these two variables (PCC 5 20.10).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Examples for in vivo and in silico structural
feature comparison of high and low PPV mRNAs. a, Ten examples for in vivo
and in silico structural comparison of high and low PPV mRNAs. Five examples
from the high PPV mRNA group (top) and five examples from the low PPV
mRNA group (bottom). At1g52600 and At3g05880 mRNA structures were
given in Fig. 4d. Base pair predictions are indicated with coloured lines: red,
uniquely in vivo base pair; black, uniquely in silico base pair; green, base pair
present in both the in vivo and the in silico structure. Plots were generated using
the CircleCompare program in the RNAstructure package35. Low PPV mRNAs
show more extensive differences between in vivo and in silico structures than do

high PPV mRNAs. b, Characteristics of in vivo and in silico structural features
in the ten high and low PPV mRNAs. The same five examples from both
high PPV and low PPV mRNAs as in a were assessed for RNA structural
features in both in silico-predicted (without in vivo constraints) and in vivo
(in silico prediction with constraints from our in vivo structure-seq data)
structures. In vivo structures of low PPV mRNAs show more single stranded
regions, longer maximum loop length, and higher (that is, less favourable)
free energy per nucleotide as compared to high PPV mRNAs. By contrast,
in silico-predicted structures do not show such major differences between
low and high PPV mRNAs.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Statistical analysis of structure-seq libraries

a, High correlation (PCC) between biological replicates for (1) and (2)DMS libraries, and low correlation between the (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries for each biological replicate. b, High read number and
mappability of our (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries. c, mRNAs and rRNAs predominate among different classes of RNAs in (1)DMS and (2)DMS libraries (combined data from two biological replicates).
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Extended Data Table 2 | In vivo constraints improve the prediction of structure in 18S rRNA

We calculated the PPV/sensitivity between in silico and phylogenetic structure, in vivo and phylogenetic structure, and in vivo and in silico structure in 18S rRNA. (Sensitivity is defined as the proportion of base pairs
occurring in silico that also appear in vivo.) We also compared the in vivo structure with the phylogenetic structure upon omission of false negatives (i.e., we did not apply a pseudo-free energy constraint to the false
negative data), because false negatives presumably result from protection by either ribosomal proteins or non-base-pairing tertiary RNA structure rather than base pairing. In addition, we folded the RNAs with the
constraints generated from ideal A/C or ideal A/C/U/G base-pairing information (the predicted structure with the A/C or A/C/U/G constraints as generated directly from the phylogenetic structure), and compared
the resultant structure predictions with actual phylogenetic structures.
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Genome-wide probing of RNA structure reveals
active unfolding of mRNA structures in vivo
Silvi Rouskin1, Meghan Zubradt1, Stefan Washietl2,3,4, Manolis Kellis2,3,4 & Jonathan S. Weissman1

RNA has a dual role as an informational molecule and a direct
effector of biological tasks. The latter function is enabled by RNA’s
ability to adopt complex secondary and tertiary folds and thus has
motivated extensive computational1,2 and experimental3–8 efforts for
determining RNA structures. Existing approaches for evaluating
RNA structure have been largely limited to in vitro systems, yet
the thermodynamic forces which drive RNA folding in vitro may
not be sufficient to predict stable RNA structures in vivo5. Indeed,
the presence of RNA-binding proteins and ATP-dependent heli-
cases can influence which structures are present inside cells. Here
we present an approach for globally monitoring RNA structure in
native conditions in vivo with single-nucleotide precision. This method
is based on in vivo modification with dimethyl sulphate (DMS), which
reacts with unpaired adenine and cytosine residues9, followed by
deep sequencing to monitor modifications. Our data from yeast and
mammalian cells are in excellent agreement with known messenger
RNA structures and with the high-resolution crystal structure of the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae ribosome10. Comparison between in vivo
and in vitro data reveals that in rapidly dividing cells there are vastly
fewer structured mRNA regions in vivo than in vitro. Even thermo-
stable RNA structures are often denatured in cells, highlighting the
importance of cellular processes in regulating RNA structure. Indeed,
analysis of mRNA structure under ATP-depleted conditions in yeast
shows that energy-dependent processes strongly contribute to the
predominantly unfolded state of mRNAs inside cells. Our studies
broadly enable the functional analysis of physiological RNA struc-
tures and reveal that, in contrast to the Anfinsen view of protein

folding whereby the structure formed is the most thermodynami-
cally favourable, thermodynamics have an incomplete role in deter-
mining mRNA structure in vivo.

A wide range of chemicals and enzymes have been used to monitor
RNA structure7,11. We focused on DMS as it enters cells rapidly9,12 and
is a well-established tool for the analysis of RNA structure13. DMS is
highly reactive with solvent-accessible, unpaired residues but reliably
unreactive with bases engaged in Watson–Crick interactions, thus nucleo-
tides that are strongly protected or reactive to DMS can be inferred to
be base-paired or unpaired, respectively. We coupled DMS treatment
to a massively parallel sequencing readout (DMS-seq) by randomly
fragmenting the pool of modified RNAs and size-selecting before 39

ligation with a specific adaptor oligonucleotide (Fig. 1a). Because DMS
modifications at adenine and cytosine residues block reverse transcrip-
tion14, we used a second size-selection step to collect and sequence only
the prematurely terminated complementary DNA fragments. Sequencing
of the fragments reveals the precise site of DMS modification, with the
number of reads at each position providing a measure of relative reactivity
of that site. The results are highly reproducible and robust against changes
in the time of modification or concentration of DMS used (Fig. 1b). The
sequencing readout allowed global analysis with a high signal-to-noise
ratio—in DMS treated samples, .90% of reads end with an adenine
and cytosine, corresponding to false positives for A and C of 7% and
17%, respectively (Fig. 1c). For each experiment, we measured RNA
structure both in vivo and in vitro (that is, refolded RNA in the absence
of proteins). We also measured DMS reactivity under denaturing con-
ditions (95 uC) as a control for intrinsic biases in reactivity, library

1Department of Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, California Institute of Quantitative Biology, Center for RNA Systems Biology, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of California, San Francisco,
California 94158, USA. 2Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA. 3Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA. 4The Broad Institute, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA.
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generation or sequencing, revealing only modest variability compared
to that caused by structure-dependent differences in reactivity (Fig. 2c
and Extended Data Fig. 1a).

The in vivo DMS-seq data are in excellent agreement with known
RNA structures. We examined three validated mRNA structures in
S. cerevisiae: HAC1, RPS28B and ASH115–18. In each case, the DMS-seq
pattern qualitatively recapitulates secondary structure with high react-
ivity constrained to loop regions in both the in vivo and the in vitro
samples, but not in the denatured samples (Fig. 2a, b). Recent deter-
mination of a high-resolution yeast 80S ribosome crystal structure10

allowed us to comprehensively evaluate the DMS-seq data for ribo-
somal RNAs. Comparison of the 18S (Fig. 2c) and 25S (Extended Data
Fig. 1b) rRNA DMS signal in vivo versus denatured reveals a large
number of strongly protected bases in vivo. Based on DMS reactivity,
we used a threshold to bin bases into reactive and unreactive groups,
then calculated agreement with the crystal structure model as a func-
tion of the threshold. True positives were defined as both unpaired and
solvent-accessible bases according to the crystal structure, and true nega-
tives defined as paired bases. A receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curve shows a range of thresholds with superb agreement between the
in vivo DMS-seq data and the crystal structure model (Fig. 2d). For
example, at a threshold of 0.2, the true positive rate, false positive rate
and accuracy are 90%, 6% and 94%, respectively. Bases that were not
reactive at this threshold in vivo showed normal reactivity when dena-
tured (Extended Data Fig. 1c). This indicates that the small fraction
(,10%) of residues that are designated as accessible, but are nonetheless
strongly protected from reacting with DMS, resulted from genuine

differences in the in vivo conformation of the ribosome and the existing
crystal structures. Agreement with the crystal structure was far less good
for in vitro refolded rRNA (as expected given the absence of ribosomal
proteins) and was completely absent for denatured RNA. By contrast,
probing of intact purified ribosomes gave a very similar result to that
seen in vivo, further demonstrating that DMS-seq yields comparable
results in vitro and in vivo when probing the same structure.

Qualitatively, we observed many mRNA regions where structure was
apparent in vitro but not in vivo. For example, computational analysis19

predicts a stem-loop structure in RPL33A. The in vitro DMS-seq data
strongly supported this predicted structure, whereas this region showed
little to no evidence of structure in cells (Fig. 3a). To explore system-
atically the relationship between mRNA structure in vivo and in vitro,
we quantitated structure in a given region using two metrics: Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r value), which reports on the degree of simi-
larity of the modification pattern to that of a denatured control, and the
Gini index20, which measures disparity in count distribution as would
be seen between an accessible loop versus a protected stem (Fig. 3b).
We then applied these metrics to windows containing a total of 50 A/C
nucleotides. Globally, mRNAs are much more structured in vitro com-
pared to in vivo: there is a strong shift towards low r values and high
Gini indices for the in vitro data that is far less pronounced in vivo
(Fig. 3c). Thus unlike the rRNA, we find little evidence within mRNAs
for in vivo DMS protection beyond what we observe in vitro, indicating
that the DMS protection we observe in vivo is not due to mRNA–protein
interactions. For example, using a cut-off (r value , 0.55, Gini index
. 0.14) which captured the rRNAs and functionally validated mRNA
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structures, including both previously characterized and newly iden-
tified structures (see below), we found that out of 23,412 mRNA regions
examined (representing 1,948 transcripts), only 3.9% are structured
in vivo compared to 24% in vitro (Fig. 3c and Extended Data Fig. 2 for
similar results obtained with windows of different sizes). In addition,
29% of the regions in vivo are indistinguishable from denatured (Fig. 3c,
orange circle), whereas in vitro only 9% of regions were fully denatured.
We also applied DMS-seq to mammalian cells (both K562 cells and
human foreskin fibroblasts), which revealed results qualitatively very
similar to yeast—a limited number of stable structures in vivo com-
pared to in vitro (Fig. 3d and Extended Data Figs 3 and 4).

Because the pool of stable structures seen in vivo includes previously
validated functional mRNA structures, this relatively small subset of
mRNA regions provides highly promising candidates for novel func-
tional RNA structures. To explore this, we focused on two structured
59 untranslated regions (UTRs) from PMA1 and SFT2 and on the struc-
tured PRC1 39 UTR for more detailed functional analyses. We fused
these UTRs upstream or downstream, respectively, of a Venus protein
reporter and quantified Venus levels by flow cytometry. Stem loop struc-
tures in these UTRs significantly increased (59SFT2) or decreased (59PMA1
and 39PRC1) protein levels upon disruption of their predicted base
pairing interactions, and Venus protein levels were rescued by compens-
atory mutations (Extended Data Figs 5 and 6, Extended Data Table 1).

Phylogenetic analysis revealed the 59 UTR PMA1 stem is under positive
evolutionarily selection (Extended Data Fig. 5c), lending additional
support for a physiological function. A list of 189 structured regions,
along with a model of their secondary structures that are similarly sup-
ported by phylogenetic analysis of compensatory mutations, is hosted
on an online database (http://weissmanlab.ucsf.edu/yeaststructures/index.
html). In addition, we mutated predicted stems in three 39 UTRs with
evidence of strongly ordered structures in vitro but not in cells, and
these mutations resulted in minimal expression changes (Extended Data
Fig. 6d). Nonetheless, it remains possible that transient, heterogeneous
or weakly ordered structures in vivo have biological roles, especially if
they become more ordered under different physiological conditions.

To evaluate what role in vitro thermodynamic stability has in driv-
ing mRNA folding in vivo, we performed genome-wide structure prob-
ing experiments in vitro at five temperatures (30, 45, 60, 75 and 95 uC).
As temperature rises and structure unfolds (Fig. 4a), the DMS signal
becomes more even (low Gini index) and the modification pattern
resembles that of the 95 uC denatured control (high r value). We defined
in vitro temperature of unfolding (Tunf) as the lowest temperature where
a region appeared similar to the denatured controls. Remarkably, many
regions with little or no detectable structure in vivo show similar ther-
mostability to highly structured regions, including structures that are
functionally validated (Fig. 4a, b). For example, the regions of RPL33A
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Figure 3 | Identification of structured mRNA regions reveals far less
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(unfolded in vivo) and RPS28B (a functionally validated structure in vivo)
are both highly structured in vitro and have Tunf 5 60 uC. Nonetheless,
we find that structures present in vivo do have a strong propensity for
high thermostability (Fig. 4b), consistent with a recent in vitro mRNA
thermal unfolding study8. In addition to the role of thermostability in
explaining the disparity of RNA structure between in vivo and in vitro
samples, we tested the effect of Mg21 concentration in vitro. We obtained
similar structure results with 2–6 mM Mg21. However, at 1 mM Mg21,
we observe unfolding of most structures, including the functionally
validated ones (Extended Data Fig. 7a). The above observations indi-
cate that Mg21 concentration and thermodynamic stability have an
important but incomplete role in determining mRNA structure in vivo.

A central question is what accounts for the differences between in vivo
and in vitro mRNA structure. Although translation by ribosomes has a
role in unwinding structure, this is unlikely to be the dominant force
for unfolding in vivo because the average in vivo structure for coding
regions was not distinguishable from 59 and 39 UTRs (Extended Data
Fig. 7b). Moreover, within coding regions, high ribosome occupancy
of an mRNA as measured by ribosome profiling21 was not generally
associated with lower structure (Extended Data Fig. 7c). It is likely that
both active mechanisms (for example, RNA helicases) and passive mecha-
nisms (for example, single-stranded-RNA binding proteins) counter-
act mRNA’s intrinsic propensity to form the stable structures22 seen
with in vitro studies3,23 and computational approaches19. To investigate
how energy-dependent processes contribute to unfolding mRNA in vivo,
we performed DMS-seq on yeast depleted of ATP24. We observed a
marked increase in mRNA structure in vivo following ATP depletion
(Fig. 4c). Moreover, the structural changes seen upon ATP depletion
are strongly correlated (r 5 0.54, P , 102307) to the changes between
in vivo and in vitro samples (Fig. 4d, e and Extended Data Fig. 8). We also
observed a large increase in mRNA structure at 10 uC in vivo (Extended
Data Fig. 9a), but these changes are not as strongly correlated with those
seen upon ATP depletion (Extended Data Fig. 9b). Thus the mRNA

structures present in a cell are affected by a range of factors, under-
scoring the value of DMS-seq in defining the RNA structures present in
a specific physiological condition or perturbation.

In summary, DMS-seq provides the first comprehensive exploration
of RNA structure in a cellular environment and reveals that in rapidly
dividing cells, mRNAs in vivo are far less structured than in vitro. This
scarcity of structure is well suited for the primary role of mRNA as an
informational molecule providing a uniform substrate for translating
ribosomes. Nonetheless, we identify hundreds of specific mRNA regions
that are highly structured in vivo, and we show for three examples that
these structures affect protein expression. Our studies provide an excel-
lent set of candidate regions, among the truly enormous number of struc-
tured regions seen in vitro, for exploring the regulatory role of structured
mRNAs. The DMS-seq approach is readily extendable to other organ-
isms, including human-derived samples as we show here, and to the
analysis of the wide range of functional RNA molecules present in a
cell. Thus DMS-seq broadly enables the analysis of structure-function
relationships for both informational and functional RNAs. Among the
many potential applications, attractive candidates include the analysis
of long noncoding RNAs25,26, the relationship between mRNA structure
and microRNA/RNA interference targeting27, and functional identi-
fication and analysis of ribozymes28, riboswitches29 and thermal sensors30.

METHODS SUMMARY
DMS modification. For in vivo DMS modification, 15 ml of exponentially growing
yeast (strain BY4741) at 30 uC were incubated with 300–600ml DMS for 2–4 min
(which results in multiple modifications per mRNA molecule). DMS was quenched
with the addition of 30 ml stop solution (30% beta-mercaptoethanol (BME), 25%
isoamyl alcohol). Total RNA was purified using hot acid phenol (Ambion). PolyA(1)
mRNA was obtained using magnetic poly(A)1 Dynabeads (Invitrogen).
Library generation. Sequencing libraries were prepared as outlined in Fig. 1. Speci-
fically, DMS-treated mRNA samples were denatured at 95 uC and fragmented in
13 RNA fragmentation buffer (Ambion). Fragments of 60–70 nucleotides were gel-
purified and ligated to microRNA cloning linker-1 (IDT) and reverse transcribed
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using Superscript III (Invitrogen). Truncated reverse transcription products were
gel-purified and circularized using CircLigase (Epicentre). Illumina sequencing
adapters were introduced by 8–10 cycles of PCR.
Sequencing and sequence alignment. Raw sequences obtained from Hiseq2000
(Illumina) were aligned against Saccharomyces cerevisiae assembly R62 (UCSC:
sacCer2). Aligned reads were filtered so that no mismatches were allowed and
alignments were required to be unique.
Online resources. For secondary structure models that are supported by DMS-seq
and have evidence for phylogenetic conservation, visit http://weissmanlab.ucsf.
edu/yeaststructures/index.html.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Landscape and variation of RNA secondary structure
across the human transcriptome
Yue Wan1,2*, Kun Qu1*, Qiangfeng Cliff Zhang1, Ryan A. Flynn1, Ohad Manor3, Zhengqing Ouyang1{, Jiajing Zhang1,
Robert C. Spitale1, Michael P. Snyder4, Eran Segal3 & Howard Y. Chang1

In parallel to the genetic code for protein synthesis, a second layer
of information is embedded in all RNA transcripts in the form of
RNA structure. RNA structure influences practically every step in
the gene expression program1. However, the nature of most RNA
structures or effects of sequence variation on structure are not known.
Here we report the initial landscape and variation of RNA secondary
structures (RSSs) in a human family trio (mother, father and their
child). This provides a comprehensive RSS map of human coding
and non-coding RNAs. We identify unique RSS signatures that demar-
cate open reading frames and splicing junctions, and define authen-
tic microRNA-binding sites. Comparison of native deproteinized
RNA isolated from cells versus refolded purified RNA suggests that
the majority of the RSS information is encoded within RNA sequence.
Over 1,900 transcribed single nucleotide variants (approximately
15% of all transcribed single nucleotide variants) alter local RNA
structure. We discover simple sequence and spacing rules that deter-
mine the ability of point mutations to impact RSSs. Selective deple-
tion of ‘riboSNitches’ versus structurally synonymous variants at
precise locations suggests selection for specific RNA shapes at thou-
sands of sites, including 39 untranslated regions, binding sites of
microRNAs and RNA-binding proteins genome-wide. These results
highlight the potentially broad contribution of RNA structure and
its variation to gene regulation.

We performed parallel analysis of RNA structure2 (PARS) on RNA
isolated from lymphoblastoid cells of a family trio (Fig. 1a). Deep
sequencing of RNA fragments generated by RNase V1 or S1 nuclease
(Extended Data Fig. 1a) determined the double or single-stranded
regions, respectively, across the human transcriptome. We obtained
over 160-million mapped reads for each individual. Transcript abund-
ance and structure profiles are highly correlated among the individuals
(Extended Data Fig. 2a, b). Summation of PARS data from the trio
produced structural information for .20,000 transcripts with at least 1
read per base (load $ 1, Fig. 1b), and accurately identified known RSSs
in RNAs (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 1b, c). We also developed
methods for RNA extraction, deproteinization, and PARS under native
conditions (native deproteinized samples) that accurately captured
structures with known RSS, and revealed RSS for 6,524 transcripts
(Extended Data Fig. 3a–d).

PARS data for thousands of transcripts afforded a genome-wide view
of the structural landscape of human messenger RNAs. Metagene ana-
lysis shows that, on average, the coding region (CDS) is demarcated by
focally accessible regions near the translational start site and stop codon.
Contrary to yeast, human CDS is slightly more single-stranded than
the untranslated regions (UTRs) (Fig. 1d), similar to previous trends in
other metazoans3. A three-nucleotide structure periodicity is present
in the CDS and absent in UTRs, consistent with prior computational
prediction4. Both renatured and native mRNAs showed similar RSS
features, suggesting that RNA sequence is a strong determinant of RSS.

However, RNA structures also deviate from sequence content. In par-
ticular, human 39 UTR has low GC content but is highly structured
(Fig. 1d). We also identified 583 (5.7%) consistently different regions
between native deproteinized and renatured structure profiles, provid-
ing candidate sites for regulation of RNA structure in vivo (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). Highly structured RNAs have fewer structure differences
as compared to mRNAs (Extended Data Fig. 3e), suggesting stronger
evolutionary selection for functional conformations. We note that 3.7%
of bases (residing in 9.7% of transcripts) have both strong V1 and S1
reads, indicating the existence of multiple mRNA conformations.

We detected unique signatures of RSSs at sites of post-transcriptional
regulation. RNA structure is believed to be important in regulating
distinct splicing signals on exons and introns of pre-messenger RNAs5.
We observed a unique asymmetric RSS signature at the exon–exon junc-
tion in both renatured and native deproteinized transcripts that is not
simply explained by GC content. The terminal AG dinucleotide at the
end of the 59 exon tends to be more accessible, whereas the first nucleo-
tides of the 39 exon are more structured (Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 3f).
Hence, a specific RSS signature may contribute to RNA splicing.

Regulation of mRNAs by microRNAs (miRNAs) is an important
post-transcriptional process that causes translation repression and/or
mRNA degradation6. However the extent to which structural access-
ibility drives productive miRNA targeting is still unclear. Analysis of
RSS from renatured RNA around predicted miRNA targets revealed
that true Argonaute (AGO)-bound target sites7 show strong structural
accessibility from 21 to 3 nucleotides upstream of the miRNA-target
site compared to predicted targets not bound by AGO (P , 10210,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test; Fig. 2b, orange window, and Extended Data
Fig. 4a). AGO-bound sites are also more accessible at bases 4 to 6 of the
miRNA-target site (P 5 0.004, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), agreeing with
prior computational predictions8. To test whether our identified 59 acces-
sibility neighbourhood (21 to 3 nucleotides) is truly important for
AGO binding, we performed AGO individual nucleotide-resolution
crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (iCLIP) on each member of the
trio. Separating the predicted target sites according to average 59 struc-
tural accessibility showed that single-stranded targets are more likely to
be AGO-bound than double-stranded targets (Fig. 2c and Extended
Data Fig. 4b). The most significant difference in AGO binding occurs
close to our identified accessible region (P 5 0.01, Fig. 2d). Separating
predicted targets into five accessibility quantiles also demonstrated
that the most accessible 20% of predicted targets are most AGO bound
(P , 10219, Fig. 2e). Furthermore, ectopic expression of miR142 or
miR148 in HeLa cells9 resulted in greater repression of mRNAs with
the 100 most accessible sites as compared to mRNAs with the 100 least
accessible sites (P , 0.005, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; Fig. 2f and Extended
Data Fig. 4c, d). This indicates that mRNAs with accessible miRNA
sites are more likely to be true targets, and upstream accessibility is
important for miRNA targeting.
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Comparison of RNA structural landscapes between individuals
revealed the impact of diverse sequence variants on RNA structure.
As a class, local PARS score differences at single nucleotide variants
(SNVs) were significantly greater than biological replicates of an invari-
ant doped in RNA (P , 0.001 Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Extended
Data Fig. 5a). SNVs that alter RNA structure, known as ‘riboSNitches’,
also exhibit threefold greater local structure change than replicates of
the same sequence in different individuals (Extended Data Fig. 5b). At
a gene level, transcripts with SNVs are significantly more disrupted,
calculated using the experimental structure disruption coefficient (eSDC)10,
than transcripts without SNVs (P 5 1.3 3 1024, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Test; Extended Data Fig. 5c, d). Furthermore, 78.2% of all structure
changing bases lie in transcripts that contain either SNVs or indels,
suggesting that sequence variation is important in shaping RSS vari-
ation in the human transcriptome (Extended Data Fig. 5e). The list of
the top 2,000 disrupted transcripts is shown in Supplementary Table 2.

To pinpoint riboSNitches11, we calculated structure changes between
each pair of individuals (Fig. 3a) and selected SNVs that had large PARS
score differences, low false discovery rate (FDR), significant P value,
and high local read coverage (Methods). Permutation analysis across
genotypes and along transcripts confirmed that riboSNitches are sig-
nificantly detected over random noise (Methods). We experimentally
validated nine riboSNitches using independent structure probing methods
such as nucleases, selective 29 hydroxyl acylation and primer extension
(SHAPE) or dimethyl sulphate (DMS), and confirmed the ability of PARS

to discover riboSNitches (Extended Data Figs 6–9). The SeqFold pro-
gram is used to visualize structure changes caused by riboSNitches12

(Fig. 3b, c and Extended Data Fig. 7g, h).
We found that 1,907 out of 12,233 (15%) SNVs switched RNA struc-

ture in the trio (Fig. 3d, Extended Data Fig. 5e and Supplementary
Table 3). As riboSNitches are expected to cause RSS changes in a her-
itable and allele-specific fashion, we performed allele-specific PARS in
the cell line derived from the child by mapping uniquely across each of
the two alleles for SNVs that are homozygous and different in the
parents (for example, father AA and mother GG, with child AG when
he or she inherits one copy from each parent) (Methods and Extended
Data Fig. 6e). Out of 172 parental homozygous riboSNitches, 117 (68%)
were validated by allele-specific mapping in the child. As only reads
upstream of the riboSNitch can be uniquely mapped and detected, this
is likely to be an underestimate. We also observed a validation rate of 61%
in native deproteinized samples of the child, indicating that the struc-
tural changes are biologically relevant in vivo (Extended Data Fig. 9b).

The large numbers of riboSNitches identified raised the possibility
that riboSNitches may have greater influence on gene regulation and
human diseases than previously appreciated. Intersection with expres-
sion quantitative trait loci (eQTL) identified 211 riboSNitches that are
associated with changes in gene expression (Supplementary Table 4).
Overlapping riboSNitches with the NHGRI catalogue of genome-wide
association studies identified 22 unique riboSNitches that are assoc-
iated with diverse human diseases and phenotypes, including multiple
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Figure 1 | PARS reveals the landscape of human RNA structure.
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sclerosis, asthma and Parkinson’s disease (Supplementary Table 5).
Hence, many non-coding changes in the transcriptome may alter gene
function by altering RNA structure.

We also observed sequence and context rules in riboSNitches. First,
riboSNitches that lie in double- or single-stranded regions tend to
become more single- or double-stranded, respectively, after nucleotide
change (Fig. 3e). Second, the nucleotide content of the riboSNitch is
instructive of the direction of RSS change. Bases that undergo G/C to
A/T changes tend to become more single-stranded, whereas bases that

change from A/T to G/C tend to become more paired (Fig. 3f). This
effect is stronger for homozygous riboSNitches than heterozygous ribo-
SNitches, and typically disrupts 10 bases centred on the mutation.
Third, the structural context flanking SNVs influence their transition
to become more single- or double-stranded (Extended Data Fig. 10a–c).
Fourth, riboSNitches have fewer SNVs around them as compared to
non-structure changing SNVs, suggesting that co-variation of some
SNVs may help to maintain functional RNA structures (Extended Data
Fig. 10d).

The distribution of extant riboSNitches provides insights into regions
of the transcriptome that require specific RNA shape. If an RSS is
functionally important, a riboSNitch that disrupts the structure will
be evolutionarily selected against, whereas a non-structure-changing
SNV will not (Fig. 4a)13. We tested whether such selection occurs in the
human transcriptome, and found that riboSNitches are significantly
depleted at 39 UTRs compared to control SNVs (P , 10220, chi-squared
test; Fig. 4b). This depletion is even stronger for larger disruptions
which would be expected to be less tolerated (Extended Data Fig. 10e).
Additional genomic features associated with riboSNitches are also found
(Extended Data Fig. 10f, Supplementary Table 6). RiboSNitches are also
significantly depleted around predicted miRNA target sites (P , 1025,
chi-squared test; Fig. 4c) and RNA binding protein (RBP) binding sites
(P 5 0.004, chi-squared test). However, depletion of riboSNitches varies
for each individual RBP (Fig. 4d), suggesting that different RBPs may
have different RSS requirements for binding. RiboSNitches may also
influence gene regulation through splicing. Indeed, riboSNitches near
splice junctions are associated with greater alternative splicing changes
(defined as percentage spliced in (PSI)14,15; Fig. 4e), suggesting that RNA
structures could regulate splicing.
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Figure 2 | RSS signatures of post-transcriptional regulation. a, Average
PARS score and GC content across transcript exon–exon junctions. b, Average
PARS score (top) and PARS score difference (bottom) across miRNA sites
for AGO-bound (red) versus non-AGO-bound sites (grey). Structurally
different regions are in orange and light grey. c, AGO-iCLIP binding for
single- versus double-stranded miRNA target sites. d, P value for differential
AGO-iCLIP binding (t-test, P 5 0.05 in grey). e, Observed versus expected
AGO binding (P value, chi-squared test). f, Expression changes of mRNAs with
accessible and inaccessible miR142 (left) or miR148 (right) sites, upon miRNA
overexpression (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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In summary, the landscape and variation of RSS across human
transcriptomes suggest important roles of RNA structure in many
aspects of gene regulation. We provide the experimental and analytical
frameworks to evaluate SNVs that change RSSs, and demonstrate poten-
tially much broader roles for riboSNitches in multiple steps of post-
transcriptional regulation. In the future, use of high resolution, in vivo
probes of RSSs16 and studies of many individuals of diverse genetic
backgrounds may allow systematic determination of functional RSSs
across the transcriptome.

METHODS SUMMARY
Sample preparation and structure probing for human renatured RNAs.
Human lymphoblastoid cell lines GM12878, GM12891 and GM12892 were obtained
from Coriell. Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and polyA
selected as described previously2. Two micrograms of Poly(A)1 RNA was structure
probed at 37 uC using RNase V1 (Life Technologies, final concentration of 1025

units per ml) or S1 nuclease (Fermentas, final concentration of 0.4 units per ml) at
37 uC for 15 min.
Sample preparation and structure probing for human native deproteinized
RNAs. GM12878 cells were lysed in lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1%
NP40, 0.1% SDS, 0.25% Na deoxycholate, Tris pH 7.4) on ice for 30 min. The lysate
was deproteinized by phenol chloroform extractions. Total RNA (1 mg per 90 ml)
was incubated in 1 3 RNA structure buffer at 37 uC for 15 min and structure
probed using RNase V1 (final concentration of 2 3 1025 units per ml) and S1
nuclease (final concentration of 0.2 units per ml) at 37 uC for 15 min.
Library construction and analysis. The structure probed RNA was cloned using
Ambion RNA-Seq Library Construction Kit (Life Technologies)2, and sequenced
using Illumina Hi-seq. The reads were trimmed and mapped to UCSC RefSeq and
the Gencode v12 databases (hg19 assembly) using the software Bowtie2 (ref. 17).

Double (V1) and single-stranded reads (S1) for each sequencing sample were
normalized by sequencing depth.
RiboSNitch analysis. Data normalization for each sample was performed by
calculating standard deviation (s.d.) for each transcript and dividing the PARS
score per base by the s.d. of that transcript. We defined a structure difference of the
ith base of transcript j between conditions m and n in this formula, where PARS
represents the normalized PARS score, abs represents absolute value, and k repre-
sents the kth base of the transcript:

StrucDiff i,j,m,n~
Xk~iz2

k~i{2

abs(PARSk,j,m{PARSk,j,n)

5

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 4 | Genetic evidence for functional RSS elements in the
transcriptome. a, Schematic of RSS selection test: mutations that do
not change the shape of an important RNA structure may be tolerated
and accumulates (left), but a riboSNitch that changes RNA shape will be
evolutionarily selected against and removed. Brown arrows, alleles that were
present before and after selection for RNA shape. b–d, Selective depletion of
riboSNiches versus structurally synonymous SNVs at 39 UTRs (b); predicted
miRNA target sites (c); specific RBP binding sites (d). P value is calculated
using chi-square test. e, RiboSNitches impact splicing. PSI score is calculated to
be the ratio of alternatively spliced isoform versus total isoforms (Methods),
P 5 0.0006, Student’s t-test. Error bars show mean 6 s.e.m.
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METHODS
Sample preparation for renatured RNA structure probing. Human lympho-
blastoid cell lines GM12878, GM12891 and GM12892 were obtained from Coriell.
Total RNA was isolated from lymphoblastoid cells using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen).
Poly(A)1 RNA was obtained by purifying twice using the MicroPoly(A)Purist kit
(Life Technologies). The Tetrahymena ribozyme RNA was in vitro transcribed using
the T7 RiboMax Large-scale RNA production system (Promega) and added into
2mg of poly(A)1 RNA (1% by mole) for structure probing and library construction.
Structure probing of renatured poly(A)1 RNA. Two micrograms of Poly(A)1

RNA in 160 ml of nuclease free water was heated at 90 uC for 2 min and snap-
cooled on ice for 2 min. Twenty microlitres of 10 3 RNA structure buffer (150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, Tris, pH 7.4) was added to the RNA and the RNA was slowly
warmed up to 37 uC over 20 min. The RNA was then incubated at 37 uC for 15 min
and structure probed independently using RNase V1 (Life Technologies, final con-
centration of 1025 units per ml) or S1 nuclease (Fermentas, final concentration of
0.4 units per ml) at 37 uC for 15 min. The cleavage reactions were inactivated using
phenol chloroform extraction.
Structure probing and ribosomal RNA depletion for native deproteinized
RNA structure probing. GM12878 cells were lysed in lysis buffer (150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS, 0.25% Na deoxycholate, Tris, pH 7.4)
on ice for 30 min. The chromatin pellet was removed by centrifugation at 16,000g
for 10 min at 4 uC. The lysate was deproteinized by passing through two phenol
followed by one chloroform extractions. The concentration of RNA in the depro-
teinized lysate was measured using the Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen). We diluted
the RNA to a concentration of 1 mg per 90 ml using 1 3 RNA structure buffer
(150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, Tris, pH 7.4) and incubated the RNA at 37 uC for 15
min. The native deproteinized RNA was structure probed independently using
RNase V1 (final concentration of 2 3 1025 units per ml) and S1 nuclease (final
concentration of 0.2 units per ml) at 37 uC for 15 min.

To compare structural differences between renatured and native deproteinized
RNAs, we independently prepared an RNA sample that was similarly lysed and
deproteinized. After removal of proteins, we ethanol precipitated the RNA and
dissolved it in nuclease free water. We diluted the RNA to a concentration of 1 mg
per 80 ml in water and heated the RNA at 90 uC for 2 min before snap-cooling the
RNA on ice. We added 10 3 RNA structure buffer and renatured the RNA by
incubating it at 37 uC for 15 min and performed structure probing similarly as in
native deproteinized RNAs.

The cleavage reactions were inactivated using phenol chloroform extraction and
DNase treated before undergoing ribosomal RNA depletion using Ribo-Zero
Ribosomal RNA removal kit (Epicentre).
Validation of riboSNitches by manual footprinting. We cloned approximately
200 nucleotide fragments of both alleles of MRPS21, WSB1, HLA-DRB1, HLA-DQA1,
hnRNP-AB, HLA-DRA, LDHA, XRCC5 and FNBP1 from GM12878, GM12891 and
GM12892 using a forward-T7-gene-specific primer and a reverse-gene-specific
primer. All constructs were confirmed by sequencing using capillary electropho-
resis. DNA from each of the different clones was then in vitro transcribed into
RNA using MegaScript Kit from Ambion, following manufacturer’s instructions.

Two picomoles of each RNA is heated at 90 uC for 2 min and chilled on ice for
2 min. 3.33 3 RNA folding mix (333 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 20 mM MgCl2, 333 mM
NaCl) was then added to the RNA and the RNA was allowed to fold slowly to 37 uC
over 20 min. The RNA was then structure probed with either DMS (final concen-
tration of 100 mM) or 2-methylnicotinic acid imidazolide (NAI) (final concen-
tration of 100 mM)16 at 37 uC for 20 min or structure probed with S1 nuclease
(final concentration of 0.4 units per ml) or RNase V1 (final concentration of 0.0001
units perml) at 37 uC for 15 min. The DMS structure probed samples were quenched
using 2-mercaptoethanol before phenol chloroform extraction. The NAI and nucle-
ase treated samples were phenol chloroform extracted directly after structure prob-
ing. The structure probed RNA was then recovered through ethanol precipitation.
The RNA structure modification/cleavage sites were then read out using a radio-
labelled RT primer by running onto denaturing PAGE gel as described previously18.
Library construction. The structure-probed RNA was fragmented at 95 uC using
alkaline hydrolysis buffer (50 mM Sodium Carbonate, pH 9.2, 1 mM EDTA) for
3.5 min. The fragmented RNA was then ligated to 59 and 39 adapters in the Ambion
RNA-Seq Library Construction Kit (Life Technologies). The RNA was then treated
with Antarctic phosphatase (NEB) to remove 39 phosphates before re-ligating
using adapters in the Ambion RNA-Seq Library Construction Kit (Life Techno-
logies). The RNA was reverse-transcribed using 4 ml of the RT primer provided
in the Ambion RNA-Seq Library Construction Kit and polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)-amplified following the manufacturer’s instructions. We performed 18
cycles of PCR to generate the complementary DNA library.
Illumina sequencing and mapping. We performed paired end sequencing on
Illumina’s Hi-Seq sequencer and obtained approximately 400-million reads for
each paired end lane in an RNase V1 or S1 nuclease library. Obtained raw reads

were truncated to 50 bases, (51 bases from the 39 end were trimmed). Trimmed
reads were mapped to the human transcriptome, which consists of non-redundant
transcripts from UCSC RefSeq and the Gencode v12 databases (hg19 assembly),
using the software Bowtie2 (ref. 17). We allowed up to one mismatch per seed
during alignment, and only included reads with perfect mapping or with Bowtie2
reported mismatches on positions annotated as SNVs in genetically modified cells.
We obtained 166- to 212-million mapped reads for an RNase V1 or S1 nuclease
sample.
PARS-score calculation. After the raw reads were mapped to the transcriptome,
we calculated the number of double-stranded reads and single-stranded reads that
initiated on each base on an RNA. The number of double (V1) and single stranded
reads (S1) for each sequencing sample were then normalized by sequencing depth.
For a transcript with N bases in total, the PARS score of its ith base was defined by
the following formula where V1 and S1 are normalized V1 and S1 scores, respect-
ively. A small number 5 was added to reduce the potential over-estimating of
structural signals of bases with low coverage:

PARSi~1:::N~ log2 (V1iz5){ log2 (S1iz5)

To identify structural changes caused by SNVs, we applied a 5-base average on the
normalized V1 and S1 scores to smoothing the nearby bases’ structural signals;
therefore, the PARS score is defined as:

PARSi~1:::N~ log2 (
Xj~iz2

j~i{2

V1jz5

5
){ log2 (

Xj~iz2

j~i{2

S1jz5

5
)

Bases with both high V1 and S1 scores, and transcripts with multiple con-
formations. Bases with both strong single- and double-strand signals are poten-
tially present in multiple conformations. We first normalized all bases with
detectable S1 or V1 counts by their sequencing depth. We then calculated an S1
ratio and a V1 ratio by normalizing S1 (and V1) counts to the transcript abund-
ance. S1 and V1 ratios indicate the relative strength of single and double signals
respectively. We then ranked all the bases by their S1 ratio and V1 ratio indepen-
dently, and used the top one-million S1 ratio bases and the top one-million V1
ratio bases as high S1 ratio bases and high V1 ratio bases, respectively. We defined
a base as being in multiple conformations if the base has both high S1 and high V1
ratios. If a transcript contains more than five multi-confirmation bases, this tran-
script is defined as a multi-confirmation transcript.
V1 replicates correlation analysis. Pearson correlation of RNase V1 replicates on
GM12878 was performed using a parsV1 score (a value that uses the V1 score only
to represent secondary structure) defined as:

parsV1i~1::N~ log2 (V1iz5)

Structure differences between AGO PAR-CLIP bound and not bound tran-
scripts. Predicted conserved and non-conserved miRNA target sites of conserved
miRNA families were obtained from TargetScan19. AGO PAR-CLIP (photoacti-
vatable ribonucleoside-enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipitation) data set
in Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-transformed lymphoblastoid cells was obtained from
ref. 7. For 11 of the most abundant miRNAs that were expressed in the 4 lines of
EBV transformed lymphoblastoid cells, we asked whether the predicted target site
fell within the AGO CLIP clusters. Predicted target sites that resided within the
PAR-CLIP clusters were considered as AGO-bound, whereas the rest were con-
sidered as non-AGO-bound. The non-AGO-bound transcripts are further con-
trolled to fall within 25 and 75% of 39 UTR length, mRNA abundance and CpG
dinucleotide content of the AGO-bound transcripts. The PARS scores for AGO-
bound and non-bound transcripts were aligned to the start (either 27 or 28
position of the miRNA) of the miRNA:target binding site and averaged. P values
of structural changes were calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
AGO-iCLIP library generation. AGO iCLIP was performed as described previously20

with the following modifications: 2 3 107genetically modified cells (per biological
replicate) were collected under log-phase growth and washed once in ice-cold
1 3 PBS. The pellet was resuspended in 10 3 pellet volumes of ice-cold 1 3 PBS
and plated out on 10-cm tissue-culture dishes. Cells were crosslinked with ultra-
violet radiation at 254nm for 0.3 J cm22, collected in ice-cold PBS and cell pellets
were frozen on dry ice. Lysate preparation, RNaseA, and immunoprecipitation
of AGO were performed as described previously21 using the anti-AGO antibody
(clone 2A8, Millipore). To produce iCLIP libraries, on-bead enzymatic steps and
off-bead final-library preparation was performed as described previously21. AGO-
iCLIP libraries were produced in biological duplicates for each individual (GM12891,
GM12892 and GM12878), barcoded, and pooled for sequencing. Samples were
single-end-sequenced for 75 bases on an Illumina HiSeq2500 machine.
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Processing of AGO-iCLIP data. Raw sequencing reads were preprocessed using
FASTX-Tookit before alignment was performed. Sequencing adaptor was trimmed
off using fastx_clipper and low-quality reads were filtered using fastq_quality_filter.
PCR duplicates were further removed using the program fastq_collapser. Preprocessed
reads were aligned to hg19 genome assembly using Bowtie22, and AGO–RNA
crosslinking positions were obtained through self-generated script passing through
the sequence alignment/map (SAM) file. AGO-RNA binding signal was smoothed
by extending 6 10 bases around the crosslinking position, and signals from both
replicates were normalized by sequencing depth. AGO–RNA per-base enrichment
was defined as the minimum signal of the replicates divided by the corresponding
RNA abundance.

To identify miRNA predicted sites for miRNAs that are expressed in GM12878
cells, we downloaded the small RNA sequencing data from the ENCODE consor-
tium (GEO accession number GSM605625), and aligned the raw reads to the human
miRNA database using Blastn. We estimated the amount of miRNA expression by
counting the Blastn perfect matches for each miRNA. Predicted miRNA target
sites from the top 100 highest expressed miRNA were then aligned to the miRNA–
target binding sites and were separated into two groups: 0 predicted sites with an
average PARS score of less than 21 (from 23 to 1 of the miRNA–target pair) were
classified as single-stranded sites, whereas those with an average PARS score of
greater than 1 (from 23 to 1 of the miRNA–target pair) were classified as double-
stranded sites. We then calculated the average AGO-iCLIP enrichment score for
the two groups of miRNA binding sites (from 225 to 25 bases), and estimated the
significance of their difference using the Student’s t-test.
miRNA-target downregulation in Hela cells. Average gene expression changes
upon expression of miR142 or miR148 in HeLa cells were obtained from Grimson
et al. by averaging the gene expression changes induced by the miRNA at 12 h and
24 h of overexpression9. For the miR142 or miR148 Targetscan predicted miRNA
sites, we calculated the average PARS score across 23 to 11 (from the start of the
miRNA–target pair) and sorted the predicted sites according to their structural
accessibility. The P value for difference in downregulation of transcripts that contain
the top 100 accessible sites versus transcripts that contain the bottom 100 acces-
sible sites was calculated using Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
RiboSNitch analysis. RNAs with known secondary structures were doped into
the initial RNA pool as positive controls to estimate the baseline changes in RNA
structure in PARS. We calculated the PARS scores for all the bases in the tran-
scripts and performed data normalization in order to compare directly secondary
structures between different individuals. To normalize the data, we calculated the
standard deviation (s.d.) for each transcript and divided the PARS score per base
by the s.d. of that transcript. This resulted in a normal distribution of PARS scores
for each transcript in each individual and enabled us to calculate the change in
PARS scores due to SNVs by subtraction of PARS scores between the individuals.
Since a true structure change is likely to extend beyond a single base, we define a
structure difference of the ith base of transcript j between conditions m and n in
this formula, where PARS represents the normalized PARS score:

StrucDiff i,j,m,n~
Xk~iz2

k~i{2

abs(PARSk,j,m{PARSk,j,n)

5

We calculated the StrucDiff for all the bases in all the transcripts between each pair
of individuals: GM12891 and GM12892, GM12891 and GM12878, GM12892 and
GM12878. To identify riboSNitches, we downloaded SNV annotations from
HapMap project23, and then converted SNV annotations from hg18 assembly to
hg19 assembly using UCSC executable LiftOver. We then overlaid the hg19 SNV
coordinates with our transcriptome annotation, a non-redundant combination of
RefSeq and Gencode v12 transcriptome assembly, to identify the positions in the
transcriptome that have SNVs. For highly confident detection of structural changes,
we require that the sequencing coverage around SNV is dense, such that: first, the
SNV is located on a transcript whose average coverage is greater than 1 (on average
one read per base); and second, the average coverage in a 5-base window centred
around the SNV is greater than 10 (average S1 1 V1 $ 5). We exclude bases that
fall within 100 nucleotides from the 39 end of all the transcripts due to the blind tail
of 100 nucleotides.

To identify SNVs with statistically significant changes in structure, we estimated
a global baseline of structural change by calculating the fold differences between
the doping control and SNV cumulative frequencies. We calculated a z-score for
each detected SNV: z 5 (StrucDiff2 mean)/(s.d. of doped in controls). We used
the Tetrahymena ribozyme as the doped in control. We noticed that a StrucDiff $ 1
is equivalent to a z-score $ 4.5 and a 100-fold difference between the SNV and
doping control cumulative frequencies. To calculate the P value for the structural
change at each detected SNV, we performed 1,000 permutations on the absolute
values of the non-zero d PARS scores within each transcript that contains SNV.
This P value is an estimate of the likelihood that a 5-base average of the permutated

PARS structural change is greater than the 5-base average of the SNV base’s
structural change. The false discovery rate (FDR) of the significance of the struc-
tural change at the SNV site is estimated by a multi-hypothesis testing performed
using the p.adjust function in R. A SNV is defined as a riboSNitch if: first, its
StrucDiff is greater than 1 (equivalent to z-score $ 4.5 and 100-fold cumulative
frequency difference); second, its P value is less than 0.05 and FDR less than 0.1;
and third, local read coverage greater than 10 and at least 3 out of 11 bases contain
S1 or V1 signals in an 11-base sliding window centred by the SNV site. We also
permutated the structural changes between the trio by shuffling the StrucDiffs
within every transcript. After structural PARS scores were permutated, we iden-
tified only 16 riboSNitches based on the exact same aforementioned methods and
thresholds. This number is less than 1% of the original number of riboSNitches
found, indicating that most of the discovered riboSNitches are not random noise.
RiboSNitch noise and signal estimation. We estimated the amount of structural
change between two replicates with the same sequence and compared it to the
change in two replicates with differing sequences. For example, the father may
have heterozygous alleles A and C at a particular locus, whereas the mother has the
alleles C and C and the child has alleles A and C at the same locus. As the local
genotype of the father is the same as that of the child, we can calculate the amount
of structure change between that of the father and child (d1, noise). If this SNP was
predicted to be a riboSNitch, then the local structural change between the father
and mother (d2, signal) should be significantly greater than the noise. We took all
the heterozygous riboSNitches we predicted that satisfy the above-mentioned
pattern (861, 558 and 519 SNVs between three pairs of individuals in the trio),
and calculated the absolute structure change in a 21-nucleotide window centred
on the riboSNitch. Plotting signal (d2) and noise (d1) windows across these ribo-
SNitches demonstrated that on average, the signal plot has threefold greater struc-
ture changes than that of the noise plot (P 5 7.94 3 102177, Student’s t-test),
indicating that the riboSNitches that we identified clearly distinguishes from the
biological noise.

As a further control, we generated two additional biological replicates of PARS
with RNase V1 from refolded RNA of the child, and obtained 70–110-million
mapped reads for each sample. As expected, biological replicates of the same
individual are better correlated than between individuals. No difference in vari-
ance was detected at riboSNitch neighbourhoods versus other sites, or when 59

UTRs and CDSs were compared against 39 UTRs. These results indicate that ribo-
SNitches are not simply passenger mutations residing in structurally flexible or
poorly measured regions.
Estimation of structural disruption at the gene level. The extent of structural
disruption of a transcript is estimated by an eSDC (experimental structural dis-
ruption coeffiency) score that is defined as:

eSDC~(1{cc)|
ffiffi
l
p

where cc is a Pearson correlation of the transcript between two samples, and l is the
length of that transcript10. The greater the eSDC is, the more disrupted the tran-
script is.
RiboSNitch allele-specific cross-validation. We first generated an allele-specific
sequence reference for the lymphoblastoid cells by compiling 150-base sequence
fragments (50 bases upstream and 100 bases downstream of the SNV) of both
wild-type and mutant alleles. We then built Bowtie indexes using this reference,
and mapped trimmed raw reads from GM12878 (child) to the indexes. We only
accepted reads with perfect match to the wild-type or mutant sequences and
calculated S1, V1 and PARS score as described above. We examined riboSNitches
that were homozygous in both GM12891 (father) and GM12892 (mother), and
that had both alleles detected as expressed in GM12878 (child). A riboSNitch is
considered as cross-validated if the structural change between the two detected
alleles in the child follows the same direction as the structural changes between the
two alleles in the parents. Out of 184 homozygous riboSNitches in the parents, 117
of these riboSNitches can be cross-validated in the child (63.6%). Allele-specific
cross-validation using the child’s native deproteinized data was also performed as
above.
RiboSNitch and microRNA RBP and splicing. Predicted miRNA-target sites
(both conserved and nonconserved targets of conserved miRNA families) were
downloaded from Targetscan. RBP clip data sets were downloaded from the doRiNA
database24. In addition, CLIP sequencing data sets for LIN28 were from ref. 25, and
for DGCR8 were from ref. 26.
RiboSNitch and splicing analysis. We defined a percent inclusion (percentage
spliced in, PSI) value similarly to a previous paper15. We considered every internal
exon in each annotated transcript as a potential ‘cassette’ exon. Each cassette
alternative-splicing event is defined by three exons (C1, A and C2, where A is the
alternative exon, C1 is the 59 constitutive exon and C2 is the 39 constitutive exon);
two constitutive junctions (C1A (connecting exons C1 and A) and AC2 (connecting
exons A and C2)); and one alternative (or ‘skipped’) junction (C1C2 (connecting
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exons C1 and C2)). First, we constructed a reference library containing unique,
non-redundant constitutive and alternative junction sequences that are based on
exon annotations and their RNA sequences. These junction sequences were con-
structed such that there is a minimum five-nucleotide overlap between the mapped
reads and each of the two exons involved. Each junction sequence was annotated
with a gene name and exon indexes for downstream analysis. As we trimmed the
sequencing raw reads to 50 bases, we created a junction sequence library, indexed
using Bowtie-build22, using junction sequences of 90 bases. We downloaded inde-
pendent RNA sequencing data from the ENCODE consortium (GM12878, GM12891
and GM12892) to estimate the PSI differences between samples. Raw reads were
trimmed to 50 bases and then aligned to the non-redundant junction sequences
using Bowtie22, with unique mapping (the -m option in Bowtie 5 1) and allowing a
maximum of two mismatches. The number of reads that were uniquely mapped to
a junction sequence, corresponding to the junction’s effective number of mappable
reads, was calculated by an in-house generated script. We then counted the num-
ber of reads that were uniquely mapped to each junction C1A, AC2 and C1C2,
respectively. The PSI value for each internal exon was defined as:

PSI~100|
average(C1A,AC2)

C1C2zaverage(C1A,AC2)

where C1A, AC2 and C1C2 are the normalized read counts for the associated junctions.
We calculated PSIs for all of the internal exons in the samples GM12891,

GM12892 and GM12878 and calculated the change in PSI between each pair of
samples. Out of 12,233 transcribed SNVs, 498 SNVs were found in internal exons
with PSI differences in the trio, and 169 SNVs were located within 20 nucleotides
of the splicing sites. We ranked these 169 SNVs by the degree of their structural
changes (StrucDiff score), and found that the exons containing SNVs with higher
StrucDiff scores (StrucDiff . 1) show greater PSI differences than those exons
containing SNVs with lower StrucDiff scores (StrucDiff , 1).
RiboSNitch and local structure environments. We defined bases of PARS scores
greater than 1 as double-stranded (D), PARS scores of less than 21 as single
stranded (S), and PARS scores between 21 and 1 as poised region (.). Using these
cutoffs, we classified local structures around a SNV site into different categories
(for example, S.D, DDD), and the average PARS-score changes for riboSNitches
under different local structure categories were analysed.
RiboSNitch and SNV densities in flanking regions. We calculated the average
number of SNVs within a certain distance to a riboSNitches using SNV annotation

from the 1000 Genome Project. We also made the same calculation on 2,450 non-
structural changing SNV sites as negative control. We used the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test to determine whether the two distributions are significantly different.
RiboSNitches predicted by SeqFold using PARS scores. For each SNV we used
SeqFold to predict RNA secondary structure for a transcript fragment of 151
nucleotides (50 nucleotides upstream to 100 nucleotides downstream of the
SNV sites). We used the PARS scores from allele-specific mapping as input to
SeqFold. We then compared the SeqFold predicted structures for the different
alleles at the SNV site. Green and red circles indicate bases with PARS scores # 21
and $ 1, respectively.
Enrichment of SNVs in genomic features. We compared different genomic
features or annotations of 993 unique riboSNitches to 1,009 control SNVs. For
each genomic annotation, the fraction of riboSNitches that are inside the genomic
region covered by the annotation (for example, histone mark) was compared to the
fraction of control SNVs by Student’s t-test. The different genomic annotations
were downloaded and compiled from various online resources (Supplementary
Table 5). A cutoff value of P 5 0.05 was used.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | PARS data accurately maps to known structures.
a, RNase V1 and S1 nucleases were titrated to single hit kinetics in structure
probing. Gel analysis of structure probing of yeast RNA in the presence of 1 mg
of total human RNA using different dilutions of RNase V1 (lanes 4, 5), and S1
nuclease (lanes 6, 7), cleaved at 37 uC for 15 min. In addition, RNase T1 ladder
(lane 2), alkaline hydrolysis (lane 1), and no nuclease treatment (lane 3) are
shown. Dilution of V1 nuclease by 1:500 and S1 nuclease by 1:50 results in

mostly intact RNA. b, PARS signal obtained for the P9–9.2 domain of
Tetrahymena ribozyme using the double-strand enzyme RNase V1 (red line) or
the single-strand enzyme S1 nuclease (green line) accurately matches the
signals obtained by traditional footprinting (blue lines). c, Top 10th percentile
of PARS scores (double-stranded, red arrows) and bottom 10th percentile of
PARS score (single-stranded, green arrows) were mapped to the secondary
structure of the Tetrahymena ribozyme.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | PARS data are reproducible between biological
replicates. a, Scatter plot of mRNA abundance between the cell lines
GM12878, GM12891 and GM12892 indicates that gene expression between the
cells is highly correlated (R . 0.9). b, Cumulative frequency distribution of
the Pearson correlation of PARS scores in 20 nucleotide windows, with a
coverage of at least 10 reads per base, in transcripts between the cells GM12878
versus GM12891, GM12878 versus GM12892 and GM12891 versus GM12892.

The black dotted lines indicate the fraction of windows that are positively
correlated. c, Cumulative frequency distribution of the Pearson correlation of
PARS scores in 20 nucleotide windows, with a coverage of at least 10 reads per
base, between GM12878 refolded transcripts versus biological replicate 1 of
GM12878 native deproteinized transcripts, GM12878 refolded transcripts
versus biological replicate 2 of GM12878 native deproteinized transcripts, as
well as between the two biological replicates of native deproteinized transcripts.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | PARS can be applied to native deproteinized
RNAs. a, Schematic of PARS on native deproteinized transcripts. b, Gel
analysis of structure probing of yeast RNA using RNase V1 in RNA structure
buffer (lane 3), RNase V1 in lysis buffer containing 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS and
0.25% Na deoxycholate (lanes 5 and 6), S1 nuclease in RNA structure buffer
(lane 4) and S1 nuclease in lysis buffer (lanes 7 and 8). In addition, RNase T1
ladder (lane 2) and alkaline hydrolysis (lane 1) are shown. The enzymes appear
to cleave similarly in lysis buffer and in structure buffer. c, Structure probing of
native deproteinized snoRNA74A. Top 10th percentile of PARS scores (high,
red arrows) and bottom 10th percentile of PARS score (low, green arrows) were

mapped onto the secondary structure model of snoRNA74A. d, Deep
sequencing and mapping of PARS reads on native deproteinized transcripts
provided structural information for thousands of transcripts, including coding
and non-coding RNAs. e, We compared Pearson correlations of 20 nucleotide
windows with a coverage of at least 100 reads (coverage $ 5) between
transcripts that were refolded and native deproteinized. The y axis indicates the
fraction of negatively correlated windows (R , 0) over the total number of
windows for each RNA class. f, PARS scores across exon–exon junctions,
averaged across all native deproteinized transcripts (load $ 1). Percentage of
nucleotide C plus G was averaged across the transcripts.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Increased accessibility 59 of miRNA-target sites
influences AGO binding. a, Bases that show significantly different PARS
scores between AGO bound and non-bound sites in PAR-CLIP. Base 0 is the
most 59 position of the mRNA that directly base-pairs with the miRNA seed
region. The y axis indicates log10 of the P value, calculated by the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test. b, Metagene analysis of the average AGO-bound reads using
iCLIP in predicted miRNA-target sites that are single-stranded (green) or

double-stranded (red) from bases 23 to 1. c, d, Average PARS score is
calculated for bases 23 to 1 for each Targetscan-predicted site. Change in gene
expression is plotted for genes with most accessible (100) and least accessible
(100) sites, upon overexpression of miRNA142 (c) and miRNA148 (d).
P value is calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Whiskers of box plots
indicate extreme values.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | PARS identified riboSNitches in the human
transcriptome. a, Cumulative frequency plot of PARS score differences
between SNVs (GM12891 versus GM12892), doped in controls and structured
RNAs including ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) and
small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs). Dotted black line indicates the threshold
beyond which we call an SNV a riboSNitch. The x axis indicates the absolute
change in PARS score between GM12891 and GM12892. b, Absolute change in
PARS score around heterozygous, homozygous riboSNitches and biological
noise. The red line indicates the change in PARS score between sequences that
are the same (noise) across individuals. The blue line indicates the change in
PARS score between two sequences that have a riboSNitch. The purple line
indicates the change in PARS score between homozygous riboSNitches.

c, Cumulative frequency plot of the eSDC for transcripts that contain or do not
contain SNVs eSDC 5 (12 Pearson correlation) 3 sqrt(transcript length).
d, Transcripts are ranked according to eSDC score and classified into the top
2,000 most and least structurally disrupted transcripts. The most structurally
disrupted transcripts are more likely to contain SNVs, whereas the least
structurally disrupted transcripts are less likely to contain SNVs. e, Pie chart
showing the distribution of structurally changing bases (P 5 0.05, FDR 5 0.1)
in transcripts with SNVs, riboSNitches, indels and no SNVs and no indels.
78.2% of these bases reside in transcripts with either SNVs or indels, indicating
that nucleotide sequence is important for RNA structure. f, Number of
riboSNitches identified by PARS between each pair of individuals in the trio.
Grey indicates non-structurally-changing SNVs, red indicates riboSNitches.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Footprinting validation of a riboSNitch in
59 UTRs of MRPS21 identified by PARS. a, Gel analysis of 150mer fragments
of MRPS21 RNA using S1 nuclease (lanes 5 (father), 6 (mother)), and SHAPE
probing ((lanes 9 (father), 10 (mother)). In addition, sequencing lanes (lanes 1,
2), uncut (lane 3 (father), lane 4 (mother), and DMSO-treated lanes (lane 7
(father), lane 8, (mother)) are also shown. Black arrows indicate the change in
structure between the father’s and mother’s alleles. b, Top, the sequence of a
portion of the transcript containing the riboSNitch was shown. The riboSNitch
is in red. Bottom, single-strand profile by S1 sequencing of the father’s and
mother’s alleles. The y axis indicates the percentage of signal at each base over

the total signal in the region. c, d, Semi-automated footprinting analysis (SAFA)
quantification of manual structure probing of both MRPS21 alleles using S1
nuclease (c) and SHAPE (d). e, S1 sequencing reads are mapped uniquely to
either the A or C allele in the child. The grey box indicates the bases that show
structural differences by allele-specific mapping in the child. f, Gel analysis of
150-mer fragments of MRPS21 RNA using DMS footprinting (lanes 1, 2 and 3
(father), 4, 5 and 6 (mother)). Black arrows indicate the change in structure
between father’s and mother’s alleles. g, Quantification of DMS footprinting of
both MRPS21 alleles using SAFA.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Footprinting validation of a riboSNitch in
HLA-DRB1 transcript identified by PARS. a, The sequence of a portion of
the transcript containing the riboSNitch was shown. The riboSNitch is in red.
Gel analysis of two fragments of HLA-DRB1 RNA A and G alleles using S1
nuclease (lanes 5 (mother), 6 (father)), and SHAPE probing ((lanes 9 (mother),
10 (father)). In addition, sequencing lanes (lanes 1, 2), uncut lanes (lane 3
(mother), lane 4 (father)), and DMSO treated lanes (lane 7 (mother), lane 8,
(father)) are also shown. Black arrows indicate the change in structure between
the father’s and mother’s alleles. b, S1 sequencing reads across the riboSNitch
for both father and mother. c, d, SAFA quantification of the RNA footprinting

of both alleles using S1 nuclease (c) and SHAPE (d). e, Gel analysis of two
fragments of HLA-DRB1 RNA A and G alleles using DMS (lanes 1, 3 and 4
(mother), 2, 5 and 6 (father)). Black arrows indicate the change in structure
between father’s and mother’s alleles. f, Quantification of DMS footprinting of
both HLA-DRB1 alleles using SAFA. g,h, Secondary structure models of the
G alelle (g) and A allele (h) of HLA-DRB1, using SeqFold guided by PARS data.
The two alleles of the riboSNitch are shown in orange and blue respectively.
The red and green circles indicate bases with PARS scores $ 1 and # 21,
respectively.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Additional footprinting validation of
riboSNitches. a, Top, gel analysis of fragments of father’s and mother’s alleles
of HLA-DQA1, hnRNP-AB, HLA-DRA, LDHA, XRCC5, FNBP1 and YWHAB
using SHAPE (lanes 4 (father), 6 (mother)). In addition, DMSO controls (lanes
3 (father), 5 (mother)) and ladder lanes (lanes 1 (T ladder), 2 (G ladder)) are
also shown. The black line indicates the position of the SNV. The yellow
bar along the side of the gel indicates the region that is changing between the
father’s and mother’s alleles. Bottom, difference in PARS signal between father
(GM12891) and mother (GM12892), centred at the riboSNitch. Positive PARS
score indicates double stranded RNA, and should correspond to lower SHAPE
signal. Negative PARS score indicates unpaired RNA with correspondingly

higher SHAPE signal. Six out of seven cloned RNAs are validated by SHAPE
in vitro. hnRNP-AB showed multiple differences surrounding the SNV; SHAPE
data confirmed the riboSNitch and showed the structural rearrangement is
more complex than indicated by PARS. SHAPE data of YWHAB did not show
the predicted RSS difference. b, Bar graphs showing the number of homozygous
SNVs in parents that are validated (in red) and not validated (grey) in the
child by allele specific mapping. Homozygous riboSNitches between the father
and mother are mapped to both the renatured child RNA (in vitro; child)
and the native deproteinized child RNA (native deproteinized; child). As the
depth of coverage is lower in native deproteinized samples, we detect fewer (31)
SNVs that were homozygously different in the parents.
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Extended Data Figure 10 | Properties of riboSNitches. a, b, Average PARS-
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group of 2,450 non-structure-changing SNVs. P value calculated by
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. e, Distribution of top 10% most structurally

disruptive riboSNitches, calculated by biggest structural difference between the
two alleles, versus a control group of 1,855 SNVs that do not change structure in
59 UTRs, CDS and 39 UTRs. f, Different genomic features or annotations of
993 unique riboSNitches are compared to 1,009 control SNVs. For each
genomic annotation, the fraction of riboSNitches that reside in the genomic
region covered by the annotation (for example, histone mark) was compared to
the fraction of control SNVs by Student’s t-test. A cutoff value of P 5 0.05
(t-test) was used.
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CORRECTIONS & AMENDMENTS

CORRIGENDUM
doi:10.1038/nature12933

Corrigendum: Primary forests are
irreplaceable for sustaining tropical
biodiversity
Luke Gibson, Tien Ming Lee, Lian Pin Koh, Barry W. Brook,
Toby A. Gardner, Jos Barlow, Carlos A. Peres,
Corey J. A. Bradshaw, William F. Laurance, Thomas E. Lovejoy
& Navjot S. Sodhi

Nature 478, 378–381 (2011); doi:10.1038/nature10425

We identified a conversion error in some of the biodiversity values used
in our meta-analysis. The meta-analysis requires both mean and stand-
ard deviation values for each record, and several studies reported 95%
confidence intervals instead of standard deviation. We incorrectly con-
verted from these confidence intervals to estimate standard deviation,
affecting 164 rows (7.4%) of the 2,220 rows in our database. Instead of
dividing

ffiffiffi
n
p

3 (upper confidence interval minus mean) by 1.96, we mul-
tiplied by 1.96. Because both primary forest and disturbed forest cat-
egories were affected, there was no bias towards or against any category.
After correcting for this conversion error, our results did not alter sub-
stantially (see Table 1 of this Corrigendum). All statements in our Letter
remain fully supported, and most effect sizes increased, further strength-
ening our conclusions. N.S.S. is deceased.

Table 1 | Corrected effect sizes from Supplementary Table 1
Original effect
size

Corrected effect
size

Overall 0.51 0.56
Continent Africa 0.34 0.46

Asia 0.95 1.07
Central America 0.10 0.09
South America 0.44 0.46

Taxon Arthropods 0.64 0.69
Birds 0.72 0.81
Mammals 20.12 20.10
Plants 0.58 0.64

Metric Abundance 0.19 0.20
Community structure
and function

0.41 0.41

Demographics 0.00 20.01
Forest structure 0.75 0.75
Richness 0.83 0.98

Disturbance Abandoned agriculture 1.05 1.05
Agriculture 1.04 1.24
Agroforestry 0.65 0.76
Burned 0.87 0.90
Clear-cut 2.31 2.31
Hunted and disturbed 0.01 0.01
Other extraction 0.59 0.59
Pastures 0.48 0.49
Plantations 0.50 0.65
Secondary 0.41 0.45
Selectively logged 0.11 0.12
Shaded plantations 0.65 0.65
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B Y  L A U R A  C A S S I D A Y

Karolin Luger was bitten by the crystal-
lography bug during a biophysics lec-
ture in 1986. “One person gave a talk on 

X-ray crystallography,” she recalls. “The lecture 
was not that good, but the diffraction patterns 
were so beautiful that I thought, ‘I really want to 
learn how to do this’.”  She learned. As a postdoc, 
she was first author of a paper that reported the 

crystal structure of a DNA–protein complex 
called the nucleosome (see K. Luger et al. Nature 
389, 251–260; 1997).

Now a Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
investigator at Colorado State University in Fort 
Collins, Luger still uses X-ray crystallography  
to study chromatin, the DNA–protein complex 
that packages genomes tightly inside cells. But 
like most in her field in recent years, she has 
expanded her toolkit to include other methods. 

Twenty years ago, many academic labs 
existed just for X-ray crystallography. Col-
laborators would send in samples of their 
molecules of interest, and labs would crystal-
lize them and solve their structures. Nowadays, 
labs are much more focused on specific sci-
entific questions, and X-ray crystallography is 
just one of a suite of tools that they use. Tech-
nology has improved so much that the proce-
dure is usually no longer a full-time scientific 
pursuit. As ‘pure’ crystallography jobs dwindle, 
people who are trained in the technique must 
broaden their expertise to encompass skills 
such as protein expression and purification, 
biochemical assays and cell biology.

In fact, many crystallographers now refer to 
themselves as structural biologists, reflecting 
the variety of techniques that they use to probe 
molecular structure. They may have PhDs in 
biophysics, biochemistry, bioinformatics or 
computational biology, and find work in aca-
demia or industry. But they are united by a 
desire to ‘see’ the invisible molecules that make 
up cells. Those structures, often breathtaking 
in their beauty and intricacy, provide impor-
tant clues about functions or sites that might 
serve as drug targets.

CRYSTALLIZING THE HISTORY
X-ray crystallography has been around for 
about a century, since scientists realized that 
atoms in a crystal could diffract X-rays, pro-
ducing a pattern of spots on a detector. The 
angles and intensities of the diffracted beams 
reveal the structure of molecules. 

Until recent decades, only specialists with 
years of training and expensive equipment 
could perform X-ray crystallography. But in 
the 1990s, the technique became much more 
accessible. As synchrotrons — large, ring-
shaped particle accelerators that produce 
powerful X-rays — spread across the globe, 
researchers could take or send their crystals 
to the synchrotron facilities, where resident 
experts guided them in collecting data and 
interpreting results. The automation of crys-
tallization, improvements in methods for solv-
ing structures and a boost in computing power 
greatly sped up the process, giving researchers 
time for other scientific pursuits. 

Increased competition for research grants 
also forced crystallography labs to become 

S T R U C T U R A L  B I O L O G Y

More than a 
crystallographer
Researchers trained in X-ray crystallography are still in 
demand, but must diversify their skill sets to be competitive.
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A digital model of a nucleosome, drawn with the use of X-ray crystallography data.
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more well rounded. Instead of just solving 
one structure after another, researchers must 
now link the structure of a molecule to its func-
tion through biochemistry and cell-biology 
experiments. “It’s no longer enough to conjec-
ture about the function of a particular protein. 
You have to test it,” says Wayne Hendrickson, 
who specializes in biochemistry and molecu-
lar biophysics at Columbia University in  
New York.

The story of major crystallography projects 
such as the Protein Structure Initiative (PSI), 
supported by the US National Institute of Gen-
eral Medical Sciences (NIGMS), encapsulates 
the evolution of the field. The PSI has solved 
more than 5,300 distinct protein structures 
and spurred innovations in crystallographic 
methods. Last year, however, NIGMS director 
Jon Lorsch, acting on the counsel of an advi-
sory panel, decided that the project had run its 
course, and it will terminate on 30 June 2015 
(see Nature 503, 173–174; 2013). 

Critics argued that many of the structures 
that the PSI has solved have little relevance to 
important biological and medical problems, 
and that PSI scientists did not adequately 
poll the biological community to select inter-
esting targets. In addition, such ‘big science’ 
programmes consume precious funds that, in 
the minds of some, would be better spent on 
individual researcher grants.

Despite the PSI’s closure, Hendrickson, 
whose lab specializes in membrane proteins 
and was part of the initiative, says that it is too 
early to gauge the impact on crystallography 
job prospects. “It will depend on whether PSI 
centres like ours are able to gain alternative 
means of support to keep things going,” he 
says. His centre, the New York Consortium 
on Membrane Protein Structure, is applying 
to other research organizations and founda-
tions for grants. 

TRIAL AND ERROR
Crystallography work increasingly requires a 
good scientific question rather than just solv-
ing structures — something Sheena D’Arcy 
knows well. As a graduate student, she worked 
in a crystallography-only lab. “For my postdoc, 
I wanted a lab that was a bit more driven by 
scientific questions,” she says. She is now work-
ing with Luger, using crystallography — and 
other methods — to study how DNA is pack-
aged into chromatin.

Early in her postdoc, D’Arcy recognized the 
value of approaching a problem with multiple 
techniques. She wanted to obtain a crystal 
structure of nucleosome assembly protein 1 
(Nap1), which helps to package DNA in the 
cell. But she could not get the protein complex 
to crystallize. And so, while still working on 
crystallization on the side, she tried an alter-
native technique — hydrogen–deuterium 
exchange mass spectrometry. That provided 
important insights into the structure, and 
D’Arcy published a paper on it (S. D’Arcy et al.  

Mol. Cell 51, 662–677; 2013). She says that 
anyone who is interested in structural biol-
ogy should consider learning this technique, 
as well as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy.

FRESH APPROACHES
Now that synchrotrons are widespread, crys-
tallography labs no longer need their own 
expensive X-ray facilities. Luger’s lab does 
retain an X-ray generator for quickly screen-
ing crystals and training students; the device is 
powerful enough to collect publication-quality 
data from well-ordered crystals that diffract 
well, but non-ideal crystals or those that are 
quickly degraded by X-rays are sent to a syn-
chrotron, says D’Arcy. The team has access to 
a beamline — a path of X-rays coming off the 
accelerator — at the Advanced Light Source 
synchrotron at Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory in Berkeley, California.

The crystallography purist who prefers not 
to dabble in other techniques might consider a 
career as a beamline scientist, loading crystals 
for researchers and overseeing them as they 
collect data. As well as permanent positions, 
many synchrotrons offer training programmes 
in crystallography. They also offer summer 
programmes and internships for students, 
postdocs and other researchers who want to 
learn the technique but lack their own X-ray 
facilities. 

The European Synchrotron Radiation Facil-
ity (ESRF) in Grenoble, France, offers a six-week 
Summer Bachelor Programme for undergrad-
uates, which includes lectures, tutorials, lab 
work and site visits. The Cheiron School at the 

SPring-8 synchrotron 
in Harima, Japan, has 
ten-day training ses-
sions for graduate stu-
dents, postdocs and 
young scientists who 
wish to pursue careers 
in fields that involve 
synchrotron radiation. 
And the Advanced 
Photon Source in 
Argonne, Illinois, pre-
sents an annual two-
week National School 
on Neutron and X-ray 
Scattering, in which 
graduate students 
attend lectures and 
tutorials and conduct 
short experiments.

Alexei Bosak began 
working at the ESRF 
as a postdoc and is 

now a beamline scientist. His duties are split 
between his own research interests in materi-
als science (he has beam time reserved for his 
own experiments) and the research of ESRF 
users. “The people come, and we have to make 
them happy running the experiments,” Bosak 

says. “Sometimes we are less involved, and 
sometimes we are more involved. But quite 
frequently a collaboration results.” 

NEXT GENERATION
Structural biologists are developing methods to 
expand the capabilities of conventional X-ray 
crystallography, with potential implications for 
future practitioners. In November 2013, the US 
National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded a 
US$25-million Science and Technology Center 
Grant to the University at Buffalo in New York 
and seven partner institutions to fund the 
BioXFEL research centre. The centre will fur-
ther the use of recently developed tools called 
X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) that produce 
much shorter and more intense pulses of X-rays 
than synchrotrons (see page 604).

According to Eaton Lattman, a struc-
tural biologist at Buffalo and director of the 
BioXFEL, XFELs can analyse crystals that are 
1,000 times smaller than those required for 
conventional X-ray crystallography. “This 
opens up a whole new universe of protein mol-
ecules for crystallography that we couldn’t do 
before because we couldn’t grow big enough 
crystals,” he says. The intense X-ray pulses 
can also capture frozen images of molecular 
motion, opening the door for dynamic studies 
and molecular movies. 

The BioXFEL centre will make use of an 
existing facility at the SLAC National Accel-
erator Laboratory in Menlo Park, California, 
among other facilities. A smaller XFEL facility 
began operating in Harima, near the SPring-8 
synchrotron, in 2011. And a larger one is sched-
uled to open in Hamburg, Germany, in 2015.

Lattman anticipates that the NSF grant will 
result in a “modest number” of new jobs at 
member institutions. “Right now, we’re really 
limited by the amount of beam time that is 
available,” he says. “If we start to see more coun-
tries around the world building XFEL facilities, 
then I think we’ll see growth in the field compa-
rable to what we saw for traditional crystallog-
raphy in the 1990s.” For now, the field of XFELs 

Karolin Luger, a researcher in X-ray crystallography.

“Taking the time 
to sit down and 
teach yourself 
the theory 
and computer 
programs is 
going to pay in 
the long run.”
Sheena D’Arcy
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needs technical improvements, such as bet-
ter data-processing software and specimen 
delivery systems.

EXPERTS NEEDED
Ironically, the very diversification in skills 
now required to obtain an academic job 
has arguably turned many structural biolo-
gists into jacks of all trades, masters of none. 
Today’s researchers are accustomed to send-
ing crystals to synchrotrons for analysis, and 
computer programs perform the analytical 
work. “To solve a straightforward struc-
ture, you really don’t have to understand 
the theory and the maths, and that’s a bit of 
a pity,” says Luger. “I’m a little worried that 
we’re running out of people who know how 
to handle problems or complex situations.” 

Bosak notes that positions related to 
crystallography are frequently available 
at ESRF, and that they are hard to fill. “It’s 
very difficult to find a good crystallogra-
pher these days,” he says. Beamline scien-
tists must have a thorough understanding 
of crystallography theory and instrumen-
tation, skills that many modern training 
programmes do not emphasize. This means 
that a crystallographer with the right skill 
set can find that he or she is in demand.

There is also a growing list of contract 
companies that specialize in crystallogra-
phy. Firms such as Proteros Biostructures 
in Planegg, Germany; Shanghai Medicilon 
in China; and Emerald Bio in Bedford, 
Massachusetts, provide full-service crystal-
lography to clients, many of which are phar-
maceutical companies. The firms employ 
scientists at bachelor’s, master’s and PhD 
levels to carry out all steps of crystallogra-
phy, from protein design to structural analy-
sis. But pharmaceutical companies such as 
Merck, based in Whitehouse Station, New 
Jersey, and Novartis, based in Basel, Swit-
zerland, still have their own crystallography 
programmes centred on structure-based 
rational drug design, which also employ 
scientists at all levels. These companies are 
potentially a better fit for those who wish 
to focus on a specific protein or biological 
process rather than a plethora of them.

D’Arcy advises students with an interest 
in X-ray crystallography to take the time to 
learn its theoretical underpinnings and all 
the techniques involved. “Don’t let people 
do things for you,” she says. “There are a 
lot of senior people who know how to do 
things, and there’s always a time crunch to 
get data — you get crystals, and you just 
want to see the structure. Taking the time to 
sit down and teach yourself the theory and 
computer programs is going to pay in the 
long run — because you really learn when 
things go wrong.” ■

Laura Cassiday is a freelance writer based 
in Hudson, Colorado.
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EAs a student, Nicholas Wright pursued 
interests in biology and public policy, 
securing four degrees and a fellowship in the 
department of government at the London 
School of Economics (LSE). He now uses his 
neuroscience training and insights into human 
decision-making to inform nuclear-security 
policy as a fellow at the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace in Washington DC. 

Did you always have dual interests?
Yes. I went straight to medical school at Uni-
versity College London (UCL), but I also did 
a year at Imperial College London studying 
health policy and management, which proved 
a turning point. While there, I did research in 
Chile on how best to incorporate scientific find-
ings into clinical medicine. I learned that, to be 
effective, public policy must always take cultural 
and organizational factors into account; and I 
learned how best to ask questions so that they 
are relevant to public policy. 

How did you combine your interests?
At the end of my medical degree, I went to a series 
of lectures by economist Richard Layard from 
the LSE, who talked about what neuroscience  
might be able to tell us about economic and social 
decision-making. I read up on neuroscience  
and decided to do a master’s degree. My 
research into functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) dispelled the hypothesis that 
only one area of the brain specializes in reading. 
The technique surpassed my expectations and 
proved itself to be a new source of information 
that could be relevant to public policy.

How did you delve into decision-making?
It wasn’t by chance. After my postgraduate med-
ical exams, I did a PhD project to study how risk 
perception influences decision-making, hoping 
to apply the concepts to issues of public policy. 
I worked with the Wellcome Trust Centre for 
Neuroimaging at UCL and stayed on as a fellow 
doing fMRI after I finished my PhD. 

How did you position yourself for a policy job?
During a year-long fellowship at the LSE, I 
built up my contacts, planned events with 
policy-makers and created a narrative about 
my experience. Several policy-oriented job 
opportunities in Washington DC came up, 
but a position at the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace was most exciting.  

What appealed to you about that post?
There was a lot of great work done in the 1970s 
on applying decision-making and cognitive 

psychology to nuclear strategy, but much less 
had been done recently. The ideas coming out 
of neuroeconomics hadn’t yet been applied to 
international relations, so there was enormous 
potential for doing interesting work that could 
have a positive impact on the world. 

Has your work had real-world impact?
In January, a colleague and I published an arti-
cle called ‘The neuroscience guide to negotia-
tions with Iran’ in The Atlantic. We combined 
insights from neuroscience, behaviour and 
history to better understand Iranian motives 
in the ongoing nuclear talks. For example, 
conciliatory gestures are more effective when 
they’re unexpected. Neuroimaging experi-
ments detail how the brain computes the dif-
ference between what is expected and what 
actually happens, and the more surprising 
the reward or punishment, the more impact 
it has on decision-making. Last year, Iranian 
President Hassan Rouhani unexpectedly used 
social media to engage on political issues, rais-
ing hopes for a diplomatic breakthrough. We 
argued that neuroscience provides a new, 
important source of evidence relevant to 
nuclear talks with Iran. Our article was read 
by US and UK defence policy-makers, and I 
have been asked to continue providing briefs 
to the US Department of Defense.

Do policy-makers value a science background?
In the world of public policy, there are so many 
competing priorities that there is a limit to how 
much science can be used. Winston Churchill 
once said that scientists “should be on tap, but 
not on top”. Although science is not the only 
consideration, I am on tap to provide it. ■

I N T E R V I E W  B Y  V I R G I N I A  G E W I N

TURNING POINT
Nicholas Wright
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Fellow people, this is probably your first 
ever sight of a genuine and altogether 
shimmering flying saucer! All those 

thousands of books about close encoun-
ters, abductions by aliens, things seen 
in the sky and in cornfields, are com-
plete cow pies. Am I cleared for land-
ing? I have something on board you’ll 
be glad to see. Namely your four 
marooned Martian astronauts, sound 
in wind and limb. Juno, Jim, Chuck 
and Barbara won’t suffocate on Mars 
on account of their ascent engine failing. 

I couldn’t possibly let J, J, C and B  
stifle in their tin can, even if this exposes 
my UFO to becoming an identified flying 
object. I could have clandestinely dumped 
the four of them anywhere hospitable in the 
world, near some highway, but that might 
have led to personal problems for the four, 
such as conspiracy theories, or getting 
disappeared. So I chose a public approach 
— though at the same time still fairly anony-
mous, like a caped crusader plus mask. My 
passengers haven’t set eyes on me. For all 
they know, I might be an AAI, an alien AI.

Oh, and I shan’t be hanging around for 
long, an inch above the landing strip, so don’t 
bother breaking out Château Rohypnol or 
dozed-up 7 Up on my account. As soon as 
the heroic quartet are safely on the ground, 
I’ll be buzzing off promptly. And don’t bother 
chasing me with those jets. I can do Mach 100 
without batting an eyelid. Plus: cloak of invis-
ibility. Just keep well back from this saucer, as 
you’ve no idea what energies it deploys. That 
includes your fire engines and ambulances 
with SWAT teams on board.

Your Mars quartet left their bags of rocks 
and dust back on the red planet; I didn’t want 
mess in my hold. Oops, sorry, people, if I seem 
to be patronizing the brave quartet who took 
four months to get to Mars, whereas I brought 
them back in four hours, but it does take even 
little me several days to get to Neptune; I have 
limitations. As do fairly featureless blue Nep-
tune and extremely chilly Triton: −235 °C. 

Why spend several days going to Triton? 
Why, to patrol the Far Frontier! Admittedly, 
there’s an even farther frontier out in the 
Kuiper belt, not to mention the Oort cloud 
beyond, but … I confide nothing about  
refuelling my power system. Get going now, 
bold astronauts, out of the hold with you! 

And of course the orbit of Neptune 
implies a very large sphere of mostly empty 

space, but I’m not heading way out to gape at 
stars or to view the Sun as a very bright spot.

If you’re already trying to do voice print 
recognition, just in case you strike lucky: 
waste of time. This is a synthvoice, although 
totally naturalistic.

Ah, Juno, I see you’re outside. Skedaddle, 
lady! Don’t make such a meal of it. You aren’t 
that heavy on Earth.

How come I have an authentic flying sau-
cer? I’ve been wondering whether to say, as 
this seems such a wet dream, pardon, such a 
fantasy, for a young geek like me.

It all began when I took a bit of tech of my 
own devising to a park at dusk. Don’t jump 
to the conclusion that this might be a 4-qubit 
iPhone. I tapped in a very long number, 
nothing to do with pi, and I got a surpris-
ingly swift response in the form of a glowing 
little globe rising lazily like a luminous golf 
ball and drifting towards me. I guess I hap-
pened to be in the right place, unless the rest 
of the world and the ocean depths are littered 
with globes imitating golf balls. 

This does rather suggest, don’t you think, 
that the earliest arrivals on our world from 
the Outside postdate our fourteenth century, 
although I suppose earlier arrivals might 
have masqueraded as fruits or nuts …

Now you, Chuck, stop your loitering.  
All the way home  
I  w a s  g r a du a l ly 
increasing the grav in 
the hold to re-accus-
tom you, oops, maybe 

I shouldn’t have said that.
As the mini-globe hovered before me,  

I put my hand upon it tentatively. Tingle  
tingle tingle. The gizmo read me and 
assessed: highly intelligent, atheist, ingenious, 

obsessional, dedicated, responsible, loves 
solitude, bold but not rash, et cetera … I 
cottoned on instantly.

Evidently here was a very compact 
von Neumann first-contact gizmo. If 
you don’t know what a vNfc gizmo is, 
you may as well stop listening. I guess 
the vNfc gizmo could have commu-
nicated with me efficiently in Korean, 

if I happened to be Korean. Although 
not Koranian — atheism seemed highly 

regarded in the aptitude test.
Proposal: would I accept to be the inter-

mediary between Homo sap sap (so brainy, 
in our opinion, that we named ourselves 
twice) and the Outside intelligences?

Did Darwin go to the Galapagos Islands? 
Enough said.

Ah, Jim, I was wondering when. Lug your 
legs after Juno and Chuck. Bye-bye.

Basically my duties are to keep watch and 
transmit by the Outsider way — bet you’d like 
to know what that is — summaries of sig-
nificant up-to-date Earth news. Likelihood 
of nuclear war or other global catastrophes, 
breakthroughs in nanotech or a star-drive. 
And no, I don’t use tachyons to transmit. But 
I like the idea that the cosmos is non-causal, 
deep down; could that be a clue?

And then there was one … Come along 
now, Barbara. One small step for a lady mis-
sion commander. You know you can do it.

You aren’t going to leave? Do you imagine 
you’ll stall me here till someone fires a big 
net of green kryptonite over my UFO?

The ingratitude!
I swear I’ll shut the hold, take off in 

30 seconds, counting, and forcibly eject 
you — well, it can’t be on Triton ’cause of 
Nep’s radiation belt, but, damn it, back on 
Mars. Enough food, water and air, and I’ll 
resupply every couple of months, but it’ll be 
marooned on Mars for you — and no, I don’t 
need a lady friend, who might take control of 
my UFO, even if you are an astronaut. I have 
higher, cosmic priorities.

Hatch closed, here we go. Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you … Bye, folks. Whoooooooosh! ■ 

Ian Watson’s most recent novel is The 
Waters of Destiny (with Andy West). The 
first volume is free to download from  
www.watersofdestiny.com.

ME AND MY FLYING SAUCER
A cosmic ride.
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